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Studying eschatology in our seminar system or I system rather that we

were using last term and it was announced as a separate course ; it is a

continuation and yet it is a distinct course, and so there are quite a few

who were with us last semester whp are planning that as their course and

are not with us this semester, we have I think 17 who are continuing add 8

new ones, so that for the benefit of the new ones I should say just a word

ke or two about our system. We are glad to have anyone take it as an

auditor, tho we with to urge such a one to come regularly and if possible

to 'take the tests so as to see how you are getting along with it even tho

*Vu do not take it for credit. It is possible to take this course for one

ist one hour of undergraduate credit, in which case it is two hoursof

class attendance and onehour study each week, reviewing thostly wht iS dore

in class. It is possible to take for two hours of undergraduate credit,

in which case, as in any other course, of undergraduate nature it is *t

two hours in class and four hours in study. You can take it for one hour

of graduate credit, two hours in classand two hours of study; or for two

hours of graduate credit two hours of class. attendance and six hours of

study outside just as for any other graduate course. And so starting

next week I will ask you which of these ways you want to take fihe course

and whether you have done the amount of work which is called for on that

basis. And then I will ask you to give a report of what you have done.

Now last semester we started in with the discussion of the basis evid

ences in the Scriptures for the fact of a millenium. And I distributed

to those here last semester copies of my little pamphlet on the Millen

k&l Kingdom of Christ in which I have taken up certain of the Old Testa

ment passages that deal with this matter and examined the evidence. Now

there are 8 of you who have started it this term and if you do not have

these I would like to give you copies of them in order that you can study

that same material, because that mSteria]. I tbtnk is rather basis. So

here they are for you to get either (Mr King, would you give them out to
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those who do not have them). While our work this semester is A separate

semester, and we are not expecting, naturally, those who take it for the

one semester to study up all the worç that we did last semester . Never

theless we deal a good bit with mAterials we dealt with last semester,

and we want you to get an idea of some of them. And those who are con

tinuing it we want you to keep in mind all the work we did lAst semester.

And so I thot to beginning today it might be good thf we vent over some of

the examination questions a little, because they cover some of the most

vital things that we dealt with last semester. Now in my section of the

examination the first question that I asked would apply to either section.

I asked What is is Premillenkaiism% knd I dldnt mean by that What does

somebody who calls himself a premillenlalist believe or what are the views

about the nature of God which are held by premillenialists or what re the

views as to the time of the rapture held by premillenialists or any other

question, but I simply was asking What is PremilleniAlism? Calvinism is

a viewpoint of the teaching of the Scripture which includes all the great

doctrines of the Scripture in a certain relation to one another in e con

catenated system which includes the teaching of the Scriptures on A great

many points, and of course three fourths at least of whAt is held in Cal

inism is held by anyone who accepts the Bible as his source of divine know

ledge. Premillenialism is not like that. It is in no sense comparAble

to Calvinism as being a rounded view of life ; it is not thAt. By Pre

millenialism we mean simply that you believe in one or two definite,

specific things about the future. You believe, in a thousand other points,

any view that you want and still be a Premifleniañiist. And on the other

points you could have the same view that the maority of PremilleniAlists

have and not be a Prei1llenIalist at all. For instance, It does not make

you a Premillenlalist to believe that there is an eternal punishment.

Most Christians believe in that; It seems to be very clearly taught in the

Scripture. It does not make you a Premillenlalist to believe that Christ

is coming back to this earth in bodily, visible form. It does not make
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a Premillenialist to believe in a rture. All students of eschm.tology

have believed in a rapture because it is very clearly taught in the Scrip

ture, that the saints rhall be caught up to meet the Lord in the air. That

is clearly taught in the Scripture, and whatever you think about the Mill

enium has nothing to do with you belief in the rapture. So by Premillen

ialism we simply mean that there is going to be a time, a golden age upon

this earthk; a time in which there will be a freedom from external danger;

in which there will be universal peace and safety and at this period, this

golden age upon the earth, which will come after the return of Christ who

has come before. That is all that is meant by Premillenialism. Ad on

on any other point, onemay be Pre, Post, or A-, or any other type of view,

and have certain views on other pooints. That is really all that is

distinctive of Premillenialism. So you might say the longer your answer

to this question, the leess I was satisfied with it. Because I wanted

to know just what was Premillenialism, not what are all the different thirs

that a Premillenialist might believe, or that perhaps the majority of

those who hold this would also hold. Then the other two questions I ask

ed. One was to lokk at the Old Testament evidence. I asked you to sur

vey the Old Testament evidences regarding the Mlllenium. And then I asked

)that was the nature of the Milleniuni? And depending on thetype of the

exam you took, some have that latter question and some did not. Nov the

survey of the Old testament evidences; if you gave a good summary thf the

material in this little paniphelet I would think that that would cover

most of the basic material. Because to my mind, if you can --- if a man is

walking down the street eut in front here, and we have five people here

who certify that they sap him walk down the streetk; and if there are

fifty other people who say that either they were not looking outof the

windo or else that they looked out and they thought somebody went but

they were not sure whether or not it was a man or woman, and they were

not sure whether it was this man or not, if you have five people who say

this man walk down the street, you have pretty good and conclusive etid-
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ence. You really dont nedd much more. A hundred people to certify that

they did not see him walk down the street would not be very muck evid

ence, unless these other people looked every second, were possibly watchiig.

So in that pasaage I was interested not in all the evidence, of which there

is a great deal, but in bringing the most vital evidences. I laid stress

upon Micah It and Isaiah 2. 8 other passage which describes a golden

age upon this earth, in which the word of the Lord goes out from Jerusa

lem and the nations beat their swords into plowshares. And they do not

kk learn war any more. Something which it is pretty difficult to inter

pret in any other way than that there is going to be a period of univ

ersal, external peace and safety upon this earth. And then I dealt with

Isaiah 11, in which we have the declaration that a ' rc3ult of the t1'

1t of Chit, th:- will bo n t;Lie hn the lamb and the fatling will

go together, and the bear and the different animals, the ferocious anim

aist that are tasty, and it says that they will live together in riison.

And this we noticed can be taken in a figurative sense, and show that

people will not longer have a r tui ferocious nature, that there

will no longer be destruction anywhere. It can be taken in the literal

sense and show that animals as well as people will be free from their

destructive and ferocious nature; or their destructive attitude towards

others. It can be taken in either of these two senses, but either of

these two ways implies a golden age upon this earth. It could hardly

be a picture of heaven; it could hardly be a picture of the eternal

state; it could hardly be a picture of the present age; it must be p

picture o a time, a golden age upon this earth. If you take it fig

uratively, you have a Post point of view; if you take it literally, you

have a Premillenial view; but in either case you have definite mill

enium. And so these 3 passages together, with something of the import

ande of them, was what I had primarily in mind. It seems to me that it

it the foundation as far as the Old Testament studies are concerned.

We looked at other passages here in the course of the term, and I was
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interested in what you had to say about them, but those were the prin

cipal points. iNow my last question as to the nature of the millenium,

the nature of the conditions on earth during the millenlum, that of course

went more into detail, and I dont think that we should bothCr the new

students this term with this unless somebody had particular question which

they should like to ask. Now Dr Buswell had a number of questions on the

New Testament, and I wonder if he could take up one or two of them and

could summarize them a bit for us. There may have been some questions

that someone had about them. He has marked all of his papers in the class

and I have spent more time so far looking over his papers than Looking

over my papers, but I was interested to ±ii note what different approaches

some of you took in answer to his questions. So I would be interested to

hear somethign from him about them. (Dr Buswell speaking:) I didnt

keep notes on the papers but I remeber a few things that probably would

iieed xxidams emphasis. In general the questions were answered satis

factor1, and occasional'y brilliantly, and occasionally a little below

par. One question that escaped some of you, the kuestion of the twp

resurrections. Most of you got most of the points in there, but some

of you did not; kparticularly the use of prepositions with reference to

the resurrection. There is clear reference to two future resurrections

in Revelation 20, and most of you put that down. There is a reasonably

clear indication of two future resurrections in I Corinthians 15, and most

of you got that. You did quite fairly. The reference in John and in

Daniel to the resurrections of the iust and the unjust; Pauls statement

before the Roman court, Believe in the resurrection of the dead, both of

the just and of the uriust. Those do not prove that there will be two

resurrections; they do prove that there will be two groups that will

be subject to the resurrection and some of you seemed to think that these

passsages would prove two resurrections. Well, I think the most you

can say is that they are in harmony with the idea that the just and the

unjust will be raised at t'vo different times. The use of the preposi-
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tions: will iust state that fact one more time. (Question fm student).

I didn not think that it was all at all wrong to mention these other pas

sages; in fact when you state a point you usually should take up any that

brought up on the other side; and so it was quite correct to mention it.

There were a couple of papers as I remember who handled those as if they

were definite and constructive evidencefor two resurrections, which is

a misunderstanding. Now about the resurrection ek nekron, apo nekron,

ek and apo in that position ik says, and implied a partitive

genitive. If you come out of, plural, anything, you leave some of it

there. If you come out of a store, you leave the store; if you come

out of a crowd, you leave the crowd. So apo or ek with the genitive

plural 9 (Other side of record 1 begins here: c2)

So, resurrection ek nekron, and in the case of Lazarus, apo ton kekron,

I think one or two others with that thot, but ek more commonly, When

ever you have resurrction ek nekron, or ek ton nekron, ek with

the genitive plural;in all those cases the reference is either to the

resurrection of Christ or to the resurrection of Christians, or as in

the case of Lazarus, the resurrection of one lman who certainly left

the rest of the dead there. A strong reference in Philippians k, the

eks anastasia ek nekron. The out resurrection, out from the company of

the dead, and that was something which Paul said that he hoped to

attain to. Paul believed in the resurrection of all, both the just ad

the unjust, but by faith in Christ he expected to attain to this eks

anastasia ek nekron. So that the attaining to that resurrection out

from among the dead indicates it as something distinctive and then the

usage of it. Now then you find anastasia ek nekron referring to the

future resurrection of the wieked. On the contrary, where you have

anastasia ton kekron, an objective genitive, or you could take it as

a subjective genitive; resurrection of the dead, that is purely indeter

minate. It may be resurrection of the righteous dead; it may be res

urrection of the wieked dead; it may be resurrection of both, simply the
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fact that we believe in the resurrection of the dead. That is enough then

on the use of the prepositions or the omission of the prepositions.
Where
preposthtions are omitted, you may have the wicked included, but never do

you have the wicked possibly included where you have anastasis ek nekron.

That, when you marshall all the data, does seam to be something. Gerhardt

Vos bad evidently heard of the argument and heard of it remotely, and did

not get exactly the point. Because he said that the Philippians passage,

(this is In his Pauline eschatology) he says that to attain to the res

urrection, the out resurrection out of the company of the dead, he said

that that passage is regarded as teaching a second resurrection of the

righteous, but that he cant see how that it does. He does not even men

tion the use of the prepositions. Evidently somebody had 3 that

passage and pounded the table u instead of giving an exegesis of the

grammar. And Gerhardt Vos did not get the point; or the argument; so

naturally he says that he does not see how that proves a second resurr

ection. And I didn*t pound the table hard enough, or did not exegete

the grammar hard enough, for some of you did not quite get the point;

the ek with the genitive plural, implying a partitive ganitive and not

all the dead are raised if anyone is raised ek nekron. I think that is

all I can remember. Dr Buswell, I think it would be worthwhile to look

at Revelation 20. Could you say a word about this: What do you think aboit

Revelation 19 4g a cycle and starting over again with chapter 20,

a new cycle; do you think that is possible? Of course, the cycle theory;

there are cycles within cycles, and in general I am agaimst zoning laws.

&n the city, you pass a law that you shall nothave a factory within a.

certain zone, and therefore any building t1 you see within that zone is

not a factory. So as to the rhetorical construction, I feel quite strongly

that paragraph or a cycle or section ends with Revelation 20.3. I

cannot see any grounds for the chapter division where chapter 20 ±itg

begins, because the destruction of the beast and the false prophet are

and the binding of Satan certainly belong together as the condlusion of
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the coming of Christ with His army to destroy the kingdom of the beast.

(MacRae:) There is a point which you brought out which I think is very

vital. In chapter 19, verse 20, you have the beast and the false prophet

cast alive into the lake of fire burning with brimstone. Then in 0, you

have Satan bound a thousand years, and then when you come to verse 10

of chapter 20, te devil that deceived them was cast into the lake of

fire burning with brimstone where the beast and the false prophet are.

That would seem to show a continuous narrative rather than a break and

recapitulation, would it not? a Yes, I didnt quite remember the

point. Yes, I think so. The beast and the false prophet are cast into

the lake of fire and the devil is bound, in chapter 19 ending with 23.

And then, later, the devil is cast into the lake of fire where the beast

and the false prpphet are. (MacRae:) I think that is a very vital

point. In view of that, is it possible to say that the first resurrection

beginning at twenty, the binding of Satan could be at the kfirst coming

of Christ? (Buswell:) Now let me see; I am on the spot here. I guess

I am a little thick. (MacRae:) Would the binding of Satan occurred at

the first coming of Christ? 4u Dldrit Christ say, I see Satan falling

from heaven? -61 ? (Busvell:) Not that I see Satan falling

from heaven; I beheld Satan falling from heaven. (MacRae:) Well, hasnt

he already fallen? Is he not already in the pit?, during this age?

Buswell:) I cannot quite colnect up. This is a good exqmple of my dumb

ness. I cannot quite connect up the cycle business with 6 3/k

I think certainly Satan is not bound in the sense that he should not

dedelve the nationsk, when Christ was here on earth. Satan has always

been bound by the permissive will of God, in the sense that God could

always cast a demon out of a mans life. Satan was bound in the time of

Job in the same sense that he was bound when Christ was here on the earth.

But Satan bound to deceive the aations no longer certainly has not yet

occurred. In our experience, he certainly is deceiving the n4tions.

(MacRae:) If your Last half of 19 and 20 continues and goes together,
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then chapter 20 must be after the return of Christ. And if they are sep

arated, then verse 10 of 20 makes no sense where it says where the beast

and the false prophet are. (Buswell:) I do think that verse 4 of chapter

20 goes back just a little. that is what I mean by the break. It just

goes back a little to bring up the trend, and then goes forward to a tuti.u

event. Satan gets to the lake of fire a thousand years after the beast

and the false prophet. (MacRae:) But do they go there at the time of

the first coming, and Satan at the Second coming? (Busvell:) Certain

ly not. They are not in the lake, of fire right now. They have not yet

come on the scene. (MacRae:) There is nothing in connection with

Christs first coming which you ould connect with the last part of chap

ter 19. (Buavell:) No indeed. The vents of the end of chapter 19 have

not yet taken place, and the binding of Satan has not yet taken pleee.

They are to be cast into the lake of fire after they 8 and do the

various tk±xgx things which are described. Satan is to be bound after

that empire, and then Satan is to be cast into the lake of fire as a

still subsequent event. (student question) (Macrae) If the binding of

Satan was at the first coming, then the beast and the false prophet

would also have to have been at the fist coming, or else verse 10 here

would be absolute nonsense, where it says Where the beast and the false

prophet are. (Buswell:) I certainly agree with that. Well. (MacRae:)

What is one of the other questions which you asked? Oh about the thous

and years. (Buawell): Most of them got the reference to Romans 8, very

clearly; practically everybody. Romans 8 beaches a period of blessed

ness on this earth, ---delivered from the gurse, subsequent to the Lords

return. 2uaz Practically everone got tkt one very clearly. (MacRae)

It does not mean that the whole earth is groaning and travailing, wait

ing for the time when it shall be destroyed? But rather waiting for the

time when it shall be renewed. (Buswell) I should have taken notes

on the exam, but I did not do that. (Macrae) Well, is there any other

question about the examination, or should we go on to pick up some new
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iiatertha.? If there is no question on that, I would like to call your

attention today to something in the book of Daniel. But before I do that,

I would like to go back to another passage Dr Buswell asked about in kk

the test, simply as introductory to Daniel. That is, I Corinthians 15.

Now in I Cor 15, we find in verse 20, Now is Christ risen from the dead

and become the firstfruits of them that slept. 10 3/k is thet in

Adam all die, even so In Christ shall all be made alive; but every man in

his own order, Christ the firstfruits; afterward they that are Christs

at His coming. Seems to say that at Christs coming those who belong to

Christ will be raised up, afterwards they that are Christs at His coin

ing. And then comes the end when he shall have delivered up the king

dom to God, even the Father. When He shall have put down all rule and

all authority and power. Now does this mean Christ is raised from the

dead and then at Christs aiilng the righteous dead are raised and rap-
N'I~Iw_

tured to heaven, as is so clearly taught in Thess, that immediately

thereafter then comes theend when He will deliver up the kingdom to God

even the Father; that is, that zkv within a period of an hour or a day

or a week or seven years or perhaps even longer, but no longer a time;

after the rapture of the righteous, that Christ raises the wicked from

the dead and the Great White throne judgment occurs and He delivers up

the Kingdom to God, even the Father? Or does it mean that when He

returns, we that are Christs at His coming shall be raised from the

dead and raptured to meet him in heaven, and then there is a long period,

perhaps a thousand years and then comes the end after this period, and

then He delivers up the Ingdom to God, even the Father, when He shall hew

put down all power and authority. Now you see the difference between

the two views. §f these two, you might say that one would be that which

the Premil would infer, because the Pril believe there is a kingdon

of Christ after His return upon thisearth, and acccording to that view

then, all they that are Christs at His coming are raised from the dead,

at His return, there will be a period of about a thousand years and thei
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will come the end. And then at the end, a thousand years after, the rest

of the dead will be raised up ; there will be the Great White Throne Judg

ment and then Christ will deliver up the ingdon to God even the Father.

Now you see the two viewpoints. Now in these verses, at far as we have

looked at them now, it does not clearly state which of these two they are.

It wauld seem to me that it shows a breab between the resurrection of Chritt

13 i/k the resurrection of those who are Christs at His coming

and then comes the end; Now is the end here cbr is it here? It is later

than this. Well, anybody must know that 133- regardless If you

are Pre, Post, or A. From Thessalonians, those who die in Christ are

raised and raptured to heaven with Him, and none who did not die in Christ

are raptured to Heaven. We are raised up to meet Him together ; meet the

righteous dead together with Him in the clouds. That is an action in

which only righteous partiopate, and that must be held regariess of any

bodys view on the Millenium. That is clearly taught in Thessalonlans.

But as far as Thessalonians is concerned, you can have the resurrection

of the unrighteous dead the next day, the next hour, the next week, or

seven years later; it does not matter. But it is wibhin that decade,

we will say, at least. And then the unrighteous dead are raised for

judgment at the Great White Throne udgement, cast alive into the lake

of fire, and that is the end at approximately the same time as the time

when they which are Christs are raised up at His coming. Nov both the

Post Mill or the A Mill would have to hold that there are two resurrec

tions, because Thessalonians very clearly teaches that, but they would

put the two so closely together as to make substantiali).y one. But the

Pro mill view has the two resurrections separated by a period of perhaps

a thousand years, a period which we designate as a thousand years, which

is at least a long period. It may be a round number, or it may be exact.

I*m inclined to think that it is exact, but I dont think that it matters

particularly. Af far as I am concerned, it may be four hundred years or

twn thousand years. I thik that it will be one thousand, but it is at
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a long period of time. And now 15 1/8 but it suggests a

period in between 15 l/ that at the end e delivers up the King

dom to God even the Father. (end of c2)

iAessor, Gordon College of Theology and

Missions, Boston, MassachU.3ettS.
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or does Christ reign till He puts all enemies under His feet and the last

enem that is destroyed is death? Is He reigning now? Wkk Well, cert

ainly He is reigning now in the hearts of all those who are His, as we

permit Him to reign in our hearts, for He allows us at this time to cast

aside His control, but He desires us to ubinit more and more to Him.

He reigns in the hearts of Christians today and God has a control over

everything that happens. This is the kingdom of Satan, not the kingdom

of God; this present age. So then, could you say that it is this period

now of which Christ must reign till He have put all enemies under His

feet? Well, perhaps in a way of speaking you could. But it would cert

ainly seen a bit more reasonable to say ; I mean that this would fit

perhaps a little better if it refers to a reign after His coming back

when He is actually reigning over all the earth, rather than now when

He is reigning in the hearts of individual people. But we wont say that

it is imposssible as far as this verse is concerned. The reference to

the present time, and then when he comes back to this earth, that is

when death is deatroyed. There is no more death after His coming back,

according to any view other than a re Mill view. The last enemy des

troyed is death, when He hath put all things under His feet. When He

says that all things are put under Him, it is manifested that He is

excepted which did put all things under Him. And when all things shall

be subdued unto Him, then shall the Son also Himself be subject to Him

that put all things under Him that God may be all in all. Now verse 28,

seeems to refer to the x end, same as verse 2, does it not?

Chrkst then must reign tilliHe hath put all things under His feet, and

the last enemy that shall be destroyed is death, and then He shall be

subject to Him that put all things under HIm, that God may be all in all.

According to the Pre Mill view, there is a resurrection of those who

are Christs at His coming, then Christ reigning for the thousand years,

He reigns till He has put all things under His feet and at the end of the

thousand years Satan is loosed, and all those whose hearts have not böen
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yielded up in love to God join with Satan in the great uprising to which

Christ puts an end and then comes the resurrection of the unbelievers, the

Great White Throne judgment, and then somes the end when He shall have put

all things under His feet, and then He delivers up the kingdom to God even

the Father, that God may be all in all. That is your Pre Mill view. Your

other view, either one of them, or of the Post Mill view might be that the

Gospel will yet conquer all the world, and when it has conquered all the

'world, then Christ will begin to reign, and then He will reign a thousand

years even tho he is absent from the earth, when He will reign in the )ig

hearts of His people and then will come the end when He returns. The A

Mill views would requre that He is now reigning till He puts all things

üdu under His feet and those who are Christs at His comigg will be

raised from the dead and then right after that , the next hour, day, year,

or 'within seven years, at most a decade, He oinmes back to this eatth; then

comes the end. Now death is destroyed, all things are put under His

feet, He delivers up the Kingdom unto God the Father, that God may be

all in all. Now which of these two is correct% Corinthians, it does

not seem to me, proves which. It seems to me that there is a certain

inference, a certain suggestion, that there is the period between the

resurrections of those who are His at His coming and the end ; something

of a period; but suppose there is only seven years, or ten years, or an

hour or a day; and that it is substantially one event; Corinthians does

not prove, but it suggests. At any rate, it shows a great end when the

Son is subject to Him that put all things udder Him that God may be all

in all when death is destroyed. Now the question thtt I want to ask this

afternoon is, as between these two interpretations in Corinthians, the one

which certainly seems to fit the language somewhat better than the other,

but not decisively, aft as far as Corinthians is concerned I would not

think, and the otherone which may be suggested as between these two

vjews--oes the book of Daniel have anything to say? Now first, I should

not talk this long about Corinthians. Dr Buswell, would you criticize
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what I have just said about Corinthians? If you dont have some errors to

point out in what I have just said about Corinthians why we will go on

to Daniel. Well, we look back to Daniel now. Now the thing that I like

to do in looking at the Scriptures is to take a passage and see 'what are

the possibilities, because in any sentence in English there are several

possibilities. Thus to any sentence in any language. There is an area,

there Is not a point. But you see what the possibilities are, whet is

certain, add what is possible, and then you seee what another passage

shows and you seee how these fit together and thus increase the area of

certainty. Well, now I want to call your attention to the book of Daniel

and I am not going to take time for any thoro of what is contained in

chapters two and chapter seven. It would be very interesting to look at

chapter two at some lengbh if we had time; I thought of bringing in a

recent commentary and loking at what it said about chapter two, 'which

would be very interesting indeed. But for one reason, the commentary I

did not see on the shelf when I looked for it , and for another thing it

is not so important in relation to Corinthians as the material that 6 i/k.

Material I specifically want to bring you, which is from chapter seven.

Imagine most of you know a good deal about two, probably less know any

thing about seven. Probably most people know that chapters two and seven

are parallel. And each of them describe the course of this age from a

political viewpoint. While in chapter two you have a great image, and

you have four great empires, one after the other, and the last one is

destroyed, and a new stone comes cut without hands which fills the whole

earth. While in chapter seven it is, as you know, not ander the figure

of one image, but of four different beasts. And Daniel described the fir

beast, and how it had its dominion and then it died; an another beast

came, and a third beast came, and then a fourth that he describes some

things about which most terrible of the beasts, and then in this

account we find that when we get to verse 15 ke have a vision at the end

of the reign of the different beasts. That is very interesting. In
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verse 13, I saw in the night vision, and behold one like to the Son of

man came, with the clouds of heaven, and came to the Ancient of Days, and

they brought Him hear before Him. Now who is this one like to the Son of

man who came in the clouds of heaven nd they 7 3/k before Him,

and there was given to Hinidominion and glory and a kingdom, that all people s

nations and languages should serve Him. Is this a picture of the first

coming of Christ? how He came to this earth here; He lived here, and He

died and He won His victory over Satan and then was glenn to Him

dominion, glory and a kingdom so that He is now reigning, and He is

reigning in this age and His reign must last until His return when will

come the end and He will give all the Kingdom to God the Father that

God may be all in all. Is that true, or is this something that is still

to happen?, when the Son of Man comes in the clouds of Heaven?, and there

is given to Him dominion and glory and a kingdom. Well, do we have any

Scriptural evidence on that point? Does anyone recall evidence fii the

Gospels on that point? I wish everyone would recall it; you ought to,

I should think. Luke four? I dont think that is it. I dont think tht

it Isearly in the Gospels, I think it is at the end of the Gospels.

It is when ChriSt is appearing, is it not, before the High Priest and He

says Hereafter shall ye see the Son of man coming in the clouds of

heaven. Well,He says then that this verse 13 of chapter 7 which is

certainly what He is referring to is still future at thrt time, does

He not? Matthew 2k.30. Is that the exact reference? I thought that

it was before the High Priest. 26.63. 2k.30 Is also a simllr refer

ence, a Peference to the Son of man coming in the clouds of heaven with

power and great glory. But the one that I had in mind is 26.63, in

which Christ said to the High Priest: I say unto you, hereafter shall

ye see the Son of Man sitting on the right hand of God, and coming

in the clouds of heaven, and the High Priest rent hi clothes, and said

He spoke in blasphemy. Did the High Priest 10 mitqx mean, I do

not think this is going to happen? He didn*t mean that; he meant that
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Jesus was blaspheming in suggestint that He is the One there referred to.

But Christ said, the time when ye (talking to the High Priest, not the

disciples) shall so,,. the Son of Man sitting on the right hand of power

coiLing In the elou !.3 fuw" It is not the first

coming, at least, not up to that point. Well, but, they vent out to the

mount of Olives, did they not? And the disciples looked up, and a cloud

received Him out of their sight: they saw Him coming on the clouds of

Heaven. Is not that thea the beginning of the time of His reign, that

He must reign till He have put all things under His feet, when they saw

the Son of Man coming in the clouds of heaven, as described here? It is

not, is it, because then he was going away, he was not coming. It is the

exact opposite, and furthermore the High Priest, the unbelievers did not

see that. That was the disciples only who saw Him, ascending into heaven.

This is the opposite of the ascension. This is a. return of Christ on the

clouds of heaven to this earth. And so I think we can agree that Daniel

7.13 is a picture of the second coming of Christ. I think we must agree

on that. It is pretty hard logically to get away from that. X I

doubt if many people, or any of any view would question that. That chap

ter 13 of Daniel 7 is a picture of the second coming of Christ. And at

the second coming of Christ, He comes on the clouds of Heaven, and He

comes to the Ancient of Days and they bring Him near before Him and there

is given Him dominion and glory and a kingdom. All the people, nations,

and languages shall serve Him. His dominion is an everlasting dominion

which shall not pass away, and his kingdom that which shall not be

destroyed. No one will be able to destroy His kingdom. When Satan leads

the great host against they will not be able to destroy it, but will

themselves be destroyed. His kingdom will not pass away or be destroyed.

Its form may change if He chooses to change it, but no one else cal des

troy it or cause it to pass away. (Student question) (MacRae: )Where is

it that He goes away after the thousand xt years? It says that Satan

went out to deceive the nations in the four corners of the earth and tney
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came up against the camp of the saints and fire came down from od out of

heaven and devoured them and the devil that deceived them was cast into tiD

lake of fire and brimstone, and I saw a great White Throne and Him that sat

on it. I dont think there is any picture of sy third coming of Christ

I think that Christ during the Milleniuni will frely go back and forth

between earth andheaven, and probably the saints will too. A9 to when the

host of wickedness come up against the camp of the saints, whether He is

at that moment in the camp or in the heavens, I do not know. But the

statement that you will see the Son of Man coming in the clouds of heaven

is seeming to refer to His actual second coming, rather then to one of

the many 14 after that. It would seem to me that it must refer

to this described in Matthew 24, where all of the nations of the ee±th

will mourn because they see His coming upon the clouds of heaven. e(Stud

ent question) So that His coming on the clouds to receive a kingdom is

something that is still future; It is His second coming. If He is reign

ing now, and He is reigning now, in the hearts of His people, the reign

is one that is from a distance. It is not something which is present here.

Of course He is omnipresent, as God, and in His human nature He is dis

tant, and He is reigning in ou hearts, we do not see Him in this age,

and He is reigning openly in the hearts of those who believe on him.

So that this pictures here a kingdom and glory, given to Him t His returr

which is different from what precedes it. 15 it sounds

certainly like somethigg new, t least 15 i/k They bring Him to

the Ancient of Days, and the Ancient of Days gives to Him dominion, glory

and a kingdom, that all nations and languages shall serves Him. Well now,

you have the same thing brought over further on in the chapter 15 i/k

verse 27 that the kingdom and dominion and greatness of the kingdom under

the heavens shall be given to the people of the saints of the Most High

whose kingdom is an everlasting kingdom,and all dominion shall serve and

obey Him. An explicit statement of the Son of Man is back here in verse

(end of c3. .
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...just as at the ascension Christ vent up, and at the second coming He

comes back, the picture in Daniel is of the One coming in the clouds of

heaven, receiving from the Ancient of Days a kingdom. And the picture in

Corinthians is that at the end He 3/4 God the Father that God may

be all in all. And so when you put the two together, I dont see how it

can be the sane picture as the picture here ii tiii . It would seem to

be a later state. But He comes on the clouds of heaven, He receives the

kingdom, He establishes His dominion which cannot be destroyed bt after

the last great test fails to destroy it, and wrath is visited upon those

who attempt to destroy it, then the last enemy that shall be destroyed is

death. Then the kingdom is given up to God even the Father that God may

be all in all. (Student question) Nothing can destroy it, no one

can destboy it; it is after in the hands of the triune God rather than

of Christ the God man. It is not destroyed, it is still the kingdom of

God 1 3/k . It is Christ the God man who reigns for the thous

and years. If you take the end, when he gives up the kingdom, in Cor

inthians, a being rfight at the time of His return to this earth, then

Daniel wkax would have to say that One like the Son of man came with

the clouds of heaven, and that he gave the kingdom to the Ancient of

Days. Instead it is here pictured that the Ancient of Days gave Him.

And when you. 'ook into it it all fits together. The Ancient of Days is

a very beautiful English expression, but if you take the word Ancient

as simply Old, long enduring, and Days of course is used where in Eng

lish we very often say years. Where it says in Genesis that Abraham

was entering into the days, the English ways that he was well stricken

in years. And the Ancient of Days means the Eternal, the One who has

existed from all eternity. (Student question). You might even say

if you had only Daniel, he had a vision in the night and One like to
mean

the Son of Man came in the clouds of heaven, and that could RRRA that

He came through the womb of the virgin Mary. Actually, it was the 3

which pictured as coming in the clouds of heaven. That voud be per-

ectly possible except that in the New Testament Christ shows that it is
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specifically literal. He says that Hereafter ye shall see the Son of Man

coming in the clouds of heaven, and there shows tt that portion of the

vision is to be fulfilled as to tx literal form. So far as the Ancient

of Days is ooncerned, it might conceivably be a Theophany, but it seems

to me that it seems equally possible that it represents the power of God

the Father accomplishing . (Student question) There was one like the

Son of man came like the clouds of heaven, and the Ancient of Days came

to him, and they brought him near the throne. And they brought Him near

the throne could mean that they broughtthe Ancient of Days before the Son

of Man, and you have the Son of Man before the Ancient of Days. It

vouldnt show which. But He came to the Ancient of Dasys, which shows

that the Ancient of Days is the One who sat with authority k 12
in

Andit was the One like to the Son of man who came t the clouds of heaven

who was brought to the Ancient of Days. txwizx They brought Him near

before Him and there was given Him dominion, glory, and a kingdom. Well

now, you can interpret it this way: I say in the night vision, and behold

onelike to the Son of Man came with the clouds of heaven, and came to

the Ancient of Days and they brought the Son of man near to the Ancient

of Days and there was given to the Ancient of Dys dominion, glory, and

a kingdom. That doesnt seem to fit. It seems as if they bring iim

to him to receive something. It seems to require that the dominion,

glory, and the ingdom was given to the Son of Man by the Ancient of

DAys. Well, on the other 5 there is no 521 that would

seem in itself to show it was to the Ancient of Days. Otherwise you

could interpret it verbally, And there was given to the Ancient of Days

dominion, power, and a kingdom. But it wouldn*t seem to me to make a

very sensible conception of the two verses as they stand. A d then of

course when Christ spoke, he said Ye shall see the Son of Man coming in

His kingdom, not coming to give the Kingdom. (Student question)

Verse 27 speaks of it as given to the people of the saints of the Most

High. That would seem to be something; not the giving up to God the
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Father that God may be nil in all . (student question) The Ancient of

Days is a term used to describe God and the triune God, and while it my

be specialized on the Father, it cn pply to Christ the Second persbn of

the Trinity. But when you , in this 13 verse, the Son of man nd the

Ancient of Days are the zzmax 7 The Ancient of dys is God rther

than the God man. Aitho the God man is also God, And so Revelation applies

it to Him also. Of course the mystery- of the trinity is something tht

we cannot fathom; we cnonly apprehend it, we cent comprehend it.

And when Corinthians says tht He shall give up to the Fther tbt God

may be all in all, we cant altogether comprehend whet it mens, but we

can apprehend that there is time when soiing tkes place which is

different from the God man per se, and is given up to the Father. Well

have we spent enough time on this passage in Corinthians? (Buswell): It

has been very Illuminating. Have you noticed the similarity between

this passage in Corinthians and Revelation k and 5? Where Christ tkes

the Book. That is, Johns vision of the same 8- events. He

received the book, and all the choruses begin to ascribe king'y pre

rogatives to Him. So the Book with it follows through His kingdom.

(MacRae): Do you think there is something more on the Millenium now

that we/should cover, or simply touch upon it from time to time ru-id go

on to other subjects. (Buswell): I havent any particular passage

directly on the Millenium,; (MacRae): If you haven*t, there is a

question I w&uld like to ask in methodology, on which I do not know

whether Dr Buswell and I would be in agreement or not, but it impressed

me as vital, and I would like to ask about it. It is this: Ve take

the Scripture and we gather from the different sections a hint of this

and a hint of that and ahint of the other and we put them,kogebher and

we learn some true facts. And that is very vital, and a thing we must

do. Compare Scripture with Scripture. But this impresses me, that God

caused the Scripture to be written as it is, and therefore tht there are

while there is much light to be/thrown by omparing Scripture with
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Scripture there also is a teaching in each passage as it stands. That

there is something in the arrangement, somethig in what is collected.

For instance, in the/four Gospels; each of the four Gospels fit ogether

wonderfully, and yet each of them stand a a unit. Matthew presents

Christ from one aspect; it shows Him in His kingly aspect; it shows HIm'

as the King of the Jews; it shows Him as the one who has the right to

reign in all our lives; and you lose that picture if you k jump back

and forth all the time. You can get details of the picture clarified,

and understand it better by jumping back and forth and examining others

but there also is great value in taking Matthew as a whole, apart from

comparison with others, and seeing wh't is the/emphasis that God wants

you to get out of this. And if you had something in Matthew, it may be

that in order to fully understand it, you will have/to compare it with

other passages. But that there is something if it is given without

that explanation here, there is a lesson in it as it stands, without

the compaBleon. Now that I state with trepidation and hesitation, but

I feel that it is rather vital. Well now, if that is the case about

Matthew, and Mark, and Ltke, then it seems to me that there are certain

passages in Luke which are less complete than they are in Matthew, and

which therefore we can understand more fully if we compare with Matthew,

and yet I have a fe&ling that I would like an attempt made to find out

just what are the emphases in Luke alone. To see what are the big things

that he is trying to get across in Luke. And then to compare for further

detail in Matthew. For instande now, in Luke 12. we have a series of

parables given, or a discussion of different subjects. Well now these

may have been given at various times in other ordeer, they may have beem

presented in connection with other teaching. There may be details of

them which we cannot understand in their full gearing without bringing

in the comparison from other passages and from other Gospels. Neverthe

less, the thought is that the/Holy Spirit put these things together in

this for4h chapter of luke and gave them in that way, which suggests to
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me that there is a purpose in everything that is here given by itself.

I mean in all of the big emphases, apart from comparison with other

Gospels or the attempt to explain their detail from from other 12 .

You think that is safe, Dr Buswell? Well then, will you look at this

12th chapter of Luke. We find a certain message which he is giving in

it. In the beginning of it he is asserting the importance t that in

our lives we shauld be conscious of God's presence with us all the time.

That we shall ; He tells us that the things whithare hidden shall be

made manifest. In 8, whosoever shall confesss Me before men, him shall

the Son of Man also confess before the angels of God. We may not know

when the Son of Man is going to confess this, but it does bring out that

that there is an importance for the future of what we do now. That

thought is surely there without any comparison with other passages.

And then we go and we find that 'when they come before magistrates, the

Holy Spirit will give them what they are to say. And there is no excuse

for laziness in not preparing you r sermons here. You won't have majy

magistrates in your congregation. But it does seem to me that 13 3/k

you can look for divine power and need not worry about these little

tri1es. There is suggestion athat you donJt have to work hard and

definitely for the ordinary affairs of life, which is one of God's

means for preparing us for this special crisis. Then we have the stDry

about the rich man who built up his barns and God took everything away

from him. And it says in 21, so is he that lays up treasure for him

self and is not rih towards God. There are a series of discussions

here in which he disuusses the attitude that He wants us to have here in

this life. And he says in 30, All these things do the nations of the

world sekk for, and your Father knows that ye have need of these things.

But rather seek ye the kingdom of God, and all these things shall be

added unto you. Fear not, little flock, for it is your father's godd

pleasure to give you the kingdom. What does that verse mean for us,

Dr Buswell? (Buswell): The word kingdom means the 15 of God.
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(MacRae): that would 't be given up. (Buswell): No, the reigning of

the saints is a Daniel doctrine as well as... but I think this is 15

both. (Macrae): And so then we would seem to have a picture here of

our present attitude in relation to which there is a futue statement

made, that those who are Christ's need not fear tho everything seems

to go against them in this life , in this age , because there is a guture

age in which they will have/something which He cl1s a kingdom.

(end of c U
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Tzxxx Things on his earth are very bad now for you, but you Fther

permits all this. t is His good pleasure that eventually it will be

quite different. Th't eventually the saints will reign . Eventually He

will give you the kingdom. Well then he goes on and in verse 3/k

He is urging here keeping your eyes on God and not being worried with

anything. Verse 34: where your treasure is there shall your heart be;

not to be worried. And then he seems to get into another aspect of the

characteristic which He wishes us to have. He says, Let your loins

be girded about and your lights burking. Now your loins girded bout

doesn't mean get a big thick lyer of fat arourj.d yourself like I'm

getting now. It doesn't mean that. It means be reedy for action. It

means not bound to the things of this world. Let your loins be girded

about and your lights burning; be wide awake. Be svigilnt. Be on the

job. Don't settle down into the things of this life. And he continues

and Re says And ye yourself be like unto men tht wait for thir lord.

When he will return from the wedding; that when he comes Rnd knocks,

they may open to him immediately. Here he seems to say to them, At Ril

times they are to have their loins girded about and their lights burn

ing; they are to be in costant watchfulness, ready. Be like men who

are waiting for their Lard whnn he will return from the wedding. When

ever he gets there, they will open to him immediately. He says Blessed

are those servants whom the Lord when he cometh shall find watching.

Now you,4ronder in verse 37 whether he is still in a simile or whether

he is gettting into actual teaching. We're to be like men thpt wRit

for their Lord, when he/comes from the wedding. Now tht may refer

(tat much alone) We may not hsve any lord , there my hot be any wed

ding, he may hot be coming; - it simply means thRt we are to be wide

awake like men would be in/those circumstances. But then in 37, he

seems to carry on the figure to thepoknt4.-here you wonder whether there

is something of a real aspect to it. He says Blessed are those servants

whom the lord when he comes shall find watching. Is he now simply giving
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a igure, saying to be like men waiting for their lord? Or is he saying

that you yourselves are actually those who have a lord and are to be

watching for him. Well we can't be sure on 37. We hve both possibil

ities. Further verses may throw light on whether this is a still purely

an imaginary figure or whether he is actually making a/comparison x±tk

that applies to the Chriatian. But he goes onBlessed are those servants

whom the lord when he cometh shall find watching. Verily I say unto yoy

that he shall gird himself and make them to sit down to eat and he shall

come forth and serve them. Well, is it still slmp;ly the figure, the

Simile, that we are to be like those who wait for their lord, or is

there something in whathe is going to do that actually has an eschstolo

ical reference, that gives some idea of something that actually is

going to happen. And then he says, And if he shall come in the second

watch, or come in the third watch, and find them so, blessed are those

servants. The implcation is that the example that he is iving, whether

it is an example or something of reality, it is a situation in which

you dont know when he is coming. It may be the second coming, or it

may be the third watch, and if he finds them thus, blessed are those

servants if he finds them wide awake. And this know, that if the good

man , the master of the house, had known what hour the theif vou&d come,'

he would have watched, and not suffered his house to have been broken

into. Well the bearing of that on the previous verse would seem to be

You are to be/so watchful that you would not be trapped in the situation

of a man who had a house and didn't bother to lock his doors, and all

of a sudden a thief came in. But you should be ready at all times, not

that what is coming to you is necessarily a bad thing as that which came

to the owner of the house, but whatever it is you are not to be caught

unprepared. You are to be ready. Because just/above he has been speak

ing of a good thing happening; men that wait for their lord when he

returns from the wedding, and when he comes and knovks they open to him

inimedately. But then in verse 40 he seems to depart from all thought of
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a figure. He seams to get into actual reality. How much of this is

giure and how much is reality might be difficult to tell with certainty;

certainly some &f it is figure very definitely. It certainly would eem

very probably that it is not all figure. But when he says Be ye there

fore ready also, when the Bon of maxi. comes at an hour when ye think not.

That seems to put it into the area in actual, factual discussion. That

you are to be ready like the man whose lord has gone off to the wedding,

and when he comes 5 3/k he must be ready to open to him immediately.

Whether it is in the second watch, or in the third watch, or whenever

it is that he isn't to find them sleeping, but wide awake, active about

his business. Be ye ready also, for the Son of man com'bh at an hour when

you xx±t won't be expecting him. n 6 vthuld not be in line with the

theories you might think of the time when it will happen. Well now, when

Peter heard this,(Peter isn't necessarily an Inspiredinterpreter, as a

disciple. He made mistakes. Peter said things that were definitely

wrong. But we can expect this, that of those things \'hich Peter said,

when the scripture quotes his discussion in part 6* , I think

we are fair in saying that if his comments are wrong, the criptu.re

would label them as such. That it will show us Christ's attitude to

ward them. Woudln't that be right, Dr Buswell? Peter took an utterly

erroneous attitude to something which Christ said, the Scriptue would

say Get thee behind me, Satan, thou savourest not the things of man, the

things zxx of heaven, or something like that to make it clear. But

that when he simply makes a comment, he is simply showing his under

standing of that which 7" ). And so Peter said unto him, Lord,

speakest thou this parable unto us, or does it have anything to do with

us? Is that what he said? t is not, is it. He said, are you speak

ing this to us, or even to all? And that bould seem to me to imply that

if Peter understood the parables, he didn't take it as meaning 721,

whetherhe is g about us or about some people in a far off distant

time to whom this will refer. This attitude of watchfulness which they
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are to have. But I take it that he thought, The Lord is saying that I,

Peter, and these disciples with me, are to have this attitude, but are

we. the only ones to have it, or are all the followers of Chrit to have

it? But it at least it includes Peter, and it includes the disciples.

That is the way in which Peter understood it. Thus it would seem to me.

And the Lord said, when Peter said, Do you speak this to us or to p11,

The Lord's answer seems to me to imply, tho he doesn't sy it in so many

words , that this includes definitely Peter and the disciples, but that

in addition it also includes/all Christians. And then he goes on, and

the Lord says, Who then is that faithful and wise steward? w Peter; is

he the only faithful and wise steward? 84 that cettainl he

would include them, when the Lord would make ready his household to give

them their meat in due season. Blessed is that servant kwhom his lord,

when he cometh, shall find so doing. It shows very clearly that the Lord

is not saying, Beye ready, and by that I mean I want you to be constantly

watching the /signs of the time and look to see how many comets there are

and whether there are/some new signs in the heavens to show you that the

coming of Christ is drawing near. No. He wants kkm to find giving the

portion of moat in due season ; by keeping wide awake, he means that they

don't fall into worldliness and into.xity, but that they are/constantly

alert in he Lord's service. They are giving their meat in due season

to His household. Blessed is that servant whom the lord when he cometh

shall find so doing. Of a truth I say unto you, that he will make im

ruler over all that he hkth; but if that servant say in his heart, My

lord delayeth his coming, and shall begin to beat the menservants and

maidens and to eat and drink and be drunken , then the Lord of that

servant will come in a day when he looks not for him, and an hour when

he is not aware, and will cut him in sunder and vil appoint his por

tion with the unbelievers. And that servant who knew his lord's will

and prepared not himself, neither did ace/to his will , shall be beaten

with many stripes, but he that knew not his lord's will and did/commit
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things worthy of stripes shall be beaten with few stripes, but unto whom

soever much is given, much shall be rqquired, and to whom men have com

mitted much to him, men will ask the more. It seems to suggest in here

that simply in a discussion not of esohatoiogthcal events , but merely a

discussion of attitudes, which the/followers of Christ are to have, that

our lord's 10 us here, the fact that all of his followers,

beginning with Peter and his disciples are expected to have an attitude

of being ready for His coming, because the Son of Man comes in on hour

when ye think not. And therefore as far as this passage is concerned,

it would seeem to me that we have a pretty strong presumption established.

That it is Christ's will, that beginning at Peter and Paul and going on

thru all Christian history, that it is His will that His people shall

take the attitude that one among the various incentives to active Christiai

service and to giving the portion of meat in due season to the people

to whom the Lord sends us as his messengers , that as one incentive to

be always on the job we should have this, tha.t the Son of Man comes at

an hour when ye 4f4 think not. And that you are not able at any time

then to say. I know that it won't be today, I know that it won't be to

morrow, I know that it can't be until next year or ten years from now.

That there is an attitude urged upon his followers here which attitud

seems to rest upon a realization that after all, there is nobhing to

prevent His coming, and therefore that at each instant they/should

be so living and so serving him that if they came at that instant,

they would not say 0 my, If I had only known; if I had five minutes

more; if I had a mo'th'.s warning, if I could just plan to be rsaliy

ready so He would really find me the way I would like to be. Now do you

think that I'ee gotten too much from this chapter, Dr Busvell? Or do

you think that we are warranted in saying that that/emphasis is present

here, in this chapter. buswell): It certainly is. The point of; a

different point than this, that the coming of the Lord is more than merely

the instant of the rapture. The coming of the Lord might be Z1 celled..............................................................................
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incident a b c d. And with reference to the coming of the Lord the

constant readiness is certainly taught most emphatically all the way

thzlu the teachings of Christ. I don't think that kthat includes the fact

that a b might come before c d, within that complex that we call the

coming of the Lord. (MacRae): But that there is a least enough unison

to the context that it could serve as our incentive for constant Christian

activity. (Buswell): Yes, and very 13 i/k so. It doesn't contra

dict the fact that Paul knew postiviely that he was going to get to Rome.

And it took a few days to get to Rome. But still the coming of the Lord

was imminent. (Macrae): I think that Peter knew later on that he was

going to be crucified. So that you might say that of all people to whom

this would apply, there is one that it would not apply to, and that would

be Peter, and he is the one who said, Speakest thou this to us or to all?

Well now, I have the feeling that when it comes to the Synoptic comparison

I feel like a very ignorant person, 134 . But iust for that reason,

it is easy for things to go a little faster than I'm able to follow,

therefore I sort of get lost and say, Well, now, I'm very sceptical about

it, andso I have a feeling that some stress can be laid on Luke 12 on

that 14 . And then I have a feeling that perhaps if I could make

an attempt to know what could be drawn from Luke 21 by itself. That is,

what you would find rather 4leariy taught in Luke 21 xxIi &5 it stands,

and what there would be in Luke 21 that would be simply an open question

on which 141 likely to decide elsewhere. I feel that I might

make faster progress that way than I would by starting out 141

Well now, what do you think that we should do next, Dr Buawell?

(Buawell): Lue 21 is, in the eschatological discourse, and as you say,

14 3/k . As well as the record of the events . ...Dr Macrae's

emphasis. The Scripture both written as units. 15

*(End of record c5)

iLeviticus

and Deuteronomy. He has a harmony there. Each book 4.

Luke's account of the eschatological discourse of the Lord within the
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Gspel of Luke as a book must recognize the fact that Luke has already

given almost word for word 1 by his teaching in the Perean sec

tion. Christ naturally rppeated Himself, as every good teacher must.

1 i/k a lot of eschatology in his perean ministry which Luke puts

down word for word, in that ministry. So that there may be a reason with n

Luke himself for Luke pwvttttxg omitting rather extended paragraphs

in the eschatological discourse because he had already given the same

teaching material in the ministry of Christ where Christ gave it also at

another place. But as background, it throws a little light on the Luke

21 passage, I think. (MacRae): Well, would you like to go through Luke

21 and just/show where the points are there may be ...l 3/k

(Buswell): One poknt that I do bring out that is not brought out in any

of the books. That Luke 21.20-2* is not found in Matthew and Mark in the

parallel sections. Luke says very simply and very plainly, When you see

Jerusalem surrounded with armies, then know that tk** it's desolation is

at hand. And then let the people in Nudes. flee (and Josehus tells you

how they didklee). He does not have the same immediacy that you find

in the other events which are described in Matthew and Mark, that you

not even turn back for your ovecoat, because when Titus took Jerusalem,

2 was it necessary, but the fleeing was necessary. The prayers

for mothers of little children and for the flight not being in winter was

necessary in 70 AD. But not the same immediacy. Then Luke describes,

not the immeiate coming of the Lord, when you see Jerusalem surrounded with

armies, but (I'm trying to catch exactly the verse I'm looking for),

verse 24: fell by the edge of the sword, will be taken captive among all

the Gentiles and Jerusalem will be trodden down of the Gentiles until the

fulness of the Gentiles come. 3 about what happened in 70 AD,

and an extended period of time thereafter where Jerusalem will be trodden

down of the Gentiles for some time. Matthew and Mark make no reference

at all to Jerusalem surrounded with armies. They're talking about some

thing differnt. And that comes into an exegesis of Matthew and Mark.
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But Matthew and Mark do not have the paragraph about Jerusalem surrounded

with armies, and a long period during which the Jews would be in captivity.

Or at least a peiod, during which they would be in captivity among all

the nation. Then the other/folovs right along. (MacRae): In Luke 21,

would you say then, that it begins in Luke 21, in verse % 5, some spoke

of the temple, how it was adorned, with goodly stones and gifts, and Christ

said, As for the things you behold, the days will come in which there vil]l

not be left one stone upon another, which shall not be/thrown down.

Now this doesn't say when. And they asked him axsaid, Master, when shall

these things be, and whet sign will there be when these things will come

to pass? And He said , Take heed that ye be not deceived, for men shall

come in My name, saying I am the Christ, and the time draws near; go not

therefore after them, What time do they mean draws near? The time of the

destruction of the temple? (Buswell)! Well, false prophets were to come,

claiming to be connected with the eschatological complex, falsely claim

ing. (MacRae): but that will be before the destruction of the temple?

(Buswell); Well, there were false leaders tht arose, all the way thru

Jewish history. (MacRae): Well, he is already talking about the echa

tological complex? And he says, Take heed, be not deceived. In verse9,

when ye hear of wars and commotion, be not terrified, for these things

must first come to pass, but the end is not by and by. (Busvell): The

first part of his answer to the question wasi{ negative. It isn't this,

it isn't this, it isn't this. (MacRae): That is, they've asked for the

signs when the temple will be destroyed, and He is talking about signs

of the eschatological complex. That's rather peculiar, isn't it?

(Busvell): Well, I think that the destruction of the temple refers to

another crisis which is still future. (Macrae): Still future? (Busvell):

still future. (Macrae): Now? (Busvell): Now. I think that his refer

ence to not one stone upon another has never yet come to pass. (MAcRae):

So the destruction of Jerusalem he here points out is still future now?

(Busvell): Yes. His first answers are negative. (MacRae): And then he is
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talking about the echatological complex, and he is saying that in the

first place. In verse 8, don't let somebody tell yo it is righthere;

don't go after them. Nobody can tell you it is rightnov. And he says that

nation rises against nation; great earthquakes, famines, pestilences,

but He says the end is not by and by. You don't knarwhen it is. And

before *1]. these things they will lay their hands on you and persecute

you, and deliver you up to the synagogues, prisons, and you'll be brought

before kings and rulers, and for my names sake, and it shall turn unto

you for a testimony. This is, of course, a prediction of persecution.

(Student question). Would you like to talk about that, Dr Buawell?

(Buawell): Well, after while, when we get to Matthew. The end is not

by and by. That is eutheos, the end is not present. (MacRae): Eutheke

means that ...He says that Christ did this, and straightway he went into

the (Buswell interrupts): Ouk. Ouk eutheos. The end is not immed

iately. It is a negative answer. All these things are going to happen

8 the immediate times. (MacRae): I would thikic that to rest

by and by means after a stretch rather than immediately. (Buswell): Now

that is your Old English; it isn't the fault of the Greek. (MacRae):

It is the fault of the Old English, whIh means exactly the opposite of

what it would mean in modern English. (Student question) Macrae: One

of the few places where the Revised is up to date. Yes. If there were

more I would used the revised, but there were so few that I got dis

couraged about it, Well then he continues that there will be earth

quakes and pestilences, and fearful sights and great signs from heaven,

and before all these they will lay their hands upon you and persecute

you, and deliver you to synagogues and prtsons. And it will turn to

you for a testimony. And settle in your earts not to meditate what

you'll answer, for I will give you a mouth and wisdom, and you'll be

betrayed both by parents, and brethren, and kinsfolks, and friends, and

some of you shall they cause to be put to death, and ye shall be )zat

hated of all men for my name's sake, but there shall not a hair of your
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perish; How can not a hair of your head perishif they put you to death,

Dr Buswell? (Busvell): The resurrection. (MacRae): Beginning 1t verse

18 is simply a prediction of the resurrection? (Buswell): Well, if you

take it literally. If you take it as figurative, then... 8 i/k

If you get bald-headed, ]that is a sign of wisdom. (Macrae): In your

patience, possess ye your souls. And when ye shall see Jerusalem com

passed with armies, then know that the desolation thereof iigh. Then

let them that are in Judea flee to the mountains, and let them in the

depart out, and let not them which are in the countries enter thereunto,

for these be the days of vengeance, that all things which are written

may be fulfilled. But woe unto them that are with child, to them which

give suck in those days, for there shall be wx great distress in

the land, and wrath upon this people, and they shall fall by the ege of'

the sword and shall be led away captive unto all nations. That, you

would say, /tis specifically the destruction of Jerusalem in 70 AD,

and not the future? (Buswell): Yes, and followed by a period of cap

;tivity among the nations. (MacRae): the only thing that would prove

that this is 70 AD would be the last half of verse 24, wouldn't it?

(Busweil): And when you seee Jerusalem surrounded with armies; you

see, that is definitely a reference to a futue event which so very

specifically took place. (MacRae): Of course, it has often been surroun

ded with armies. (Busvefl): Well, the very next time that it was

surrounded with armies was under Titus. So it would just about have

to refer to that one. (MacRae): And then it has been fulfilled, and

that ends this particular (Buavell interrupts): That particular

thingé has been fulfilled. (MacRae): And then of course you have the

end of 24, which shows that after this ...it seems to show there is a

long period. Jerusalem shall be trodden down of the Gentiles until the

times of the gentiles be fulfilled. And then verse 25: Is verse 25

coming back to verse 11 with the great earthquakes and famines end pesti

lences? Are all these things which happened before the destructionof
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Jerusalem or is it something else after the destruction of Jerusalem?

You think it is after? Whether it has though, to be sure (Buavell in

terrupts): I think verse 27 nails it down; these signs, these tig tragic

upheavals come, the powers of the heavens shaken, and then you will see

the Son of Man coming in the clouds of heaven. $ (MacRae): But we have

back in 11 fearful sights and great signs shall there be from heav3n;

What differenceis there between 25 and 11? Is there a recogniz&ble

difference between them? (Buswell): Well, I think that there is.

That is to say, as I understand the terrific upheavals that are predicted

esohatologically, they simply distinguish btwen orclinary,natural dis

turbances thro ugh which we are expected to go. (MacRae): You think,

then, that we canf tell which is which? (Buswel].): I think so from

other Scriptures. Luke says that these* earthquakes and pestilences are

not the sign of the *zxaxtk* answer to their question. (MacRaw but

signs in the sun and the moon you thikk are the signs? (Buswell): But

then the reference to further signs are here. Powers of the heavens

shaken, and then you will see the Son of Man coming in the clouds.

(MacRae): Then shall you see the Son of Man coming in the clouds with

power and great glory, and then these things begin to come to pass.,

That is, when you begin to see the Son of Man coming in the clouds.

Then lift up your heads, for your redemption draweth nigh. Is that what

it means? (Buswell)I: 13 ./k incidental. How far back does

toutozk'efer? I rather think that 28 reflects our constant attitude %,ó

throughout all the days. (MacRae): That is, that the things began to

come to pass right after Christ's death, you might say. 134 the

earthquakes and the breaking of the vail, and the (Buswell interr

upts): That is grpmmAtically possible,yes. (MacRae): In other words,

that at all times we are to have our hedds lifted up, for our redemption

is drawing nigh. And then when ye see these things begin to come to

pass, lift up, for your redemption draveth nigh. And then we have the

parable of the fig tree;would you interpret that in line with what we
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what we just said, then? Verse 31, likewise ye, when ye see these things

come to passe know that the kingdom of God is nigh at hand? that is, we

know; in other words, we knew right from the time of the event that it is

nigh. (Buawell): lk for a line or two...

And you know that your redemption dravth near. And when we see this l

scattered throughout the world we can cp*stantly say that that is oxof

the signs that He is keeping His word. (MacRae) And that would fit with

the reference in Luke 12 we looked at, where there was to be a

constant attitude of expectancy right from the beginning. A constant

readiness for His return. And it is to be a constant motive for Christian

service. Of course, that doesn't mean that it is the only motive for

Chrit1an service by any means. (End of record #6)
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Last semester we discued the matter of the Millenium, and we saw the

Scriptural evidence or the fact of the Millenium, as to the time of the

Millenium, that there are certain things about the nature of the Millenium

which are actually clear in the Scriptures. And we noticed that there are

other things ,bout it on which the Scripture has not fully revealed the

details, and therefore we may very weill have differences of opinion.

Now this semester we will touhh upon some of the matters dealing with the

Milienium from time to time, but in themain we will be going on to other

phases of eschatology. which are not particularly related to what one view

of the Millenium may be. You could hold any particular view of the

Millenium and still hold any one of various views of the matters to

which a good bit of our time this semester will be devoted. We are

going, then, this semester, to first pay attention to some of the eschat

ological material in the Gospels. And last week I said a few words along

a somewhat unusual line of approach to this material. I called attantion

to Luke 12, and in Luke 12 we noticed that in a group of parables and

discussions which were not connected with eschatology, where the Lord was

discussing what the attitude of His people should be. We stressed the fact

that we are to be constantly on the watch, not in the sense of looking

for something, but inthe sense of being wide awake, active and vigilant.

That we are to be constantly wide awake and active and serving Him faith

fully so that whenver He should come He 4ould find us actively engaged

in His service. And He ended with the words, Be ye therefore ready also,

for the Son of Man comes at an hour when ye think not. Peter said, Lord

speakest thou this parable unto us or even unto all? And we noticed that

the Lord went on and while he did not specifically answer the lçarable, he

seems to imply that not only is Peter included in the parable, but 'so are

all of the other disciples. I think that we agreed on that last time, th

tix it is altogether fair to take this appearing as tt dies thus without /

any eschatological context, as showing that it was the Lord'S

5
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will that His people should always live and act as 3 He might come

soon. Be ye also waiting, for the Son of Man comes at an hour when ye

think not. If he comes in the second watch, or in the third watch, or

whenever he comes He finds you actively engaged in his service; blessed

are those servants. Now this, then, seems to show an attitude, a desire

of Christ that His people shall consider His coming as imminent. It is

striking that he shou&d say to Peter; that Peter should say, Speakest thou

this to us orto everybody, when Peter is the one person of whom we could

question as to whether or not it really applied to him at all. Because the

Lord clearly revealed in the last chapter of John that Peter was going to

be crucified, and therefore Peter must know that the Lord wouldn't come

as he hadn't yet been crucified. And yet Peter here is quoted by the Holy

Spirit as having said this and the Lore went about and discussed it in

such a way as to imply that he wants this attitude to be taken even by

Peter who is the one man of whom there is clear and conclusive evidence

later given that actually the motive for watchfulness wouldn't refer to

him, tho the fact of watchfulness evndently does. It is the attitude

which he wishes us all to have. Then we went on and I ran over with you

the 21st chapter of Luke, in which we had Luke's presentation àf the

Olivet Discourse. And we did not go ilito that in full at all , but I

merely presnted the matter that it seemed to me that he was not giving

them a specific timetable for the age, but he was saying that when ye

see these things/come to pass, (beginning to come to pass means anytime,

after he goes away. )That when you see wars and rumours of wars and

all these things, don't say the Lord is here, because you don't know. Re

may be a long ways off. On the other hand, don't say that he is a long

ways off, because he may be right near. And in that passage, the Iiord

said, In verse 36, Take heed to yourselves lest that at any time your

hearts be overcharged with iux'feiting and drunkenness and the cares of

this life so that may come upon you unawares. For as a snare shall it

come upon all them that dwell on the face of the whole earth. Watch ye :;
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therefore and pray always, that ye may be found worthy to escape all

these things that shall come, and to stand before the Son of Man.

I don't recall whether the word Watch here is agrupeo or gregareo, but

I'm quite certain that it is one or the other. (Buswell): Agrupneo.

t*acRae) I personally don't know any difference between them, but that

they are very different from our English word Watch. And I think that that

is very important that we have that in mind. Approximately a dozen times

in the Synoptic Gospels that the Lord commands His people to watch, using

the word gregareo or agrupneo, and I don't know if this is a very good

translation: watch. It is if you talk Old English. Paul said, In watch

ings oft. He doesn't mean by that that there were a good many times when

he was out on the street looking to see if the streetcar was oming.

He doesn*t mean in watchings oft that he was onstantly watching to see

something coming. He means in watchings oft times when he was kept up

all night because there were times in the Lord's service when he couldn't

get his ordhary sleep. He had to make a trip somewhere, he had to do

something, which ment that he had to be right on the job at±x in the time

when one would normally be asleep. And so he says in vatchings oft.

And as to the meaning of this word watch, it doesn't mean that the Chris

tian is not to et his normal sleep, but what it does mean is tht he is

is not to lapse into a condition which would be comparable to sleep in

his Christian life. He is to be constantly on the alert and vigilant end

active in the Lord's service, in order that when the Lord comes the Lord

will find him actively in His service and not in a more or less 7

state. It is an additional motive for constant Christian service. Not

the primary one, but an additional one, which is stressed about a dozen

times in the Synoptic Gospels. He wants us always to be as he says to

Peter like those whose loins are girded, ready for the coming of their

master. But they don't know when he is coming, and so they are to be

constantly ready. *% Dr Buswell and I agree tho3loughly about the

teachings of the Millenium in the Scripture, and we wi*xtkk agree
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thoroughly in this matter that there is to be a constnet attitude of watch-

fulness an readiness on account of the imminence of the Lord's return.

We also agree thoroughly that between the time when the rapture occurs and

the Lord takes up his own unto heaven., and the time when he returns to

this earth with His saints, there is a period of great tribulation on

this eath, in which the wrath of God is pOured out. I believe on these

three point, Dr Buawell and I agree very/thoroughly, but I think tht it

is important that we go into the evidence of these three points and see

why both of us are strongly convinced of this. Now beyond these, there axe

a good many matters of detail on which Dr Busvell and I do not see eye to

eye, and that is probably because he has studied so much more thnan have

in these matters. But I am naturally of rather a skeptical form of mind,

and therefore when we get beyond these matters vhl h are clearly taught in

the Scripture; when we gwx get byond them I have a tendency on every

point of argument he raises, for every comparison which hepresents, that

is , Let's see what can be said onthe other side. Let's look into it very

thonoughly, and make sure that we are right in our conclusions. And so if

you find me being very skeptical when we get beyond these points, don't

think that it is 8 3/k critic at all, but simply that I want to

be a hundred percent sure if we can, and I don't went to be s hundred

per cent sure unless the Scriptures can, but to see where the Scriptures

therefore differ. So for that reason you may find something more of dis

agreement in expression this semester than you did lest, but it will not

be a difference between two different view so much as it will be between

one who has studied less in this field and who therefore more hesitant end

9 i/k skeptical and one who has worked more things out.

I hope though, that if you do find us differing on certain of these points,

that that will not lead you to feel skeptical or questioning about the

matters we discussed last semester, on the nature of the MillenIii, and

the time of the Miileniu, which I feel is very very clearly taughtin the

Scripture. And on the point of the attitude of imminence, of expectancy,
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we agree is very clearly taught, and on the fact that there is to be a

tribulation, a time of the wrath of God between the rapture and the tturn

of Christ, which perhaps is not quite as clearly taught as the other two;

nevertheless Dr Buswell and I are in agreement rather definitely on it in

the Scriptures, although perhaps we come to it from different grounds.

(Student question). Verily this generation shall not pass away until], all

be fulfilled. Now verse 31. Likewise ye, when ye see these things come

to pass, know ye that the tngdom of God is nigh at hand. And what are tIB

things ye see come to pass? Well, the fig tree shoots tk forth it's

branches. Well, we see that happening. lO . There are signs

in the stars and all that, and the sign of the Son of Man coming. Well,

that surely is not what is meant. &t seems to me that he is referring to

all the things.he has given in the chapter: earthquakes, and pestilence,

and all these things. You see these things come to passs you see the

destruction of Jerusalem; you see all these things, and you know that he

kingdom of God is nearer than the day before. e11, as to how near it is

we have this question, What did this mean, this generation shall not pass

away. Now the liberal says that that means that Christ thought that be

fore the people of His day died, He would be back but He was mistaken.

We do not take it that way. Others take it as meaning this race which

the word genes. can mean, and it means that the Jewish race is not to be

divided up among the nations and lose it's identity as the others nations

have all done, but that it is to continue as a separate race i{until the

Lord's return. Some take it that way. Now there are some who take it as

meaning that when ye see the Jews begin to go back to Palestine, the

fig tree casting foith it's leaves, then you know that within a generation

after that, before everyone living ttjeia has died, (let's say tha.t in

modern times 12 began about 1912 ; well before the people who were

children in 1912 have all died, the Lord would come back). Now if that

is the case, that does give you something of a timetable. IOm rather

skeptical of that latter interpretation. I don't know what Dr urell .

-.-tc-t- - - -
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tb1pke as to that. (Student question). I never heard of any body bel

ieving in a mid-trib rapture. You don't believe in a mid trib rapture, do

you, Dr Bu5vell9 (no) Dr Frost's little book holds it Yes, but t4

are those who think--Nov Dr Buswefl, if I am correct in my interpretation,

thinks that it will be in the middle of the week. A mid week, but not a.

mid tribulation. Now Dr Buswell and I both believe that it is before the

tribulation. And personally, I don't know much about weeks, so I won't s

it is the beginning or what it is. Maybe I will know more before the

semester is over. (Student km uzttvx question). If you took it that

way, they shall fall by the edge of the svtrnd, and be led away captive,

and Jerusalem shall be trodden down of the Gentiles till the time of the

Gentiles be fulfilled. Well, this probably refers most especially to the

holy place to the Temple area whish has been trodden down of the Gentiles

from 70 AD up till the present time. And it was trodden down 14

There is lots of evidence for it that it has been for many, many centur

ies, because when the Mohammedans oppressed during the Turkish rule, and

during the British rule, the Jewsa were at least allowed to go up to the

edge of the Temple area and kiss the stones which are called the Wailing

Wall. Today, they are now allowed to even come near that. And so it is

more trodden down than lk . Now it might be that it wou

mean thatif the Jews would move in there in masse and drive out the

Moslems and take over the holy place, that then within a generation after

that the Lord would come. But I"m a little skeptical about that.

Nov e were going today tot look at the Pereanection of Luke, specific

ally, to see what Luke has to say to it there, and Dr Buswell will take

that for us. (Buewell): The 17th chapter of Luke...

(End of Record E - 1) (Beginning of Record E 2)

the expectancy of the church. Dr MacRae is very kind. I heard over the

radio a remark something of that kind thathe was even (Not About Dr Mac

Rae) that' that person was even humane. I certinly do not have any more

studying in these or other fields than Dr MacRae has, and it is amazing
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to me how, when we get a chance to talk over things, we agree. If we

disagree on some point, I find it very stimulating. It always makes me

work all the harder, to learn more every time That great text on v14h

we'd all dwell, me huper gegraptai! Not beyond what is ritten. Me huper;

gegraptal. And we can say 1 3/k thus and so, the grammar and

the syntax of the sentence, it is precisely this . Winipeg, thirty

below zero, and the conductor stuck his nose out and said, I donJt reckon

there's no Eskime blood in me. We mean rather, the Word of God, and we

can parse the sentences, get the grammar and syntax, andif you takk on

that ground and correct lexicography, then we can say, Thus saith the Lord.

And then we can put two and two together, and draw dogent inferences,

as the longer catechism says, cogent inferences from the Word of God.

Or we can say that the Word of God seems clearly to imply so and so.

And then when we go beyond that and we make analogcal applications and

interpretations and conjectures, then we are using our imagination and

and 3 imagination if you label it. If you realize what

Dr Machen is. There are the different view about eschatology, your Post

millenarian says, Every day in every way I"m getting better and better.

And the world is evolving towards the kingdom of Christ. Finally we'll

get to the Mil].enial kingdom of Christ, and then after the 3

ixiChrist will come back again. That, if that were the case, then the

statistical reports of various church boards and denominations would be

the thiri to study, and like we hear in someof the modernistic denominatic

We've advanced the kingdom so muck this year; we've added so much to the

territory of the kingdom of God. And you could work it out statistically.

That attitude is the one that Christ is correcting in the 17th chapter of

Luke, the 20th verse: and having been asked by the Pharisees When comes

the kingdom of God, He answered to them and said, the kingdom of God does

not come meta paratereseos. Now that word paratereseos is simply that

it does not come with observation. A little smoother modern English: It

does not come with observedly. The word implies the watching of the

growth of a movement, and the statistical ddvance. I've heard some
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Methodist bishops report that the kingdom is advancing somuch this year.

By the budget, and so on. I have a rather large German Greek lexthcon at

home which somebody gave me, Walter Bower is the editor, and it trans1ètø

paratereseos, 5 achtung! Now achtung is a military command for

attention. The German prisoners , the sergeant would always say Achtung,

and they would come to attention. Nov 5 means the watching of tis

progressive 5 . Paratoreseos is the same thing. The kingdom

of God does not come by watching. I think thatthis could be employed not

only against Post-Millenialism, but also against the Pre-illeniel signs

of-the-times-isin. I heard one of our prominent radio preachers say (I

won't name him; we won't get into personalities) as he does preache the

Gospel, and the Gospel saves souls, but he preaches lots of other things

too, and ;most of them just; well, nobody knows what he is taking about,

and thus it goes). This man the other day gave a talk about politics, end

he knew a lot more about it than the Word of God does, or gives to us, I

mean. Den heard him last Sunday, and he said positively that the United

Nations arms cannot be successful in Korea. Why? Well, because Russia

is going to be defeated at Armageddon, or Jehbshophat, or sonwhere else.

anways. cause Russia is going to be defeated over there, therefore

the United Nations arms cannot be successful in Korea. I heard him say a

few weeks ago that the Gog and Magog in Ezekiel cannot be the Go and

Magog in Revelation, and I listened very carefully for his arguments, be

cause I know a lot of good people who hold that, but his chief argument

why there couldn't be same is that the one in Ezekiel comes before the

millenium, and the one in Revelation comes after. So therefore they

'couldn't both come at the same time. I wte for his pamphelet, and I

signed my nape. very plainly and gave my full address, but the pamphlet

hasn't come. I'm; if any of you have his pampilet on the modern conflict

and politics, don't give my name, but 11d like to... Well, Dr De*aan.

I'd even forgotten I hadn't named him. I'll tell you a story, but this

should be off the record. (The story ensues apart from the record).
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1 do not believe that the Scripture gives any lengthy process, or any

typically observable process vherey we could say that the kigdoni of God

comes ineta paratereseos. Dr Macrae has indicatdd I do think that our

Scriptural reasons for thinking that the rapture of the churchwill take

place in the middle of aperiod of seven years, I think that there are

reasons for that. But I t1mk that it is very clear from the nature of

the situation that nobody will be able to say precisely when that period sf

seven years begins. And I think that there are indications that the Lord

has given certain premonitary signs relative to the inntnat of the last

trumpet that 9 that twinkling of an eye, rip pphthalinou, means that

there are certain signs that immediately precede that. But tt'll all be

in a very closely compact ezchatological complex. And the idea of watchp

ixig Russian politics and saying that Gomer means Germany, and that Rosh

means Russia, and Mtshga means Moscow, and Tubal means Tobalkk, and all of

that, it is not only absurd from the point of view of Bible geography, but

also from the meaning of the terms to Ezekiel at that time, ajd it would

also contradict this word. The kingdom does not come as an observeable

process. (Student question). The Bible doesn't say that they are going to

get worse and worse year after year, but it does say that in the last days

many will depart from the faith. Well, the last days can mean the who].le

period, the
,#

lO the last days began when Christ was born in

Bethlehem-'from the OT point of view, and the NT doesn't discriminate be

tween the general last days and the last days that are ithin the last

days. I would say that that isn't only excuses; that is church history.

Why think of the time just before Luther. (Student questions) The fact

is that many will depart from the faith in the last days and there is np

warrant thatever for a converted world. That is very clear. I think that

the overall picture is given in the parable of the wheat and the tares.

They both get ripe before the harvest, in the earth; remember the field is

the world, not the church, in that parable. I think ... (Student questic

We will see as we go on there. Are there other questions relative to tb

verses? (Student questions). I think that that is what the word para-
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tereseos means : tereoa, to guard and keep along side of, and it does not

come as an observable processytiich you would watch. (MacRae) Is there

anything else that the phrase could mean? (Buewell) No, it doesn't oO;:Y

in manner such as you would watch; on the contrary, it comes like flash

of lightning all over at once. Thatwhat follows. Stand beside and watch;

there you are, para and tereo, to stand beside and watch. Now this

question will be answered as we go right along in hese next verses. Do

you have a question? (Student question). Airight, don't let it die.

Then you have the next verse here which has caused so much argument.

Lo here nor lo there, for the kingdom of God entos humon estin. The king

dom of God is in or (you plural, remember; he doesn;t say that the knng

dom of God is in their heart, and it was the Pharisees ,who were hostile

who asked the question.) Not that the kingdom of God is in your heart; I

think that that is impossible. But since that it is you purel, I would

say that the kingdom of God is in your midst. Then I would translate that

as an aoristic present,in the light of the verses which follow. Now hold

that in suspense; just keep that question in quarantine. What does he

mean, the kingdom of God is in your midst? And He said to His disciples,

There will come days when you will earnestly desire to see one of the days

of the Son of man, and you will not see it. And they will say to you,

Look here, o Look there; do not go away after them; do not folbow the;

(aEnd of record e 2; beginning of record e 3)
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The of heaven to the of heaven; tht is from one part of heaven to the

other part of heaven, signs to the other part of heaven, so is the 3onio

man. Now this, how the kingdom of God does come. Therefo*2

if you stretch back the time of the question, verse 20, the kingdom of God,.'

does not come as an observed process, and this flash of lightning reflects

back upon the phrase 'the kingdom of God is in your midst'. I can imagine

in a good many of the Lord's discoimses, His attitude's and suggestions,

(that is not a part of the text; that is imagination), but putting together

this explanation of the flash of lightning, where is the kingdom of God

coming? These Pharisees... Well, negatively, it does notcome as an ob

served process; %%/ don't say Look here or Look there, for, it's in

the midst of you. And then He turns to His disciples and says, You will

desire to see one of the days of the Son of man, and you won't see them.

That is, there ,4-on't be just more and more and more of the kingdom. But

they will say to you Look there, or Look here; do not go away after them.

Nor follow them., For just as the flash of lightning lightens fThm one

side of heaven and 2 to the other part of heaven, so is the Son of

man. Now, with the 4ontezt, thea, I would say that this phrase, the King

dom of God is within you, certainly should be translated, Is in your

midst. And it is an aoristic present referring to the future, you see.

Here it is! That would be the way that you would bbserve the omigg of

the Kingdom of God. Here it is! That is a breathing point. (student

question). I can*t see any possible grounds for a secret rapture. (Mac

rae) But as far as this verse is concerned, is not the emphasis of this

verse on the context of verse 20? Here looking for something that they

can observe how He gradual].yapproaches. And he says, No, it cones some

thing like a flash of lightning. That is, the other questthon of how

publickly visible it is is not under/consideration at this particular

point. (Busvell): Only in the phrase, it shines from one part of heaven

to the other part of heaven, and. then the parallell in Mt, it shinej from

the east to the west, so will be the perousia of the Son of Man.
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(Student question). That is implied; they are not to go out and look in

one place. In the 24 of Mt. He says that He is not in the secret chambers,

or in the desert, or so on. In the context here, He is talking about the:

way He comes. He comes as the lightning flash. (student question).

Well, it is you plural, and entos means within; within you as a company,

and the English of that is, In the midst of you. Within a company; it is

not the preposition 'in' that I'm arguing about; it is the fact that the

thing that it is within is a company of people. So the way to say...

(student question). He doesn't say Christ within; The Kingdom of God

suddenly will be in your company. It will be right in the middle of you.

No. He says 'is', but that, as I say, is a present tense for a vivid

future. You can't take it as anything but future reference$ here, He

is answering a question, 5 may be a fixed idea in your mind.

But he is talking about a present situation. If you lift it entirely out

of it's setting, and take it away from the question and the enwwr and the

explanation, then the simple statement The Kingdom of God is entos humon

could mean something else. But the Pharisees said, Pôte erchetal he bas

ilea, when comes the kingdom of God, and He answered, It does not come

ouk erchetai, with the observation of a process. Merely will they say

Look here, or Look there, For the kingdom of God entos humon estin. And

that estin has got to be a futre fact in the context. (student question).

(MacRae): But the previous words are all present. (Buswell) That isn't

the way you do it, ii any of our fthilar languages. When you want a very

vivid picture of action, you lapse into the present tense. You do it

with reference to the past, and with referenc to the future, and in Gk,

and Heb, and English. And in German and French, as far as I know.

(MacRae): As if somebody would say, When does next semester begin? And

you would say that next semester doesnt begin in January or in February,

It begins in March. You vzz wouldn't say It will begin in March. If you

had just been using the present, you'd keep on using the present. (Buswe]

Yes, and the very question there, in that case, uses the present for the
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future. (Student question). That is right, but the estin is the very of

the vivid
actioknd

it is in thèmiidst of future references, so the whole

thing , The Kingdom of God is in the midst of you, is telling how He cop,

You watch yourself in any discourse, and see how you naturally drop into

the present when you want vivid action. You would say, I ws walking alorg

the street, I was observing the weather, and I ran into Johh Jones, and he

said to me, There's an accident down the street, and I run as fast as I

could run, and he catches up with me, and there you've gotten into the

present tense to get your vivid action. So with the reference to the

future. (MacRae): Incidentally, if you take this as a present, Is within

you, you cannot, if it means as the modernist say, that the character

grows up in your heart, then it cannot be a present, it must be a futa'e,

in that case. Because if it means that what He is'saying to these wicked

Pharisees is, that the Kingdom of God means the time when your character

is changed, well that time is not yet. In such .é a case, from the mod

ernist interpretation, you would have to take it as a future meaning, ex

pressed in the esnt, wouldn't you? (Busvel].): Yes. (Student questioi'

Well, your grammar is just as plain and simple as can be. The use of the

present tense is so vividly a presentation of the future action; there's

no grammatical problems at all. (question). I thikk, let me ask you this,

analyze your own thots: when you say Within you, you're tinking of the

word You as singular, aren't you? And this is obviously a plural. That

is one thing that fools us right off at thestart. The You in modern

English is either singular or plural, and when you say the Kingdom is

entos You plural, you've cut the/ground right from nder the idea of

something within your heart. (Student question). He was taliing to these

wicked Pharisees, end for Him to say, within your heart, is impossible.

It says it is in you as a company. (student question). Well 10

Matthev,s interpretation, I heard Sheller Matthews one time. He said,

(I was visiting a class. I didn't have that course, but he said very

plainly): I used to interpret NT eschatology with the parable of the
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leaven, taking the leaven as the progress of the kingdom and the develop

ment of the good. But he said, I have come to see that that is not the

interpretation. The NT writers that Christ would come cataclysmicaflV

That was just Sheller Matthews. Then somebody asked about this,Kngdom

of God is within you. And his answer then was, That just as (this was

shortly after the first World War) that when Pershing landed in France,

with just a little detachment of soldiers, end he visited the tob of La

fayette, and he went with a wreath and laid the wreath on the grave, end

he said, Lafayette, Nous Viola! A man from Wisdondin was telling the nev

and he said, Pershing jumped on the shore and he hollered back across the

ocean, Here ye are, Lavolette! We have arrived. Now here is Shelter

Mathew's interpretation: With just the general and a small gallant force,

America has arrived. And then there was a. day later on when the first

American troops actually took pert in the battle, end of course everybody

was watching, you know, and this American sector was attacked And they

drove back the enemy. That was a hood day. Let me say it again, America

has arrived. Nov that was Shelter Matthew's interpretation, taking "

this verse as I think entirely out of it's context. 12

the kingdom of God is among you. Then that would have meant, at the/

present time, I am the King end here are a few of My disciples, and so as

a token bodyguard, the Kingdom is here. But in the context, He is ans

wering the Pharisees' question, and is further interpreting it to the

disciples by the lightning flash, I am compelled to reed it as a present

tense of vivid and future action. (student question) He answered them

all with verses 20 and 21, and then he turns to His disciples and gives

them...You, now You, My disciples, you are going to desire to see the days

of the Son of man and you won't see them. (MacRae): But when He Answered,

He answered the Pharisees. He was demanded of the Pharisees when it should

come, and He answered them. Doesn't that mean that He answered the people

who asked? (Buswell): Yes. (MacRae):" If I asked you a question, and yak

gave the answer to Mr Burdick, you wouldn*t say that Dr MacRae asked, and
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Mr Burdick answered him. You'd have to put in the other name, if that was

what we meant. $/J (Busvell): He answered the Pharisees in verse 21, and

then (the inference is that they were all standing there) He turned right

to His disciples and spoke. He had just said to the Phadsees, It won't be

a matter of look here or look there, then lie turns to His disciples, and

says, You will earnestly desire to see one of the days of the Son of

man, and you won't see it. Were not in the kingdom now, we are not in

the days of His parousia. And they will say to you, My disciples, Go here,

but don't go with them, because, just as the flash of lightnint, so it win

be. Well, think it over,... (end of record e 3; beginning of e k)

(Record e k),
Now I think that there is some significance to the fact that a rank mod

ernist who was bitterly opposed to Premillenialism in an sense of the

word, a rank modernist like Sheier Matthews and many of his kind, have

come to the conclusion that the NT teaches a cataclysmic coming of the Lord

Jesus Christ. That that could be the same thot here. But first it is

necessry for Him to suffer many things, and to be despised, made nothing

of, by this generation. Now notice that Dr MacRae4s was answering about

this genea 1 (student question). The coming of the kingdom.

In any other terms, but a catastrophic coming. When a person is born

again, he is translated iUo the realm of the sovereignty of God. He heth

translated you out of the kingdom of Satan into the kingdom of His dean

Son. And except a man be born again, he cannot see, cannot enter into

the kingdom of God. That isn't the coming of the kingdom, but he is a dis

placed person. (MacRae): % This world isn't now the kingdom of Gbd, but

the persons n it who are born again 4 would have in it now the

coming future, and we are members of it 2 (Buswel1 Any refer

ence to the coming of the kingdom must be a reference to somethigg that

isnot now here. Now the spiritual rule of God,unless we are $4 pilgrims

and strangers on the earth, but members of the kingdom, we enter that. I

don't think that has ever affected the coming of the Kingdom. (student
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question). There have been many times. These Jehovah Witnesses, they spy

that Christ came in 1870, and He hs been in secret ever since. And John

Alexander Bovei, north of Chicago there, had a messianic claim, Zion, Ill.

Many times the people have said that the Messiah is over here, over there,

and I think that is 4 3 . The father divine movement and things

of that kind are always coup'ed around Mes1anic terminology, used in the

things of that kind. The 3* of St John, in II Clement, were those

sects who stopped to make out that John the Baptist was the Messiah. And

had 3 readings. Something that he 3 . Yes, this attempt

to locate the Mássiah in some limited area is common. (student question).

You don't think that when He comes, His kingdom will come? (andwer).

You mean the word Kingdom of God as distinct X from the Kingdom of Christ?

Then I think that the answer is that you have no reference to the coming

of the kingdom in any other but the eschatological sense. You do have

a number of references to our entering the kingdom in the spiritual sense.

In vss 20 & 21, the question is, When comes the kingdom of God. A future

catastrophic event. And Christ, in talttng to His disciples, 5*

the terms from the coming of the kingdom of God to the Son of man and His

coming. I think the answer is that the Scripture always assumes that the

coming in the sense of a future event, the visible coming of Christ, is

the coming of His kingdom. (MacRae): And He doesn*t say in verse 22, ye

desire to see the Son of Man. He says ye desire to see one of the days of

Son of man, which implies that it is a period which they look forward to

rather than a person, (Busvell) I think so. (MacRae) 6

(Busvell): Paul charges Timothy by His appearing and His kingdom. I have

not met any type of Bible teacher who does not believe that the future

kingdom of Christ begins with the visible return of Chri. Are you

familar with any teaching that would discriminate those chronologically?

That is, when the king appears, visibly and gloriously, His kingdom begins.

(MacRae): Not ace/to the Postmillenialist. (Buswell) That's right. The

Postmillenialist has his kingdom coming wtth the 6 3/k andthe king
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coming at the end of his kingdom period. But no Pre or A Mill that I know

of would deny that the future kingdom of Christ begins with His physical

return. Maybe you have some other thot on that. I think here that He sa

to these Pharisees, don't let them say look here or look there, and then Fe

turns to His disciples and in the particular application, You will desire

to see one of the days of the Son of Man. They will say to you, Lokk here,

or look there; don't be chasing them around, because the Son of man will

be like the coming of a flash of lightning. A catastrophic event has a

worldwide significance Wide knowledge. Did you get the/word genea

in verse 35? He will be put to death of this generation. I had to tell

Dr 7' 3/k one time that anthropology was born since the English lang-

uage. He was trying to force the word race (the word race is from the

English language in the technical, anthropological sense), and I got him

to read the dictioEry, and the il].iustration was given from Shakespeare,

When was Shakespeare written, when did anthropology begin? So he said,

hereafter I will say race as used in anthropology. This words genes does

not mean genea in the anthropological sense, a biological group. But it

means genes, the word brood, literally a begetting. This brood, and it

includes all the chickens in the brooder, whether they/all come from the'

eggs of one chicken or not. (MacRae): Yet, but does it necessarily mean

those in one time, or would it mean those, who 8 3/k from this group

during long pe1ods of time? (Buswell) I thirilcthat the ; for regular

English, if anthropology hasn*t got just the vocabulary, you would say

just this race, and then clarify it when the anthropologist comes along,

we'd say we don't mean a race in the anthropological sense, but we mean

a race in the sense of ordinary English usage. (Student question). /I.%

The Jewish race put him to death; they delivered Him over; He sufferedmany

things and was set at nought by this race. He was rejected by the Jewish

people. It is perfectly true that the Jews are hot a physiological race;

they are a mixed, and an ethnic group, if you want a technical word.

But a regular English usage before the science of anthropology classifies
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the use of the word race for the JewisIace. (student question) He didn't

mention it here; they certainly were included. But he says, Aside from t

Romans, aside from the Gentiles, He must suffer many things and beçput at

nought by this race. It doesn't deny that the Romans are equally guilty

at all. I certainly wouldn't hold to that. (student question). Mark 8.3L

and Mt 16.21. There He specifies in parellel references, the elders and

the chief priests and the scribes. Yes. They were the Jewish crowd of

people. And I would emphasize it again, the fact that He says that He

must be despised by them, does not exclude the fact that the Gentiles are'

equally guilty. I am very ogmatic on that. But this race, this genes,

means this race. Nov you see, in the other passage which Dr MacRae had,

it is in the eschatological discourse where Heis sitting on the Mt of

Olives and looking right down there at the Temple. And He says this-race

will not pass away. And in the Luke context, He has just said that Jerusa

lem will be destroyed, and it's people taken captive amogg the Gentiles.

And Jerusalem will be trodden down of the Gentiles until the times of the

Gentiles be fulfilled, but I tell you this race will not pass away until

all these things be fulfilled. So follow the interpretation of the term

race in the social-cultural sense, not in the anthropological, biological

sense. It is a very good reading for genea. (Student question) . That is

interpreted from Chrysostom down as referring to the event which is next

described, namely the Mt of Transfiguration. And Mt, Mk, and Lk all recoz1

that saying, There are some standing here wo will not taste death, and

about a week afterward He took them up into the Mt of Transfiguration, and

they had an actuall vision of His coming and His power; He was trnnsfigural

before them; They saw Moses who had died, and Elijah who had been trans

lated. And He was glistening in white before them. So Chrysostom ex

pAins that the Mt of Transfiguration fulfilled that event of prophecy.

That certainly seams to hold together. (student question); coming in His

power. That paMcular reference there, Some will not taste death; they

had a vision of Him as He will be in eternity, and they had a. vision of This
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coining in His kingdom. They had Mt vision, within a week. And the con

text is sto strong there. It goes right straight down the line in Mt. Mk,

and Lk, all three of them. (student question). You know, it is a very

interesting, thing, this Socialistic, Marzian philosophy of education by

ik* , and also there is a Jewish religious movement called the

Reconstructionism, and it is very noteworthy that these atheistic sources

pointout the cultural perpetuity of the Jews. (end of Record e k)
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M&tntain Judaism as a civilization within a civilization. Of course we

know that is a strong tendency. They're insoluble as a group. They

weather almost any ktnd of a storm. We see the Jews immoral, to say noth

ing of the religion of their fathers as such, but they evolve these social

customs, bringing their civilization within our civilization. *0 I think

definitely that is what this prophecy...And in the Luke context, you see,

it is specifically connected with the fact that they are to be scattered

among all nations, and yet they'll not be/dissolved. Now lets look on for

the days of Noah. One lesson that I think is very important in this com

parison of Lk 17 with the Mt 24 passage is to bee that the Lord repeated

himself on different occasions. When you stop to think of it, it is

only somewhat necessary that He /should do that. He had certain sayings

that He would repeat time and time again, You have, to go a little

far-ther-here,one of the so-called doubly effective sayings. That is, a

saying that occurs once in Mt, Mk, and Lk, in all those sections, and then

it occurs again in Mt and LX where Mk is silent. 5 It is supposed to

have stood in Mk and in . We don't need to go into that, but these

doubly effective sayings; so, that Christ said the same thing on differ

ent occasions. A doubly effective saying is a saying that occurs five

times in the Synoptic Gospels. Once in the three and once in the two

without Mk. So in the Olivet discourse, He gave His saying about the

days of Noah, He also gave it in the Perean section. The Perean section

of Lk is, as you know, from 9.61, to 19.28, with theexception of the

last part of the 18th chapter. 9.51 to 19.28, with the exception of

chapter 18.15 to the end of the chapter. That is the so-called Perean

section of Lk. You could just say 9.51 to 19.28, and remember that there

is a little section in there that is not classed as Perean. Chapter 12,

Dr MacRae found it the other day, is in the Perean section. Now here He

gibes us the thought as it was in the days of Noah. Lets get the teach

Ing. It occurs twice, once in Perea, and once on the Mt of Olives.

As it was in the days of Noah, so it will be in the days of the Son of Man.
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They ate, theydrank, they got married, they were given in marriage, one

word means to take a wife, and the other means to give your daughter to

be married to someone. There is nothing wicked about eating and drinking,

there is nothing wicked about marrying or giving in marriage. Until the

day when Noah entered into the Ark. That is something that people don't

realize. I've heard them read this passage and then go on, See how Scrip

ture describes the wickedness of this sort of a unconditioned chaos and

confusion, communism, and what is the other word,--anarchy; see the awful

condition of the world. No, No. Christ says they were carryigg on an

organized secular life. They went right ahead with their ordinary daily

business; they were naturalists, without the Lord. Until the day when

Noah entered into the Ark and the Flood came and destroyed all, i!fliiarly,

t± (now this does not occur in Mt) as it was in the days of Lot. Now

as we think of the days of Lot, we're 6 the awful decadence, the

corrupt condition, found there in the book of Genesis. But what did the

Lord pick particularly about the days of Lot? Why, He describes their

commee1al, and secular, and social activities. Bimilarly, as it was in

the days of Lot, they were eating, they were drinking, they were buying,

they were selling, they were planting, they were building. Christ

doesn't say they were in rioting and sodomy and all manner of filthy

corruption. That was true, but the outstanding point that Christ men

tions about the day of Lot is they were going on in their secular affairs.

They were eating, drinking, buying, selling, planting, building. Lot went

to Sodom not for the corruption, but for business. And he brought his

family into awful corruption. Until the days when Lot went out of Sodom,

and it rained fire and brimstone from heaven, and destroyed all. That

Lot reference is not found in Mt or Mk. Then, according to these things

will be the days of the Son of Man, when the Son of man will be rvealed.

Then He gets into this illustration. He gives this statement about the

immediate view of the 8+ k. Now our evidence is in Perea; this is

not in the Olivet discourse, 'but it parallels it almost word for word in
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Mt 24, In that day, he who is upon the house, and his tools in the house,

tet him not go down to take them. That is, due to the immediacy of the

flight. And he whois in the fields, similarly, not turn back behind him.

He/who is in the field. This can only be interpreted as meaning sudden

flight. You cannot turn to go even into the house. That standard stair

way will be on the outside of the house. When he said it in the Mt dis

course, He added some details. If you're on the housetop, don't go down

into the house to get your tools. Don't even go and get your overcoat.

If you're outside of the city, don4t go into the city. That is instant

aneous flight, which was not necessary in 70 AD. Lk is talking about

something here which does not take place in 70 AD. 9 sudden

flight as this during a period of some weeks or months when people could

slip in and out of the city and it was necessary for them to flee from

Jerusalem when it was surrounded with armies. And those who were in the

country places not to go into the city. But Lk in his section of the

Olivet discourse, describes the destruction of Jerusalem and the need for

flight from Jerusalem, but not in any such immedte terms as Lk gives I

the 17th chapter, in Perea. I think that the infereence is that the Lord

in His Perean message has told about His coming like a flash of lightning,

about the fact that anyone who was in Jerusalem should simply flee; get

out of there. Instantaneous flight would be a very different things

Remember Lot's wife; that is in Lk only, not in Mt or Mk. Whoever would

save his life, will lose it, and whoever will lose it will save it.

And will save it alive. (Student question). Well, I haven't found any

commentary that seems to me to observe certain phenomena in comparison of

Mt 24, Mk 13, and Lk 21. At any rate, we notice here that 1k in the 17t

chapter gives the instantaneous flight, whereas in the 21st chapter, Lk

does not give the Instaataneous flight. Mt and Mk do. Just note that,

and then when we come to it we will see how we get harmonized. Now coi

the very striking phrse about the instance of the rapture. I say to you,

in that i night, (now Mt doesn't say In that night. Remember that this:
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is two different occasions, Lk 17 in Perea, Mt 24 at Olivet). I say to

you, in that night, He said in Perea, there will be two in e bed, one will

be taken the other left. There will betwo women grinding t the same place

One feminine will be taken, and the other will be left. Nov Mt doesn't

say in that night, and he says, there will be two masculine in the field.

Verse 36. I'm glad that you mentioned that. That is not in the critical

text. You see, they re 134 the 36th verse there. The Westcott

and Hort, this is based on Westcott and Hort, I think we all missed thpt...

Verse 35, there will be two grinding at one place, and the one will be

taken and the other will be left. And they answered and said to Him,

Where , Lord? (Epperds says). (End of Record E 5)

(Beginning of Record E 6 . . . .

According to Nestle, the only 1 is D, and the Latin Syriac. Many

of the Latin and Syriac MSS. Whether He gave the three in the Perean

section, or only two, in Mt 24 He said there will be two in the field, and

the one will be taken and the other left. Then two will be grinding t

the mill,, one will be taken and the other will be left. At the mill; He

mentions the 'mill. Then in Mt 2k, at Olivet, He went on, Wherever the

body is, there will the eagles get together. (student question). Well,

I wasn't going into the textual matter. Of course, it doesnt change the

doctrine at all. It is just a question of whether He used the i1iust

tion of the field... (student question). The testimony of the versions.

Well, there is many Latin and Syriac, And D, In Mt 24.40... Dr Epperd,

what do you have in Mt 24 there? Do you have three items or Two? (Epprd

Souter gives the reference to Mt 211.11.0, because that reference in Mt 24.40

would explain Lk 17.36. (Busveli): What I want to know is, what does the

Textus Receptus say in Mt 24? Does it have three items or only two?

What does the King James version say in Mt 2k.kO,ltl,k2? Mt does not hve

the two in the bed, then. (MacRae) But if you don't have the Pled and the

field in one chapter, then you don't have the proof that the world is

round. (Buswell): Just the same, He is prophesying. He certainly is
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prophesying an instantaneous event. And at one and the same instant, there

will be two men in bed, two men grinding at the mill, and two men out in

the fields. So that proves that the world is round. Evidently Textus

Receptus in Mt does not have the two men in bed. Right? He changes from

lies to niia, so we would have to say, two men. Now if there wenen't any

iiiia there, then you could just say the hes was the general pronoun. But

one is taken out of the bed, and the other, naturally, is left. But two

are grinding at the mill feminine, and one feminine is taken and the other

is left. 0 (student question) 5

You vouldn*t have lies, and heteros, for a man and his wife. But, and

then there is the change from the next ilhistration. The women as I

understand it, grind the food in the morning of the day, so I am told.

But we won't make too much of this, but merely the Lord describes in the

Perean discourse a situation in which one will be taken and another left

in a sudden and irantaneous manner. Then they said Where, Lord? And

(student question). There isn't anything in your word that would indic

ate that. Campbell Morgan has the church going clear thru the tribula

tion, and he has thele butchered, and 6 3/1i . Paralambano

just means to take, and let, to leave. (student) Lot was taken out,

and the people left were destroyed; Noah was taken out, and the people left

were destroyed, and so one will be taken and the other will be left...

The words themselves, paralambano, which means to take along, and aphiaazi,

which means to leave. Where the soma is, there will the eagles be.

When He gets to the Mt of Olives, He. says Where the ptoina. Now the body,

ptonia, (and the ptoma means a corpse. Dr MacRae was mentioning that.)

(MacRae): Where is this ptoma business? (Buavell): Ptoma is in Mt 24.28)

very graphic. Mt says caraass on the Mt of Olives, and Lk says body in

Perea. And it doesn't make any difference about that. This some is a

ptoma. In an open country, way out in the prairies in the west anyway,

often a lost person is found by looking to the sky, and seeing where, the

vultures are circling. This Dr MacRae explained. You don't need to wo'
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He'll find you. (MacRae): that must refer to the rppture, huh? Else

what would be the point of it? (Buswell): Well, where? (MacRae) Where

ever you are He'll search you out. (Buswell): Or look to the sky. It..

He'll find you. (MacRae) And why should He call them corpses? (Busvell):

Right, why should He say Ptoma? (MacRae) simply because the illustration

calls for it. The vultures don't circle around the living person. The

vultures are looking for the one who is their proper meat, and similarly

the Spirit of God looks for thc who are the saved ones. Not for the

people of this world. (Buswell): I am certainly not opposed to that, but

don't the vultures follow a lost person, who is wandering? (MacRae) I

donJt think so. When he was sick they would, cetteinly. If a person

appeared to them to be, then they would. But I don't think that they'te

apt to pay much attention to one who is surely living. (student).

If he was injured, it would appear likely that he would soon be dead.

The birds would stay Ø4ˆ/ around him. They might, around the sheep that

are lost anyway. I don't know. But they wouldn't around a tmian being.

At least I have never seen do so. (Buawell): I thik that the vultures

circle an injured person or animal who is more or less lying still.

(MacRae): But I had a friend once in the Grnd Canyon whose back hurt him,

and he stayed and got in the shade of a rock while I went back a few miles

to get some water for him . And when I got back, he told me that the

birds circled around overhead, and he waved his arms at them and said,

No use, he's coming with water... (Buswell):: The next eight verses are

eschatological in part. They are eschatological in their spirit. stud

ent question). I dont think that it is particularly,escbatolog1cal.

Homiletical, certainly. Whoever seeks to preserve his life or soul, will

destroy it, or leave it. And whoever will destroy it, or leave it, will

preserve it alive. (student question). Seems to me that it is a. matter

of homiletica] application to the general thought of the Lord's return,

isn't it? We're going to be putting 11 /k , and there is

goigg to be greater and greater persecutions. 50. And I expect to see
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the most intense persecutions, very brief nd short one, nd I think the

church will go thru, end I don't think that 12 not to be,

at the time of the rapture 12 . Thlipsis is the constant lot of

the church, all down thru the years. Org is not the lot of the church.

And I have always taken this to be a word of encouragement. If you l2

to save your life, well, you will, lose it, and it won't be wctth saving.

(student question). It is ejaculatory, as many of the Lord's saying re,

this is one of the sayings that Christ used.

(End of record E 5)
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Now when we come to this matter; if you're thn he housetop, don't even go dowi

and get your tools. If you are out in the field, don't go back, when this

thing comes. But be 1 . That is all that I can make out of it.

(student questinn)). Well, that's good hom].etics, I think; it ks reasonable.

(MacRae): That is pretty good, to connect up 32, remember Lot's wife, with

the idea that he seeks to preserve his life 2 surrounding him.

W She looked backon it, and was thinking of those instead of God's will for

her. (Buswell) Yes, I think that that is good. (student question).

Now, I think , on the contrary, that he is viewing this whole thing as one

picture, that is, His coming in glory. Now when you come to distinguish the

rapture from the wrath, and then His coming to release Jerusalem and destroy

the Antichrist, I don't think those det&lls are in here. From the,point of

view here, I think, He is just looking forward to His visible, glorious com

ing. And not segrating those deails. I think certttnly that two in a bed

and two in the field and two at the mill must be the incident of the rapture.

That seems to me quite definite. But that is a part of the picture. Now the

unjust judge. (student question). That is a different context. In Mt, he

is talking about other things. He simply repeats certain units. (question).

This is Lk 17, here. 3 3/k . 11 ow get this in your mind. Lk

is the separate book with 4 a unity. Lk chapter 17 Is discourse material in

Perea. Lk chapter 21 is the Olivet discourse. Well, there is some connec

tion, but each part is a unit. Lk 17 gives you an orderly discourse in perea.

And then Lk 21 gives you excepts from the Olive:b discourse. Now maybe I do

not get your point. (question). Well, not you are taking two different ser

mons of the Lord and trying to make them part of the same outline. It isn't

chronological, and they are two differant sermons. There is nothing chrono

logical. Lk 17 and Mt 24 couldn't be chronologically the same; they are two

different sermons. (question). Now how do you take a sermon chronologically?

There is no law that makes anybody mention events in any chronological order

unless he chooses to. Now we haven't gotten to Mt 24 yet. All we see is

that in the sermon in Lk 17 1 which is a unit, Christ used certain blocks of
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of material which He also used later in another sermon with another outline.

Don't you have any favorite illustrations when you are preaching? You have a

certain/sermon that you like to tell to illustrate a certain point. You may

drag it in in two or three different sermons. Now you couldn't possibly take

an outline of one sermon when you used that illistration and make that outlire

fit another sermon where you haven't used the same block of material. That

is the data that we have before us. The data before us includes two sermons

of Christ in which He used identical blocks of material, but not the same

sermon outline. See? So the order of the material in Lk 17 hasn't a thing to

do with the order of the material in Mt 24. They are different discourses. it)

One place you might give a discussion of the history of the last 30 yeprs, ard

you might describe the first World War and the period between and the Scond

World War, and in another case you might discusss What was the war? And you

might say that in the first World War they used Enfield rifles ; and in th

the second World War they used rifles and machine guns, with P few Springfield

but no more Enfield at all, and then you might go out and say In the First

World War we didn't get any tanks made till the end of the war; none of our

planes ever reached France. but in the second World War were making tanks

right from the start, and shipping them over even before we were shipping the

men. And you could go back and forth, and your outline would be entirely

different. It would refer to the same facts, in a different order , and with

different persons. (Buswell): We bavent any grounds for comparing the order

of material in Mt 24 with the order of the material in Lk 17, because they are

two different sermons. (MacRae) Th4t is, there may be a point at which the

comparison will prove something, but we can't assume there will be. (Buswell)

But you do have identical blacks of material. (eppard, from seat). (Macrae)

Wouldn't that question be better to leave until we consider Mt 24? And then

perhaps come back to your question. Then see if it throws light on it.

(Buswell): That is not the same outline mateial. And in Lk 17, there is no

reference to that parable of the short tribulatioln. No reference whatever.

(question). (MacRae) Mr Kirkwood may have some good ideas there, but I think
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that we ought to consider them later. (Buswell) When we get to Mt 2, then e

will be considering the Olivet discourse. And then we will have to consider

all three versions of the Olivet discourse. Butz in Lk 17, the question of

that terrible tribulation doesn't come up. Simply, He says, one will be taken

and the other will be left, and they say to him, Where? Where is this place

±gixgp±4g going to be? Where is this mill going to be, one woman taken; ard

He answers, with this saying, Where the body is... (question). Yes, and

they are two different occasions also. But in Lk He just said, one will be

taken and the other will be left, and they said, Where? Where? And His ans

wer was, Where the body is, some., there will the eagles be gathered. (MacRae)

Now may I ask a question right at that oint. They said, Where? Row did they

come to say Where, all of a sudden? I wonder if that perhaps relates back

to that original Where which we found in verse 23: They shall say to

you See here, or See there. They say, Here is where the Lord is coming back;

There is where the Lord is comigg back. Sixty years ago there was a large

group of Americans who said, The Lord is coming back soon, and we want to be

at Jerusalem when He comes. So they went over and the formed the Aetican

Co'ony in Jerusalem there, in order that they would be there on the ground,

in order that they would meet the Lord when He comes. And the Lord says,

Don't think that you have to be in any particular place wher*the Lord comes

back; wherever the body is, there the eagles could reach you. The Lord's

Spirit knows us more than any vulture; He can look down from heaven, see

exactly where you are; and don't think that He will forget you. but you be

about your regular business, and whether you are in the field, or whether

you are in the bed, or whether you are in Judea or whetheryou are in Labrador

or South America; wherever you are, there the eagles will be gathered t

gether. Don't you think that it makes a it of the whole discourse. It

relates back to the original statemtnt at the very beginning of it. (Buswell)

When they say, Lo here, and Do there, that occurs even twice in this section

Once from the Pharisees, and once from His own disciples. Don't bother about

this Where; Lo here, or Lo there. And still these disciples come back and
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say Where? And He gives this answer: It isn't a matter of where; the Lord

will find you. Now this is in the Perean discourse, and that doesn'theve to

do with the Olivet discourse. There is no mention of any tribulation in the

Perean discourse. They sim-ply said, Where is this sudden separation going l

be, and as Dr MacRae said, this relates to this Lo here, and Lo there. (ques

tion). There is in Mt a reference to a terrible thilipsis which will be very

short, but that is in Mt 24 and it isn't mentioned in Lk 17. This doesn't

refer to it. (MacRae)It is utterly wrong to say that Christians are to es

cape the tribulation. Because Christians all thru history have had tribalation.

There have been terrific persecutions under the Romans and under the Roman

Catholics at the Reformation and for all we know, there may be a great many

more terrific persecutions before the Lord will come back. We don't now know.

The only thing is that, if seems to be taught that after the rapture of the

church, then there will be a particular tribulation in which the Christian /

church will not take part, because it will not be here. Wouldn't that be

right? (Buswell) I think aol (question). I think that the rapture of the

church will certainly take place before the time the wrath of God, which

most people call the great tribulation. A thlipsis is the common lot of the

church in all ages. 110w let's.look at this summed up bit very briefly be

cause it is homiletical, and this is the kind of thing that is helpful in

preaching to poor, suffering people. And He spoke a paratle to them, with

a view that men ought always to pray, and not to faint. There is the point.

t The persistency in the prayer life, looking forward to the Lord's return.

There was a certa& judge in a certain city who did not fear God, and who did

not respect men. There was a widow in that city, and she came to him, say

ing, Give me justice from the one who is wronging me. And he did not wish to.

After these things, he said to himself, If I do not fear God nor reppect men,

have no regard for men, thru her coming to me, she will make me troubled.

I will give her justice... 9 (END OF RECORD E 6)

('urY'.
& (p O\& (.Uty f fO 1444:)
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Give me a black eye. He might come and biff me in the eye. But now this is

what the unjust judge said. Now even a judge can be forced to do justice by

pressure groups, but sufficient pressure. I like the way Mr Maclntire gets

delegations to o down to Washing ton to get the Senate to get some kind of

justice. And get things done. But you have to keep et it 1

And the Lord said, Heir what the unjust judge said, 1 ; will He

not make justice? or vengeance? 1 i/k ... cry unto him day and night,

and He is longsuffering for them, I say to you, He will make justice or ven

geance for them, quickly, or that is, sharply. Sudden justice. Then comes

the funny question, But, the Son of Man coming, will He find faith on the

earth? Will He find saved Christian? That is to say, the point of it is to

say that we no longer 2 3/k. Now the Lord is saying 2

whereby He is going to bring sudden justice, on this earth 2 And

we ought to pray, and not to faint. Now the question is, wWhen He comes, will

he find faith; Will He find the faith referred to? 2

(MacRae) Wouldn't you say, Dr Buawel, that this particular parable does not

prove that the world is going to get worse and worse, and it doesn't prove

that apostasy is going to vover the whole world so that there'll be hardly

any left, but on the other hand it does defhnitely prove that the Gospel is

not going to conquer the world before He comes. It shows very clearly that

the faith is at least going to be a minority matter rather than a matter that

is universally found. (Buswell) definitely. At the coming of theSon of Man

is the patience for God's people. The rectification of their situation.

And they cry to Him day and night all down thru the years, and that they be

faithful, and when He comes, will he find faith on the earth? The kind of

faith that is illustratdd in the story of the widow. (MacRae) wht is to

beMone next time? (Buswell) I think that inevitably there has been a lot of

confusion in 4iˆ our minds when we have these things all shdon up in scrambled

eggs in one bakket in our thinking. It is quite important to 3

Perhaps there is something else that should come before this. Mt 214, And by

all means, next time bring a harmony. If you can get a BurtonGoodsped har-
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(Macflae) What would you think of first running bhru Mt 24 just to get the

big emphases of thot as they are presented in the book, regardlesss of trying

to get details. And then go back and go thru the harmony? (Buswell) Yes.

(End of the end of e 6 on record e 8)
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(MacRae) ...gratitude we owe Christ for what He had done. That is enough

He tells us of the rewards to come. That is enough, but He adds this fourth

one{, in knowing the weakness of human nature and the need of additional

, but it is one effecting all thru Christian history right from the

start. (question). The coming on the clouds with great gory, that is to

be 1 . And that, we would know when that was, definitely. My im

pression would be that the signs of nature have come ff and on all thru the

ages, and you couldn*t say, Now we have seen this sign in the heavens, and

next week we know that Christ is coming. (question). So that when we see L

these things happen, and when the Lord doesn't come, we won't say, Oh, it was

all a mistake. We'll know that there may be any number of them. (Buswell)

Every time there is a war, premillenialists write books

Now what the Lord said is specifically, the wars are not the signs. (MacRee)

I told a woman last wekk that I didn't think that there was, going to be a

nother world war for % at least three years, and she said that that was what

her pastor said; he had been studying the prophets very definitely. (questi.

In verse 27, here, it does not say, And then shall you see the Son of Man

coming on the clouds with power and great glory; it says, then shall they

see the Son of Man comigg. He is not saying that when you see the Son of Man

coming on the clouds with power and great glory then you know that your red

emption draws night; because He has told us very definitely in Thesseloniens

that the dead in Christ shall be raised first, and then we which are alive

shall be claught up to be ,4g$ together with ,L)1 them to meet the Lord in

the air, and so we won't see Him coming in the clouds; we'll be with him.

That is, the unbelievers w.ill see Him in the clouds. You wouldn*t differ

with that, would you, Dr Buavell? (Buswell) Well, you might take it a little

differently, because of the 3* kn Mt and in Mk. 3* in

an attempt to reconstruct the course. Coming in the clouds with power end

great glory and then He will send forth His angels with the sound of a trum

pet, Mt says, and He will gather His elect from the four winds, etc. (MacRae)

But there is no such thing here in Lk. (Buswell) 4 omits that. But Mt, Mk
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and Lk, words for word, in the reference to coming in the clouds with tie power

and great glory. (question) 4MacRae) I think that you're referring to a par

ticular passage, and that isn't in Lk here, so.. Maybe we ought to leave tht

for a discussion later. Now we're trying to get what we have in Lk here,

We have more of 41 in Lk 17, the Perean discourse, where He tells us in

Lk 17.20, the kingdom of God comes not with observation. You wont say Lo

here or Lo there, the Kingdom of God is within you. He said to the disciples

that the days shall come when ye shall disire to see one of the days of the i

Son of Man, and ye shall not see it. And they will say to you, see here, or

see there, Lk 17.23, go not after them or follow theIl, for as the lightning

lighteth out of the one part of theheaven unto the other part of the heaven,

so shall also the Son of Man be in His day. That assures the suddenness of

it as far as the Christian is concerned. But He comes like the lightnint,

all, of a sudden, and wherever the Christian is, he suddenly finds the Lord's

return upon him. And He continues there with notes about the suddenness of

it., the unexpectedness ofit. And he has over in verse 31-, In that night,

there shall be two men in one bed, and the one shall be taken nd the other

left, and two women grinding together, and the one taken and the othe left,

and two men in the field, one taken and the other left. That is not an atom

ic bomb; it wouldn't divide that way, would it? And they answered and said

to Him, Where Lord? And He said to them, wheresoever the body is, there will

the eagles be gathered together. Would you not say that that passage in 1k

17 is a picture of the rapture? That is definitely a piture of the rapture.

That is the sudden taking alay of those who are saved], apart from the others.

And that would certainly have no room in that for any looking up and seeing

Him coming in the clouds before that happened. It is pictured as a sudden,

unexpected thing. (question). Well, in Lk 12, we had the gt stress laid on

the note of expectancy, that the Christian doesn't know when the Lord is

coming. But he is so to live tht he will be ready at any instant at which He

will come. And in 1k 21, there is a stress laid on the fact that there are

great cosmic diztthbances and when we have these, and ward, and He doesn't
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come, we are not to become discouraged and say, Oh we knew that He was com

ing and He didn't, and therefore it is all a lot of junk. We can know that

it; we don't knww what the time is, so tho it may seem to us that it is going

to come, andit and that doesn't mean that it wpn't come when we

don't expect it to come. At such a time as ye do not expect it, the Son of Mi

will come. But there is this prediction that seams to be rather definitely

thedestruction of Jerusalem, but is the only thing that we can pinpoint there,

in that discussion. And the ovier here in 17, the stress again on the fact

that we don't know when it is; when people say that Christ is coming, well,

maybe that is pretty good evidence tht He isn't. At a time when ye think not,

the Son of Man cometh. that people will be scattered, one taken and the

other left, that where the body is, there the eagles will be gathered to

gethered. That is, where the Lord's own are, there they will be taken up.

It seems to show an unexpectedness, a thing about it which does not mean

that if you are watching, you can jump on the train when it comes, but that

if you're active about the Lord's service, you won't be embarrassed when it

comes. (question). I would incline very strongly to that position on that

particular verse. Verse 28, Dr Buewell, suggested, was right from the time

of the ascension. That when these things begin to come to pass; well, they

began, ---earthquakes, troubles, persecutions, -- right after Pentecost, and

when ye see trouble coming, why don't say , Oh my, it is hopeless; say, the

return of Christ is that much closer; lift up your heads, for your redemption

draweth nigh, andit has been drawing nigh for two thousand years, and it mey

draw nigh, for another two thousand years. We can't tell, but we're always

to be in an attitude of readiness whenever He may come. And by readiness

He doesn't mean watchings, Is it here, or Is it there? He means being about

the business of serving the Lord faithfully. (question). You look out over e

great field, and you look, and it is just a lot of wild country, and you don't

think anything of it. But you will find that if there is a dead body there,

pretty soon the birds will be coming around it. They will come right to the

spot, and here in the verse before, we have two men in the field, and one

_,___.1 -- .- ----
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taken and the other left, and two of them grinding together, and one of them

taken and the other left, and you don't need to worry that yo are going to be'

in Jerusalem when the Lord come. Wherever you are, you will, be taken upi

You will be raptured wherever you are. Mr Stafford, whose hymn we sang in

chapel this mornings He went over to Jerusalem about 1880 so as to be there

when the Lord would come. He wrote that hymnnthere. But the Lord will come

to take up up to Himself wherever we are, just as easily from here as from

Timbuktu. Wherever the body is, there will the eagles be gathered together.

Well, it is a figure. The eagles snatch up that which appeals to them, and

they pass over acres andacres of other country and don't loot at it. The body

is where they knw and go right to it. And wherever the Christian is at the

time of the rapture, the Holy Spirit knows nd tkos hiu rih )i1. j:oL

uUctLnJ1) :. c cri.fl i.xtrL 'Christ, Lt s for several hours.

Well, they began to come to pass right then, and have been doing so ever

since. (question) Whenever you have an upheaval, then you don't say, well,

that means that the Lord is coming. But it means that His coming is just

that much neaerer. You redemption is beyond it. Well, I guess our time is

about up, unless you have anotherhaif hour which you would like to give us,

Dr Buswell. ( END OF RECORD E 7)

(GINNING RECORD E 8)

We've gotten back into an earlier period to the period; the question of what

precedes the Millenium. We havenot in this class taken up I Thess k, but in

I Thess we have something on which there can be no difference of opinion,

but there is presented the account of the resurrection of Christ, -- of the

believers in 6hrist. And it is presented that these believers are all of

them raised from the dead and raised up to meet the Lord in the air. And they

come together with Him in the air, and so shall they ever be with the Lord.

And that is called the rapture. Doesn't matter what you went to call it, but

that is the term that has been used for may centuries to describe the/snitch

ing up of the b&lievers into the air. It is very clear in Scripture.
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That Christ doesnot come down to this earth to the believers, but that the

believers are snatched up to Him in the air. The believers are separated 7'ftb

from unbelievers, from the living and from among the dead, before Christ

comes. Any picture of Christ coming to this earth end gathering all the

people upon this earth before Him, end then judging each one individually 85

to whether he is to be saved or not is utter'y contrary to the teachings of

Scripture. The believers are raised up and are caught pp together with the

living believers in the aift to meet Christ, and so shall we ever be with the

Lord. That is the statement that is made in Thess. We have not looked into

that at all, but it is something of background. We are eginning to look into

the eschatological discourses of the Synoptic gospels, to see what light they

throw on situations and conditions previous to the coming ofChrist. We are

interested in seeing something about wht will precede it. And in this, as I

the matters about the millenluni, we are anxious to distinguish shprply our

different gradations of certainty. We are interestd to know that which is

clearly and definitely taught, and to know where there are points that seem

so clear that there can be little doubt about it. And where there are matters

on which it is entirely questionable as to what the correct interpretation

may be. Now in the gospels we noticed, we have these three different gospels

which have these three long eschatological sections, and they seem to stem

from two distinct discourses of the Lord. Now if we could be there at the

time and hear him, in the desert giving one discourse and hee.r the entire dis

course, hear every word that He said in it, we would doubtless have a greet

many questions to ask Him, and we would also have a great many questions on

which our ideas would be definite after we heard Him. Then if we could hPve

been with Him At Olivet, and have heard him anaver those disciples' questions

as they were lookingat the Temple, and heard the complete discourse which He

gave them, we would learn a great deal, and we would also have a great

deal to ask Him. But there are many things doubtless which would be clearer

to us supply from hearing Him giving etther one of those discourses which are

not clear in the Scripture as it stands. Now the reason for that, of course,
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is that the Scripture cannot give everything, and does not choose to give

everything. It naturally omits some things. And some things which it omits

would clarify our ideas on certain fac±ots which are not particularly import

ant, and which God has not chosen to give us complete light upon. Things

which we will never know j/% until He comes. But there are other matters'

on whibh perhaps it is p there is sufficient light as it stand to give us

light on the answer. But if we actually hold to %4p~ we would be

sure of it or we would have it more 9 . There are such matters un

doubtedly. However we don't have those discourses; we were not there with

Him across the Jordan in Perea, and we were not with Him in Olivet. We do

not have those discourses; we have three different Gospels. And in each of

those gospels, we have an acconnt of His eschato1ggdcal discourses, Mark and

Matthew give us each one utterenae; And Lk gives us two utterances, which is,

as far as I know, the only source for the Perean discourse. (Busvell) Well,

there is quite a little bit of eschatological material scattered in other

portions of Mt and Mk, in the parables; and I think that Mt and Mk lipve about

as much outside the Olivet discourse as Lk does. But not as much of p con

centration. (MacRae) Lk has it gathered more together. So that, as far as

this gathering togetheris concerned, we have that in 1k, but then we have

other isolated sections in Mt and Mk which Dr Buswell estimates would make

about as much as the Olivet discourse itself, or as much material as Lk has.

(Buswell) As much as the Pere section has. MacRae) We have not looked at

those in the past ; peraps it would be good sometime to bring them all to

gether, and get a survey of all that material. But the point I'm prying

to make now is that while it is very useful and valuable for us to reconstruct

the discourses, and try to find exactly what He said on each occasion and

what the entire discourse is, we can never reconstruct the entire discourse.

There are doubtless portions of it that are not given us at all. And there

are matters about the order of it on which we can never be absolutely certain.

And consequently, that when it comes to our final judgment on things, it is

not our reconstruction of the discourse, that is, theWord of God, but it is lh
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the way that the Holy Spirit.caused that these things shoi1d be preserved in

the Gospels. That is to say, matters which He caused to be repeated in the

Gospels He evidently considered important, either as in relation to the pur

pose of the particular gospel or important as to be stressed for the Chris

tian in troublous times. And in the selection, from the discourses which He

gave in each Gospel, lie gives us a harmoniuos vh9&e which is adapted to

prove certain things. Now there are certain things which it does not prove.

But each of them as it stands has a definite purpose in the total of that

particular gospel. And consequently I think that it is very well that we

separate the purpose of each section in theGospel in which it is, and what

we can gather from it in that gospel. And of course, then we will try to see

how they fit togehter; reconstructing as far as we can the wholle discourse,

and also to see where each of them throwslight upon the other. Now I may be

wrong in this as a matter of methodology, but it does appeal to me as some

t.ing which I would like to do. To put that much stress on each one indivi

dually and see whether i does or does not add light to our understanding.

Now we looked first at the section in Lk 21. We noticed there a selection fxth

from the discourse; I think that it would be rather well for us to go over

these a number of time, and to get in mind dust exactly what we have in each

gospel, and what seems to be the purpose of the presentation and what we can

with certainty Ø/ derive from each one. Now in chapter 21, he began with

looking at the temple, and he mentions that the temple will be soon thrown

down, and there will not be one stone left upon another which shall nt be

thrown down. Now do you think that that means literally that not one single

stone, that there won't e one stone left. Do you think so Dr Buswell?

(Buswell)I am rather inclined to take it that there won't be any significant

stone left standing together. 131 a definite part of a w&11 that

became a shrine; I should think that thatshould be somewht contrary to this

prediction. (MacRae) Well, are you inclined to think that this is not yet

fulfilled? (Buawell) From other reasons, I don't think tht this has yet been

fulfilled. (MacRae) Now Dr Buswell then feels that verse 6 of cha.pter 21
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of Lk has not yet been fulfilled. No* Iam not sufficiently familiar with

the other reasons to make a judgment on that. But s far as the verse alone

is concerned, my guess would be that it was fulfilled. His other reasons

might be sufficient to convince him, but as far as the verse is concerned,I

would personally think that if you had that great temple, thrown down in

such a condition that compar&tively 141 had one stone upon

another, that you could probably say that there shell not be left one stone

upon another. It was 141 in which the stones were taken wayone

from the other and only a very, very few remain today. That is, not one

stone upon another could be a description of the totally disrupted condition,

whether then that every siggle solitary individual piece of stone had been

removed from the other, and out of, say, five thousand stones, two hundred

arranged in their original fashion, one upon another, forming neat section

of a wall, such that it could be made a shrine for the next two thousand yeAT7

my own inclináton would be to think that that small section merely empha-

sized what had happened to it as a whole. (End of RECORD E 8)
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(Buswell) Otherwise I would say that 41on should become heaps, and no one

should live there, but it is a fact that people live in 3/14- . Still

that has been fulfilled and there is no significance to 3/14.

It isa place where they go and remember old Babylon. (MacRae) But suppose

they did remember old Babylon? Wold that interfere with its beingheaps?

(Buswell): The fact that Babylon has become heaps means thatno one shall

occupy the site. (MacRae) But here It doesn't say that no one shall occupy

the site, but that not on stone shall be left upon another. (Buswell) There

is a prophecy that no one shall occupy the site of old Babylon. Well, now,

there isnt any city there that continues in memory of Babylon, % though

the village of 1 1/k is on the site. !t is not significant with refer

ence to Babylon. Those few stones in the wailing wall are to the Jews very

significant to the continuity of their Temple. (MacRae) But are they signif

icant as remembering l that the temple has been destroyed?

(Buawell) They hope to rebuild it. (MacRae), They hope to rebuild it. But they

certainly remind them of the fact that the glory of it has gone by. And the

temple is gone. This little bit of wall isn't much of a temple. (question)

Well, that is a big problem in itself, and I suggest that we leave that to

take up by itself. There could be sanctuaries destroyed at several different

times. Here, Christ is looking at a specific temple. Now Daniel may be

speaking of the 2m same temple, andhe may not be. But here there is no

question but that Christ is talking about Herodta temple, is there? 2

He is talking about that particular temple. Now He says about that temple

kthat it shall be so destroyed that there will not be left one stone upon

another that shall not be thrown down. Now in 70 AD perhaps that wesfxk.t,

fulfilled, when practically all of the temple was devastated except these x

few atones, this one little wall of it which a few centuries later was made

thntp a wailing wall by the Jeva to remember their former glory of the temple.

On the other hand, it might be that someone would say, Now this wailing wall

here constitutes a. continuous existence of the temple even tho it is a very

small part of it, and that can later be rebuilt and then again destroyed.







Those vuld be two po"ssibe interpretatijns here. But I don't quite see how

a reference to a. sanctuary in Daniel, without considerable study of the con

text inDanial, could be taken as being clear enoh to throw light upon it.

(question). That is an extremely complicatdd section of Daniel. I think

that it is very valuable for us to study, but I don't see how we could draw

anything from it for this passage, unless we took two or three days to study

it first. That language is extremely complicated bhere in Daniel. Wouldn't

you feel that way about, Dr Buswell, or would you think that Daniel is muhh

clearer than I think that it is? (Buswell) Well, of course we could branch

off from here and gallop off in all directions. I think that the point in

mind is that Christ should 11. them. And this is the only discourse of

the Lord which is given at length, of which we have more than one account

as a discourse, that is 414 sermon on the mount and Luke's form of the

sermon on the mount is clearly in a different context. It is the sermon on

the plain. This is the only discourse that can be reconstructed from three

different gospels. If in connection with that, the Lord quoted Daniel, then

you have to take that into account, even tho Luke didn't record it. (MacRae)

But does that mean then that we should 41 and take an attitude on

Daniel and try to lay a foundation of interpretation ofDaniel on which to

relate this or to go ahead with this first and then turn to Daniel and see

what k 3/k . (Buswell) I think that your plan is very profitable, to

take the three gospels separately, and then when we take Mt. we will be ob

liged to take Daniel up from the pont of view of Mt. (MacRae) there are two

ways that we could do that. We could take Mt and we could try to see what

Mt says and what are the possibilit8es of Nt, I mean whit Daniel says, and

we could say Daniel meaning this , meaning this, etc, ; most likely he means

this, there is a possibility of this, this we'll say goes in between the

other two, here's the situation. Now you go to the NT to see if it throws

light on that of Daniel. Or another thing that we could do; we could take

Nt, and say Mt may mean this, here's another side to it, there's another, it

seems most likely this one is it, but now since there is a reference to Daniel
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let's go to Daniel and see tj if Daniel' shows conclusively which of these is

bight in Mt, and while we are looking at Daniel, we may find possibilities in

Daniel that imply reexamination of Mt. In either ease, you have to take one

first, whatever you do. (Buswell) It would be profitable to go gtraight thru

Lk now that we have started bn that. (MacRae) Do you see 'what I mean, Mr

Kirkwood? I don't think that there is anything from Daniel which t the pres

ent point we can bring in which will prove anything, unless we teke time to

go into it bhonoughly. r don't mean that there is any harm in making a sug

gestion for it, for consideration, but I think that our consideration should

later rather than right now. (question). That is that Daniel and Lk would

have to be fulfilled at the same time whichever; 6 . So that on this

particular pointhere, as Mr KirkveI has pointed out, we may find evidence

from Daniel which will be conclusive one way or the otherhere on verse 6.

And we leave that as an important thing to examine, but perhaps we leave it

till later and look at Daniel as a whole together. And for the present then,

notice that in verse 6 there is the one possibility which at first sight im

presses me as most likely, that he was saying to these disciples, Ye see this

great xt wonderful temple with all of the goodly stones and gifts that are

on it; you see all these grand things here in front of you. But the time is

going to come when there won't be anything like that there. It will all be

gone; just a heap of ruins; not a stone left upon anohter, just a few stones

standing in one little wall somewhere. That will then be a place where the

Jews can then come and learn the fact that all of this great glory and all

of these great stones are gone and then the time will come when the United

Nations will prevent them coming even to that, and make a no man's land so

that the Jews can't even get to the wailing wall. Well, that is one possibil

ity. Now there is anotherpossibility, to say that He looks at this wonderful

temple with its beautiful stones and gifts and He says look at these things,

There's going to be a time when this is going to be so destroyed that not evd~oneindividualoneofthesestoneswillbeleftoneupontheother.fNowI

don't refer to the time a hundred years from now xk in saying that, when



there will be 9/10th of it gone, when he glory will be gone.,* when the jewels

and the gifts will be gone, and all the stones and everything will be torn

apart and this except just one little insignificant wall. I don't refer to

that time. ,.. 8 that that condition will last for 1800 years; I ref

er to something beyond that still which will be a rebuilding of it, which

will be comparable in glory to the present situation, end I mean that that

thing, then, is going to be so thrown down that not a single one of its

stones or of thpse here will then stand. Now es between those two possibil

ities, there is a possibility of a historical continuity which can make the

later one be the right one. I wouldn't for a second deny it. But I would

say that as I think of Him standing there looking at that particular temple,

and seeing the glory of that temple, and saying that to the disciples, and

then as I think of kO years later that terrific disaster to it which left it

just a heap of ruins for many centuries till finally a few Jews came back

and found a few stones standing together and made a wailing wall out of them,

then He was speaking of the thing which He inmieiately saw rather then/some

distant thing, impresses me as the more likely of the two, aitho I think

that we should wait and see the other evidence later one. (question)

Now that is an interesting idea; very interesting. He says that the time

is coming, the day will come in whith there' shall not be left one stone

upon another which shall nt be thrown down. Well now, 40 years leter, 9/10

of the stones were knocked down, and you might say the thing is finished.

Practically everything is none; there is just this little wailing well.

It remains that way 1800 years, but then the time is come when even those

are knocked down, and there is just nothing. And then this which would

have been largely fulfilled for 1800 years would be then completely end

absolutely fulfilled. I think that that certainly is a very definite pos

slbility. I hadn't thot of it, but I think that it certainly should be

taken into account. Well now, He then has expressed,thing about the temple,

and then Lk tells us that they came to Him and said, Master, when shall

these things be, and what sign thall there be that these things will come
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to pass? There are people who take thaccozmt% in Mt as showing that there

were three questions asked, and they divide it up into the answers to each

of the three questions, one, two, three. Now maybe that is possible, but if

you are going to do that, there is at least the possibility that here in

you shold say, what are the questions which Lk gives, and then he gives the

answers to those partiuular questions. That is, if the discourse is a matter

of the answers to three questions, one, second one answered, third one ans

wered, xk.t then if one writer only gives two questions, it would be reason

able to say that he is giving the answer to those two questions. Now it is

possible that you just have three questions which you take up as a lump and

give the discourse in answer to them as a lump without dividing the sections

by the questions, and it is ... (Buavell): When we get to reading Mt, it will

be apparent that the three questions will be considered by Christ as all one.

There is only one question. It has three parts in Mt, but He answered it

all as one. (MacRae) Well, this evidence in Lk would look very mixh in that

direction. The fact that Lk only gives two questions, and that you cannot

very well divide this material up into this is the answer to one, and this is

the answer to the other. It would seem thatChrist sonsiderd. the questions as

one. (Buswell) Lk's is really one in substance: when will these things be,

and what will be the sign when these things are about to come to pass.

(MacRae) And the question, as Lk gives it, makes no xxx reference to the

return of Christ; none whatever. As Lk gives the question, it relates only

to the discussion of the chapter. (Busweu) The answer has to do with the

return of Christ. (MacRee( And so one, in answering a question, is perfect

ly free, in doing so, to go on and deal with other matters which are sug

gested to his mind by the question but not included in it, doesn'the?

(Buswell) I think that the way in which Christ answered the question in
Lk1

just taken alone, and in all three, implies that He understood them to be ask

ing about His return. They understood Him to be referring to an eventwhlch

was connected with His visible retxzrn. 131 (MacRae) but there

is nothing in Lk to suggest that, but when you get on to the answer, it
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certainly is very strongly suggestdd. (Buswefl) By the time you have

read this far in Lk you have had a lot of references to Ø&,L catastrophic

events connrted with His return. Now you see that is quite a number of

references to catastrophic events connncted with His return. But I think

that the person who took up Lk as a book, add read it straight thru, by

this time he would get it into his mind that they are talking about His

arousia. (McRae) I think that is illuminating. Weilnow, from here then,

the question as 14 here is When shall these things be? And

what is the sign when these things shall come to pass? And if you just

take the beginning of Lk and it sounds as He means the

signs when the temple would be destroyed. But as you go on, you find that

He didn't confine Himself to the temple; He talked about the return, and as

Dr Buswell says, the background of it in Kic is just that it S in your mind

already when you come to this, and so you are justkfied in taking the

these things as being the tremdndous things that are in store for the world.

14 3/k . Well then, they asked him about signs, and

what was his answer about signs? His answer begins negaitvely, that

(W!D OF RECORD E 9)
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The time is at hnd; the time is right here. I herd mpn spy once tht he

spoke about Another man who was going to spek in Bible conference whom he

heard, And he said that this other mn's message was right between his messge

part 3/11. (machine skjpped some here). A little Thter he sid the

whole basis of interprettion of prophecy breks down if the Lord does not

come bck in -- I think it was 1924. It my have been 1920, but nywy it ws

one or two years before tht he said Everything points to tht; he sid The

whole statement breaks down if it does not come t tht time. And the whole

phase of prophecy breaks down, he said; well, our Lord said here, Many will

say, the time draws near; here it is, the time is drawing ner. Miller, bck

in 1838 or 1850 preached that the coming of the Lord was coming in couple of

years. And he told the time it was coming, And thousands of people sold every

thing they had and got ready And got white robes to meet the Lord t His com

ing. Who was it that said, In 1881 the end of the world will come? Well,

many were sure at 1000 AD; of coarse they were sure 2 def

inite thousand years. Many people were ctu,l1y redy to meet the Lord then.

And then we sn that wonderful song here in chpel, When peace like river

encompsseth my way; the mn who wrote tht hymn knew tht the Lord ws com

ing beck within the next four yers, nd he went over to Jerus1em to meet

Him, to be there when He got there. He founded the Americn Colony there.

% When his family were to come over to join him, nd were 1l killed, he wrote

this wonderful hymn showing his trust in God in the fece of the terrible ed

versity of the billows that overflowed the ship end destroyed the femily, pence

like a river still encompassed his soul because he he knew thet they were i

God's hand 2 3/k . It is e wonderful hymn, end it is a wonderful

study, and it shows a. wonderful faith in God, but the thing that they were

going over for was to meet the Lord when He got there. For neerly the Amer

ican colonly continued, and finally they got tired of wayting end turned it

into acomrnerciel organization and it is no longer what it was started to be.

But there has been person after person end movement after movement thru the

ages which has said the Time is drawing near. They said, what are the signs

when these things come to pass? He says, many are going to say to you, The
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time draws near. But he says, don't go after them. Because, he says, you

fill hear of wars and commotions ; don't be terrified. These things must come,

but that doesn't mean that the and is at hand. At 191k-18 there were terrific

wars; the world had never seen anything quite like it. Why they told us the

Lord is coming right after it. But they should hve read this verse: there

will be wars and commotions, but don't be terrified; they don't show that the

Lord is coming right then. ' said the same thing about this last war, and

they'll say the same thing about the next one. That doesn4t prove it. lemay

come at the middle of a war; He may come at the end of a war; He may come at

a time of peace. But He said, don't be terrified; don't thing that this is

sign of the end of the world, because wars and commotions are goigg to occur;

and that doesn't mean that the end of the world is here. Nation shall rise

against nation; kingdom against kingdom; there will be great earthquakes, signs

and pestilences, fearful signs and great sights, but He says, These are not

the signs of the return of Christ. There will be many of them, but that does

not prove that He is coming. He says Before
,\leave they will lay their hands

on you. What does that mean, efore these things: Does thatmean before you

any wars add pestilences? Or just more important than all these? (Buswell)

Well, that would mean more important. (Ma.cRae)The thing you're interested in

isn't the wars and the tumult and the commotion but ±txixi is to be the affairs

of the progress of the gospel in which there will be wars and rumours of wars.

(Student question). Well, I'm the one you're looking for. Do you think, Dr

Buswll, that that is specifically meaning in this verse a that this will be

false messiahs or do you think that a man like Miller coming and telling you

that the Lord is coming this yer, this is the thing , could be a fulfilment?

ou see, the 54 is not in the original in Lk here. (Buswell) In Lk, no;

it is in Mt. (MacRae) But he does specifically pre&ict false messiahs, but

is he not also predicting ....(Buswell interrupts, t)!#(*.') ego eimi in Jn is

certainly I Am, and identified Him with Jehovah. So it is presumptive in

Lk that .... (MacRae) Well, is there anyone who has come except Christ ad iden-

tified himself, 6 except Father Divine? (Buswell) Yes, there was J. A.
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Dowie, he was ...(MacRae) He said he was God? (Buswell) He was Christ, There

have been false Christs, and 6 . There have been false Messiahs.

And modern Judaism of course says that America is our Messiah. There have

been false Messiahs. (MacRae) So perhaps, in view of the peril in Mt, perhaps

the Christ can well be inserted. I think that what I brought out is definitely

in it, that you. are not to follow people who say Now is the time. But also

there is more to it, that there will be people who will say I am the one.

He says, Wars and tumults: there are going to be a lot of those things, but that

is not the sign that the Lord is coming. And more important than these He says

they will lay their hands on you and persecute you. They will deliver you up

to synagogues and prisons, and be dragged before kings and rulers for my names

sake, and He doesn't say, Well, don't worry; they won't hurt you. Not as yet.

But now of course it will turn to you for a testimony. In other words, the

vital thing: they say, Lord, wilt thou at this time restore the kingdom to

Israel? He says, it is not for you to now times and seasons, M but you

shall receive power and be witnesses to me in Jerusalem, and in all Judea, and

unto the uttermost parts of the earth. In other words, the vital thing for you

to think of is the testimony. All these things happen, and it will turn to you

for a testimony. It gives you an opportunity to speak for the Lord and to show

Him in your life and to show in what you do His truth. He stresses that at

the begonning here before he deals with the vital but less important matter of

how it comes out for the individual. It will turn to you for a testimony.

Settle it therefore in your hearts not to meditate what ye shall say. You

musnt't prepare your sermons; you mustn't worry about what you're going to

present; don't meditate about these things. (student question). Does he mean

that before there will be any wars there are going to come all the persecu

tions? Or does he mean that more important in your life, before this in your

life, is the fact of the treatment of the gospel, in persecutions. (Buswell)

Of course, the persecutions actually came before there were any wars, but not

before there were any earthquakes. (MacRae) Yes, the earthquakes immediately

and as ar as any great war was concerned, as far as I recall, the first great

war that occurred in Judea. was the very one in which the temple was destroyed.
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The thing that we have dust been talking about. f course, there were persec-

utions before that, but there were many of them after it. And there have been

very great ones since. There may be some chronological element, but it seems

to me that the emphasis in on the importance rather than the chronoilogy.

(question) There is a very similar phraseology in Mt 10, early in the minis

try, but is not that relating to the disciples goigg out during His lifetime

rather than the future; that is, it is an interesting similarity of phraseol

ogy and of thought, but here it is applied to a different period. (question).

Of course, most of the time they had some war other than 1021 but it

didn-t particularly affect the Jews. Weren't they off in the borders of the

empire? But of course, they did have wgzdx wars going on, certainly great

wars, prior to the destruction of Jerusalem. I am not sure that there is much

in the chronologicall element; perhaps it does bring out the fact that the

persecutions started real soon; it's not somethigg that is going to be limited

to the time of the return of Christ. And of course, it did start right away,

right after His death you have Stephen stoned, you had James killed. And He

says Don't prepare your sermonsat all; dont meditate on what you are going to

say; the Lord will give you a mouth and wisdom, which all your adversaries shall

not be able to gainsay nor resist. But in the light of other Scriptures, we

think that this only means when you are delivered before Synagogues and rulers

and kings that you are not to be prepared. I'm not even sure that it means

that you must't prepare even then. I am inclined to think that verse l means

Don't be anxious and upset and disturbed and terribly worried X&/% that

you will be able to make a prpoper presentation, when you appear before in some

terrific crucial situation. Don't get all upset and anxious about that, but

know that God will give you special grace for a specially difficult situation.

It doesn't seem to me that what it means is don't prepare, but don-t shh...

settle it in your hearts that you're not to be all on edge, What shall I say,

What is the best thing to say, Now how am I going to put this, if I don't put

it just right it will be terrible. But that He want s us to prepare for all

emergencies and all sorts of things but to settle in our hearts not to be upset

about the particular crises that come. If you are ready for the lesser things
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you can certainly depend on Him xt to give you special grace when the specil

crises comes. (question) Well, of course, it isn't a matter of the English

word but of the Greek word. What does the greek word meditate mean? (Buswell)

Pronieletan. Mello is to have a. care for. Promello, don't be anxious about it

before hand. Mello is a little more than meditate. (question) I don't think

so; it doesn't seem to me to be quite the idea. What is the word in Lk?

(Buswell) Merimnao, to take anxious care. (MacRae) Yes; burdened with anxious

care. The ideas are similr, but I wouldn't think that the words would be'

identical. (Buswell) If you are called before the judge, and you have a set

case, why it is more or less artificl; whereas if you are up to preach a ser

mon, you're expected to have an outline. They tell about a man who wp.s called

up before the Japs during the war, and they handed him a hymn book and accused

him of sedition, and he said, No, I will sing you some of these songs. So he

started singing and he preached the gospel to them. He just took the occasion,

and he had a perfectly truthful situation in his heart, and just said the thing

that was appropriate. He didn't have a set speech, and if he had had a formal

outline they would have tried to punch holes in it, and find discrepancies

in it. When you are up before a judge, you're asked questions. If your

case id. clear, you dont have to have a set speech, when you're cross-question

ed. You're supposed to answer according to the questions. (MacRae) the cen

tral idea' seems to me to be the one of not being worried and upset about it.

Rather than you're supposed to be sloppy and careless about it. I think that

He wants you always to be careful and to make propeP preparation as oppprtunii

offers for everything, but not to be too excited about whether you can get

enough preparation for particular crises, that when the particular crises /comes

He will give you special grace. And if you're hauled up suddenly in a situatim

like this you can't know just what the right thing is to say; you can't tell

what will appeal to the prejudices of the judge or the jury; what will accord

with the partiuuler situation. And dont be worried to death, Now I musnt't

say this, will it be airight if I say this, etc; don"t worry a lot about think

ing over in advance about whit you're going to say under circumstances where
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you can't tell wht is the right thing to say. You cpn look to the Holy Spirit

±,o give you special lending in that. And I think that the sme principle would

apply to a greet many crises in life. If we cpn look to the Lord or special

greace in situation after situation , but it doesn't men that we shouldn't put

in, in a sober, reasonable, unworried way, all the preprtion tht we can, on

every certain situatlnn thtmy arise. (END OF RECORD E 10)
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Contrast to the idea. that you don't have to think how you're going to give an

answer. I was very much impressed by Anthony Zeoli's story, how when he was

converted in the penitentiary some woii who didn't have much faith herself felt

sorry for this poor ffellow in the penetentipry, how that it was rather dis

graceful to their family that he was a cousin of hers or something, end it

would be nice if the Bible would help him some, and she got him a Bible, end

he read the Bible,.yas converted. And then when he was converted, he began to

talk to the other prisoners about the Lord, and they all scoffed end ridiculed

and gave him answer that just/floored him. So he got in his cell end he took

the Bible and he knelt before his bed with the Bible before him and he said,

What am I going to say now? When this fellow says this, what answer is there?

He would take th thing that the fellow said end he would give an answer end he

would start over again and he'd give this statement that he would give to one

of the others and then he would say, Well now if I say that he will answer this

way, and then he would go ahead end give his answer, and then he xzKIdAKKyxx

would say, But now maybe he won't answer that way. And so he worked out better

answers than they had. He had All the possible ways of answering his presenta

tion of the gospel, end he could give their side better then they could give

it. And as he worked outell of the ways in which they might answer him, then'

he worked out answers from the ScriptTes, end he found verses in it end ways

of answering their engwers. And he thus worked his way into the Scripture.

And the Lord used him far more in his dealing with the inmates, end later on in

his evangelistic work than if he had just said, Oh well, when I get into a sit

uation, the Lord will give me the word. The Lord may give youthe words in

special crises, and he will give special grace, but taxx for ordinary cir

cumstances He expects us to work and train and prepre end then he will enable

us in the special crisis to make proper use of the training we have secured.

And so this word of his is a very real and vital word, Settle it not to medita

te it before what you are going to answer. Settle it there; don't be all upset;

this is a definite thing; we're not worryinb about this. Wedon't have to go

over and over and over for fear that we won't get it right. But we put normal

ordinary preparation the best we can, in all situations, and as Mr pointed
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out various verses, and there are many many more which would throv light upln

that. For I will give you a mouth And wisdom which all your adversaries shll

not be able to gainsay nor resist. That doesnt mean that every individual is

going to be given such wisdom that none of his adversaries can ever resist.

But it is a general principle that God is going to give special wisdom to His

followers, and tht on the whole, the wisdom of followers of Christ is going to

be superior to anything that will be presented in gainsaying. It doesn't men

that every individual is going to be superic'in the wisdom. We have, to every

individual that meets us, often quite the contrary in individul cases.

(question) (Buswell) Souter gives the trnsltion, 2izt Practice beforehand,

(MacRae) es, instead of meditating. (question) Settle it there. Don't be

unsettled. (question) Well, study doesn't men simply Don't put Any thought

on it. I mean, the word study is very ambiguous word; It could men that I'm

going to do a little bit of studying, or study to show yourself Rpproved to God;

That doesn't mean to do little stddy to show yourself Approved. It mens,

Make a strong effort, And He wants us to make n effort, to be

approved of God. But he doesn't want us to get so excited And tense in trying

to make our effort that we feell that it is our evidence that is going to deter

mine the thing, because it isn't. It is His grace that is going to etermine

the thing, and the way that He is going to use our efforts. Well, then He sys

Settle it thereforein your hearts, not to meditate before what ye shell answer

For I will give you a mouth and wisdom which All your adversaries shell not be

able to gainsay nor resist, end ye shell be betrayed both by perents,--by both

parents? He doesnt meen that everyone of them is going to be betreyed by his

parents. He means that Among the Christians there will be borne who will be

betrayed by their perents, some by the mother, end some by both parents, some

by brothers, some by kinsfolk, end some by friends. You cennot Apply this to

every individMi. It is e general stetnt of Christiens As e whole, that they

will some of them be betrayed by some of these perticuler ones he mentioned.

What He means is, do not depend on every friend; put your dependence on Christ

You will find tht your earthly friends will disappoint you. When my mother

was a yong woman, she said that there were two ministers that she knew, end
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she loved to hear their wonderfiul evangelistic sermons, and she said that as

long as these two men hold their faith in Christ, I will never waver nor wander

away. Well, the yong woman, she just thought, My, these two great rocks of

Gibralter in the faith of Christ. Why should anybody fear when there was such a

stand for Christ as these two wonderful men made? She met the two men forty

years later, and one had turned into a rank modernist who said that the idea of

the blood of Christ was 8laughter-house theology, and there was nothing to do

with anything that was valuable. The other one had gotten into social service

entirely, and thought that all that mattered was the improving of living quar

ters and that sort of thing, and they both of them hp.d completely Lven up

their faith in Christ as far as any external evidence was concerned, And were

outstanding modernist leaders. And it was a lesson to her that ou cannot put

your faith upon a human being. And I know a church not many hundreds of miles

from here where there was a minister in the church and he was preaching the

gospel and he was having &ifficuity with the leadership of te church, and there

were three very prominent people in the church, wealthy people, people of means,

and fine students of the Bible, and they kept coming to him and saying, Why do

you put up with this sort of business on the part of those apostate church

leaders? Why don't you step out? And break away from them and form a vhurch

that will be free from them, and with our/support you viii be able to estab

lish a real church there. And he didn't do it, and they kept comigg to him,

and coming to him, and finally the time came when he did, and he stepped out

and a lot of fine people folloowed him, but all three of these stayed back in

the old church. All three of those who had urged him to come out. There cer

tainly was a case of being betrayed by your friends. But it isa thing that

you will find over and over. learned in past years, I've asked people

what course they would like to take. Would you like to have me teach such-and

such a course next year? What courses would you beinterested in? And I've

gotten statement where people have told me, My, we should give such a course.

Then I've given the course, and half of the people who were so anxious to have

it just hadn't taken it. And that has happened enough times so that by this

time I don't pay any more attention to it. But you say, This year I am not
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interested, and next year if I offer a course you take it or not; it is up to

you entirely. The thing of putting your dependence on somebby's expectation a'

promise in a little thing like that people change their minds and they have a

pe±'fect right to change their minds. But our Lord says that even in big things

that matter, in final things, don't put your dependence on human beings, becau

you will find that the human beings which you think will stand by you are the

very ones who in a crisis may turn against you. And the ones who are the great

stalwarts for the faith may mellow in their old age and turn and give their

support to the adversary. You just can't tell what is going to happen, and

even your relatives; you should honour your father and your mother, and do ever

thing you can in support and help of your relatives, but you should put Christ

first and if you find their desire and His going in 8pposote directions, you

must follow HIm. And so don't be surpised when these things have to come, He

says. Don't feel too upset; don't say Oh my, I'm going to lose my faith in

everything; how can I stand it? I never thot that this person would turn

against me. Well, Christ says, don't worry about it. This thing is going to

happen. Put your faith in Him and Him alone, and know that the wiles of Stan

are so clever that he would deceive the very elect if that were possible, and

he does deceive the very elect, not on the matter of salvation, but on the mat

ter of what they should do in particular situations, and in leading them to

throw their influence in point after point in the devil's direction instead of

in the direction of the Lord. 4question) I feel that when He says, from verse

8 up to versel9, refers to the whole age between the first and the second com

ing. Do you think that I am wrong there, Dr Buswell? (Buswell) I think it

is right. At the end of verse 9, it is quite illuminating. It is a direct

answer to the question, When will these things be, what will be the sign when

tney come to pass, and He says, the end is not immdia.tely. It showed that He

lO about the end, but it is not to be immediately, and I feel that the

Jerusalem surrounded with armies is just a further part of the negative answer.

Jerusalem surrounded with armies is not the sign. (MacRae) He told us here

what are not the signs. The terrible persecutions are not the signs of His
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coming. Earthquakes and pestilence and famine and destruction and persecution;

all these things are what we may expect in the long course of this age; we can

expect Satan to be active in ninny ways. And I don't think that He is merely

leading upthe destruction of Jerusalem, in 70 AD, but tht He is discussing

the course of the age. That is, I do not see any particular relevance to any

grave section between verses 9-19 to .. fourty years after Christ's death that

wouldn't apply with equal relevance to the 1900 years since, and since He

isn't speaking of specific events, but of general situations and general attit

lides, I don't see any reason why we have a right to restrict it. I think that

He is talking to us now just as much as He was talking to the people in that

periods. Add He continues down here: you will be betrayed by parents, and

brethren and kinsfolk and friends, and how this/s" apply to the Reformation

period! I don't know hovmany of you have read Longfellow's account of 12

the inquisitor of Spain, who turned over his own two aughters to the inquisi

tion, but it is a thing that the Reformation was just filled wibh. Failies

divided for the sake of Christ, and one time I was walking down near Elkton

somwwhere, and somebody came along and I was getting little tired, I guess,

and they said, Would you like a little ride, and I didn't hesitate under the

conditions. I got in the car and rode along wtth them, and we got to speak

ing a little, and they said they had a relative up in Collingwood NJ, and

they said, Isn-t it awful how Dr Mcintire is coming out of the Presby Ch, USA?

I said, What is awful about it? Well, they said, it separated our family.

One of the sisters is on the one side, and one is on the other. It just made

a clash in our family. He says, the gospels is going to divide people; it is

going to make people take a. stand, and it is going to cause people to be betray

ed by parents, and by brethren, and people, Christ said, are even going to thirk

that they do God service when they put you to death. Are going to sincerely

think that they qre doing God a service, really think that they are serving

Him. He comes to make a division and a 1314 inevitably does it. In

the end it brings unity, but in the meantime if often brings division. (ques

tion) The martyrdom of Servitus by Calvin, does thatcome under "they think
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that they do God service?" Well, Cervitus, who denied the Trinity, I wouldn't

call that putting sgodly people to death. (Buswell) Calvin first sked that

he not be put to death, and then when all the cities of Switzerland sid that

he must die, then Calvin asked that he not be burned. Rend the next issue of

the BibleToday, on Calvin's Calvinism. That has been reprinted now. Even Sch

does not bring out that Calvin Asked that he not be put to death. Schff f&ils

to bring that out. Sahff brings out that Calvin asked the sentence to be cum

muted from burning to beheading. But in this rather obscure writing of C1vin,

Calvin himself says, I asked that he should not be put to depth. (END OF

RECORD E 11)

(BEGINNING OF RECORD E 12)

(MacRae) Yes, I don't think tht in any sense he was one of God's people.

I do think that the idea that was universal in Europe during tht time that

enemies of the faith should be killed , I don't think was the right way to

haddle it, and the opponents of Calvin burned hundreds of people. The only one

that we know of tht Calvin had anything to do with was the burning of Cervitus.

I think that it would heve been nice if Calvin could have mede cleen breekn

with what was the idea of the times, in this regard, instead of we'll spy e

99% break, because there were only theone burned there, end there were kthndreds'

on the other side. But one must say then, that in that pprticulprl ease of All

case*, it was one where it would be very difficult to dl tht, because Cervitus

was not certainly the cese of a men who innocently stumbled into something end

gets deceived, like the Inquisition did with person After person. Cervitus wes

a man who constantly wrote articles end books against the trinity nd
tPuning

letters to Calvin and to the people of Go:eve, attacking them end ridiculing

them end doing everything he could to injure their work. And when. be finally

came to Geneva, I think that it would have been very foolish if they hd not

locked him up, but I do think that it is not e case which in our present is best

treated with capital punishment. In the OT times it was, end God commnded

the stoning of the blasphemer, but I don't think thet it is well that we should

do that in our age. But I certainly don't think thet there is eny comperison

between a1vin's opposition to the wicked teachings of Certivlis end the
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opposition to the Christians by those who think that they do God service in

opposing them. Many of them are not sincere, but I think that some of them are.

And that of course, if what Christ brings outhere. They will think that they d

God service, but that doesn't mean that they all 2 . (question)

I couldn't say. I don't think so. I wouldn't think it would. Do you have

any light on that, Dr? (Buswell) 2 3/k ...that is, this was the

opposite of their Messianic hope. (AAM) I think that the Jews wxpected that

the Messiah would defend Jerusalem; I don't think that they would have expected

the destruction. (Buzwell) They had a superstition that with four walls the

temple falls, in the English, and this extra wall of Titus: they were super

stitious about it. (AAN) Well then, He says that you shall be hated of men

for My sake. and then verse 18: there shall not a hair of yonr heat

perish. Now of course, James was taken and killed, and Stephen stoned. What's

this mean about not a hair of your head shall perish, Dr Buswell? (JOB) 3

the purpose the Lord has for it. That is pretty hard for a bald-headed iran.

(AAM) There shall not a hair of your head perish. (JOB) There is a croes ref

erence to Lk 12.7, where in the Perean section he said, not eschatologically,

the hairs of your heads are numbered. (AAM) Yes, the hairs of your head are

all numbered, and not a aparrow falls to the ground without your Father's know

ledge. But here he says that Not a hair of your head shall perish. If you are

going to take that absolutely literally in the context, it would seem to sug

gest that not a single Christian is going to die for His faith, wouldn't it?

When you say Not a hair of your head shall perish, you don't mean that not a

hair will be cut off. I mean, it is very clearby a figure for physical injury.

But there is physical injury. (question). Thatis, that it won't ultimately

perish; that it will last; that in the end it will be raised up. That is, not

that your soul will have hairs, but that there will be a bodily resurrection.

There will not be a final destruction of the body. (question). Shall preserve

thee unto His heavenly kingdom, that, at the heavenly kingdom, Paul would be

there with his body intact. That would he the resurrection. (q.uestoon).

That is, taking it in line with the; according to that interpretation, making a
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at the end of verse 16, you might say. They ask him, when 1 the temple gping

to be destroyed? And what are the signs. And then He goes on and says there

are going to be wars and pestilences and everything, and you're going to be

persecuted etc, you vil be hatdd of all men for my names sake, but when the

temple is destroyed, not a hair of your head is going to perish. In your pat

ience possess ye your souls, and when ye see Jerusalem encompassed etc. It

might be, but I wondered if it isn't sort of a sharp transition, isnt it?

There is not much to indicate that it is connected with two verses later rather

than three verses before. That is, a truth, but it seems to be a bit hard to

draw from this verse. If it was a little further on, that would seem to be

more appropriate. It simply is a verse.. If you're going to take everything

in the Bible with absolute literalness, there shall not a hair of your head

perish is a pretty tough one. It seems to me that if you take it that no

Christian is going to perish in the ag seige of Jerusalem, it isn't quite

situated right in the context, tho the general context is that, not the immed

iate. And so I would be inclined to think that the pesurrection viewpoint is

perhaps the most helpful. (question). This sounds as if He won't permit it,

doesnJtit? There shall not a hair of your head perish. (question) But the

second verse before says, Some of you shall be put to death, and there shall

not a hair of your head perish. There is something to be read into it. Either

not will perish except as He permits, br will perish in the end. One of the

two is certainly correct. (question). Then, in your patience possess ye your

souls. What does he mean by tht, Dr Buswell? (JOB) I don't know. would

take it gust literally. (A.AM) Does he mean that you shouldn't feel that the

end i near because you see wars and pestilences and persecutions and betrayal

and all that, but be faithful, possess your souls, and know thatChrist will

come in His own time and tht you muss be ready for it but you can't tell when

it is. Is that it? (JOB) Patience; endurance; standing up under the load.

(AAM It is not just a general exhortation to patience; that wouldn't have any

place here. I mean he is talking about something specific; He is talking aboth

the course of the age and the attitude of the people in relation to it.
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(JOB) There is a parallel use: he that endureth to the end, the same shell be

saved, which was repeated also in the sending out of the twelve. He that en

dureth to the end, the same shall be saved was just for the journey of the a

12. (AAN) But here, surely he is talking about signs; don't fee]. that it has

got to come right away. Be patient; possess your souls; keep your trust in

Christ strong; follow him. And then he goes into this matter of Jerusalem.

He says, when ye seee Jerusalem compassed with armies, then know that the des

olation thereof is nigh. Now of course Jerusalem has been compassed with arm

ies many many times in the course of 2000 years. Jerusalem was compassed with

armies for several days in 1917. The British army came up from Egypt, at the

cost of about 20 British soldiers a mile, in the coming. It was a very diff

icult hard-fought campaign,, to march from Egypt up there into Palestine. But

when finally they overcame the Turkish foice, that was resisting the entrance

to Palestine, then they came up around Jerusalem there; the great battle was

down near the sea, and now the armies were up around Jerusalem, and the people

were in Jerusalem there, and the Americam consul in Jerusalem, who happened

to be a Swede who lived in the America n colon want out with ( no, he was

mayor of Jerusalem; he may hve been counsul also) and he went out with a flag

of truce. Jerusalem was surrounded with armies, and here were these British

armies all around, and the people of Jerusalem were shut in there and it ws

hard to get anything to eat .t or to get in or out and. they didn't knwhat

was going to happen, whether the armies were going to rush across the country,

or whether the place would be devastated, or what. Besides, Jerusalem was

compassed by armies. And this man went out with a flag of truce to try to

surrender the city, k3so they wouldn't be attacked and destroyed. There we

no one in there who wanted to fight, and he went out and the Turkish soldiers

were gone, and nobody else was interested, and tremendous armies around, and

he went out with his flag of truce and he found a British private, and he said,

I would like to surrender the city, end the private said, How can you surrender

it to me? Well, he s&id, I want to surrender the city. He said, well, ..

I'll go look and see if I can find a corporal, and he found a. corporal, and he

had the same story, and he went and saw the sergeant, and they carried it on
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till eventually it took three days before they got up to a Britlish general who

was competent to receive the surrender of the city, and all the time the people

ti there were wondering what was going to happen to them, whether they were go

ing to get anything to eat, whether they were going to be destroyed, or wht.

And when finally they got a British general and he took the surrender, stopped

the fighting, and they stopped and General Allenby .arched up into J'erusalem

and took over the city, and they established government in there. Well, they

saw Jerusalem encompassed by armies, but there wasno destruction. There was

absolutely no destruction of the city; it was a sign that the wa was over.

Not a sign that desolation was ahead; not a sign that those in Jude should

flee to the mountains. They would have been very silly to flee to the mount

ains. In other words, this is not a general principle like what we had before.

We have had general principles all the way up to this, dealing to time fter

time during those 11.0 years and time after time since those 11.0 yers/. But now

we refer to a specific situation, and a specific situation is finished and don/

If I say, Anytime you see the B and 0 train come in here with a red flag on the

front engine you'd better call the fire dept, 4z why that means that whenever

you see it you call the fir dept. But I say, Now tomorrow please watch and

if you see a red flag on the front of the B and 0 train, that means that the

Russian counsel is aboard, and so get out of the way, why that wouldn't mean

that if you saw a red flag three weeks or more that the Russians were aboard.

It would be referring to one specific thing, and tht is the place where people

get into great difficilty with the thing which is called double fulfillment

of prophecy. If a prediction is given of an event, the prediction refers to

the event, and when the event occurs the prediction is fulfilled. You cant

refer it to anything else. The prediction is fulfilled. There cannot be such

a thing as a souble fulfillment of a single prediction. But if a general state

ment is given, that can be fulfilled a hundred times. You have the condition

involved in it satisfied. Whenever you have this situation, this results.

The Bible is full of general statements and is full of specific predictions.

You want to distinguish between them, and never think that a specific predic

tion will have a double fulfillment, a specific prediction could be a predictln
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that something would happen twice. You could say that two men re going to

gome into the city tomorrow in 1915 Fords, and when you see one come in, you

say that the prediction is not et fulfilled; another is coming. But if you

would say that tomorrow a special train is coming down from Phil crrying the

mayor of Phil., #hen you saw the special train coming you would say, There is

the train. You wouldn't look for another train; you wouldn't look for the

second train. Well now in this case we leave this general 14 3/k and

we turn to specific predictions. When you see Jerusalem compassed with armies,

and in this case he means the first time you see it, because there were many

times since, and ordinarily they haven't meant rnit; anything. The same thing

that happened under Allenby happenedbout 650. What is the date of the Hegir?

Is it 621? I always remember 21, but I get a bit puzzled with the century.

I think that it is 621. Well, (END OF RECORD E 12)
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The Moslem armies came marching towards Jerusalem, end those tremendous armies'

encompassed Jerusalem, and they encompassed Jeruaalem, and the people of Jer

usalem surrendered. The Moslems marchd in the city end there was no destruc

tion whatsoever. To them, Jerusalem was a holy city, and they took it over.

The greet Caliph, theheed of the Mohammedans, entered the city to take it over,

and he being not a very high character he refused to let the negro sieve walk

all the time while he rode, so they agreed that he would ride for two miles

and the negro slave would walk, and then he would walk end the sieve ride.

And it so happened that when they got a. half a mile from Jerusalem it was time

for him to get oef and the negro to get on, so the slave got on end he got off

and when they got to Jerusalem for the surrender that was the way that they

were. He wouldn't change his procedure l entered the city, so

all the people hailed the slave and nobody paid any attention to the Caliph who

was walking along behind. And kkke there was no destruction of Jerusalem. It

was a very peaceful taking over by ... anyway it was a very peaceful taking over

about 650 AD, and there have been destructions of Jerusalem, a number of them,

but there have been a good many times when it has been surrounded with armies

and peacefully taken over. So here when he says, When you see Jerusalem com

passed with armies, he means the first time you see it. You look for it, and

when that happens, this prediction is fulfilled. When you see armies all

around Jerusalem, well there have been armies before around Jerusalem, any

times. Sometimes Jerusalem has been destroyed, but in the great bulk of times'

it hasn't been. In Isaiah's day, the armies were around Jerusalem, And Isaiah

said, they will not touch Jerusalem. King Sennecherib will depart the way he

came, and the Lord smote the army wf Sennacherib with a trmemndous pestilence

and they marched back the way that they came. Jerusalem has long been surround

ed with armies, without any harm, but )rn the next time you see it, when you

see Jerusalem surrounded by armies, then younare to know that it's desolation

is near. And that doesn't continue then; that is finished in AD 70, or when

ever the first surrounding was. It has happened, it is finished, it 15 done

for. It has nothing to do with the future relevance. That doesn't refer to

anything in the last days, does it, Dr Buswell'' (3013)It is part of Hisy
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negative answer. (AAM) It relates th that; it happened then; he tells us some

thing about it, and that is that. And so you see txfJ Jerusalem surround

ed with armies, and you know that the desolation is near, and when the Christie

saw it, those of them that were in Nudea fled to the mountains, and those who

were in the middle of Jerusalem went out of Jerusalem, and those in the country

wt outside did not come into Jerusgiem, but they went off at a. distance and

3 thousands and thousands of Jews were killed in that terrific

slaughter; no Christians were involved in it because they had been warned of

Christ to avoid it in this case. (question) You mean, anywhere else in Scrip

ture besides this particular passage? Previous to the time of Christ, any

prediktions to the destruction of Jeusalem. If the interpretation which Mr

Kirkwood just suggested of Dath.iel is the correct one, then Daniel predicts it.

e says, For these are the days of vengeance that all things which are wiitten

may be fulfilled. That doesn't leave anything to be w±itten to be fulfilled'

late,, does it, Dr Buswell? (JOB) These are days of vengeance. (AAM) But stfl.

these are days of vengeance that all things which wre written may be fulfilled.

What have you got that is supposed to happen after that, Dr Buswell? (JOB) Well

these are days of vengeance, so that everything written should be fulfilled.

Doesn't say that these are the only days of vengeance. I think that there is

indication that when the Messiah is cut off there will he a scattering of

people; Amos says, I will scatter them, but not one grain shall fall to the

ground. There are of the scattering of Israel after their return

from Babylon, and another scattering. The days will come when they will no

longer say The Lord liveth who brought us up out of Egypt, and out of the north

country, and all plaaes whithersoever I have scattered them. (AAN) So that

there seems to be predictions in the OT which would relate to the destruction

of Jerusalem and these are the days of vengeance when all the things written

about that period of vengeance are to be fulfilled. That is implied. Not all

these things written, because the second coming isn't fulfilled thei, and many

things yet to come are not fulfilled. But when all the many things that God

has in store for that time will occur. (question) Well, that is a very com

plicated matter, as I say; it is very difficult. I would rather leave it. I
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mean, I'd like to call attention to any possible relation, but Id rther not

say definitely what there is. Well, s Dr Buswell spoke of references to the

scattering of the people, later on eter the return from Babylon... (JOB) Ezekiel

37 has reference to the people being in scttered and pitible condition,

tax and then restored to be led by their Messiah, s king. (question) (AArdi)

But I still see a definite probem in whet Mr Jones hs presented, tht is,

we haven't gathered much which seems to specifically to refer to this, yet here

is a rather definite verse, These are days of vengeance when All things which I

have predicted should be fulfilled. How many things hve been fulfilled?

have beenwitten About these dys? It suggests that there is quite little

written. (question). 8 that which is fulfilled. Very good suggest

ion. (question) Well, Zecheriah is not one of the easiest books. (JOB) Ths

little phrase, To fulifill everything which is written, doesn--t mean to fulfill

every single prophecy that has ever been wl!itten about anything...(A.AM) but it

suggests that there is quite a bit involved, not just a couple of... (JOB) Well,

the warnings in Lev, If you don't obey the law you'll be punished, you'll be

scattered, and the prayer of solomon in the temple, when thy people cry unto

Thee, etc, and the repeated spiritual fct that when they were u4fithful they

were scattered. There is p lot of that kind, but that is in line with their

scattering now. (AAM) Well, it is n interesting verse, end I m not sure

that we have entirely dealt with it yet, kbut I think that we have gotten some

interesting aspects. And then he continues, but wxx) woe to them thnt ere

with child, to them who give suck in those days. For there shell be greet

distress in the lend, and wrath upon the pepple. I suppose you could spy, Woe

to those who are with child in Any days of tribuletion or upheevel, wouldn't

you? That is a rather general statement. (JOB) Josephus describes the depd

ful conditions of the childreh in that time. 9 .(AAM)A letter just

come from one of our alumni who is in China, and the communists gave them

considerable freddom, Joxt after the liberation, end they have written some

rather niceletters about the accomplishments that they have been allowed to

do, aitho they haven't been able to travel. They have to stay in their towns.

Now I haven't seen this letter; I thiik that my wife saw it in the last day or
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so but now they tell in the letter how all of sudden the communists cpme in

and took over most of their houses and just took everythig over And then All

their propetty, and they had to leave, to move away and tke prcticl1y noth

ing with them. They have two children, one just a year old, And the child had

chicken pox and whooping cough. It is bad enough to have to move, And flee

under those conditions, but with a child of that age i is very difficult.

Children tremendously complicate the misery of such times. This sttement

here, as far as I know, doesn't have any particular reference to a particular

feature of those days which is particularly related to children, butf simply

to the general difficulties to the time oftribulation. Wouldn't you think so,

Dr Buswell? There is no specific reference that I can think of, and yet we

do have this same thing taught in Mt. And in Mk. In a place which you would

attribute to another period, the same thing is said, and it seems to be in both'

of these a more or less general statement, but there is some particular aspect

of it. (JOB) I would think that there is a lesson here, that Christians were

warned in the Scriptures that they kx1 should get out, and that they souldn't

bring their children around, into Jerusalem. The man who had his family on the

way to Jerusalem to watch for the Lord's return just hadn-t read his Bible.

Keep children out of Jeuslem, while the eschatological complex is on, acc

ording to Mt and Mt. And evidently the Christians did that very thing in the

time of 70 AD. And then verse 24, there shall be great distress in the land,

and wrath upon this people, and there shall fall by the edge of the sward.

Now 12 there shall be ,reat distress in the land, and wrath upon this

people. We haven4t had that phrase 'this people' before 12 have we?

He means the Jewish people, doesn't He, or does he mean the people of Jerus

lem? Well, they are related. Is It a racial or geogrpphicpl... (JOB) The

people of this land. He was on the Mt of Olives looking at Jerusalem. (AAM) SD

this people is the peop of this area. (question) Yes, end they were looking

right at Jerusalem then. This people would be the people of this area.

It could imply Gentiles. Yes, I would think it would be . (question)

And Zechariah is written, of course, fter the beturn from exile. So-it

doesn't refer to Nebuchadnezzar's destruction, but the critics say that such
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a thing as this couldn't have been written nftewards because it had Already

happened, so they say that the lest half of Zechri.h was written before the

exil. with most books they try to make portions of them lte, but in this

case they take the lest half and make it eprller; before the things hppened

predicted in Zechriah. If it was lpte, s we believe it is, then it is After

the return, then it must refer to something still future which would seem to

refer to this. Very good. (question) Yes, but it wouldn'tnecessrily be

chronological order. Then there is death in the land, and wr.th upon the peop]è

of the land, and they will fall by the edge of the sword And be led cptive

away into all ntions. Thus far, events are to occur; specific events, specif

ic predictions of sudden events fromverse 20 on, and the ttitudeof the Christ

ian 15 but to flee from it; it is something tht is

hopeless; nothing can be done. If the Romans could be driven away from Jer

usalem and the lives of the Jews spared and Jerusalem kept from being destroy

ed by the Christians joining wit the Jews and fightigg, they certinly would

do it. They would be traitors to their own people, they would be

wicked, they would be wrong, to run off, that is to accept no hope in the sit

uation, it is predicted as definite, s going to happen, we should get in-line

with the ways of the future and should flee away from there and have no prt

in it. And here of course (END OF RECORD E 13)

(BEGINNING OF RECORD e 1k)
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The Lord specifically said it was going to hppen, nd He sid tht the thing

that He wanted the Christian to do was to flee from it, not to join in in try

ing to defend it. He finished the specific prediction, They will be led wiy

captive. That doesn't say that there is going to be Jews tken cptive in the
p,e1'r e

middle ages, or taken captive in the - , or teken captive et the end of

this age; it is e specific prediction of the time of the destruction of Jerus

alem which occurred in 70 AD. Wouldn't you say that, Dr Buswell? It is p

specific prediction, specifically and literally fulfilled. They will be led

away captive unto all nations, but then comes the lst hlf of this, which is

not prediction of an event, but the prediction of e continuing sitution.

It is a different type of prediction. Jerusalem will be trodden down of the

Gentiles. Well, the Gentiles walked across Jerusalem after Titus conquered it.

It has been trodden down, but is it over? No. It is c continuous situation.

'4R oc/[6ñ
Gentiles trod upon Jerusalem then, end then l- in 134 end hed his

rebellion, and Hadrian's soldiers overceme them and killed all his men, nd

Jerusalem was trodden down of the Gentiles and the order was given thet np

Jews could come within ten miles of the city. And then 150 years leter Con

stantine established it as a Christian city, end 50 yrs after that Julln the

apostate tried to make it a Jewish city, and gave the Jews permission nd help

ed to make it a Jewish city, but fire came out of heaven and drove away the

people who were trying to rebuild the temple end the efforts were given up

and it continued to be trodden down of the Gentiles. Arid three years ago it

looked as if the Jewish armthes were going to just go straight across the

all of Canaan, and they were going to tke all of Jerusalem, and they would

have the whie thing in their hands, and they would do whatever they wanted

with the holy places, and with the situation at Jerusalem, and many of them

say England And America caused that we should be stopped. I saw a booklet

lately put out by the Jews that said that they would have conquered the whole

seven Arab nations, they would have over come the power of the whole senate

of the arab nations, %/{ and won a complete victory if the United Nations

hadn't stepped in and stopped them from them job, and of coarse the result of
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it is that Jeruselem, old Jeruelem with the holy plces end the temple re stfl.

in Arab hands. Of course, the Arebs there seid thet the Areb legion would hr'e

conquered all Israel and driven the Jews into the see if the British hedn't

stopped giving them Ammunition and prevented it, end it was All the British

fault that there were any Jews left there. So both of them hete the British

now; each of them biameB their woes on the British. Whatever it is due to,

the feet is that Jerusalem is more trodden down of the Gentiles todey then it

was ten years ego. The Jews for many centuries have been Able to come to the

wailing wall, add now they can't even come within e block of the Veiling well.

You can go over there end pull out the Jewish prayers thet heve been left

there, and walk out with them, end no Jew ceneven come neer the piece. It is

very definitely trodden down of the Gentiles right now. ,,ow, somebody may say

Well, some night maybe the Jews will march over there And seize the piece; mP

be they will. But this doesnt say that they/will never get it; it says that

it will be trodden down of the Gentiles until the times of the Gentiles be ful

filled. And when will they be fulfilled, you might say? Are they fulfilled

a hundred years before Christ returns? Pre they fulfilled fifty years before?

Seven years beeore? On the day when He returns? When will they be fulfiile?

As far as I know, we are not told in the Scripture. At least we are told that

there is a long period of the times of the Gentiles in which Jerusalem is

trodden down of the Gentiles and that is exactly whet we have lied end still

have. And no force up to this time has been able to bring en end to it.

And so this is a prediction which was given by the Lord and the situation, a

continuing situation; thus you might say there is double fulfillment; there is

a hundred fulfillments. aThere is fulfilment anytime as long as the sitlietio

lasts. It is a situation that extends over a. period of nearly two thousand

years. (question). Fulfilled here I think means ended. Until the period

that can be called the times of the Gentiles comes to an end. (JOB) Yes, and

it seems similar to Romans eleven, where when the fulfiess of the Gnntiles coma

then all Israel will be saved. (AAN) When the fulness comes; but here we have

the times of the Gentiles, and then we have over in some of the epistles, The

dispendsation of the fulness of times. (question)
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I am a little skeptical of the relation Dr Buswell just spoke of in Romans 11.

That is, I am inclined tb think that there is a temporal simirity, that the

fulness of the Gentiles comes, and then all Israel is saved, if about the time

perhaps when the times of the Gentiles comes to an end. So there is an approx

imation, but as to the actual meaning of the two phrases, they are quite diff

erent. That is, that the fulness of the Gentiles is referring to the com

pletionn of the making up of the body of Christ insofar as the Gentile compon

ent is concerned. I wouldn't 6- means. The times of the Gentiles

means the times ofi the Uentile domination over Jerusalem. (question)

Yes, it means non'Jew. It is en ethnic rather than a religious term. (ques)

Well, you might have a. real problem there if you had a large group of Jewish

Christians who became Christians and took over Jerusalem. On the other hand,

I don't think that you have a problem. (JOB) WH has a. variant reading here.

erusa1em will be trodden down by the Gnntiles until they are fulfilled and t

they will be times of the Gentiles. That is the way WH reeds. But Nestle

reads, Textus Receptus, until times of Gentiles. (AAM) But whether we are

justified in taking times of the Gentiles here as a technical term for a

par-ticularera in God's economy, or whether it is merely a general term here,

and says Jerusalem will be trodden down of the Gentiles until the end of the

time in which it is to be trodden down of the Gentiles, and then the times of

the Gentiles is just a period in which it is trodden down. I e inclined to

think that at least an argument can be made for that. (JOB) Well, fulfilling,

plerothosi, and Luke is Paul's travelling companion, and when Paul says Ful

ness of the Gentiles, Peroma ton ethon, it fits the similarity. Fill up the

times of the Gentiles, and the fulness of the Gentiles. (AAM) In one case

He is talking about the Christian testimony, and in the other case He is talk

ing about the political control. (JOB) In both cases, he is talkinb about

future events, and the time when the Jews will be restored, the branches will

be grafted in again. Jerusalem will be trodden down till the tine of the Gen

tiles be fulfilled; the branches will be cut off until the fulness of the

Gentiles, and then Israel as a whole will be saved. (AAM) I think that I
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reedy at this point to go on far enough to say that possibly in God's sight

the two are identical. But the question whether the evidence is sufficient

to lead us to feel any certainty about it; that is to say, I would not see tht

it would be at all impossible that Christ would say-, This city is going to be

trodden down until the Gentile,-- the treading down of the Gentiles Is at an

end. There is a period to be fulfilled in whih Gentiles tread it down. A

long period; it is a big thing. There might be another thousand yers when

the Jevss had Jerusalem, before 9 3/k . I don't see that that would be

impossible. In that case, the fulness of the Gentiles would go on a thousand

years after the times when the Gentiles were tending down Jerusalem. Now

it is altogether possible that the two represent one unified account, complex,

and come to an end at the same time, but that we have sufficient Scriptural

evlidende to be sure that, then I would question % it very seriously. (ques)

It says that Jerusalme will be trodden down of the Gentiles until the times

of the Gentiles be fulfilled. It seems to me that that means till the times

that the Jews are treading down 'eruaelem are fulfilled. (JOB)In this par

allel, Paul says blindness in part has happened to Israel, till the fulness

of the Gentiles comes. (AAM) Yes, but the treading of Jerusalem hadnt yet

started. (JOB) the blindness that happened to Israel--- (AAM) Yes, but they

still had Jerusalem. (JOB) The grafting in of the cut off branches and the

time when Jerusalem will not be trodden of the Genti, and then the 11th

chapter of Revelation is a picture of the temple and the worshippers and the

altar being free, but the outer court and the city trodden down of the Gen

tiles for 42 months. That seems to be a. reflexion of the words of Christ,

Trodden down of the Gentiles. (AAN) Well now, we have 11 of the

Gentiles; we have this period along here when Paul is turning to the Gentiles,

at the time when the Jewish branches were being broken off. Does that come

right at the crufixiion f Christ? five, or ten, or twenty years After? It

isn't long. It is fairly soon after when the branches are broken off and new

branches are grafted in. So then starts the time of the fulness of the Gen

tiles, when the Gentile membership is being filled up. Well now, just when

that time will finish we do not know. When thefulness of the Gentiles comes
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means when the lest Gentile has been converted that is golig to be converted.

After this, he is the place where Jerusalem begins to be trodden down. They

start differently. They ere in the same century, but the start is fifferent.

Now Jerusalem is trodden down of the Gentiles until the times of the Gentiles

are fulfilled. Now that can be until the times when the gentiles Are trending

down Jerusalem, is fulfilled. There is going to be the 12 of the trending

down of Jeruselem. Well now, under those circumstences, it might conceivbly

be that 1214 the times Jerusalem is trodden down; tht is fulfilled,

Here the fulness of the Gentiles come in and that is fulfilled. They stert

at different time, and they might end t different times. Now it is lso

possible that there is one thing in the Lord's plan which you might spy is the

times of or the fulness of the Gentiles, a thing which begins here And here

at two different points but which continues on and then comes to n end; end

it is more or less e unified idea, and the heatbn ntions ere trending down

Jerusalem and Christians ere being converted from Gentiles, end this goes on

and then the heathen nations re driven out of Jerusalem end Isreel is seved,

a nation is saved in d day, end the 13 . But having 13 the two

of them, which of them is the actual %t% situation? I question whether the

evidence enables us to decide. That is, either of the possibilities, end I

just don't know which it is. (JOB)Don't you think that the destruction of Jer

usalem in 70 AD is all a pert of the one transition period in which God 14

His theme from the Jewish form of worshipto e Gentile form. It is All one

transition. Blindness came., end the Jews more and more turned ewy, tho many

were saved in Paul's time in Rome. (A.AM) And so I incline to heve e certein

emotional leaning towards this interpete.tion, that from the viewpoint of

14 I find myself impossible to rule out the possibilities (record very

foggy here). (JOB)There are other Scriptures. The 11th chepter of Revels

tion, Jerusalem trodden down of the Gentiles ik- and then the mystery

of God will be finished at the 7th trumpet. Paul has e definite usege of the

mystery of God. (END OF RECORD E Lk)
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It seems to me thtif you look t the end of this pssge, nd note prticu-

larly the statements which you have in Mark and in Mt, He seys, Whether the

master returns in the evening, or in the midnight, or in the morning, or in

the late morning, be redy for ye know not the dy nor the hour when He comes

And so that it is imminent in the sense not tht it is going to hppen right

now, but in the sense tht we have no right to spy that it cn't happen right'

now. That as fr as we know, it mycome in God's sight; it is bso1uely def

inite, He knows the day, and the honr, nd the instpnt, but s far s 'wdre

concerned, Peter says, speakest thou these things to us only, or to l1?

The Lord said to him, Watch, for you don't know when He comes. He wnts you

to be like people who expect their master any time. (question) Yes, but

supposing that the Lord takes---tht suddenly a shout comes, And the ded in

Christ rise first, and we which are alive are taken up with them, into the ir

to meet the Lord in the heavens, and then that we have the marriage fest of

the Lamb wbth Christ, which might take five yeprs, or seven yers, or hundred

years, whatever it takes, and then we come down to the erth with Christ; Why

you could tell that He wouldn't come to the erth until certin specific eveniB

had taken place which you could neme. But you couldn't spy thet His coming

for His own couldn't happen until specific evnts occurred, becuse tht might

precede all events. (question) According to thet interpettion, the fulness

of the Gentiles would be t the repture, end the times of the Gentiles would

be et the conquest of Jeruselem from the Gentiles by the Jews which might take

plazce before the rapture, t the repture, e yeer After the repture, or ten

years after the rapture. e just don't know the exect reletion, eltho Ps Dr

Buswell has pointed out, %{é they ere parts of one generel group. But As

there was e difference of thirty or forty yeers in the stert of the two phses

the could very easily e quite a difference between the end of the two phases/

And you would find nothing objectionable there, would you, Dr Buswell?

(JOB) Well, you.d have to bring in other Scriptures... (AAN) From whet we

have had so far in Lk, we vouldn't tell when the tines of the Gentiles ends.

As far as whet is said in LI here is concerned, Jeruselem might hve bee
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reconquered by the Jews in 1000 AD end held by them. You'd hve e long period

/%/j/ of the times of the Gentiles, sufficient to fulfill this, I

would think, even if we had a thousand years with the Jews in Jerusalem before

the return of Christ. I heard a very very fine preacher, a mn whom I think/

very highly of, and who is, in general, e.ccure In what he says, spy over the

radio, that the times of the Gentiles began when the Gentiles assumed control'

of thew world, end before that the Jews ruled the world. And I think that he

began the times of the Gentiles wi-rn Nebuchedneszer conquered Jerusalem, end ;t

and then the Gentiles began to control the world, end the Gentiles will reign

till the coming of Christ, but before tht the Jews ruled the world. Well, I

don't know when the Jews ever ruled the world. (JOB) Well, it is commonly

said that the times of theGentiles began when the Gentiles began to rule in

Palestine. (AAN) That is, the times of the Gentiles forme would not be the

times when theGentiles ruled the world, for they have always ruled the world.

But the times when the Gentiles tead down Jerusalem... (JOB) 8 You usul]y

have the times of the Gentiles beginning with the reign of Nebuchadnezzar.

And then continuing on until the rapture. (A.AN) But that the close of it is

connected with the rapture is an inference which you wou.d have to have Scrip

ture proof of. It might conceivably be a few years before or after the rap

ture, ...(JOB) It isn-'t proved by this passage in Lk, anyway. (AAN)

What would you suggest, Dr Buswell? (JOB) Well, then, let's finish the Lk

passage. 9 And bring a harmony if possible.

(AAM) We were noticing in Lk 21 last time. We were apeeking at that time aboi±

the one stone not being upon another, end whether that meant literally every

±g1L± single stone, or whether it described an overwhelming 1012

And Mr Pote calls attention to Lk 19.k2ff, the Lord said, He wept over the city

and He spoke to the city, that is nobody heard him except the disciples prob

ably. It was s figurative manner of speech, but it was en expression of His

feelings. He beheld the city and wppt over it, saying, f thou hadst known,

even thou, even in this thy day the things which tkmxhzzd belong unto thy peec

butnow they are hid from thine eyes. For the days shell come upon thee that
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thine enemies shell cast a trench about thee end compass thee around end keep

thee in on every side end shell lay thee even with the ground end thy children

within thee. And they shell not leave indeed ond stone upon enpther because

thou knewest not the time of thy visitation. And Mr Pote was asking in view

of this phrase at the end, Because thou knewest not the time of thine visita

tion, or perhaps at the beginning, If thou hedst known, even thou, thven in this

thy day, the things that belong to thy people; that in view of those the pred

iction here made he thot would relate to the destnuction of Jerusalem in AD

7Op. And if this relates to AD 70, then he predicts that in AD 70 they will

not leave one stone upon another; and if that is thecase, it would seem that

not leaving one stone upon another would not have to e taken in the absolute

sense of every single stone. It means that there is such an overwhelming over

flow tht even if a few stones are left, which could make a shrine a few cen-

turis later for people to vepp over what had happened to their country, that

still you could say that that was sufficiently fulfilled. (question).

Now maybe I am wrong in this, but I would take that as saying that Christ

said to the city, Now if you, Jerusalem, in this your day, had known what would

make for peace for you; in other words, to accept your Messiah, to receive the'

peace which the Lord gives thru the Lord Jesus Christ, end this opportunity

when you had it right in front of you; if you had recognized this thigg which

was needful and necessary and desthable for your peace, end that would relate

also to the end of kk where He says, Because thou knewest not the time of thy

visitation, you didnt recognize that now wet the time when God was working

His kause here In the Vxxo person of the Second Person of the Trinity. That

is, I ...Dr Buswell, does that seem to you incorrect, (JOB) I think that tID

phrase stone upon stone isn't enough to base the conclusion on, whether the

reference is to 70 AD or to the future. There are other Scriptures that...

(AAM) But you think that this particular (mixed voices...) 13*

(AAM) So that as far as that is concerned, we wouldn't kncinihether it was AD

70 or not, but You would think this inference in Lk 19 he is speaking about AD

70, wouldn't you? (JOB) Well, I am not sure that it isn't a reference to a

still future destruction, in Lk 19. Now Titus circled the city, encompassed it
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with armies, 1k-a- predicts n encompassment of the city tht doesn't

seem to correspond with nything that happened yet. (too indistinct Around

lk ) So that there my be here a reference to the destruction to come, s

in Zechariah 14. (AAM) You say, Zechrih says he delivered the people?

(JOB) He will come, and He will deliver his peop;le. (AAM) But would there

still The time in that that leaves time for destruction that leaves not stone

upon stone at that time? (JOB) I don't think sol. (AAM) But you wouldn't de

duce that from Zechriah. (JOB) Well, from Zechp.riah end other Scriptures tht

go together; That is to say, there are nuEber of passges 15

just preceding the second advent of the Messiah 15 to stand on

the Mt of Olives. (AAM) Tht is matter tht I have not looked into very

much. (END OF RECORD e 15)

(BEGINNING OF RECORD e 16)

Previous impression I hve, but the impression has not been based on Any cre

ful study. But the impression I've had was that it was felt y most students

of prophecy tht theScripture presented the time of terrific tteck upon

Palestine, in which the Jews might perhaps be jammed into Jeruslem. But my

impression has always been that the Lord would come back And deliver them be

fore the city was actually measured by the enemy. (JOB) Refld Zech 14, right

straight down tliru; the houses will be destroyed, and the terrible devasttior

kof the people and of the city, which makes it clear also that the Gog And M

gog attack is something different. (kAM) You mean Go and Mgog do not take ih

the city. (JOB) No, they don't touch it. (AAM) You men tht Zech 14 then
I)

shows that in the time of the return of Christ t the end of this age, Jerus

alem is destroyed by an enemy. QJOB) Yes (AAN)Thet is n entirely new ide

to me. Very interesting. (JOB) There is quite/n lot of Scriptures tht focus

on that. (AAN) now do you think that it would be most worthwhile to look At

some of those now. I am utterly unfmi1ir with it. I mean, I had always

assumed that in Lk and. Mt when it says tht Jerusalem will be torn down, not

one stone left upon another, it was wonderfl prediction of the conquest of

Jerusalem in AD 70. And all of it is something else, or prts of it re some-
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thing else, I mean I am not in a position to judge it till I look into suck

evidence. Now wouldyou rather do that now, or at some later time? I have

something else in mind for today, but... (JOB)We are not thru with the sec

tion in Lk 21. A.AN) Well, shall we look back At Lk 21, than.

We have looked then $ briefly at this in Lk 19, which Mr Pote called to my

attention, and in which as I glanced at it, it immediately impressed me the

way he had states that the beginning of it said, If they had treated Christ

differently, there wouldn't be the destruction in AD 70. And that the end

said the same thing, and that in between there was therefore a description of

AD 70/. Now maybe that is reading into it, but that is the impressipc that

I got from looking at it. Now it may be that this can be so interpreted so

as to refer to a different later event, ktx±tx this would seem to me that

Lk l9.k2-kk should refer to one thing or the other, but it doesn't seem to me

that it refers to two different destructions; it would be one or the other.

And up to the present, what Dr Buswell just said is all I have known about

any other destruction. Therefore my inclination at present would bd to refer

this to 70 AD, but of course that is other evidence to look intoL. So that I

think that as far as I am concerned, I would say that Lk 19 impresses me now

aa a description of 70 AD, but in view of what he said, I wou.d hold in abey

ance the possibility that it ks not looking at 70 AD at all, but that it is

looking at something else that has not yet occurred. Well then, we could look

back at Lk 21. (JOB) In kL1.2.Qhere could hardly be any doubt about 70 AD,

He doesn4t merely say that there is going to come a time when you see Jerusa

lemsurrounáed with armies, and it is a Hotan, when, when the time comes, if

you see this particular event. Well, that conspicuously took place in 70 AD,

and that was when it took place. (AAM) So 21.20 then, Buswell thinks, is

definitely 70 AD. (JOB) I think that it could mean nothing else but 70 AD,

and the period following. (A.AN) And then, what were the remaining things S

questionable, or were there more verses we haven looked at? (JOB) We only

read, I think, thru 24, didn't we? (AM) Thru 24. Yes. Well then, at verse

25, how does it begin? What does And there shall be mean? (JOB) It is kai.
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(AAM) It is just and, it is just kai. That is to say, I could say Julius Cae

sar could conquer Britain, and England will install a labour government. I

could say that, and the and doesn't show whether it was immediate, or a centul7

later, or ten, or a billion years later. Between 24 and 25, in fact you could

not tell here from 25 whether it is similtaneous with 24; there is nothing in

verse 25 to indicate whether as the people fall by the edge of the xu sword

and are led away captive there are at that time the signs in the sun, moon,

and stars, or whether they fall and are led awwy captive and right afterwards

there are 'signs in the Sn, moon,, and stars; or whether they are led away

captive and for a long period after that there are continuously signs in the

sun, moon, and stars, kor whether they are led away captive and then that isn't

the end for Jerusalem, but something else happens a. million sears later, and

there bill come signs inthe sun, moon, and the stars. That is, there is ab

solutely as far as I can see, no indication in 25 of its chronological relati

ship to 24, whether it is simultaneous, immediately after, continuously after,

or some time after. It would seem very reasonable to say that 20-2k, at leaSt

20 to the first half of 24, expressed one period that is comparatively brief.

But as to whether 25 is identical or different, I see nothing to indicate.

(question). Well, now, I was suggesting that we take Lk, that is, I suggested

laSt time that it seemed to me tho this all may be, and in fact almost cert

ainly are, sections taken from one long discourse, yet that the Spirit had

a purpose in giving it to us in this form. And therefore I was suggesting

that we take up Lk by itself and study it first, and then we take Mk by it

self and study it, casting on it such light as we can from our study in Lk,

and then we take Mt and examine it, and cast thn it such light as we might from

the other two. When you are in the middle of Lk here, if you jump over to

Nt, you unnecessarily compliaa.te the thing, unless you have first taken time

to look at Mt as a whole. So I woU. suggest that any/question relating to

Mt be left till we get to Mt, and I would suggest this: that when we look at

Lk we say, Now Lk , as it stands, this is evident. Now if you find something

which you say somethig in Mt proves that it is different; then be sure to zZin
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hoist the question, but raise it this way: Say, it seems to me that there is

evidence in Mt which would suggest a different interpretation. Here is the

other interpretation, let's p.ut it on the shelf and hold it till we get to Mt.

It is just a matter of method, a matter of order, but I think that we have to

proceed in some definite order or we will run in all directions. (question)/

That is, Mr Leonard feels, as I understand it, in 22,23, (you mean just those

two verses, don't you?), that there is evidence in Mt tht 20-23 relate not

to the destruction of Jerusalem in AD7O but to something that is et future.

Now that is your statement, isn'tit? Then, in answer to that, we would say

I think two things: first, that Dr Buswell points out that in 20 we have a

historical situation desdribed which ace/to Josephus occurs precidely as des

cribed, and therefore that that would therefore seem to tie verse 20 down to

AD 70. Of course, that doesn't prove that that same situation might not occur

at another time, but it is pretty strong evidence in favour of 9 but

not conclusive.Another thing which appears to me to even stronger is tht in

24 it is predicted that this is to be followed by a long period. They fall by

the edge of the sword, and are led away captive to all nations, and Jerusalem

is trodden down of the Gentiles until the time of the Gentiles be fulfilled.

That seams to; doesn't specifically say that there is a lnng period after this

happens, but it seems to suggest very strongly tht there is a treading doi

of the Gentiles which occupies a substantial time, end we find that there was

such a. treading down of Jerusalem at AD7O which tips continued now for nearly

2000 years. Well now, of course, it would be possible that there might be a

destruction of Jerusalem next year and after that a. treadi down of the

Gentiles which might continue the next 2000 years. But most of us feel that

if the great event described did not relate to AD 70, that it relates to the

very closing years of the age and would not be a. long period after tht for

the treading down of the Gentiles. So I don't think tht either of these argu

ments is conclusive, but that they look pretty- strongly in favour of 20-2k

describing AD 70. And if we are able to put a peg here and say Lk 21.202k

relates to AD 70, kthen if we come to Mt and find some words para.lel with it,

then you have your problem in Mt rather than Ie.
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Now that brings in a study of Mt and a study f Daniel, which is two big sub-

jects, and van't do them in the next five minutes. We can take tkm them up in

full later, but at the present time I don't think that we can draw any con

clusions from them. I think that all we can say is that in view of certain

statements in Mt about the abomination of desolation, and certain statements

parallel to this in Mt, he questions whetherthis elates to AD 70. And des

pite the two arguments I have just given, he thinks that these two could be

explainedin suhh a way as to not be inconsistent with this being a description

of a situation at the very end of the age. Would that be stating your ques

tion? Well, if that is so, we could put that in abeyance till we get to those

other places. I think that it is very important that we do state these things

exactly as we come to them. (question) (JOB) Everything in the Scriptures

will be fulfilled in it's proper place, not that everything is going to be

fulfilled here. (AAM) But this would certainly suggest that at those days

here described another thing will be fulfilled, wouldn't iti (JOB) The Scrip;

tures are lined with future predictions. (AAM) I see. You take this These

are the days of vengeance that All things which are written may be fulfilled

as meaning that this is merely one of the all things, perhaps. It could be

taken that way. (JOB) Yes; (AAM) When Christ w± was born in Bethlehem,

you could say that the birth occurred in Bethlehem that all things in the

Scripture might be fulfilled, this being one of the all things. (JOB) Yes/

because even at the 13 your purposive in.finitie, tou plesthenai, so

as to fulfill everything written in the Scriptures, this being one of the

everything. (A.AM) That is an interesting suggestion, it is new to me. (JOB)

Well, it couldn't mean everything spoken of in this one event. (AAM) /that

would be impossible? (JOB) Absurd. (A.AM) Another suggestion, simply on the

sentence alone: these are the days of vengeance, in order that all the things

predicted about the days of vengeance might be fulfilled.. (JOB) It doesn't

say that either. It just doesn't say that. That /rrould be eisegesis. There

is a lot more about vengeance then the lake of fire, hen the people get throwi

in the lake of fire. (AAM) We have at present three different types of eig-

egesis to choose from. (question). (END o j . )
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(Buswell)

references to cosmic disturbances. The first is in verse eleven. Things

are bound to happen right long Pnywy, thpt is the wy that the eprth is

made. There re these things, And don't be upset bout these things.

Settle it in your hearts. Then, After describing the destruction of Jerus

alem, and the scttering of the people until the times of the Gentiles re

fulfilled, He hns Another reference to cosmic disturbnces in which he seene

to use more disthct terms. You shpll see the Son of Mn comig in the clouds.

(.AN) Well now, wUch are your more distinct terms? (JOB) Seems to me thpt

the ltter group re the more distinct terms when you put them l1 together.

(A.AM) Well, then, am I correctly interpreting wht you spy to trke it this

way: that if you see ntion rise Against ntion, ndkingdom gint kindon,

greet earthquakes in divers plces nd fmines nd pestilences pnd ferful

sights And greet signs from heaven, don't py Any Attention to them; they

are just ordinary. That doesnt spy anything About his coming. But if you

see, as in verse 25, signs in the stars And in the moon, And on the erth

distress of nations, with perplexity, the se nd the waves roaring, nd

men's hearts failing them for fear, looking after those things which re

coming on the earth, then you knww thpt the Lord's return is right nePr.

(JOB) It is hrd to discrim&nte things juSt s they come, but Hebrews

12.26 with Hggai 2.6: 2 This signifies it will be dhken

once more, and then they'll be moved. So thpt there re pbrPses in the

second group of cosmic distrurbnces thpt go beyond Any phrses in the

first group. And the second group concludes: nd they shll see the S n

of Man coming in the clouds, with power And grePt glory. Heb 12.26 inter

preting Hg 2.6. (A.AIvI) Ha 2.6: Be strong 0 Zerubbbl, sith the Lord,

and be strong 0 Joshua, son of Josedesh, the high priest; nd be strong,

all the people of the lnd, sith the Lord, nd work; for I m with you,

saith the Lord of hosts; according to the word that I covenented with you

when you came out of Egypt; so my Spirit remins Among you; fer you not,

for Thus saith the Lord of hosts; Yet onceit is little while; nd I will

shake the havens and the earth, and the sen, And the dry land; nd I will
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shake all nations, And the desire of ll nations shll come, nd I will fill

this house with glory, sith the Lord of hosts. Thl of this lptter

house shall be greeter thn that of the former. These re the resons why

Zerubbbpl and Joshu. re not to fer but to be clrn. (JOB) Heb 12.26,27

Interprets that, Yet the hapax signifies the removl of the things tht Pre

shaken, And if they are going to be shken once more, the hevens And the

earth, not merely the earth but the heavens And the earth, shPken once

more, and this once more signifies their removal, Then Christ is certainly

proving that the powers of the hevens will be shaken, which is An Allusion

and not a quotation of Hag 2.6, in Heb 12.26,27. (AAM) And Heb goes on,

Wherefore we receiing klingdom which cannot be moved, let us hve grce,

that we may serve our God acceptably, for our God is consumning ftzRM fire.

(JOB) The phrase that I am quoting in Feb is, The Once signifies the-remov

al of the things fixed. (AAM) I would like to tke dy or two on Hggi

before I would know much about tht. At first sight, it looks tome o

be rather questionble. (JOB) Well, Heb is your inspired commentry on

Hggai. (AAM) Wht would you think of leaving Heb for this yenr, nd next

year taking the book of Heb And going tbru nd looking t ll of those OT

references? (JOB) Well, there is very little esxhto1ogy in Heb, except

in general... (AAM) but there re P good mPny interesting uses of the OT.

(JOB) But this particular phrase where Christ is referring to shDking the

powers of heven, as well as the earth, Heb says that the Yet once mo

signifies the removl of those things. Tpke them, And here is the difference

between the wo goups of references in Lk, the two cosmic disturbnces,

and Lk goes right on to connect that with the Lord's return, in the second

group, not the first. (AAM) As I see it them, in Lk here, one way of tk

ing it, which is not the way that we have been spekIng of up to the pres

ent, would be to say, He says, after the death of Christ, there re going to

be earthquekes And famines And pestilences and ferful signs, And persec

tlons, butsettle it in your hertsy not to worry bout these things; wit

till you see Jeruslem compassed with rmies. Then knww tht your desoltiai
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is night then flee. And then after Jerusalem was compssed with Armies, And

after the fall of Jerusalem, then there is another period of greater signs

than the 6 . And when these come, you are nearer the Second Coring

than you were the first time. Now thpt is one possibility. Now second

possibility which doesn't, which my be right but which impresses me s

rather questionable is, When you see smlll earthquakes And famines And pea

tilences and ferful sights And gret signs, don't get isturbed; but when'

you see the big ones, then you know that the Son of Mn is ner. (JOB) Tht

is what he hs sid here. (AAM) No, ...(JOB) Why don't we reed thru the

rest of the chapter with the thought thpt He is Answer ing question. The

whole discourse here in Lk is predicted upon the questions recorded in Lk,

and the whole thing must be tken in the light of that pPssge. (AAr4) And

now just to remind us just e.actly wht is the question, so s to hive it in

mind. (JOB) The question is, When will these things come, or be, And whit

is the sign when these things come to pPss. (AAM) And you take the These'

Things not as referring to verse six, 3t the throwing down of one stone

upon another, but...Okj, you do? (JOB) Definitely; tht is the only context,

is the tauta. (AAM) Oh, I see. It refers to verse 6, where he says, hhis

beautiful temple you see is going to be torn down, And the question is, When

is it going to happen, Add wht is the sign of it. And in verse 20, the

sign is when you see Jerusalem compassed with Armies. (JOB) No, he give

first the negtive answer, thpt certin things pre not the Answer to their

questions, and I think thpt one of the things which is not An Answer to their

question is when you see Jerusalem compssed witi Armies, you know tht tht

is going to hppen, but it my be long time After tht. (AAM) Because

when ye see Jeruseem compassed with rmies, then know tht the desoltio

thereof is night (JOB) This desolation isn't nigh, but... (AAN) but he

said this city, this temple is going to be torn down, And they sid, When

are these things going to happen? He sid, when ye see Jeruslem compssed

with armies, ye know thpt this desolation is nigh. I don't quite see how

you are going to separate verse 20 from verse 6. (JOB) Well, they re close
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together, but one is the prediction bout the temple, nd the destruction of

the temple, of the city, is to be followed by period of time, rther

extended period, when they shall be taken cptive Among All nPtions.

(AAM) That is to spy, s fr as I am concerned, this distinction that part

of the chapter is negative and part is positive; it may be a valid distinc

tion, but I just haven't seen it yet. (JOB) Anyway, he answers their ques

tion, relates to His glorious return. (A.AM) Well then, he does not say

whether verse 25 is simultaneous with verse 214., or immediately after, or a

long time after. But verse 24. suggests a long time immediater following.

So that would sgggst that verse 25 is sometime later. And then 25 tells of

this didtress of nations, and signs in the stars pndmoon , 26 men's hearts

failing them for fear for the looking after those things which are coming on

the earth, for the powers of heaven shall be shaken. What does that mean,

for the powers of heaven shall be 'shkken? (JOB) I think that that is an

allusion to Haggai. (AAM) But there are two possibilities ab first sight.

One is that i is reiterating what occurred in 25. A second is that i

giving the reason for 25, that it is something not yet stated but distinct,

from that. And he says there will be signs in the sun, moon, and stars.

And then afterwards he says that men hearts shall fail them for fear, for

the powers of heaven shall be shaken, for they see the signs in the sun,

moon, and stars. Now the second possibility is there are signs in the shn/

moon and stars, and men's hearts IIX fail them for fear because Satan is

cast down from heaven. There is a great spiritual war in the heavenlies,'

which resulted in Satan and his hosts being cast down, which can be described

as the powers of heaven being shaken, and this is what makes peoples hearts

fail them for fear, and for looking up to those things coming to the earth.

Now between the two, I don't know which is right. At first sight, they

would both seem to me to be possibilites. Would you say that one of them

was right, or both, or neither? (JOB) I would quickly pass by that ques

tion and come to the fact that in answering their question He referred to

His glorious return, very affirmatively, very positively. So that his

return in power and great glory constitutes n affirmative part of his
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andver to their question. (AAM) But the question is, When will these be

cast down? (JOB) Thetis right. (A.IM) Well, the answer isn't after His

return in glory, is it? (JOB) It doesn't say after. (AAM) But I mean, it

is not a sign if the other things happen before. (JOB) Well, I think that

if you read Lk straight tliru, and get his eschatologicl references, they

couldn't have doubted one thing when he said that about kthe temple. It is

something connected with His return. And when they said, When will these

things come to pe.ss, the direct reference is to the temple, but the whole

context indicates that they were asking bout his return. Now in his ns

ver, whatever else he says, he includes his gb rious return in the nswer.

(AAM) That is, the return is prt of the answer s to when Jeruslem is to

be desolated? (JOB) I think so. (AJN) Or is Jerusalem desolted to lend

up tth it? 12 the temple utterl y destroyed, in the wy in which

he referrrd to it. (AAM) Here in Lk , we have no further reference to Any

destruction of the temple, or of Jeruselem, beyond verse 24. There is none

here; it ust speaks of the sun, moon, And strs s signs, And men's herts

failing them for fear, and then they see the SOn of Mn coming in the clouds

There is no reference here to any destruction of Jerusalem 't tht time.

(JOB) He is answering their question about the destructionof the Temple,

and among other things He brings in His return, nd he says, When these

things begin to come, lift up your heads, for your redemption drws nepr.

(AAM) Well, they hadn't asked bout redemption in verse 6, tho. (JOB) I

thikk they had, that is, I think that t whole context in Lk would imply

that they understood the destruction of the temple to be connected with his

righteous judgment on 13 . (AAM) That is very interesting

suggestion, And I hesitte... (JOB) Well, here it is. The section in Lk

strts with the remrk bout the temple, in which the question is Asked,'

and then the extended answer, 13 *

(AAM) But is to that provikg that the reference to the temple relted to the

return... (JOB) You have to tke other Scriptures. Lk suggests the ide/.

(AAM) Student question. Of course, in Lk if you were to sy in verse 27,
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When shall the sign of these things be, And whet shll, whBt sign will there

be, it might be tht they thought, Now whit: is there going to be sign in

the stars, is there going to be destruction, is there some prticul'r thirg

which means now the Lord is coming? And he says, No, you will have erth

quekes, petilences, all these, And tht doesn't men tht the Lord is com

ing. 15 And when ye see Jerusalem compassed with armies, well

then it's desolation is ne, but that doesn;t men tht the Lord Is coming

back. He says, after Je5uslem is tken, it is going to b trodden down of

the Gentiles, and there will be a long period After that. Tht is not the

time. But the time is, When there are signs in the stars And moon rnd sun

and mens hearts failigg them for fer.

(END OF RECORD E 17) (BEGINNING OF RECORD E 18)

The best sign is when you actul1y see Him coming, of coarse. That is when

you can't get awvy from it, when you see him in the clouds, tht then the

return is close. Well, now, there are these different possibilites in Lk.

What I'm interested in doing; mPybe it isn't the best pproPch, but it is tte

one I like to take with Any Scripture. I m not interestdd in finding out

what this passge means; but in wht is definitely- tught in this Scripture.

And what re the possibilities of the passge on which we cnnot decide from

the passage lone, but which we have to leve opend till we get on further.

And then when I get what is definite in the pssge, then I hve tht s

something I can tie to when I look t Another pssge. I look t nother

passage and I say, Yes, but over in Lk you find this. And whet there is

that is questionable in Lk I leave for further considertion later. Well,

I would say tht it is definite that Jeruslem is going to be destroyed, And

there is going to be a long period after it is destroyed; it is not ' Slow

sign of his return. That it is destroyed and there is long time fter. /

That seems to me definite. And it seems to me that it is definite thpt there

are going to be earthquakes and famines and pertilences and 1l kinds of dis

turbances before Jerusalem is destroyed, And this won-t men the sign of is

return, and possibly after which won't be the sign of His return, becuse
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He seems to imply long period after Jeruslem is destroyed. Thpt seams to

me quite defninite. And then it seems to me definite, thr'.t somebody, He

doesn't say you, He sys they; somebody is going to see the Son of nin comirg

in the clouds with power and great glory. Tht seems to me to be bsolutely

definite. And it is absolutely definite in verses l to 18 to 19 tht they

are to be patient and not tooo excited ebout looking for signs of the times,

but busy with witnessing for Christ, despite persecution Pnd difficulty.

Witnessing for him, not sayingWell, he is going to come tomorrow, wht is

the use of plenning e meeting for the next dry. Witnesssing l1 the time,

and goid ahead and possessing your souls in petience, knowing tht % He

is going to come in His own time and there is whole lot to heppen first.

Now maybe that is going beyond, but it seems to me tht we cn go tht fr.

And then on these other things I think that it is very good to get the

possibilities in mind, in order tht when we look somewhere else we my find

out which of these possibilities is certin. But tht much, it seems to me,

or nearly tht much, is pretty certethn. Then we go hn here to verse 27,

Then they see the Son of man coming in the clouds with poser nd gret

glory, and it seems to imply tht shortly before his cothing the powers of

heaven are sheken and men's he.rts fi1 them for fer, and there re goigg

to be great cosmic signs. But then in verse 28, He doesn't spy when ye see

the Son of man coming in the clouds with power end greet glory look up end

lift up your heeds for your redemption drws nigh, end he doesn't spy when

you see the signs in the sun, moon knd stars, then lift up your heed, for

your redemption draws nigh; He seys when these things begin to come to pss,

Well, how are you going to know when they begin to come to pess thPt they s

Him coming in the clouds? How ere you going to know when it begins to come

to pass that men's heerts fail them for fer? certeinly about the fouth

or fifth century men'sheerts feiled them for feer e much they ever hve

since, et leest As much s the ere now, surely. There heve been tremen

dous upheavels in the history of the world. When do these things begin to

pass so thet then you cen lift xp your herds? I don't know. I m incline
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to think that it means that with ll of these things, erthqukes, pestilen

and upheavel and everthing, don-'t get discourged, but spy Prise the Lords

His return is one dy nerer. (JOB) And thrt is vht Pul sid: And now yoir

salvation is nearer thn when ye first believed. Tht is s constnt tt

itude. (AAM) It seems to me that there re two things in the Scripture.

First tht we never hve right to spy tht Christ is coming bck thmorrow,

or next yer, or this century; second, that we never hve q right to spy tht

Christ will not come thin century, or tomorrow, or tody. He stresses

both; he stresses that ye don't know, Ps God hes it in his own power; in

your ptience possess ye your soul; He stresses to be reedy, for ye know

not the hour that he is coming, and whather it be in the first wetch, or

in the second, or the third, or the tenth: whenever it is, be redy, beceuse

then you don't expect it at all. The netter of alweys being rePdy end

watching, and not knowing enogh to spy when it is coming, end not knowing

enough to say that it isn't coming, but to say thet I must be reedy if it

does come. This impresses me Ps pretty much emphesized in the Gospels end

in the Epistles. An air of expectancy, of readiness. Peter seid, seyst

thou these things to us only, or to all? Andthen Christ went on and geve

that illustration in chapter 12. Be reedy et eny time, Ps ye don't know

when he is 4% coming. But he wants you to be reedy eech instent, for

His return. Verse 28 now, if itmeens, now is your selvetion. neerer then

when ye believed, end whetever heppens spy Preise the Lord, it is P dey

nearer. To me that is good interpretetion of verse 28, but if verse 28

means Now here is e sign, end when ye see thet sign you will know thet the

Lord is coming, then I don't know what sign he is referring to. It doesn't

seem to me thet that is the letter meaning. (student question) When these

things begin to come to pass; when ye heve trouble, say Preise the Lord, for

His return is one day nearer; lift up your heeds, for your redemption r

draws nigh. It is a day neeerer, tho it still may be three thousend yeers

off, but it is defninitely coming. (student question) When these things

begin to come to pass, when they bggin to be signs in the sun end moon end

stars. Well, he said in verse 11 there ere going to be ferfu1 sight in
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and great signs from heen. If you hve fearful eights And gret signs

from heaven, possess your soul in ptience, for it doen't men tht Christ

is coming, but when there begin to be signs in the son And moon And stars,

then you know that he is coming, you see. yell, whet is the distinction?

I don't know. (student question). Well, I wouldn't express it tht wy.

These are not proof that he is coming now. But they are proof ththe is

definitely coming. And they are proof tht the coming is nerer thn it

was before, and we are to possess our souls in pRitnece; no rnatterwht comes

not to put on a white robe And go out on the rod And expect him tomorrow.

And on the other hand, we re to know, no mtter wht comes, Christ is defG

nitely comigg: lift up your heds, for your redemption drss nigh. It is

nearer than it was, but that oesn't men tht it is tomorrow or the next

day or the next century. Now the seme thing can't be the sign thet he is

coming and the sign thet he isn't coming. And yet t first sight, it does

spy both. (JOB)But the fulfillment of the things thet ere not the sign ere

the Ø significationof the epproech of his cOming. Thet is very sensible.

(4) Yes, it means the epproech. And the earthquekes in Judee in kO AD,

and all these things, they indicated that it ws near. It was coming, and

it would he within the next ten thousand years for sure. As fap as I know

we not only might think, but we would think; that is as far as I know, we

are definitely told that until He comes, we don't know. That in such an

hour as ye think not, He comes, and if you were sure that these were the

signs that he was coming tomorrow, that would be pretty good evidence that

he waan't coming tomorrow. Because he comes in an hour that ye think not.

The father has it in his own power; you are not to know the times or the

seasons, but to witness to the Lord, end to be reedy at whatever time that

he comes. The first coming was one that was not prededed by suchover

whelming matters, but when Christ was here upon the earth, the perons who

studied the OT prophecies should have recognized him as Simeon did in the

temple. The pereon should have known, This is God's Mesieh, and followed

him, and when he was crudified, they should have known that this vs what
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Christ predicted. But the things thnt he does after his second cobg,

it is perfectly obvious thnt they Are the things, becnuse he will come in

the clouds of the henvens, and we will All know thnt he is coming. It won't

be like then when he was born in the mnnger. I don't think tht you cnn

blame people in uden for not going to Bethlehem when he ws born. I don't

think thntyou cnn blame them for not recognizing him n n boy, but when he

was about prenching and doing things, they should hve. After he con to

this earth end sets up his kingdom, if Anybody fnils to recognize him there

would be something pretty cler. Now the Russelites clnim thn.t he is Al

ready here, he lins come. I think tht they are completely wrong. I don't

think that it is possible for him to come to this erth the next time withoi±

everybody knowing thnt he hns come, for every eye is going to see him.

But that people before he comes will know him, thnt this is the time whe

he is coming, in view of the many statements in the NT thnt the Frther hs

put these things in his own po'', and it is not for you to know the signs

or the seasons, and that you're to e rendy Anytime, for you don't know when

he is coming, it seems to me thnt it is just As unlikely, or more unlikely,

than that a person of thnt they could hnve said thnt next yenr the Messinh

is going to be born in Bethlehem; The grent mass of the Jews hd no renson

to know or to say that next yenr he is going to be born in Jerusniem. But

after he was grown, then... They Asked Christ the question: they spid, Lord

doest thou .t this time restore the kingdom to Isrel? Now if when they

asked that they had understood from this discourse thnt it hPd occurred P

month earlier, that before he came back to this enrth Jerus1em wns going t

be destroyed And trodden underfoot of the Gentiles for so mnmy yers, they

wouldn't have Asked that thing. So that Any question which would give them'

An understanding of this would not Answer in their minds. Christ hd told

them these things, they were pondering it, they were trying to understnnd

it, end then he died, and Lk tells us that they snid Oh we thought that he

was the one who wuold have redeemed Isrnel; it is nil n mistake. And then

when he was raised from the dead, he snid, you fools And slow of henrt not

to believe all thnt the prophets have spoken. 12
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And then Lk tells us that they went out to the Mt of Olives, ndthey s'id,

Lord, dost thou t this time restore the kingdom to Isre1? And he said,

It is not for you to know the times or the sesons, but ye shll eceive

power, and ye shll witness to me tliruout the world. And then here we find

tht that seems to be what his answer was to their question. Whet e the

signs of the coming? He says, when ye see all kinds of signs, don't get

excjd, for you won't be able to recognize Any signs. But when ye see the

signs, know this: that then your redemption is drwing nigh. Then know tht

Im definitely cothng, and that every dy your redmption is little nerer

than it was the day before. The more the, trouble that you go thru, the

surer you cn be that Christ is actually coming back. So their asking of

the question '1ht shall be the sign of thy coming, they seem not to hve

answered. (student question) We have in this verse then; verse 28, When

these things begin to come to pss, And they begPn to come, to pss t his

resurrection, when they begin to come to pss during the dys when he ws

with them and during the dys immed&tely After the Ascension And ever

since, look up and lift up your herds, for your redemption drws night

And he spoke to them a parble. e sid Behold fig tree of ll the trees,

when it puts it shoots forth, you see And know your own self that s'.mer

is now nigh; so likewise when ye see these things come to pss (what things?

these things);Is that the coming of the Son of mn in the clouds with power

and great glory? Is it the signs in the sun, moon, And stars? is it the

earthquakes in divers places and famines And pestilences? Is it Je5uslem

destroyed and trodden underoot of the Gentiles for many centuries? Whtever'

it is, when ye see these things come to pass, you will know that the king

dom of God is nigh at hand. Veryily I say unto you tht this rPce sh1l not

pass away until all of these things have been fulfilled. Heaven And erth

shall pass away, but my words shll not pass we.y, so the sign is that this

race shall not pass sway until All things be fulfilled. The sign is tht fl

thru the Ages, when people can say Well, look here, there is nothing to this

ik Christ died, $'y/ nd that is the end. They spy he ws rised, they

say he went to heaven, they say tht he is coming back again, but we don't
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see any sign of it. Well, the Answer is, This race shall not pass Away until

all of these things be fulfilled. Fredrick the Gt said to his chplin,

Give me in one word some proof of Christianity. The chplain sys, The Jew.

The babylonians have disappeared; the Ancient Egyptians, there is nothing

left of them, or of their glory. All of the races of Antiquity have com

pletely gone, and they have been replaced by new set of upstPrt ntions'

that were wandering round s svges in Northern Eurppe when those ntions

were in theirprime. They have All disppeared, but the Jew remins p°ent

force all over the world. This race shl1 no1pss Away till l1 be fulfill

ed; heaven and earth shall pass but my words shall not pass Away.

So just s surely as you know tht summer is ±tg coming.

(END OF RECORD E 18)
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Upheavals and famines and turbulence an1 pestilences aid persecutions and

signs in the sun, moon, and stars, and a11 these things, why you know that

the coming of the Lord is a day nearer than it was the day before, and that

it is absolutely certain to come, and coming you don't know when; maybe

very soon, maybe not. But it is definitely coming. Heavens and earths shPfl.

pass awaybut my words shell not pass away; and take heed to yourself, lest

t any times your hearts be overcharged with surfeiting and see to it that

you keep%J in mind that He is cothing and that he may come today and that

he may come a hundred years from now, and that he may come a thousand years

from now; be ready whenever he comes. And if every apheaval, and every sign

in the heavens, when the sun got red last summer and stayed so for several

days (or was ±t last fall, I forget), I don't knw whether the moon and stais

were affected by it or not, why you know that the Lord's coming is that much

nearer. Dr Buswefl, do you have something to add at that point? (JOB) ,I

think that this whole thing, as a whole, not completely summed up, I think

that it is a real answer to their question, and 1 of what you said

there. (AAZ1) But in Lk here, no specific thing given that somebody can rec

ognize end say that when we see this we know that definitely it is going to

be within thenext ten years. f(student question). He said in Lk 12, to Pe

You be ready, right now. You don't know when he is coining. Be ready Any

time. The idea is that they don't disconcert us and lend us to think that

it is all a mistake and that he isn't coming. ft is like when you go out,

and somebody hires you to sell books in the summer.. and says You go out And

you'll make a lot of money . Andth*t sounds wonderful to you, but they

say Now watch out, there are going to be some pretty bad disappointments

and you're going to have people close the doors, you're going to have e. lot

of them refuse to buy, but don't let that discourage you because if you

keep at it you'll make plenty of money in the summer. Now when you meet

these difficulties, you know that they are coming, and you expect them, and

have been warned of them, and therefore they don't disconcert you. And he

says, when ye find the great earthquakes and the pestioences and the famines
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and all, that, don't say Well now, this must be A. sign of his codiing, nd if

he doesn't come right after this there is nothing to it; I'll give upmy

religion. You say that he predicted that even if you got a lot of these

things, just lift up your heads arid rejoice, because he is that much nearer,

but it doesn't mean that he is right near. And how often Christians put

their heads in a noose, for when something happens they say Look here, Here

is the proof; kthe Scripture predicted it, Christ is coming, this is absol

utely true, because this has happened. And then ten years passws and he

doesn't come, and they say We thought this was surely the sign, and now we

see that this is all a mistake. There is nothing to that Christianity any

how. Christ says, they will say as in the times of Noah, Things continue as

they were from the beginning. - They go on and on and on ; there seems to

be no change, and then all kf & sudden the flood came end cArried them off.

They do not have a period of warning when they can e setting ready for his

coming. It comes on unexpectedly. (student question) It is the negative

meaning, but a very important negative meaning, because it has the postive

meaning of trusting 41 of knowing it is coming, and being ready for

it wheneverit comes, whether near or far. And the stress is on both. The

stress is on the Be ready if he comes today, if he comes tomorrow. Peter

said, Sayest thou these things to us, or to all? Christ says, it is so that

everybody will know who is a follower of Christ whether he comes in the fir

watch or in the second or the tenth, whenver be comes they will be ready.

But then he says, do not sy that it is going to be at this time;, and then

lose your faith when it doesn't/. When ye see these things, just lift

your heads and rejoice that it is near. Don't rejoice tht it is here, but

rejoice that it is near. After *1]., vht is a thoua*nd years in God's sight?

It is but a day, a watch in the night. It is true that when you get a con

cept in your mind it often seems to simple that you think that three words

would do and that you wouldn't need a long chapter, but often it takes a

long chapter to get it across. It seems very involved before you get it;

it seems very simple afterwards. (question). I'm just trying to see whAt

Lk says, for the present. Any inferences any one wants to derive we are not
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to draw as yet. (qaestion) That is a very interesting change of person,

isn't it? It you leave the book of Thess out of account, I would be apt to

say that there is no account to it at all. But if you read in Thess that

the dead in Christ shall rise first, andthat we shall be caught up with thenl

to meet the Lord in the air, then It would seem to say that you arenot the

ones who see Him come, but they who are left on the earth at the time.

It would seem tht the middle change of a pronoun was not to give as a truth

but to fit in to something somewheres else. I wouldn't hang the truth on

that, but I would just note how carefully and exactly he uses his words when

he teaches so as not to contradict what he teaches elsewheres. (question)

I don't think tht we have had any difference on our views thus far, have

we, Dr Buswell? Perfect harmony. In the early part of the hour, there were

certain points at which, as to the interpretation of certain words we

seemed to have a difference of opinthon.. 7 - . Last summer I

remember up in thehotel in Rochester Mini I made a statement and he pretty

near threw me out of the window. He jumped all over me, because the state

ment was positively terrible, and the way he spoke I thought was terrible.

I felt likt throwing him out of the door. And we went on and discussed it

a little bit, and it took time to get into the facts and to see what the

evidences were, and exactly what we meant, and when we came to the end we

found that we both meant exactly the same thing, and agreed precisely orL/

it. Isn't that so? AndI think that you will find that very often that is

the case, when you have a.t first sight a superficial ±U±zt7 differences

on Scripture: if you are willing to take the passages as they stand and

study the facts carefully, and see exactly what God has said, you will find

that in the end, if the Scripture is your guide, you will agree pretty

closely. We usually come to an agrrement We have on most things, And I

hope that we will on all. (question) (JOB( I'm perfectly willing to con

cede, as far as Lk is concernd, that that particuir thing might have occurr

ed in 70 AD. A5 far as that particular indicent. I do think that there

is other evidence. (question) I think so, but I wouldn't try to ppuve it

from L]. 1 think that just as far as Lk is concerned; Dr MacRae has summed
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precisely what there is (AAM) We agree exietly in Lk. Now when it comes

to Mt, at present, there seems to be considerable difference of opinion

between us on Mt, but that is doubtless due to the fact that he has studied

Mt a greet deal, and I very little. And after we study it together, we will

probably agree on it. I think that we eppect to, in view of past experienc

es. (question). Well, 10 was simply fearful sights, and great signs from

heaven, but 25 is signs in the sun, moon, and stars. And verse 10 was

nation rising against nation, kingdom against kingdom, and feaul sight,

and 26 is the sea and the waves roaring, and upon the earth distress of

nations and perplexity and men's hearts failing them for fear. The termin

ology is quite different. (JOB) I said about these early signs and these

later signs, that is to say, they are mentioned in two different placesi

it just occurred to me right now that verses 20-21 might be considered as

Christ gave his discourse as a parenthesis , that Is, he was telling them

that the end was not eutheos, not immediately. And then 11

he stopped and turned aside and said this about Jerusalem, in'th&t para

graph, and then it occurs to me now that possibly verse 25 takes up where

verse 19 leaves off. And that that would have been 1121 two

different groups of cosmic distrubances. You might read consecutively from

19 to 25, skipping those four verses as a parenthesis. (AAN) Add if

you did that, then you would mean that the signs in 11 and 10 and 25 end 26

would be more or less tontinuous. (JOB) More or less continuous.

(AAivi) That impresses me as very good, that idea. I recognize that the great

earthquakes in the time of Nero didn't mean anything, but that this one now

does. There will be a general increase towards the end, but the thing is

that you have these tremendous signs that are going to come; things are

going to go along, and everytime that you see one you say there is proof

that God is on the throne; His word is going to be accomplished; he is going

to do what he says. In pttiente you possess your soul, and don-It say This

means that it's lot that. When it is his will, he vililcome, and I must

be ready. (JOB) That is the thing to preach; that is the thing to tell

everybody. Now then, the details are subject to further study.
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(AAM) The big thing is to be ready whenirer he comes: if he comes in Peter's

time, if he comes in Paul's time, be ready. And if he doesnt come for a

thousand years, possess your soul in patience and know that he is definte].y

coming. But whever he comes, be reay. That is the big point. (question)

Separation which began at the flood and which has continued every since.

(question). Now I don't recall either one of these verses. Is 13.10.

Behold the day of the Lord cometh, cruel with both wrath and fierce anger,

to lay the land desolnte; and he shall destroy the sthnners out of it.

For the stars of heavens and the constellations thereof shall not give

their light; the sun shall be darkened in his going forth; the moon shall

not cause her light to shine; Then verse 17, I will stir up the Medes

against them, which shall not regard silver; and as for gold, they shall not

delight in it. Verse 19, and Babylon, the glory of kingdoms, the beauty

of the chaldeans excellenby, shall be as when God oveEthrew Sodom and Gom

orrah. This is a prediction of the overthrow of Babylon by the Medes at

about kOO BC, and has nothing to do with anything that is still future to

day. Isaiah 34.4: Come ye nations to hear; for the indignation of the Lord

is upon all nationsand his fury upon all their armies. Verse 3, Ther s

slain shall be cast out, their stink shall come up and be cast out ....

$END OF RECORD E 19)

(BEGINNING OF RECORD E 20)

heavens shall be rolled together asa scroll. This seems to say here that

there is a tremendous number slain And a terrifiu slatghter before the t

doesn't it? The scroll, wouldn't that be atpicture of the gret cosmic

disturbances after the great final battle rather than before? I don't know,

but offhand I would feel that way. 34 and 35 are not easy in Isaiah, they

are among the harder chapters. But it is true that there are going to be

great cosmic disturbances in connection with great events in Rod's economy.

The sunn was darkened for three hours when Christ was on the cross, and theie

are great disturbances at various times. I think that in America here we
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read of the 1 " I felt much nearer them in Europe, while I vms'

studying in Berline. When they had fast day. Here we have a feast day, and

we call it Thanksgiving day, and we all eat so that we can't walk. But in

Germany they have a day, knd they call it repentance day, about the same tii

that we have Thanksgiving, and on that day the folks repented of their sins

and turned to the Lord. But we had to light the streetlights t noontime.

It was ...and then I remember that when it came Easter that yer, Friday it

was dark like that. They had to 1ght the streetlights at noon; it was

very very dark and gloomy, and everybody was going to church, and then when

it came to Easter Sunday two days later it was as bright as could be.

It couldn't be better. Well now, God doesn't do those things every time

that we have an anniversary, but in connection with the great events he

undoubtedly does do marvelous signs. But that WV can recognize them, I

think th$t this chapter is saying No. Don't pose your faith on what you

recognize out of signs; build it on God's Word. He continues then, Take

heed to yourselves lest at any time your hearts be overcharged with sur

feiting and drunkenness and the cares of this life, nnd so that day come

upon you unawares. For as a snare shall it come, not on you, but on all

them that dwell on the face of the whole earth. Watch ye therefore, and

pray always, that ye may be accounted worthy to escape all these things

that shall come to pass, and to stand before the Son of man. That is

difficult verse. Verse 36 is possible to be interpreted standing alone

in various says. One way is, If you watch and if you pray, then you'll

stand before the Son ofmman, and if you don't, you'll be lost. Now that

is clearly contrary to what is taught elsewhere in the Scriptures. It

is those who are saved who stand before the Son of man, not those who

watch and pray. And another way of interpreting it would be Watch and

kpray, look for the signs and be ready, because if you do you'll be in

cluded in the rapture, and if you don't it will pass you by and you won't

stnd before the Son of man. A raptuer for those who are looking for it.

I don't think t1- there is any ScrIpturale evidence of such vi,nd that

would the a misinterprettion of the passage. Now a third way of taking it
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is like the stttement in Hebrews which say that these blessings re yours

if you continue in the faith grounded, and which exhort you to continue, to

follow on. The Christian is not told, You are on a feather bed,

you are on a train, you step on the train, and that is all; you're all

right, everything is fine. You are to have the attitude, Trust the Lord'

completely, put your confidence in Him, and you needn't worry about any

thing. But on the other hand we are told we must resist temptation, resist

till it hurts. We must pray, we must strive, we must k to do God's

will. We must seek to overcome the old. nature. We must continue in the

faith, we must press on and persevere. But we know that we will if we

are truliy Christ'd. There is no question about it, there is no uncertqinty,

there is an exhortation to do that which we will do k - . And so

in this verse Hemeans, if you are truly a Christian, if you have been born

again then you are going to do these things. But now the responsibility is

on you to do it. You watch and stay awake and be vigilant and it doesn't

mean to keep looking for signs. You be vigilant; you be wide awakep you be

active; you be the opposite of what 5 Be wide awake and vig

ilant and active; pray always that you may be acconnted worthy to escape

these things, and know that if you are truly Christ's then you will excape

things things that come to pass because when these great terrific, this

great terrific persecution and suffering comes upon the earth, you will then

be with Christ. You will stand before the S0 of Man and you will if you

00 are a Christian. (question) Paul was saved, and he hmd eternl life

immediately when he was saved, and yet he was pressing forward to eternal

life. God wants us to have that attitude constantly. (JOB)The word, to

be accounted worthy, I think is quite a mistke there. It is 5 3/k

tht you might be strong to flee out of these things. (AAM) yes, it isn

on ftcconnt of any worthiness in us, but it means the Father's gr%ce.

(JOBj To escape. (AAM) For strength to stand true to the Lord, d not to

be overcharged with surfeiting and drunkenness and the cres of this life,

so that that y will cone on you unawares. So tht you will say Oh, I

have just been enjoying life and having a good job preahing a sermon on SJn4
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and obherwise taking it easy, and a].]. of-a sudden here the Lord comes--And

says, Here, you unfaithful servAnt, why aren't you more active? He says, No

don't say that the Lord delays his coming, I can do as I feel like; say

that he may come today, tomorrow. I musnt get surfeited with the cares of

this life at any time, I must constantly e on the alert, serving him end

ready whenever he comes. And I must pray him for the strength to flee ewy

frin these daggers of surfeiting and drunkenness and the cares of this

life. (question) Well, it is near, it is a day nearer every day, it is at
-1

hand. It is something that is definitely coming to pass. It doesn't mean

that it is at hand the next minute or something; we don't know; it may be.

Repent for the kingdom of heaven is at hand? You mean, Repent because Christ

is not going to come and start preaching? (JOB) I don't think so; 7

the kingdom is offered and rejected. I think rather that the sovereign rule

of God is near. As you might state to the Norweigan underground during the

war: your sovereign rule is 8 remotely. (AAM) And that is what

he says here in v 31, When ye see these things come to pass, know that the

kingdom of God is near at hand; know that God is controlling these things;

His band is upon them, kfle is working in 8 with his perfect will, and

He will cause Christ to come back at the time which is His time for it.

It is not that the world is getting out of control and God can't help it.

It is all a part of His plan. His control is here, it is near, it is right

at hand. (question) (JOB) It isn't at hand in the chronological sense.

It is near. (AAM) ** (JOB) Well, 8 is a place near. Now of

81 (question)course you say you might
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(AAM) Joel two and Joel three. Now Joel two 29. (quoted from Bible)

These verses Peter quoted at Pentecost, and they were then fulfilled. (ques)

You mean that some of these things in verse 25r happened imme&iately before

the coling rather than being scattered thru the period. I think mthst likely

there will be. But that it will be that somebody can say, This is it, that

I would question highlyl When my friend, Dr R. D. Wilson and his wife were

in Yokahama harbor in 1925 they left the hotel in Yokahama dnd they came down

to the harbour, and they got in the boat, and the dock was covered with

automobiles, and people were throwing confetti and streamers out, and the

band was playing .41 and the boat was just about to sail. And as they stood

there, as they sat there, all of a sudden the whole dock dissappeared under

the water, and all those dozens of cars disappeared and they lifted up lO

and theyceuld see that great hotel that they stayed at the night before.

And it fell just like a house of cards. And fire sprang up all over, and

it looked to them as if this was the end of the world. And if the boat had

gone an hour before they would have been out to sea. As it was they got

entangled there and were there for ten days before they could gt away.

And it just seemed as if it was the very end of everything. Now that there

would be one of which you could say, This is the end of the world, the

Scrip;ture doesn't say. But that there will be a 11
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Well, I have been 111 . And so I guess that finishes it, doesn't

it? YiUlfttR 37, 38, 39 are simply the quotation marks. So then, should we

look back now at Lue 17, or should we go to Mark? Did we finish 17?

17 was the Perean discourse in which he spoke very similarly to what we have

noticed here. O that is right, we looked at it at some length just before

this. That you are not to be able to say, Look here, look there, here is

Christ. It is not to come with observation, but all of a sudden it is here.

You are to be ready whenever it comes; it is like the days of Noah. Everythin,

goes along in normal fashion, and all of a sudden, Christ appears. Add where

will they get the Christians? Well, they are the body which is where the

eagles are gathered together. You don't need to be in Jerusalem whwn He

comes; anywhere that you are the Lord can reach you. / Shall we go over to

Mark? I want sometime to take a fey minutes on Thess and Isaiah. 12k

We have the similar passage in Mk 13, and that would be what you have in

mind, wouldn't it, Dr Buswell? (Dr Buewell indistinct) I think that it

might be, because I think that we are justified in saying that what the Lord

put together as a message as a unit, and if he had put the larger passages

togeir we would get more light, and we might get some added impact, from

looking at the smaller passages. So I culd think that it might be interest

ing to look at it this way. And see what we get out of it alone, and see

where we meet passages and problems that we meet in Mdtthew to understand,

we say, we'll just leave that till we get to Mt; we will look at the possib

ilities. Mere in Mark, it begins that as he went out of the temple. just

before that we had the widow's mite story. And then he goes out of the temple

and one of the disciples says to him, Master, see what manner of stones and

what building; itsn't it wonderful? And Jesus answers and says, Ye see

these great buildings? Well, there will not be left one stone upon another

that will not be XXIXa thrown down. (question) It means a tremendous over

throw; yes. Well, suppose there were five thousand stones, and 4900 were'

left not one standing upon another. And there were just 100 which staye*

one little side wall standing alone, covered with dirt from a few hundred

years, and then the Jews should come back find find it standing there, and
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think that it a wonderful place to wail overthe glory whib is gone and the

temple which is/gone, and to make a ailing wall over it, I wouldn't think

that thst would interfere with that particular verse. (question) 15

Well, there won't be one stone left on another, then he means that these

buildings are going to be destroyed so that there won't be more than one

percent of these stones left upon another, but what I am talking about is when

another temple is destroyed so that there won't be even one...

(END OF RECORD E 20)

(BEGINNING OF RECORD E 21)
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one little wall, one side of it, one corner of if left, why it seem'to me

quite - to consider that that is what he had in mind in this particular

statement. (ques) (JOB, indistinct) Stone upon stone is 1 upon

language, but I wouldn't build a house upon this. (AAN) Then Peter, James,

John, Andrew ask Him l that we have not been told in Lk, I be1ieve,

that four of them came and l . And they asked him privately, and they

said, Tell us, when shall these things be, and what sign when all these things

shall be frulfilled? When all these things shall be fulfilled.

And Jesus answering aaid, Take heed lest anyone deceive you, for many shall

come in my name saying I am, and shall deceive many. Don't let somebody say

now, Here is Christ. Be patient. And when you hear of wars and rumours. of

wars, don't be thnubled. Ye must .. Even if somebody says that the atom

bomb is going to destroy civilization. Don't be troubled. For these things

must needs be, but the end is not yet. Now that doesn't mean that It won't

be right after one trrific war, and maybe this one. Maybe shortly after the

last one, before there is another one. But it does mean that you cannot say

from any particular war, This is that war. When you hear of wars and rumours

of wars, don't be troubled. These things must needs be, but the end is not

yet. For nation ahall rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom, and

there shall be earthquakes, there shall be famines, there shall be troubles;

These are the beginnings of sorrows, and of sourse we know that those things

happened right after His departure. And they were the beginning of the

sorrows. But take heed to yourselves, for they shall deliver you to councils,

and synagogues, and ye shall be beate, and ye shall be brought before rulers

and kings for my sake, for a testimony against them, and the gospel must first

be pix±t published among all nations. Now that is an interesting note which

I don't think that we had in Lk, did we? That the gospel shall first be

preached for a testimony to all nations? That is something new in Mk that

wasn't in Lk, but Lk does say that you will be delivered to synagogues for

my names sake, and for a testimony. And when they shall lead you and deliver

you up, take no thought beore hand what ye shall speak, neither do ye pre

meditate. But whatsoever shall be given to you in that hour, that speak ye.
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For it is not ye that speak, but the Hol) Ghost. Now the brother shall betray

the brother to death, and the father the son, and the children shall rise u

against their parents and shall cause them to be put to death, and ye shall be

hated of all men for my names sake, but ye that shall endure unto the end

the same shall be saved. That seems to be just about as as what we

had in Lk except that Lk said, ye shall be hated of all men for my names sake

but there shall not a hair of your heat be htr't. While this says, ye shall be

hated of all men for my names sake, but he that shall endure ulito the end

the same shall be saved. But Lk said, there shall not a hair of your head

perish, in your patinnde possess ye your souls. And this one say, ye shall

be hated of all men for my names sake, but he that shall endure uno the end

the1ame shall be saved. It is an interesting little difference between the

two, and while they are so parallel up to this ±i point. And kthen right at

thatpoint, the next verse in Lk writes And when ye shall see Jerusalem com-

zxk!x passed wits armies, then knvw that the desolation is nigh, and then

let him which is in Judea flee into the mountains, and this one says, when ye

shall see the abomination of desolation spoken of by Daniel the prophet stand

ing where it ought not, let him that readeth understand, then let them be

in Judea flee into the mountains. And then 14k goes on with somematerial which'

wasn't in Lk right here. Let him that is on the houseop not come down, neithe

enter therein to take anything out of his house, and let him that is in the

fields not turn again to takeup his 5 . And the next verse, But woe to'

them that are kwith child, that give suck in those days, was exactly the same

in verse 23 in Lk. But woe to them that are with child, to them that giee

slick in those days. But mark interjects a note that wasn't in Lk there,

Then pray ye that your flight be not in the winter, and Mk continues, In those

days shall be afflictions, such as was not from the beginning of the creation

which God created until this time, and neither shall be. And he continues,

And except the Lord had shortened those days, no flesh should be saved.

But for the elect's sake, whom he has chosen, he has shortened those days.

And then if any man shall say unto you, Lo, here is Christ, or Lo he is there

believe him not. We already had that in verse 6, and here it is repeated.
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Believe him not, for false Christs and false pophets shall rise, and shall

show signs and wonders to seduce if it were possible even the elect, and

behold I have foretold you all things. So it sounds like a long period, in

which there are false Christs and false prpphets. But take heed, for I have

foretold ye these things. And then verse 24, but in those days, after that

tribulation, the sun shall be darkened, and the moon shall not give here light,

and the stars of heaven shall fall, and the powers that are in heaven shall be

shaken, which seems to be very close tkt to thisin Lk, verses 25, and 26.

And then shall they see the Son of man coming in the clouds with power and

great glory, and 26 identical with 27 of Lk, then there is a verse inserted

here which isn't in LK: and then shall he send his angels, and ahall gather

together his elect from the four winds from the uttermost part of the earth,

to the uttermost part of heaven, which in Lk,instead of that, it sayd, And

when there things begin to come to pass, them look up, lift up your heads, for

your redemption draws nigh. And then 28 begins the parable of the fig tree,

which ou have in 29 in Lk, continued just the same as in LK, : Heaven and

earth shall pass away, but my word shall not pass away, and then verse 32 here

is not in Lk in exactly this form, But of that day and that hour knows

no man, no, not the angels which are in heaven, neither the son, but the Fathe:r

Even the Son doesn't know. Take ye heed, watch and pray, for ye knw not when

the time is. They had asked, What is the time? He says, of that day and hour

knows no man. He says You dontt know what the time is. He says the Son of

man is as a man taring a far journey which lees his house and gave authority

to his servants and every man his work, and commanded the porter to watch.

Witch ye therefore, for ye know not when the master of the house cometh; at

even, ritght soon after his departure, or at midnight, the 8

Or at the 8 the reformation comes, and there were many then who went

out. Or in the morning, in 1881 to an end the world will come, 8

Lest coming suddenly he find you sleeping, and what I say unto you, Ilmay unto

all: Watch. The note of our ignorance of the time is much more explicit here

than in Lk. There is much more stress here in Mk on No man knows the day nor
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Watch for ye know not when the master comes, even at id*k midnight, or cock

drowing, or in the morning. What I say to you, I say to all: watch. Of that

day nor hour knows no man, not even the angels in heaven, neither the eon.

Take ye heed, watch and pray, for ye know not when the time is. It is repeat

ed and stressed in this fashion, that you don't know. They said, What is the

sign? You don't know, not even the Son know. Be ready at any time, soon or

late, whenever he comes. There will be false Christs, there will be people,

there will be this /and that and the other, but nothing that you can say is a

sign of His coming. (question) He says, what I say unto you, I say unto

all: watch. He says, watch ye therefore, for ye know when the master of the

household cometh. It seems to me that this great stress at the end of the

chapter is inconsistent with anything at the beginning of the chapter, meaning

that during the l900years that have passed we could know that he couldn't yet

come. It seems to me that any interpetation of verse 10 meaning that up to

the present time it was impossible for him to come, is utterly inconsistent

-4th the kniphasis that is found here, in verses 32-37 here in Mk. I don't see

any possibility of taking it that may, unless you just remove 32-37 from the

Bible. (ques) It was never imminent in the sense that it might happen at

the next instant. Because God ordained from the foundation of the world the

exact decond that the Son would come back. And that second was not prior to

1950 AD. And therefore it was not imminent in the sense that it might happen

any time before. But in line with what 1wist said to Peter in verse 12 and

what is stressed in Lk 21, and what he is stressing in these ltter verses of

Mk, it would seem that as far as anybody knew it might have come., at any

time after His ascension up to the present. And to take this one verse here,

and ksay, Well, the gospel must first be preached/ among all natiOis, well

it ilk . And therefore when we get to those three it could come,

but it never could have come before and it can't come now till we get to

those three. That would rule out the whole -of the chapter, the whole of 1k,

the whole of the latber part, and everything, on the basis of one section of

a verse that isn't even given i1- . And I would think that that would

be reducing Scripture to nonsense. That is to say, it would be altogehter
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posiible to say that Christ had once said, Watch thereore, for ye know not the

day nor the zz hour, he said it, and we may be misinterpreting that.

Here is the statement that it kks to be preached to all nations, so we krxvw

that that doesn't apply, till after it is preached to all nations. But when

he says it repeatedly, over and over in the Synoptics it is given, and here

in Mk there are at least four or five differents separate statements stressing

1-bat fact, and in Lk l 12 to watch and be ready

for ye know not when he coes, first watch, secone watch, fifth watch, mid

night, or in the morning. So rule all that out on the basis of one verse that

isn't even in Lk. That is distorting Scripture. Don't you think so, Dr

Buswell? (JOB) Well, I don't think that it would rule anything out that is

here. I think that it would rule out the statement that 121- it

might come at any time, regardless if Jerusalem is to be surrounded with armie

12 3/k . So I think that we might take the Scriptures systematically,

13 . They didn't, know how big the world was. 13

But they knew that Jerusalem was to be surrounded with armies, that this

prediction of 13 ; so from the attention of Christ, I think that

it is too strong to say that it might come at any time. 1321

(Buswell very indistinct) (AAN) The times and the seasons the Father has

in His hand, and we don't know when it is. But you are to receive power, and

you are/to be witnesses in Jerusalem, and all Judea, and unto the uttermost

parts of the world. We have our command to do that. But when it has been

published to the extent that he has intended it to be before his retttrn, it

will be a pretty good guess that at the time of the ascension that it hadn't

been yet when it hadn't yet begun. When the apostles had gone out,,and spent

their lives going pretty far, no one would then know 14 and I

question very seriously whether anybody at any time since has been in a posi

tion to sufficiently say that thiskverse has been sufficiently fulfilled

or not. We don't know. Maybe there is a lot more preaching; there may be

several hundred more years of preaching. ik And of course, the

Nestorians in the Middle Ages, they ik and they preached the

gospel, and they established some pretty good sized churches, And just how
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many nations it has to be published in, and just how big a nations is,

e don't kmow. (queston)

(END OF RECORD E 21)

(BEGINNING OF RECORD E 22)

Well, that is a matter of Greek exegesis. I have heard it so that those vese

show that Christ eonsiders the gospel which was preached to all

nations under heaven be considered that it had been preached to all nations.

That is, there is a lot more preaching to do. But of coue, after all,

was a part of the Roman empire. Soas soon as you have begun to preach

in Judea, you have preabhed in the Roman nation. 3/k If

it was a matter of preaching it to everyi individual, then of course, it will

never be done. 1 ...and I think that Dr Buswell interrpets

that as an aorist, meaning that it is going to be. (JOB) Paul said, It has

been preached 1 and I am on my way to tell it. (AAN) nd whatever

missionary work is to be done before Christ returns is part of God's plan.

And there may be 300 years yet of very extensive preaching of the Gospel.

The whole world may be yet opened, for all we know. On the other hand, I

don't think that any one of us 41 has the right to say, if Christ had come

back in the 16th century, to say that You couldn"t have come back, for the

Gospel jasn't been preached to all the nations. We are not able to say in

any precise manner just what that means. It is a general evidence to it that

our duty is to publish the gospel, and 2 . (question). That is a

matter, in my opinion, of misinterpretation. If you take it that way, it

means that you don't even have to think of Christ't coming. Just forget it,

because the time will come when everybody in the world will know, Now he is

here. Well, now, I don't think that tht is what that passage means. (ques)

Whether we will ever see the man of sin or not, I don't think that the Scrip

ture tells. We know that Christ will destroy the man of sin at His coming,

Well not, our time is just about up, and we have run thru this in Mk, and we

have noticed that in Mk the emphasis is the same as in Lk. Only a little

more so, on the negative aspect of the signs. 3 because we have

this great stress at the end of the chapter, You don't knvw when the time is.
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so take heed, watch and pray, f or what I say to you I say to all. It is an

attitude of the saints from the very bgginning: you don't know 3

even, midnight, cockcrow, or in the morning, you don't know whii it is going

to be, so be ready whenever it is. Be ready immediately; kwhat I say to yo

I say to all, Watch. So if he should come like that, then you are ready,

Well, then, thru the two chapters we have a very great similarity. We went

thru steop by step, and we found a very great similarity, but we found one

interesting thing. Right after the statement of the persecution which we have

in 1k, fii4we have the statement of wars and earthquakes which are not the

sign, sthen the statement of the persecution in 1k, and then in 20-2k we have

what seemed to us to be rather definitely a prediction of the destruction of

Jerusalem in 70 AD and then he went on about treat cosmic signs in the heavens

and the son of man coming in great glory, and then the parable of the fig

tree, and so on. Well, now, in Mk., we had almost an exact paralle here.

We had first the nations against nations, the earthquakes and famines, which

are not the signs of his coming, then we have the persecutions, the witness

ing, and then we have where Lk says When you see Jerusalem compassed with

armies, then knw that the desolation thereof is nigh, and those in Judea flee

to the mountains, and at the same place, Mk said, when you see the abomination

of desolation spoken of by Daniel the prophet, standing where it ought not,

let him that rlJ-adeth undestand, thailet them that are in Judea flee to the

mountains, kand then we went on with woe to them that are with child, and to

them that give suck in those days, in both passages, and the statents of

terrific persecions, of fearful tribulations in both sections, only that

where Lk ended up with saying that Jerusalem is trodden of the Gentiles till

the time of the Gentiles be fulfilled, Mkxk 14k says instead, iLo if any man

say to you, ere is Christ, or There is Christ, follow him not, for false

Christs and false prophets shall rise and show signs and wonders ; but take

ye heed. Behold I have foretold ye all things but know that after that trib

ulation the sun is dark and the moon not give here light. That is, Mk if

anything, shows a longer period with the false Christ, and the false prophets,
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and signs and wonders and all, clearly if anything a longer period between

khe distress and suffering in Judea and the end 5 in Lk. S

And the two passages are very similar. The one difference between them being,

that Mk says, When ye see the abomination of desolation spoken of by Daniel

the prophet, and Lk says, when ye see Jerusalem compassed with armies. And

so there are those who say that when it says the Abomination of desolation

standing where it ought not, spoken of by Daniel the prophet, then it means

the hostile armies, and the holy place is Judea, where they oughtnot to be.

And that this statement, the Abomination of desolation spoken of by Daniel the

p?ophet, is an exact parallel to the statement Jerusalem shall be compassed

about with armies. And that both of them are predictions of the destruction

of Jerusalem. Now that is the interpretation which some advnace of the two.

Based upon the remarkable parallelism of the two, and the remarkable parallel

of this section here xi xswm with the section which seems in Lk to be

definitely the destruction of Jerusalem. Now I know a great many who don't

think that that is the correct interpretation. They think that Lk's discuss

ion of the destruction of Jerusalem is completely omitted in Mk, and that gk's

6 3/1. is dealing with an entirely different thing which takes place at an

entirely different time, despite the very close parallel of the two passages.

Now between those two interpretations, I am inclined to xx be very ignorant.

I hope to have my ignorance dispelled during the course of the year. But up

to the present, I simply don't know. And I don't want to make a mistake on

it, and consequently I may seem over skeptical. txt It doesn't mean that I

don't see the weight of some of the questions, but I want to see it absolutely

before I reach my conclusion. And I very definitely 721

JOB - too indistinct to read. 8 We go back once more for harmonistic

references. 8 3/k recognizing first of all that this is a unit in

itself. The Bible is made up of books, and books must be treated at least as

books, in their own entire unity ; then beginning the book in its very context

9 and then we will be getting something more, and we will be getting

an historical reconstruction of the events. We have the Bible which gives us

a system of doctrine, and a Bible which gives us an historical Christ.
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Mt 21., And Jesus going out from the Temple was proceeding, and the disciples

came to him to show to him the architectural features of the temple. That s

the picture of the setting of this discourse; the departure from the temple,

and the calling to attention of the architectural features. And he answering

said to them, See not thee all tk these stones? Surely I tell you there

will not be left here stone upon stone which will not be thrown down. The

next verse gives the lO point of view. He being seated upon the

Mt of Olives, the disciples came to him privately saying, When will these

things be, and what the signs of Thy parousia, and of the consumation of the

age? Not just taking this as it stands, we might understand these question,

we might understand thes three 11 questions, but I suggest in antici

pation that as we read the whole things in it's context, we will see that

they regarded these questions, and the Lord himself regarded these questions

as all one question. So lets keep it open in pur minds, whether vehave three

questions or one. Suggest that we read right straight thru, and then that we

take collateral references. (A) In verse one, you said architectural feat

8res. (JOB) That is only one building, so since 121 But that seems

to be what they were talg about: the architectural structure. We will get

the harmonistic references shortly. And now He was seated on the Mt of Olives

and they came to him privately saying, When will these things be, and what will
Sç

be the sign of thy parousia, and the consumation of the age. That is, there

is three qustions in their minds and in his mifid, 13 all one question

that simply had three diffrent ways of stating it. We will leave that open

in your minds here, with answering it in full detail. These things, thy

parousia, and the consumation of the age. Jesus answering said, Watch out,

lest anyone deceive you. That is the negative answer to this group here, T

Watch out lest anyone deceive you, for many will come in my name, saying, I

am the Christ, and they will deceive many. 13 3/k

...wars and the talk of wars. Look lest you be disturbed, or, do not be dis

turbed, for it is necessary for these things to come to pass, but the end is

not yet. Remember that in Lk he said that it was not immediately, but here

the end is not yet. For nations will rise against nation, and kingdom against
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kingdom, and there will be famines and earthquakes in various places,

and these things are the beginning.f trouble. Now it could be that these

things are a source of trouble. Beginning of troubles would be better.

14 3/k . Then they will deliver you up to tribulation, and they

will kill you (END OF RECORD %17 E 22)
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persecuted of all of the Gentiles for, my names sake. This is very briefhere

in it (very indistinct) &ltho many will be caused to stumble,

and they will deceive one another, and they will bate one another, and many

false prophets will arise, and they will deceive many 1 (indist

inct) on account of the increase of wickeness, the love of many will grow

cold. These who abide faithful until be end, these will be saved. And this

gospel of the kingdom will be preached in all the world for a testimony to

all the Gentiles, or all the nations. And they Swill come

And that i the first affirmative answer which we have had 1 :3/k their

question, What will the sign of thy coming, and of the 1 3/k of the

age. So here he says, then will come the end of the 2 " Then w 11

come the end when the Gospel has been preached for a witness to all the

nations. So up to verse 14, it is entirely negative in Mt. But the nd of

verse 14, you have an affirmative part of the answer. When therefore you see

the abomination of desolation spoken of by Daniel the prophet, standing in

the holy place, (he who reads must understand), then those in Judea must flee

into the mountains, and he 9j* upon the housetop must not come down to take

all the things out of the house. And he who is in the field must not turn

back to take his coat. Sorrow to those who are about to give birth to

children, and to those who have nursing children in those days, Pray that your

flight may not be in the winter, nor on the Sabbath. 321

Or the Sabbath. I have just a simple suggestion there; that word is peculiar

to Mt anyway; that from the time of the attack of the Macoabees on down thru

the time of Hitler and Pearl Harbour, an attack on a holiday is more devast

ing. That is to day, the people who are planning the sudden attack will

fall when the population are relaxed. And at least that does make sense; ?

Whether that is the meaning here or not, the Jews were fairly butchered when

they were attacked on their Sabbath day. But then they made up their minds'

that the Sabbath was not a. day for them to get butchered, ,so the next time

the enemies came and attacked them, we read in I Macc , they answered back

and their enemies were thrown back on their heels. o an attack on the

Sabbath day is rather an obvious thing, I should think.
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don't thins that it means any particular Jewish reference, but not on a rest

day. Or not on a religious Sabbath, for that matter. And there will be

days of great thlipsis, great tribulation It has a footnote which we must

look up there: Daniel 12.1. Such as not come from the bgginning of the cosmos

until now, no, nor ever would come. And unless those days were shortened,

no flesh could be saved, but an account of the elect, (and here you have the

word elect. Mt is writing after most of Paul's epistles are in circulation,

and as Christ gave these words before Paul, yet it would seem that Mt would

explain that he didn't mean the elct when he said the elect. But he is talk

ing about the elk, and the time of the elect will be /shortened). Then if

anyone says to you, Look here is Christ, or there., do not believe, for there

will come, false Christs and false prophets, and they will do great things,

(now the false Christs giving false signs is something a little in advance,

of the initial negative warning. ) There will be false Christs and false

prophets, and. many will come in my name saying, I am Christ; ziki and here

he says that at this times, following this abomination of desolation, there

will come false Christs and false prophets, and they will give signs. I was

goigg to suggest the connection of the false prophet of Rev 13, who does have

miracle power, and great signs and errors. So as to deceive if possibe the

elect. Look, I have told you before. If therefore they say to you, Look in

the desert, do not go out. Look, he is in secret chambers, do not believe.

For just as the lightning comes over the vest, and shines to the east, so

will be the parousia of the Son of man. Now you see they had asked him about

the parousia, and he explains with reference to this time just after the

abomination of desolation, that they are not to be deceived by any secret

Christ, any local Christ, for it will be like a flash of lightning visible

thruout the entire horizon. Where the body is, there will be gathered to

gether the eagles. And immediately after the tribulation of those days,

71 . I think that we can show a reference to this event in

the eleventh chapter of Revelation, but that is another question. Immediate1

after this very short and very terrible thlipsls, the sun will be darkend

and the moon will not ttx* give its brilliance, add the stars will fall from
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heaven, and the powers of the heavens will be shaken. Now re that ref ere

the powers of the heaeens being shaken, and the interpretation in Beb 12.26

and Hag 2.6, we had that from Lk. Now this is not the only time when the sun

is going to be dark, or the mOon turn to blood, or there be a star shower,

a. meteoric shower, but after this terrible tribulation there will be these

events, and the time when the powers of the heavens will be shaken. And then?

will be seen the sign of the son of man in heaven. I don't think that that is

the sign of the son of man in the sense that it is the sign of something else,

but I think that that clearly is a genetive of apposition, the sign: then will

be seen the sign, the Son of man coming in heaven. Thatis, I read it as a

genetive o apposition. And then will weep all the tribes of the earth, and

they will see the son of man coming in the clouds of heaven with power and

great lory, and he will send out his angels with a great trumpet, and they

will gather together his elect from the four winds and corners of heaven to

corners thereof. 9 3/14. . k From the fig tree learn a par

able. When its twigs are tender, and it sprouts forth its buds, you know that

the summer is near. So also do when ye see all these things. Know that

it is near or he is near, -- which? Well, the thing that we are talking about

is near, and that includes his parousia, at the door. Yes, the kingdom of God

is near. And Mt and Mk say, At the door. Lk doesn't say at the door, but

the Kingdom of God. I would say that the things that we are talking about is

near. And this is the imn.nency of the Lord's return, and includes all these

things that he has just referred to. Truly I tell you, that this race shall

not pass away until all these things come to pass. I was very sure about that

reading race in Lk 17.25 1]. . (JOB constantly indistinct)

There is the prophecy of the perpetuity of the Jew. Heaven and earth will

pass away, but my word will not pass away. But concernig that day and

hour nobody knows, not the angels of heaven, nor the son, but tha Father only.

Now here he gives this reference to the days of No.h which he had also given

in Perea. Just as the days of Noah, so will be the parousia. He is answer

ing their question. And as they were in those day before the flood, eating

and drinking and getting married, and giving their daughters in marriage,
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There is nothing wrong with what they were doing. It is uzt the continuity

of secularity. Until the day that Noah went into the ark. And they did not

know; that is to say, they were warned but they did not know, they did not

take it in; until the cataclysm came and took them all away. So will be the

parousia of the son of man. Then there will be two in the field, one will be

taken and one will be left. Two feminine will be grinding at the mill, one

will be taken and the other left. Watch therefore, for ye do not knw what

day the Lord comes. You know that fact, that if the goodman of the house (and

one of my students insisted that this meanta righteous man) had known at what

watch the thief would come, he would have watched (this is a condition contrar

to fact) he would have watched and would have not permitted his house to be

broken into. You be also ready, because at such an honr as you think not,

the son of man comes. Who there fore is lk and wise xiztu servant

whom his lord lk- Blessed is that servant, whom, his lord coming,

is found lk . Truly I tell you, that over all his possessions he will

place him. But if that evil servant say to himself, in his heart, My Lord

is taking his time, and he begins to beat his feflowservants, and to eat, and

to drink with the 15 , the lord of that servant will come in a day

(END OF RECORD e 23) (BEGINNING OF RECORD e 24)

...will be weeping and gnashing of teeth. It isnt the English

indefinite, but in that day will be weeping and gnashing of teeth. It is not

necessarily a reference toeternal punksbment. Yell, it is translated;

It must be an idiom, like 3/k . (very indistinct)

I think that 3/k for cutting him off. (mtbling) In that day

will be weeping and gnashing of teeth. Now that 1 with referene

to the immediacy of the parousia of Christ in a number of different passages.

I don't think this 1 refers to eternal punishment. It may. I

wouldn't deny it, but I l . Those who are left outside at the time

of the parousia will be in a place of weeping and gnashing of teeth. Right

here on this earth, and that may be taken as 1 3/k . The kingdom of

heaven is ±i likened unto ten virgins, who taking their lamps, went out to
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the meeting of the bridegroom. Five of them were morons; five were wise.

And the foolish ones, taring their lamps did not take with them oil. But the

wise took oil in their containers. s the bridegroom stayed, or occupied time,

all of them (that is an ingressive aorist, and an imperfect of continuos

action) began to nod and went to sleep. You can just see them there. I dont

think there is any moral lesson. I think that they did what was natural to

do, and in the time of waiting at night. So they began to nod and they went

to slee. Maybe they are morally reprehensible, but that would have to be an

interpretation. At midnight there came a cry: Look, the bridgroom is coming.

Go out to meet him. Then arose all those virgins and began to trim their lamps

And the foolish said to the wise, Give us some of your oil, for our lamps are

gone out. We have to stop for just a bit of exegesis here. I guggest that the

ten virgins represent people in church who are professing Christians, and that

the oil in the lamps of the five foolish ones represents the ordinary common

grace of God mediated by ordinary Christian culture. There is the common grace

of God, and the supply of oil represents being born again by the indwelling

Holy Spirit. Well, anyway their lights had gone out. And they couldn't have

been Arminians; maybe they were Arminians, as their lights- went out. And they

said, Give us some of your oil, because our lights have gone out. And answered

the wise ones, aaying, No, for there is not enough for us and you. So go get

it where it is to be got. That is to sy, Nobody'S spirituality can shine for

any other person, in this sense of the word. 1n other vords, this midnight

cry, The Lord is going to come, will wake up a lot of people, and s9me of those

who have been just worldly Christians or tent followers will begin to realize

that they don't have any fuel for light, and they'll say, Let us shine in your

light. No, you have o get it where I got it. Well, that is interpretation

anyway. It is eschatological, and refers to His coming again. Go rather to

those who sell, and buy for yourselves. And as they had gone away to buy, the

bridegroom came. And those who were ready went in with him into the marriage.

And the door was locked. Later come the rest, saying, Lord, Lord, open to us.

He answering said, Truly I tell you, I do not know you. This has the phrase

added, Where did you come from? I know you not. Evidently these are not
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horn again people. They are left outside, they are not in the rapture. After

Watch therefore, for you do not know the day nor the hour. Just as a man

travelling, that is going away from home. ll his servants and he gave to them

his goods. To the one he gave five talents, and to another two talents, and

the parae of the 6 3/k is in Lk 19, in the Perean section. But this

is the parable of the talents. The one went and and hid it in the earth.

The one who received the one talent went away and dug the earth and hid his

lord's money. after a long time, he comes, the Lord of these servants, and he

has words with them, an accounting with them. And he who received the five j

talents comes and says, Here are five other talents, Lord. You gave me five

talents, here are five other talents. Said to him his lord, good, good and

faitheful seiivant. Two different words, We say, well done, good and faithful

servant. In a few things you were faithful; over many things I will place you.

Enter into the k joy of thy lord. Cometh also the one who had the two talents.

He said, Lord, two talents you gave to me.. Lool, two other talents I have

gained. Said to him his lord, Well done, good servant and faithful, in a few

things you have been faithful, over many things I will place you. Enter into

the joy of thy lord. And then came the one having the one talent. He said,

Lord, I knew you, that you are a hard man. Lk uses the word % stern man;

gathering where you did not sow. And I was afraid, and I went away and I hid

your talent inthe earth, Here, you have what is yours. And answering him his

lord, he said to him, Evil servant and slothful. You knew that I gathered

where I did not sow, and I pick up where I did not put down, You ojght to h ye

cast this to the bankers, the investsment brokers, (and here is a clear evid

ence in favour of capitalism) in order that coming I might have my own with

interest. That word interest is just the word for fruit-bearing, Take from

him therefore the talent, and give .t1 it to him that had the ten talents, for

to him that has shall be given, and from him that hath not shall be taken away.

Even what he has shall be taken away. That is one of the doubly attested

sayings, occuring five times in the three Gospels. Cast him into the outer

darkness; in that place there will be weeping and gnashing of teeth. Well, it
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is a very familiar sunday-school lesson, but the eschatology of it ks very

olavr, and it is a part of the natural course. Then comes this refex'nece to

the heep and the goats. When therefore the Son of man comes in His glory,

and all His angels with Him, there He will sit upon His glorious throne and

there will be gathered before him all of the nations, and He will separate

them (masc p1) (i think that that is important. It doesn't say that He will

separate them Neuter P1, but He will separate them as people) Separate the

sheep from the goats. And He will place the sheep upon his right hand, and

tie goats upon his left hand. Then will say the king to th on his right

hand, Come, you blessed ones, you,4rho are blessed of M Father, inherit the

kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the world. I was hungrey

and you ave me meat; I was thirsty, and you. g ave me drink; I was a stranger

and you associated with me; naked was I and you clothed me; I was weak and yo U

looked after me; in prison was I and you came to me; then will anser to him

the righteous saying (everybit surprised, for they hadn't been engaged in social

service particularly. They are surpklsed) Lord, when did we see you hungry

and feed you, or thirsty and give you drink? When did we see you a stranger

and associate with you, or naked and clothed you? When did we see you weak and

in prison and come to you. There is no account of having done that such thing.

The king answering will say to them, tRi4 Truly I tell you, forasmuch as you

did it to one of these my brothers, these sheep, you did it to me. Now the

reaction to that as social service and aalvation by works has caused a great

many Rxity faulty things. The whole pthint of it is that it showed their

attitude towards him. And he answers them, All these things that I am talking

about are evidences of your faith in me. It isn t salvation by works, aBut

it is judgement by evidence. The 13 of faith, the parallel references

for the brethren of the Lord are Mt 12.15, Mk 3.35, and Lk 8.21. Who are the

brethren of the Lord? Those that do the will of their Father. Then (ques)
T
hey came to him, and His relatives came to Him, and the people said that Your

mother and your brethren are looking for you, and He said who is my mother, and

who are my brethren? This is as simple as can be, that when the Lord cams,
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the people who are caught up to meet hn in the clouds, and who are going to

reign with him, are the people who have been waiting for him to come, and giv

ing an evidence of the fact that they had a regard for Christ. If we have a

regard for Christ, we will love His brothers. By this we know that we have

passed from death unto life, because we love the brethren. We haven't passed

out of death unto life because we love the brethren, but we have an assurance

of it because we love the brethren. And so here the love for the brethreb is

in &vidence that we have lk . To those on his left hand: depart from

me, ye cursed, into everlasting fire prepared for the devil and his angels.

For I was hungry and you did not give me food, and thirsty and you did not give

me drink, naked was I and you did not clothe me, a stranger was I and you did

not associate with me, weak and in prison and you did not look after me.

Then will they answer also, saying, Lord, when did we see you hungry, or thirs1r

or a stranger, or naked, of sick or in prison and did not minister to you?

Then he will answer (END OF RECORD E 2k)
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the evidence shows that he did not have faith in Christ. These will go away

into everlasting fire prepared for the devil and his angels and the righteous

into life eternal. Two more verses to get the connection. And it came to pass

when Jesus had finished all these words, he said to his disciples, You know that

after two days comes the passover, and the Son of man will be betrayed to be

crucified. Matthew regards this as a continuous discourse, and at the end of

it, he reminded them of his crucifixion which as then imminent. 1

I had a purpose in mind. We should have skipped some of the more familiar

passages, but I justlcsumined it right along and read it straight thru. Having

read it thru, I think to see reasons for maing the interrogation all one

question rather than three. Are these any reactions to that? When will these

things be, and what will be the sign of thy coming, and what will be the con

summation of the age? He didn't seem to give an answer to three questions, but

He seemed to give an answer to one question, with different aspects. Having

in view the eschatology of the previous chapters in Mt, and the same thing I

Lk, it wouldn't be surprising th?t they had in mind a catastrophic event in

which there would be overturning and overturning and hid kingdom would be

established. And if that is the case, then he understood their remarks, and

they understood their remarks about the 2 of connected words. The

transformation of the age, and his parousia,. I would like to take the refer

ences in Daniel, and you are the OT expert. And there are those referred to

here. That would seem to be thenext logical step here in connection with

Mt 24. And they we will fit the two discrm'ses together, just to review them,

and see what he has to say. (AAM) Those passages in Dat.el are extremely diffi

cult, and while I could look at them now, I am not ready to speak on them with

any great knowledge. (JOB) Well, I will ist sum up very r±f briefly.

He says, If any man see the one spoken of by Daniel the prophet. Now that

phrase in the L occurs in Dan 9.27 and 11.31, and 12.11. That is where the

abomination of desolation i referred to. In Dan 9.27, the exact word from

the 1X, that is to say there are many valiant reading in the L, but the L

and Theodotian give the Abomination of Desolation. In the other two places,
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the LXX gives the singular of the word desolation, and in 11 and 12 chapter

both the LXX and Theodotlanngive the exact words that Christ used here. The

abomination of desolation spoken of by Daniel the prophet. That being the lit

erary allusion, it seems to me tht we are obliged too look back, and you can

read. We don't need to go into too much detail about Daniel's weeks. I am not

a Daniel expert by any means, sBut here he says, 70 sevens; 5

and then the angel came and spoke to him and said, Seventy sevens are determined

upon thy people, and the holy city, to finish the transgressions, to make an erd

of sin, to make rec9nnilliation for iniquity, o bring in everlasting righte

ousness, to seal up the vision and the prophecy, and to anoint the most holy.

I am reading from the revised version. 5'- (too fast and indistinct)

There shall be 7 sevens, and three score and two sevens, 5 instead

of weeks. The PV says weeks. It shall be bult again the street and moat in

troublous times. (AAN) ...you have to say seven sevens and threescore and two

sevens. That is, why don't you say seven sevens, and stop. And then say and

threescore and tisevens the street shall be built . s there any justifica

tion for putting those two things together there? If I was going to say that

something was going to he 38 weeks from now, I vu1dn't say that it was going

to he 16 weeks and 22 weeks fDom now. I might say that it will he 16 weeks

till the beginning of vacation, and then 22 mare till the fall. But I wouldn't

say that the beginning of vacation will be 16 weeks and 22 weeks; fall will

come with the new semester. (JOB) You wouldn't admit that you had some special

reason for chopping it up. I mean, what (this is AAM) right do we have to

chop it in such a strange place as that? That is my question: dd Daniel do

it, or did. the V do it? (JOB) No (AM) I don't think that the feb does it;

I think that the Eeb separates it. (Joe) You mean that punctt.ation mark.

The angel said 70 sevens. You have been talking about 70 years. Now 70 sevens

will accomplish these things. (AA!vl) And then he tells something about 7 of

them, and then he tells something about 62 of them, and something of one of

them. And for us to take the 7 and the 62 and. just lump them together is

rathr ignoring what would seem to be a plain distinction which the passage is

showing. (JOB) You usually take words with the verb to make sentences , if you
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can. (APIA) Well, now supposing that I were to say that from now until the end

of the semester will be 16 weeks, and 22 weeks we will nct have any classes.

And then will come a new semester. Now you could just as well say it this way:

say from now till the end of the semester will be 16 weeks and 22 weeks we

will have a new semester and classes will begin. Now that is what the *V is

saying. There are two periods of time, and two things given, andthey have

stuck both periods with the first thing, and the second thing with no period.

It is rather irrational. (JOB) I am not so muck concerned with the first 60,

weeks. I don't see; suppose you said there are 16 weeks to this semester, and

then you went on to enumerate five and 10 and 1. It would be rather obvious

that you were talking about 16. (AAI4) that is right, certainly. (JOB) And

if we broke it up into 5 and 10 and 1, it may be conceived that there is a

vaaation in between there, after the five or so, that is, something or other

might come. Now the angel says 70, and then he enumerates 7, 62, and 1.

So he talks about a total of 70. And then he says there will be 7 and 62.

Now if you take it the way that it is punctuated in the RV, you make a sent

ence. That is, you have a predication with a verb to it. (AAN) Well, if you

move your punctuation back, you would still have a sentence. From the going

forth of the commandment to restore and build Jerusalem unto the anointed one

the prince shall be 7 weeks. ; And 62 weeks it shall be built again, with

street and moat even in troublous times. And after the 62 weeks shall 91street

is just a matter of putting your period a little further back, and having

Tour two periods of time to go with two different sentences instead of jabbing

them both in with one and leaving the second without any period of time.

(JOB) There shall be 7 weeks, period. (A1) Seven weeks, semicolon, then, and

during 62 weeks such and such a thing is going to happen, then after the 62

another thing is going to happen. (JOB) I amn.ot interested in that so much

now. am interested in it. (AAM) I am merely saying thatat this pthint, the

English version has inserted a punctuation which is not justified in the Heb.

or in Logic. (AM) I will be intersted to see how you make a point. I think

that the 7 weeks began at the first year of Titus. And the temple was built, a
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but then there was a terrible relapse and there was a gap; There was a revival

under Ezra and Nehemiah, and it comes out to about 2 sevens till the time of

Christ. But all these things I know that you and I agree on this, that OT'

chronology is not like modern bookkeeping. First there is the 70 years that

Daniel has been talking about. Then there is the battle of Charchamesh, and

the first year of Cyrus, and you have an awful job. The ill to 516

it is easy to get 70 years. Then the temple was destroyed in 586 and it was

finished in 515. That seems to be 70 years stretch. The point is that the

destruction took from 606 to 586, and the rebuilding took from 538 to well,

clear down a long time. (AA11r) But you would Xxty hardly take the,70 yers

as running from 516, because you find in 538 Daniel prayed to the Lord in view

of the 12 . (JOB) Well, I have the date of the first year of this

Darius, and did Daniel say, It is now up, or, It is going to be up? (AAM) It

is going to be up. (JOB) Yes. (AAM) But he didn't say that it was going to

be up in 22 years. I mean, It is going to be up would imply that it is going

to be within a couple of years. (JOB) But Daniel knew that it had been a good

long time since the first part of the destruction. He knew that it hadn't

been 70 years since the destruction of the Temple. And he was praying about

it. The temple had been devastated for nearly 50 years. But what were are in

terested in i in the 27th verse, with reference to the 24th of Mt. After thr

score and two weeks shall the anriolnted one be cut off, that is translated the

Messiah generally, and the KJ version says, But not for himself. It certainly

makes good sense. And the people of the prince that shall core (AAM) It makes

good sense, but I don't think that it would naturally be tranaslated that way.

It seems naturally to mean, There is nothing to him, or, he has nobhing.

The idea of 'not' is not in there. It is rather a loose translation. (JOB) a

And the KJ version is translated, But not for himself. Ayin means nothing

more than it means not. (AAM) Yes; not is lo. (JOB) I took it as no strike

against him; he is the sinless one. Nothing against him. 14 but there

is nothing against him. It is a cryptic reference, whatever. And the people

of the prince that shall come shall destroy the city ik* and the end

thereof shall be with a flood, even to the end shall be war; deBolation are
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determined, and he shall make a covenant with the many for one seven. Now

you have 70 sevens, and then you had reference to 7 sevens, 62 sevens, and 1

seven. The subject of He shall perform a covenent is, in anybody' s grammar,

the prince that shall come. That is to say, you are to ignore that and go back

to something else 15 . The A-Mills, of course, try to make ott

that Christ is the one who confirms this covenant. But the proximate subject

of that verb is the Prince tht shall come. (END OF RECORD E 25)

(BEGINNING OF RECORD E 26)

In the midst of the seven, he shall cause the sacrifice and the oblation to

cease. And upon the whole of abominations shall come one that maketh desolate

even until the consumation, and that determined shall be po.ured upon the

desolate. Nov that is a very loose phrase, and difficult to read, and there

are plenty of different chances, but at any rate the phrase abomination of

desolations occurs here. Abominations of desolation is the word used here.

So this is the place where Daniel refers to what Christ is talking about.

And altho the syntax of this sentence is quite loose, t is in the midst of

the week that he stopped their sacrifice and ob1tion. This prince tht shall

comfirm a covenant for one seven, and in the midst of the seven will he stop

the sacrifice and the oblation, and then is the very difficult sentence in whid

occurs the phrase abominations of desolation. (ques) the people of the prince

that shall come shall destroy the city etc, and he, namely the prince that

shall come, will make a covenant for one seven. In the midst of that seven he

will stop their sacrifice and their oblation, and then comes this reference to

abomination of desolation. (ques) (AA.M) You are interpreting verse 26 up to

the one stopping it as the first advent, and then jumping over to the second

advent in the riid.le of that week. (JOB) Oh, you have tx not for himself,

and I have for nothing. Well, that I would take as 30 AD. (AAM( And them you

jump right there. (JOB) There is the case where you have 3

(aam) I think that most interpreters take what follows as being the destruction

of Jerusalem in 70 AD. (JOB) But then you have a double fulfillment, because

there isn't any midst of any seven in which any sacrifice could be cut off.
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(AftM) But some take the end of 26 as being the people, the Roman people, being

the same people who are connected with the antichrist 2000 years later. (JOB)

I know. (Aft) And that the people, then, come and destroy the city and the

sanctuary, and there are wars and desolations then, but that the Prince that

shall come, who is one out of this people, but much later, in 27... (JOB) I

know. That is the usual way. (AAM) But you don't accept that. (JOB)0 but

that pulls it all apart. You wouldn't have any continuity of argument at all.

The Messiah is cut off, and things move right along after that. Now in Dan

2,7,9,11, you have a great parenthesis. Just where that parenthesis comes in

chapter 11 Dr Mac and I have never gotten together on that. I think that the'

part that we are approaching is on it's boundaries. In 2, it is perfectly

clear. 4 14 1 In chapter 7, zx the false beast 4-1 Rome

(AAM) Why could you not, on that analogy, have 26 be Rome, des

troying the city and the sanctuary, and then your same gap and 27 the antichrist

2000 years later, just the same as the gap between the iron and the iron/clay.

(JOB) Well, as far as this verse is concerned, it could be that way. But I

think that there are other reasons. (QUES) (AAM) In 27, he shall confirm, and

he was asking how the antecedent could be the prince. Well, in the first place

there is no he in the Heb. It is 'one' shall confirm. knd who is that ohe?

Is it somebody already spoken of or not? It might be not anybody spoken of,

but it goes forward, and jumps 2000 years to a situation in which sonody con-

rms a covenen. Or it could be that the he in that verse 27 wmxftdxbw refers

back to the prince that shall come referred to in 26; 26 tells bout the des-

truction of Jerusalem by the people of the iron legs, which ]er is follow

ed by the iron and the clay when you have a prince from that same people who

then is the prince that shall come and verse 26 is speaking of the people of

the prince that shall come. That is, the usuall interpretation of it is that

in 26 it refers to 30-70 AD, and verse 27 to a later ± period. JOB's sug

estion that the gap comes not at the end of 26 but in the middle of it does

not at first sight impress me particularly. But with further study I may come

to think that he is right, as he is on so many other points. (ques)
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(JOB) You can get infinite variety in the commentarIs. Up to the cutting off

of the Messiah, I think that we are on fairly clear ground;, and you could read

And. the people of the prince that shall come will destroy the city in 70 AD,

and after a long time, he shall confirm the covenant. This is the 3 sing verb,

he shall confirm, It isn't, as a verb, someone whom he confirms. In chapter

11, you have all the sevens in 23 8 also the prince of the cov

enant. It doesn't stand as a part of the sentence. It is the same word for

prince... Now this prince of the covenant in chapter lU gets very excited

about the holy covenant, and he is the one who sets up the abomination of deso

lation. Wherever the transition come in chapter 11, certainly it leads up to

the future eschatology, and just lets rapidly survey chapter 11 to get the

reference. (AM) Before we go on to chapter 11, shall we say that as far as

chapter 9 is concerned;, the passage from 2k-27 there is one in which I am

sure there are some very important and vital matters for us. I think that

a few are clear, but most of it is pretty hazy. And the haziest verse is

probably verse 27, on which there is written a good many different interpre

tations that have been suggested, some fairly good and some extremely bad.

k But as it stands in the ITeb and in the English, there is no phrase, Abom

ination of desolation. There is such a phrase in the LXX, 9 I don't

exactly see how that it fits in with the eb here, or the Eng here, or how

9 3/k with the verse, so as far as In concerned at the present, any rela

tion between Daniel 9127 and Mt 24 seems to me a very dark and uncertain

avenue. I may in further study find that this explains Mt or that Mt explains

this, but this verse 27 is one on which I need a few hours study, and thenl

am not sure about it. But I don't see the abomination of desolatinn in it all

at the present, except that the LXX has the phrase. (JOB) The english, the

overspreading of abomination ths to make it desolate. (AAM) What does that

mean? (JOB) Well, there is your word abomination, and desolation. Christ

used it as an Infintive and an attributive genitive. That is, the ward which

means abominations of desolation is there. The words abomination and deso

latlonare there in the text, in the Heb and in the LXX, and in the English.
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(AM) Of course, as the English translates it in the Authorized versionX#

~here,thenijFortheoverspreadingofabominationsheshallmakeitdesolate.

Even unto the consumation. Well, nov, an idea of abomination of desolatiai

is quite different from the overspreading abomination he shall make it deso

late. (JOB) I don't think so. The abomintion of desolation, the abomination

characterized by desolation; that is what Christ said. And here is the

reference to the overspreading of abomination which shall make it deslate.

(API)Well, then, as far as this verse is concerned, you say that C'ist in Mt

is referring to an overspreading o abomination that maketh desolate. (JOB)

He is referring to an abomination characterized by desolation to which Daniel

refers. (AAM) From this 27th verse, you wouldn't know what this abomination is

tho. You have no idea. (JOB) It seems to be associated with the middle of

this seven. It is at the middle of this heptad that he stops the sacrifice 2

Nov chapter 11, this phrase, the prince of the covenant ts introduced at the

end of verse 23, and after the leagne made with him, he shall work deceitfully;

for he shall come up, and shall become strong with a small people. He shall

do that which his fathers have not done, nr his fathers fathers; he shall

scatter among them the prey, and spoil, and riches; yea, he shall devise his

devices against the stronghold, even for a time. (Verses 25-27 are quoted

in full) Verse 28, Then shall he return into his land with great riches.

Now there are many obscure references there, but the he of 28 seems to be the

prince of the covenant. He shall return into his land with great substance,

and his heart shall be against the holy covenant. Now this is the prince of

the covenant, and after some kind of a ruckus with the king of the south,

he comes back with great spothi, and his heart is against the holy covenant.

And he shall do exploits and shall return to his land. (Verse 29 and 30

quoted) Nov if this is the same covenant, then the traitos to the covenant

he will cthrmlve with. Verse 31 quoted: there is the cessation of their offer

ing. That is the phrase, the abomination of desolation. Verses 33-35 quoted

in full. Verse 36, And the king shall do ace/to his own will; and he shall

exalt himself , and magnify himself above every god, and shall speak marvel

ous things against the God of the gods,---That seems to be quoted by Paul in
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2 Thess 2, when he exalts himself above everything that is called God. And

the futnre man of sin is to do that. Verse 36 continues: and shall prosper

till the indignation be accomp1hed: for that that is determined shall be

done. (END OF RECORD # E 2)
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(indistinct, rapid quotation from Daniel)

I think that when Christ said, If you're in Jerusalem, flee into the mountains,

that that would most likely mean the 1 . That is the way that some

take it. Either Ammon and Moab, or 1 . (very indistinct)

(quotation, indistinct, of Dan 11 and 12, by JOB) Time, times and a half

in Revlation 12 are equated with 42 months, and 1260 days equals 3 years .

...the continual burnt offering taken away, and the abomlnatthon that mekèth

desolate set up. That is, that seems to be one time that is true, in this

sentence. That must refer, I think, to Daniel 9127, the taking away of the

burnt offering, that is what occurs in 11.31, and in 9.27, and the abomination

of desolation set up. There shall be a thousand two hundred and nineth days,

he adds an extra month. 41 6 At least the abomination of desolation

spoken of by Daniel the prophet is referred to, and the third of the refer

ences that I pointed out there is a connection with the period of time that

would seem 5 to 3 years. Christ said, the abomination referred to

by Daniel, and when you see it (so it was still future). (ques) Well, I can't

imagine myselfmaking zuwt careless reference to such a well known book.

(ques) No, he referred to the abomination of desolation spoken of by Daniel the

prophet. And there are two or three of them. (AAN) You could use the phrase

for a future things that would be sooner than something that was described in

the past. (JOB) I don't quite get it. (AAM) What I mean is, that if a book

told of something that happened in the past, you could, in predicting some

thing in the future, draw an analogy, an. say, When you see something come,

that is similar to this thing, then you want to watch out. That would be a

possible interpretation. (JOB) Christ said, When you see... Tht would be

your double interpretation. In the 8th chapter, you have a reference to days,

the term from the desolation of the temple 6/ 3/k ages, to the time of

the purification of the temple. In the inter-testamental period. (AAM)

Chapter 8 refers to the desolation of the temple by Antiochus, in the inter

testamental period. (JOB) And the days of the desoltion are given, and it

actually came out that way. (AAM)$ there was a desolation of the temple
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b nt oct1us at that time. In 9.27', tho it is a very obscure verse, it does

not impress me as still being future to our time. But when you come to chapter

11 here, from 11.36 it says, the king shall do acc/t o his will, andthen it

goes on and talks about a 'man., who is introduced in .36 by the name The ring.

And it tells what this king is going to do, and from ll.36'on to 12.2 you

seem to have a continuous account of Antichrist and that which follows.

And there are two interpretatons of this, from 11.36 on. One ks that which

says that it is here antichrist described. The other interpretation says tht

this is a description about ntiochus by a man who was completely mistaken

about him because it doesn't fit him at all. So that if Daniel is tree, and

if this is God's Word and not the word of some mistaken man, 11.36 on definite]

refers to the antichrist, and cannot posib1y refer to the AfltiOChUS. Well

not, 36 is introduced with this phrase, The king shall do ace/to his will.

But before that, everything that we have has simply been telling about a man

who for many verses has simply been spoken of as the'/ We have had no ante

cedent back there: he shall do this, he shall do that, etc, and you go clear

back and from 35 back, Dr Buswell began reading from 22: And with the arms of

a flood shall they be overflown from before him, and shall he broken; yea,

also the prince of the covenant. That doesnt sound like the beginning of the

section at all, but 22 sounds as if it must follow 21. (JOB) No, I started

in the middle of 22. Beginning with 'yea also'the prince of the covenant,

is not syntactically connectd with what goes before; it is a disconnected

phrase, and seems to me that it introduces a new topic. (A!\.M) You would take

22 this way: And with the arms of a flood shall they e overflown from before

him and shall be broken. And also the prince of the covenant, and after the

league made wtth him he shall work deceitfully. (JOB) Now then, they go on

to talk about the prince of the covenant, kand from there on he is the subject

of discourse. Your massoretic punctuation doesn't substantite that, does it?

(AM) The difficulty viththat is tht in 11 you would have an account which

begins with the kings of Persia, goes on to Alexander the great, describes

quite a number of unimportant kings, relatively unimportant, that is, but
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traces right thru, father to son, father to son, giving interesting things

about them but not particularly important. As you read it, you say All this

is fulfilled historically; it exactly fits , but what is the importance of it?

And you get up to verse 21, you have a man described, and thenin 22, the next

one in line would be 1O . And you read in 22, And in his estate

shall stand up a vile person, to whom they shall not give the honour of the

kingdom: but he shall come in peaceably, and obtain the kingdom by flatteries.

Now that is exactly what Antioclius did. And from the arms of a flood shall t1

they be overflown, from before him, and shall be broken; and that is exactly

what Antiochus did. And then if you continue on, you have all this passage

of 20 verses telling in long detail about a lot of people tht you don't care

anything about 11 and when you get to him, you have only two

verses. Then all of a sudden you stop. Whereas if you continue, consider that

it continues to talk about Antiochus Eiphanes, you find that verses 22ff

exactly fit the history of Antiochus. Just about every detil of it can be

compared historically with events recorded about him. Verse 30, the ships of

chittim coming against him is an exact picture of the Romans interfering with

the ill conquest and how therefore he was grieved and returned and he

was so angry that the Rmians wouldn't let him by to conquer Egypt that he turn

ed his indigattion against the Jews, as described in .30. And so the passage

from verse 22 to 35 can be interpreted in such a way as to exactly fit the

history of Antiochus, and the history of Antiochus is elsewhere stressed in

Daniel, End you have all the long account before which is of no purpose unless

it i to lead up to Antiochus. 4nd then when you get to 35, then to say that

Now we h&e talked about Antiochus, we have had quite a long and full ccount

of him, now we go forward and talk about the antichrist who is similar but

a different individual, at a laer time, who did many things that 'Antiochus

never did, but is similar in character, add really makes the last great end.

That is the reason why most interpreters feel that the break comes at verse 35,

and the reason why I would find it difficult in my present viewpoint at least

to think of a beak anywhere earlier than 36. (JOB) I cannot reconcile it

with the words of Christ, that is, Antiochus desecrate tthe temple
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the altar, brought swines around and xxx made them eat pork. II Mace is full

of details of heroism . Came up to the temple to worship, and they told him,

Look here, old man, you go home and get some dried beef and kut put it under

your coat and you come up here, and when we tell you to eat pork, you take that

dried beef and you chew on it. Then we won't kill you. And he said, For

eighty some years I have taught themen of Israel to obey the law of God; shall

I now strike out my already long life by seeming to disobey his laws. And they

beat him to death. But this prince of the covenant is the same who would

refer to the prince who made a covenant. (AAM) Where is your other references?

(JOB) Verse 27, the prince tht shall come, he will make a dovenant. (AAM)

Hundreds of persons have made convenants and you don't call him the prince

of the covenant simply bevause he made a covenant. (JOB)That is to say, the

answer not only remembers that you are talking about world history , but this

is a book, which is an integrated unity in itself, and cross references in

it's own self, and Christ referred to it as a unit, as a book that talks about

an abomination characterized by desolation. Christ refers to this abomination

of desolation spoken of by Daniel the Prophet, and in the 12th chapter of Dan

iel, he puts it as prior to a period slightly more than 3 years. And in the

next chapter of Daniel it is in the middle of 7, and in Thess 2; 15

seems to me to quite idetica1 with what has in Daniel 11 after .36.

(END OF RECORD E 27)

(GINNING OF RECORD E 28) Christ is God in the flesh, and this man will

claim to he God in the flesh, and that identifies him as the antichrist.

Don't be afraid, don't be frightened, don't be shaken out of your wits;

So that Paul's reference to this man and this claiming to

be God seems to be exactly centered to the setting up of the abomination of

desolation. The one spoken of by Daniel the prophet. And in the book of

Revelation, the seventh trinpet introduced the beast who, after a period of

1.2 months, has been able to conquer the witnesses of God. And then he is

allowed to continue for 42 months, and then the vials of Godts wrath are

poured out upon him. 1 , which seems to quite similar to the

man of sin claImin to be God. And that seems to he set in the middle of the
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seven year period. So these collateral references should lead us quite widely

afield. Now take a word about the karrnrinistic nature now. ell, just to go

back over Mt 24 now, harmonistically, 2 almost identical in Mark.

Whatever your view of the synoptic problem may be, Mt and Lk seem to follow

Mk, and to nroduce some independent data other than t. Anyhow, the temple

in Mt snd kthese architectural structures. In Lk, you do not have exactly

the same setting, but certain words spoken to him concerning the temple.

That with beautiful stones and devoted gifts t was decorated. I think that

the inference is plenty strong enough that Lk is giving the same discourse

Now the sermon on the Mt In Lk is not the same; it is the Sermon on the Plain.

It was when he came doN from the Mt that he aaid that. Christ gives a similar

outline on two different occasions, with reference to what is called the
accounts

Sermon on the Mt. But here, I think that that there are three x xxtx of

one discourse, three partial accounts. Mt and Mk give oracticaly the same

setting, and Lk says they were talking about the Temple, and it's decorations.

And they said to him... they show him these features. And he said to them,

You see these things? 3 . Mt and Mk use the strong negative with

the aorist subjunctive, and Lk has the negative with the future indicative.

There will not be left here. And them comes two lines ident:.cal in all three.

Stone upon stone which will not be thrown down. I beg your pardon. Mk kand

Lk have the future indicative positive, and Mk has the aorist subjunctive

passage. Mt and Mk state then that he was seated on the Mt of Olives. Ivuc

adds that he was facing the temple, which of course he would be, being there

at the brow of the hill. The disciples came to him. Mk Ø there says Peter

and James and John and Andrew came to him. Mt and DEc agree that it was a

private question, and Lk doesn't mention it. And they said, tell us, when will

these things be? All three. 1flit will be the sign? Now, Mt says, the sign of

thy parousia and the/consuation of the age. Mk says, what will be the sign

when these things are about to be accomplis. Lk says, what will be the sign

when these things are about to come to pass. In Mt you have a twofold state

ment of the question; In Mk and Lk you do not have. But in Mt, there is no

evidence that I have been able to see that it was regarded as a threefold
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question. It is all one question, I thinlç. 6 Mk and 1k do not.

I take it as all one question. nd Jesus answered to them and said, Look out,

Look out, that they won't deceive you. For there will hemany who will come in

my name, and will say (Mt) and the time has come. The first thing that he said

in answer to their question was , Look out, there will be many false Chris.

Don't be deceived. You are going to hear about wars and reports of wars. Do

not be troubled. These things must come to pass first, but the end is not

immediately. Mt and IvUc says that the end is not yet. Lk says immediately.

Lk adds now, Then he said to them, nation will rise against nation, and king

dom against kingdom. Mt., there will be famines and earthquakes in divers

placws. there will be earthquakes in various plaaes, there will be famine

1k, there will be great eathquakes in varied places, and pestilences and

famines there will be. Terrible sights also from heaven; great signs there

will be. But before all these things, Lk says, they will lay a hand upon you.

Then comes this section in which all three give warnings about their 8

&nd of course that follows inmieiately. Mt gives the briefest account of

persecution, because he has to eliminate a more lengthy account of persecution

in the sending forth of the twelve. There seems to be a defiiite tendency on

the part of the Syhoptists not to repeat themselves extensively. They do

repeat themselves, with brief sayings, but where they had given a block of

teaching material, in one context, they shortened it the next time that it

came or else they left it out. Which seems to be a very reasonable way to do.

Mt on the Mnuntain of Olives shortens the warnings of persecution, and he

gives a longer account of the perseuction in the sending out of the 12. Ref

erences to the Gentiles are to me quite interesting, as obviously thru the

course of the days there would be a witness to the Gentiles, but in the sending

out of the 12, in Mt 10.18, it will be a testimony for you, and to the Gentiles.

The sending out of the 12 had reference to the Gentiles. He was not silent

with reference to the Gentiles who observed his ministry. Then there is that

part which AAN commented on in L'. Settle it in your hearts not to prepare

your answer. I think that that has been well covered. It doesn't mean not

to prepare your sermons. For it is not you that speak.
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Christ had sail. l1 that in the sendinr, out of the 12. ut then o roes, or:

:rou will be 'ited of all iTo Pent,ilos kfor mr names sake In t 10, h;- }'ar

not nention d tbe GentIle 10 . ou will he hated hr all of th~,~ri for r.,7

names sake. That is aiothr of the d'Th1r attested sairin7s. It

occurs three tines in. t, Tk, an L, in parallel, and once n and once in

Lk 1There k is silent. So this warning about trouble, about people bet
caused to stumble, but a hair of your head will not perish, Lk says. I le

guess we have covered that fairly well. So. P ostulated, that Lk who was not

present on any occasion, and was not present, Mt lO altho his

name is not mentioned. I postulate that Lk, who had his own interests and

insights and knowledge and th 71o1 spirit us(-.1 him is i special sort of way

Lk puts in a paragraph that Mt and Mk do not put in. I"Ik heard from Peter

we'd day; Mt either was there or was one of the original twelve; w- not

tnere, but got it from those who were there. When ye see Jerusalem surrounded

with armies. Not we have discussed that at some length. I pointed out that

whereas Lk gives the warnings for flight from Jerusalem in 22, he doesnot

give it in teiias of immediacy or instantaneous flight. He has already given

that in chapter 17 with reference to the parousia. In 17, where he is talk

ing about the coming of the Son of Man in the clouds of glof'y, there he had

already said, If you are on the housetop, don't come down and take your tools

out of the house. He that is in the fields, do not turn back. He had given

the instantaneous flight, and he had connected it with the Lord's retuxn in

iory. Lk knew then, thot this I stantr1eus flight 2rm j,---)1;_F-,,,,"_1:-,r,1 hal to do

with that. 12 chapter 22 when he is talking about Jerusalem

surrounded with armies, Lic makes no reference to the abOmination of desolation

There he says, If you are in Judea, flee to the mts, and if you are in the

midst of it, get out, and if you are in the country, do not go into it.

Those days will be a terrible time for nursing mothers. He doesnt say Pray

that your flight will not be in the winter or on the Sabbath day. You remem

be in 70 AD there was a period of time when they could get in and out.

They had better get out. They did get out. But Lk with reference to Jerus

alem surrounded with armies does not give the same immediacy which Lk had
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given with reference to the comigg of Christ in the clouds. 3 I feel quite

strongly that Lk 21.20-21t is a different section of that Olivet discourse.

Lk got that and he does not put down the abomination of desolation because

he has recorded that in Perea. The Lord had given his warniIi of instant;-?,n

ous flight in the Perean discoe when he referred to the abomination of des

olation. But he had told them about this time when in a flash of lightning

the Lord should come. In that day, whoever is on the housetop, and his tools

in the house, he must not come down to take them; and he who is in the fields

similarly must not turn back. So Lk omitted the referrrnce to the abomiron

of desolation and the instantantous flight in 21. We had the instantaneous

flight in 17. Mt and Mk run right down straight thru, almost word for word,

with tht of Lk lk .1 Pray that your flight be not in the winter

and Mt has, Nor on the Sabbath day. Mt andd Mk are word for word parallel

about the Gt Tribulation; the greatest tribulation that has ever been, from

the beginning of the creation of God, Mk says. Mt says from the beginning

of time. And there will never be again. Not that is right there in Dan 11

the greatest tribulation, I think that this is specially for 15

I noticed it as we went thru. The greatest of all tribulations is a short

tribulation. 3ut it will be shortened on account of the elect. Then comes

the (END OF RECORD E 28)
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So there you have this warning about the abomination of desolation which I

take tobe the man of sin displaying himself as God. After the tribulation of

that time: introduces the next section. (AAM) I would jt like to say a word

before we are thru. The suggestion that JOB made that in Lk we have the acc

ount of the destruction of Jerusalem; and that In Mt and Mk you have instead

a presentat9on of the events which are to happen at the end time, is one which

has a good deal to be said in it s favour, arid has much to be said in it and

is worthy of much consideration. I .roui4 'ike, however, not as saying that I

do not accept it, but simply as presenting obstacles which should be considered

before one's mind is made up, to call your attention to the f9urth parallel

of the discourse in the twopassages, 1 Mt and Mk much closer than

either of them is to Lk, but you have in the beginning the wars, rumours of

wars, ;nd all that; verse after verse aftnnost identical in all three. Then you

have the account of persecutions, almost identical in all three. Then you

have the statement in Mt and Mk When therefore you shall see the abomination of

desolation spoken of by Daniel the prophet, standing in the holy place, then

let them which be in 3udea flee into the mountains, and right exactly at that

place in Lk you have the statement, And when ye shall see Jerusalem compassed

with armies, then know that the desolation is night; then let them which are

in Judea flee into the mountains And then you go down and you have the same

statement, in both of them, Woe to them that are with child and to them that

give suck in those days, for there shall be great distress in the land

and wrath upon this people. And iixxz then you go on in both of them and

you have signs in the moon sun and stars, men's harts fatltri bhem for fear,

andthey see the Son of man coming in the /clouds with p'YTer and Wtth gi'et

n1 then you have the parable of the fig tree. And so there is a

remarkable parallel to all three going right straight thru, and in the same

place in Lk you have the account of the destruction of Jerusalem and in Mt

and Mk you have this other material which refers to the abomination of deso

lation. But even in that passage there is a remarkble similarity. Now at

first sight it certainly will seem that the three passages are all parallel
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and that either they all three are talking of the last days, or they all three

are talking of the destruction of Jerusalem in &D 70. Now in the case of Lk

it would seem very strong that it is talking of the destruction of Jerusalem

in AD 70, because of the treading down of the Gentiles which seems to suggest

pretty strongly that this is that early time. Now if one is to say that Mt

and Mk here at this one place alone in the whole of the chapters is differnet

from Lk and Lk had an entirely different incident, it would seem to me that

there is a pretty strong burden of proof on the person who presents that view

kto give evidence in its favour. Now the evidence which he gives in its

favour about the 3 the abomination of desolation standing where it

ought not is different from Lk saying Jerusalem encompassed with armies.

Some people think that the foreign rmies on the soil of Judea is the abomi

nation of desolation standing inthe holy place. But he feel s that it refers

to something quite distinct from that, something connected with the cessation

of sacrifices. (JOB) Could I add, however, that Weren't the Roman guards

right there inthe temple when Christ was talking? (AAM) Yes. But not a great

army. (AAM) Well, the other argument vhibh w he gives is that in Lk you

have a statement that gives you a little time to get out, and you have similar

ly an exhortation to get out in Mt and Mk, but it seems to have more immediacy.

Well there is a good deal to be aaid for the arguments which he has presented.

But I am not sure that they are 100% watertight. (JOB) And after they are

aorroun.ded with armies, there is a long period of captivity. (AAM) Which is

not mentioned in Mt and Mk. (JOB) After the Mk and Mt. in which the persecu

tion had a terrible thkipsis, (AM) That is to say, that in any case there

are gaps in all. But the question is where you are going to put a big gap

in Mt and Mk, before the abomination of desolation, or after the destruction

of Jerusalem. You have to pb.t it one place or the other. In LK, the gap

seems to be more filled in. There is more of a suggestion of a ong ap after

it khan in Lk. I think there is mush to be said for the view% that Dr Buswell

presents but I don't think that it is obvious by any means. I think that thesf

things need further study than I have ever been able to give it, but this

phrase Abomination of Desolation; I confess that I don't know a great deal
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about it yet, as the Daniel passages re veaydiff1cu1t,but if these two here

can be so very similar, and yet refer to two different things, and I think thai

it is entirely possible that they do, kthen I do not see why it could not be

possible that in Daniel there might be two different abominations of deoolatin

one of which was in the time of Antiochus and the other one of which ias later.

But we can go on there next time. I merely wanted to raise these qustdons Cci

you to think abott.

(JOB) Qus. What is the meaning of the phrase in Mt 2k6, Mk 13.7, Lk 21.9.

Lk says Not immediately is the telos; Mt and Mk say, Not yet is the telos.

And then I pointed out that Mt uses the word Telos again in .1k, the gospel

must be preached etc., then will come the end. o when the world is iveangeliz

as God sees it, (we never will be able to point out the moment), but when God

sees that the world is evanglized, then will come the end. That is the answer

to their question. I think that the word suntelela tn the question is fully

equivalent with the word t&los in the context. (ques). (AAM) I'm not sure

that we have the right to take a word as a technical term unless we have absol

ute proof that it is so intended. And when he says, the end is not yet, then

does he necessarily mean that some specific technical time is not yet, or does

he mean that you will hear of wars and rumours of ward And these are not the

sign; there are still going to be more. It tx,* isn't yet the end of wars

and rumours of wars. There will be something else thatbrings wars and rumour

of wars to an end. And when he says in .1k, that the gospel must be preached

for a witness to all nations, and then shall the end come, does hot mean

that the gospel must be preached until the end of the preaching which God

desires, until that period of witnessing to the nationsreaches its end.

One may be the end of the wars, one may be the end of the preaching, and one

could be the end of something i*. else. And of course, sunteleia is a word

which brings together a lot of ends. (JOB) If you figure that way, then you

have it that there will be wars till wars stop, and there are going to be wars

and the wars are not the end of the wars. There is going to be an end of the

wars, but it won't be wars. (AA1) That is to say, thatbecuse you see great
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wars, you have no right to say, Now this is the 1st great war. There may be

others. (JOB) There is nothing anywhere in the context about the end, of wars.

There is a definite question which he is answering about the conusmation of the

age. (M) But that is suritelela. 4.nd he doesn't say, This is not yet the

sunteleia. He says, This is not yet the telos. You hear of the great war,

and you say, It can't get a.y worse. Well, a war is not the way in which you

know. There may stilli be more. It is not the end of]wars. (JOB) The gospel

must be preached in all the world for a witness to all the nations, then will

come the end of the preaching of the gospel. (AAM) In other words, it doesn't

go until everyone is converted, but until it reaches that point at which God

intends that it should stop. (JOB) And there are indications of the preahing

of the gospel in the Millenium. (AM) Yes, that vo1ld be a different witness

to this one. (JOB) In your context you have a question, 1hen will these things

be, What will be the sign of thy coming, and of the the sunteleia of the age.

(QUES) The question itself connects the parousia with the consumation of the

age. (ques) Now the words are no more synonomous than the English words

are, end and consi.nnation. Put if I ask you, What will be the constnnation of

this semester, andyou said, We have to have a Spring vacation, and. some more

classes, and an examination, and that, after that would come the end. I would

think that I was doing x±±wi violence to the 'end' if I took the end as one

thing and consuxnation as another. So it seems to me that the difference in

vocabulary ts a difference tht we would expect in good style. Sunteleia and

e1os are not synonyms anymore than end and consurnation are synonyms. But if

I asked you about a consuination and you used the word end in your answer,

I would think that I was doing vilence to your answer if I didn't take it as

referrigg to what I was talking about. So (AM) If you had to take the whole

answer into consideration, then you could reach such a conclusion. kFor in

stance, you said, When is the consuniation of the semester? And if I were to

say, Classes would continue for another tiweeks and then comes the end and

then the examination begin, (JOB) But that would be a contradiction. That

would be an absurdity. (AAM) For me to say that the end comes when the classes
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are over. (JOB)No, Then comes the end and then follows the examinations.

I would think that you had not understood my question.

(END OF RECORD E 29)

(BEGINNING OF RECORD E 30) (JOB) A war of the antichrist against Christ

I cannot see any indication here of anything about the end of wars. The thing

that we call the consumation of the age includes quit a

number of details. In fact, the whole picture of the second coming of Christ

is catastrophic. And the whole NT picture. 1 a-millenialist would

generally agree on that. The general impression that the disciples had of the

return of the Lord was a tremendous overpowering catastrophe, which would

bring in the kingdom of rightreousness. I haven' t all the data before us

about these k words telos. You just read it in its context. We were summin

up last week, su=ing up the threefold analysis of the discourse, and. we'll

pick up a few threads. He first , not because it is logically first, but

practically first, to have books in the Bible. And the books are infallible.

In spoken x language and in regular discourse, take the regular principles of

exegesis, and take each book for the book, auii do it justice, and not under

stand it in. some distorted way. You have a system of doctrine in the Scrip

turesand I think that we fundamentalists over the country are prone to C rget

about that. We say, when we are persecut&d in one text, flee to another.

If you find a text that disagrees with you, you should change in your private

study. Not hat I mean that in your pupit you should preach the thigga that

you are not sure about, but in your own study. You believe that this book

is not only infallible, but you believes that it teaches a system of truth.

Now the church has never yet worked out a systematic eschatology. So that

the very 3 of eschatology should be expected to fit in with the scheme

of eschatology. As it took the church down till Chalcedon 451 to clarify the

definition of the person and the natures of Christ, yet the decision of Chal

cedon has stuck. It took the church down to Nicea to clarify the definition

of the trinity, but that definition has stuck. And now people who believe th

Bible ca see that that is what the Bible teaches. So we have never yet bad
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an ecumenical council on eachatology;maybe if the Lord tarries we will have

one. But all of us should expect to find passage fitting passage, and group

fitting group, parts of truth fitting together into a system of doctrine.

We should expect that rather thaim the contrary. (ques) We have to admit that

there are areas of truth of the Scripture which we have not sufficiently ex

plored. And re which it would be very wrong for us to excomm anybody. There

are other areas in which we would feel that it was very wrong to debar anybody

from the ministry. (AM) Don't you think, tho, that it is entirely possible

that as the days come nearer, the Holy Spirit may enable us to see more clearl

the truth on certain points? After we see that, it is vital that we Stand

on it, not be wishy-washy! (JOB) 0 I think very clearly that when we see

clearly a system of truth in the Scriptures, that we should expound it. But

5 not to debar from ministerial fellowship a man who cannot see the

literal millenium. This has been our position om the eginnigg. Because we

tnov that there are honest men who believe the Bible who just simply are just

in the dark country. It has been so with dispensational studies that

are more or less iri'evelant, some true and some false, but irreirvant to that

question, that we have liberty then. (A.) Still, you have to judge in the

individual case just how much darkness that you wanted in the man. *XXX

(JOB) We wouldn't hare on the faculty of Shelton College a man who wasn't

a premill. It is in our doctrinal platform, and. we are a preil institution.

And so for purposes of that faculty, we wouldn't have a non-premil teacher.

We would have, and we did have for years, a man who thought that the church

was going clear tha'u the time of the wrath of God. (names) But he caused a

lot of confusion in eschatology, but he steed stirred up;minds, and he didn't

unChristianize anybody. And he got people to thinking. I always defended his

rights. He was within the doctrinal platfrm of the school; I disagree with

him, but I defended his right to teach that way. I think that that is quite a

6 3/1 that is, it throws sand in the wheels. I think that if you

look at it that tay, it makes it more difficult for you to 7 the

system which I believe is here. That is, in these books, we have a system of
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system of doctrine and thirdly we have the fact of Christ. Let us not forget

that. The Barthians emphasize Christ apart from the Bible, andof course we

know that it ian' t the. historical Christ. But if we emphasize the Bible apart

from Christ we would be making a mistake. Christ actually lived in the flesh

and said these things. And what he aaid is of extreme importance. We have it,

tho, only thru the written record. Then fourth].y, there being the book and

the system of doctrine and the fact of Christ, --- the historical Christ, and

in this particular instance, we have three records of the same discourse.

!n Mt and Mk, the setting is given very precisely, and I think that we are

all avayre of the fact thatLk is probably taling about the same discourse on

the same occasion. This is not true of any of the other great discourses, the

so-called Sermon on the Mt is not given in Lk in the same time and place, but

was given on the Plain. ATh.though in Lk (record stuck) S 3/k

The dcourse as a whole begins with a remark about the temple. And that we

have gone over. He said there shall not be left stone upon stone which shall

not be thrown down, and then they raised a question. The question was in Mk

and in Lk, when will these things be, and what will be the sign when these

things come to pass. In Mt., the question is when will these things be, what

will be the sign of thy parousia, and of the sonsuination of the age. Now as

we read it in Mt alone, we seemeed to all agree that Mt gives us one questiGi

and not three. And that the 'these things' in the discourse are the same as

the parousia and the same as the consumation of the age. There might be

grounds to debate that, but it does seem very reasonable to me to take that

as one question and not three. Then you have three accounts of one question.

In all three accounts, they ask him when will these things be to these things,

referring to the destruction of the temple. All 3 accounts of the discourse

lot unexpected coming. I think that that point we hadn't suffIc

iently covered. Is there any doubt about that? The lO of the

attitude of Christ to the question had to do with the eachatologifal complex.

That is his coming in the clouds of glory. It is clear that the main emphasis

of all 3 discourses is on the eschatological complex. Then I would infer,
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that his answer was to the effect that the utter destruction of the tepp].e

about which he was talking was in the rechatological complex. (AAM) Does that

relate to Lk also? (JOB) All three. Lk's great emphasis is on the second

coining of Christ. That is clear, isn't it? He comes up to the conclusion that

we must always be ready. Heaven and earth will pass away, my word will not

pass away; this race will not pass away till these things come to pass. Watch

yourself therefore, do not be overcome with surfeiting and rioting etc. And

you may escape these things and stand before the Son of Man. So Lk with the

rest of them, concludes his discourse with the main emphasis on. the imminency

of the eschatological complex. (ques). 1k has his sources of information aboi

this discourse. k gave a great account/amount of the eschatological material

in the Perean ministry and it was the tendency of Mt and Lk not to duplicate

material very much. Thus Christ had said the same thing in Perea, 1k was in

clined to leave it out, when it came to this discourse. This is one of Lk 'a

rather obvious motives for omission. (ques) 1k has the 14 irhis Perear

section. Now I wouldn't say that Lk has as much in bulk as Mt and Mk, but

Mt has more in bulk, but a vast amount of his eschatological material is inter

woven with homiletics, how you ought to live from day to day. There is a lot

of that in Mt's eschatology. (ques) (END OF RECORD E 30)

(BEGINNING OF RECORD E 31)




See following sheet.
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But I think that Lk had a very probb1y reason for leaving out that paragraph,

because in the Perean. section, with specific refernce to the pqrousia,

he was giving these warnings that instigated flight. Now whether he had given

that teaching, ; in the Perean teaching, I can imagine tht Lk felt

guidd to leave that out, and Lk just left it out. (ques) This doesn't mean

that the ordinary harmony is right in making that parallel. Mt c quote

from Christ who quotes from that passage in Daniel 12, The worst tribulation

that ever has been, kr that ever will be. Nov Lk in what is put parallel in

your ordinary harmonies, says there will be a distress upon the land and wrath

against this peop;le, and then he goes right on to say that they will a11 by

the edge of the sword, they will be taken captive among all the nations, and

Jerusalem will be trodden down by the Gentile nations till the time of the

Gentiles be ftlfilled. 5o Lk is not talking about the worst of all possible

tribulations. (ques) I would say that 1k, n his source, has a paaragraph

which clai-y refers to the destruction of Jerusalem; Mt and Mk left it out.

Why did they leave it out? I haven't any answer at all. But it is just not

here. 1k had it. I can imagine a motive for Lk 2 of course the Holy

Spirit guided, but He chose his instrument and I can very well u.derstand that

if Christ had in this discourse given all of the paragraph 1k 21.20-2k and

then if He had gone right on, When therefore ye se the abomination spoken of

by Daniel, 3 I can very well see how here 3 found it

very difficult to asaume it. Jerusalem surrounded wibh armies, and as I pos

tulated, all three of these were written before the destruction of Jerusalem.

And it being difficult for them to assimilate it, the Holy Spirit flaying His

own mind and putting it in to Lk, might have permitted them to leave it out.

It is conjecture, of course, (AAM) On the other hand, the same argument I

think works in the opposite direction. Mt was writing primarily for the Jews,

the first thing, tho for all; Lk is writing with partic11ar interest in the

Gentiles. Nov it would be of particular importance to warn the Jewish Christ

ians of the forthcoming disaster to Jerusalem than when the armies are surroun

ing Jerusalem. It is a good time for them to get out, while Lk's gospel,
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read a history that way, you couldn't read any articles that way. What would

the sentences predicate? That is the question. (ques) So the total material

up to 14, with the exception of the last phrase, is negative. These are not

the signs; these are all negative answers, but he says, The Gospel, ete, and

then comes the end. It seems to me like the first instance of the affirmative

answer to their question. But don't make these things chronological Z4' just

because they come in sequence in discourse. You couldn't write a history that

way. And I wouldn't put too much weight upon the fact that the abominatiain

of desolation is mentioned subsequent to the full evangelization of the world,

and the coming of the end, whatever that end refers to. It is true that it

follows in sequence, and It might establish a slight presumption But my pthint

with reference to fthis abomination of desolation as being in the eschatolo

gical complex and riot taking place at the time of the destruction of Jerusalem,

is under two headings: First, in the discourse itself, Christ connnected with

the eschatological comples and what he says about it, specially that in Dan

the abomination of desolation that Daniel talked about. It is placed by

Daniel in the middle of a heptad that he specifies. So the abomination of

Antiochus isn't called an abomination of desolation in Daniel 8, but it is

called an abominatinn in I Mace 1. That abomination is said to be just exact

ly so many days before it is cleared up. And you take the chronology of the

events, and he actually did clear things up. 12 this idol altar

on top of the altar of God, in the court of the temple. So that particular

thing Daniel didn't call an bomination of desolation. Within a period of

days, and. the days were literally fulfthlled, and you can point to it as a

remarkable instance of fulfilled prophecy. Now then, the thing that Daniel

called an abomination of desolation, Daniel put in the midst of the heptad.

And in the 12th chapter, he specified certain days, from the placing of the

abomination that maketh desolate, to the end, will be so many days. Blessed

is he that stays and abides another month and a half. That is not plain.

The only conjecture that I know of it that after allowing the antichrist to

continue 34 years, and l3 at the end of the 1260 days, the times, time

and a half a time, the Lord chooses to take a month, and then another month
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and a half for a clearing up process. That is merely conjectural. But

Dan 12 puts it, 34 yrs, times time and a half a time, on. the one hand, and

then it speaks of a specified 1290 days and 1335 days. (AAN) You say that .

the days in the Macoabees are different? (JOB) In Macc, there is no refernece

to the l0O days. In flan 8, an abomination that he did not call an abominatio

of desolation is said to come ll. but it comes out exactly right.

So many years before, so many days, it is right there in the middle of Dan .

And you can figure the date quite readily. The days in Dan 8 correspond exact

ly to what happened in the time of Antiochus. You don't get 7' years out of

2300 days, do you? Any-way, in your OT commentaies you find that from the

time that Antiochus did this particular thing there on the altar, to the time

of the cleansing of the temple... (END OF RECORD E 31)

(aEaIrnINGaF RECORD E 32)

in that particular case. It was made up in that many days, and they just had'

their cleansing of the temple. They reestablished their purification system.

It would be an inference then that in the 12th chapter when Daniel days time

times and a half, and then specifies 1290, 1335 days, having specified the

midst of a heptad in the 9th chapter, the abomination of desolation spoken of

by Daniel the prophet is placed in. the midst of a heptad. Keil is very strong

that the prince that shall come in chapter 9 must refer in the connection in

Daniel to one of two people. Either Antiochus, prophesied in chapter 8, or

the little horn who is prophesied in chapter 7. And then shows that

11this prince tht shall come could not correspond to ntiochus

this prince that shall come, who confirms a covenant for one heptad in breaks

it in the midst is the antichrist, who is the little horn of chapter 7.

Keil goes on to say that Christ's interpretation of it certainly places it in.

the eschatological complex, and identifies the abomination as an act of the

antichrist. Keil is not infallible. But that is Keil's teaching in the

Keil Del. teaching in the commentary on Daniel. Now there are two reasons for

putting this abomination of desolation in the eschatological complex 2

First, that Christ identifies it with the eschatological complex, and Second,

that Daniel puts it in the midst of this heptad.
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Which Kel]. thinks from Daniel is in the esclatoiotc1 complex. Now jist let

us look at now, reading across from Mt to Mk; it is almost word for word the

same, but not fully so. When therefore ye see (identical) the abomination of

desolation identical) spokek of by Daniel the prophet (Mt) standing in the

holy placs is Mt; standing where it ought not is Mk; he who reads must under-
- Q

stand is in both of them. Then kataa-- you can't build a house on the time

sequence of We are not building the argument just on the tote's in thts

discourse. Tote can be a rhetorical transition as well as a chronological one.

Fm not building heavily on the tote. Trust the English word then, and you

know that in English you say then when you mean the logical consequerxø, and

we say then when we mean time identification. But he says, When ye see these

things, then those in Judea must flee to the mouhtains, and. that is word for

word the same in Mt, &, nd L. (AJU4) Did you say that Spoken of by Daniel

the prophet is only in Mt? (J33) Only im Mt. (M) In the nts `_i1ish L;

: ''I lo. (J33) TU, those are varUints. You see, your variant raading

skip; over from one gospel to another, but this is book that Hort takes.

I don't have the MSS attestation here, but WH is pretty reliable. fMt says

in the holy place, Mk says where it ought not. Now Mt and , not Lk, say

;he who is on the top of the house must not come down to take (Mk adds nor

enter in to take) the things in the house. Lk says that, in 17, with specific

reference to the parousia. So luke does not have the same thing here. He

who is on the housetop must not come down to take his vessels out of thee

house. And in Mt and Mk, he who is in the fields must not come hack to take

his garment. Now that was not true At the time of the destruction of Jeru

salem. There was no need for any such immediacy as that then. But Lk Vi

has given the immãdiacy with reference to the parousia. There was a tome when

people should get out of Jerusalem, in. 70 AD, and they did, nd the Christians

were not harmed by their destruction. The christians got out. There was

terrible distress on the part of the Jews, awful suffering, but there was a

period of months when they at least could go back and forth, and a. perio' of

months from the ti-me when it was surrounded to the time when you could.n't

escape.
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The woe to women about to give birth to children is true in any time of dis

aster. Mt and Mk are identical here. And Lk with refeeiice to the vom* and

children. Mt and Mk have a section which Lk does not have at all.
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Pray that your flight may not be in the winter, nor on the Sabbath; the ref

erence to the Sabbath is in Mt only; I am not particularly sure tht Mt is

Jewish, but of oouae it has the Jewish element. I cant see that this refer

ence to the Sabbath makes it Jewish. It seems to me rather obvious that any

attack on any holiday is particularly devasting. I think that we did mention

that. 7$ Mt and Mk gives this statement which is qudted in substance from

Daniel 12.1, There will be then great thlipsis, such as has not been from the

beginning of the creation, says Mt and M1, (Mk says the creation of God),

unto now, and ou me genetai, with the strongest negative, not under any cir

cumstances will be. The graatest thilpais that has ever been. This is not

orge. And unless those days were shortened, Mk says, unless the Lord shortens

those days, no flesh would be saved. But on account of the elect, whom he

has elected, Mk adds, those days will be shortened. This greatest of all

tribulations, --now if you want a conjecture here just simply to tbiow in like

a hrry on the ice cren, in the Revelation, I like to start at the 7th

trumpet and work both ways, there is the picture of the mighty angels who says

at the sounding of the 7th trumpet, the mystery of God will be finished.

I conjecture that the mystery of God in that passage is the same as Paul's

mystery of God, which is Christ, which is Chr4 in you the hope of glory,

God's particular method of administering the plan of salvation for this age.

The mystery of God will be finished at the 7th trumpet. Well, I think that

that refers to the rapture. But then is a pcture f the temple, the altar,

and the worshippers. The work is going on, and it is 9 for 3 yr's.

But John is told, Don't measure the outside court; leave it out. Because the

outside court and the city will be trodden down of the Gentiles for 42 months.

That looks to me like the first half of Daniel's 70th week, and certainly

John 9- at the destruction of Jerusalem. And here is a simple altar

of worshippers under Gentile domination, but the temple not interfelired with.
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for 3 years. Then there are the two witnesses who prophesy for 3 years, and

the beast who is going to come up out of the abyss 10 for 3 years.

He is unable to harm them, and they go on with miracles arid demonstrations

for 3 years, but when he gets to the height of his power, and that seems to

me to synchronize perfectly with the time when the antichrist problaims him

self as God, and sets up his iie to be worshipped, then he slays these two

witnesses, and their dead bodies lie on the streets of the city for 3 days.

And the people of the earth rejice ove them, and give gifts one to another.

Because these two witnesses tormbad those dwelling on the earth. The people

of the earth rejoicing ovef' the dead bodies of these two witnesses. But at

be end of the 3 days, life comes into them, and they stand upon their feet,

and their enemies beheld them (I imagine they were vatohig by tlevision),

and they heard the voice and were caught up 1n the clouds. And at that mom

ent there was the graat earthquake etc. I put this very brief and very terr

ible of all tribulations in that 3 day period, :i the idst f the we&c.

I postulate a great putsch of the world dictator, No I am going to be God, an

we'll have it all ogganized, we'll pounce on all the people of all the earth,

my image goes up in th: holy of h1ies, I tell te Joys to stop their sac

f'if ices, I'm their iessiah, I kill these two prophets, overcome them, and I

am God. As in the days of Esther, the leaders thought that they could pounce

upon the Jews;on a cdrtain day and they Haman hung on his own

gallows. So with the slaying of these two prophets, the people of the earth

rejoice over God's people. Now that you can put together if it fits in your

own mind. It rather seems to me to fit in the midst of the week. (ques)

But when he comes to power and proclaims himself as God, then the Lord with

draws his hand, and . Then this brief and most awful of all tribulations

comes in this 3 day period. This is certainly not a conclusio , but it

is a suggestion. There will be this abomination of desolation; there will be

a sudden and instantantous flight from Jerusalem; there will be the most awful

tribulation, Thlipsis, that the world has eer seun or ever will see from tk

-
foundation of the world. It will be shortened for the sake of the elect
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Now you are familiar with the tendency to make the elect here the Jews.

That seems to me to do v11ence to the historical usage. Mt was wtitten after

Paul major epistles, and the Christian publicknew what the elect of God

meant to Paul, tho is going to plead against the elect of God? That had re

sou4ded thru the churches., and for Mt writing to the C1ia1iari au

ho recordiri tLl3 wo:ds of Christ, if C1'ist JtI1r't mean the elect whe'i

he said the elect, I think that Mt gould have put in an explan.tion here;

ft is conceiah1e that the diIples wee sitting o.i the : Olives, li

'-?; ar "i-iderstox th. -Thct to have L!1E tat, th3 T)wS oa1r t, T5 1)

')1e to that i1; an I Mk would hwe said the elect if they hdnt

ajeant the elect of God. It will be shortened for the sake of the elect.

Then there will be all sorts of wild rumurs. You will hear it over the radio

If anybody says to you, here is Christ, there is Christ, there will arise

false Chi'ists and prophets. lk

And this false prophet is going to make that beast king, and they will hve

it broadcast. You will hear it and see the whole thing by television and

radio. This Is God. 15 I rode down on the train this mornin

with a polite and courteous old gentleman, and got to talking about the churth

etc; He had the thing in his mind to get all the denominations together. He

had been to hear Vincent Peal last night, and he said that it was just as good

as any show he ever went to. (END OF RECORD E 32)
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This man represents the greatest achievement of man; probably he will be a

very nice personality with a good radio voice, lie will get all of the beauty

of the music, the ritual, the architecture of the different religions and. have

a world religion 3/1l A couple of years ago he was more outspoken

than he is now. Hehas gone under cover a little, but he used profane language,

His Marxian propaganda, We'll get control of the society, and then we will tell

those who disagree to get the hell out of here. This was his expression.

I'm just quoting his words, because that is the spirit of it. Well, there

will be l that will be by this false prophet. (indistinct

all thru the beginning of the record...) I don't like to have my faith called

a myth. Oh I'm very sorry, he said, I intended to leave room enough for the
communism

fundamentalist... Now for instance, I said,-attali is your god. 2

And he shook his head very politely, and he said, I'm awfully sorry...

They will try to deceive the elect if they can possibly do so. If then they

say to you, Look, he is in the (lesert, don't go out there. You stay where you

are hidden away in'the mouiitains. look, he is in secret chambers. Don't

believe them. For as a flash of lightning comes out of the east and shines

to the west, so will be the parousia of the son of man. . Now L ',,.c has

already said that in chapter 17, in Christ's preaching in Judea. For where

ver the srcase is, there will be gathered together the eagles. (ques)

t that particular jundtion, there will e the greatest particular temptation'

to which Christian people have ever been subjectdd. It is a terrible thing

for these weak Christians to be scoffed at. The can't get it thri.i their

heads; some of them that really love the Lord. 3- . The re

currence of fialse Christs and false prophets, but in the revelation it is

the false prophet who definitely works miracles and encouages men to uxcx

worship the beast. So I take this to be a special reference to the intensity

of that deception at that particular junction. (ques) I thin: that you're in'

a little terrible intense juncture in the midst of the weak. a(ques)

I don't say that it just confines it to just 3 days, but the two witnesses

after the 3 days, heard the voice from heaven and were daught up in the

clouds. I think that that terrible time of persecution is 3' days.
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And that it is consi.nnated by the rapture. I don't think that that is the same

thing at all as the wrath, the time of the outpouring of his wrath. (ques).

Of course if you are a Bible student you will know. These can't be killed till

their work is thru, and when their work is thru, they will be killed. Of

course, that is a great comfort to a Christian worker anyhow. You are n the

hands of th Lo:r.d. (uos) The wrnings at the beginning of the chapter is

not coupled with miracles, and I think that the book of revelation clearly

indicates that there will be a far more intense and plausible presentation

of an antichrist at the end than any antichrist that has come thru the course

of history. (ques) I think that with all the other Scripture it firs in

better as a warning for this particular juncture, but keep it in quanintine

for a few uthtes; think it over. (pies) In the earlier part of the chapter

where they mentioned false Christs and false prophets, I don't think that he

mentioned any miracles, and there have been of course Satanic miracles, but

they haven't had anything like the prpminence that the miracles of the second

beast in Revelation. At that juncture where the antichrist claims worshthp,

this false prophet has great miracle power so as to try to deceive everybody.

(ques) It isn't a big point with me. If you take this simply as a repetition

of what he told them before. I don't think so; I think that you are losing

a little part of the meanigg. I think that it has a special connection with

what John sars about the false prophet. (ques) This false prophet is able

txx to work signs, miracles, and to deceive if possible the elect. He will

deceive the people that liz on. the ert1i, The deceptive miracles are par

ticularly mentioned. (ques) I would never admit that there ate not any

events which must take place before the instant of the rapture. It is une

to say that the apokalupsis of Jesus Christ is irminent, in the sense

that a everrII ar of ou lives w to (3; LL 'a h 3i3 of

,T( -as Ciu.st t11-,1_.U
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ant of the last trump cones at any moment. That would conto tdict the

)Ie(1ic'Lon f the destructie. Of Jerusalem, att wo'LY LO) 1tJ .-1ict

Peter's knowledge of his death, that would contradict Paul's kmwing that he
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was going to get to Rome. That would contradict quite a nibber of thiris.

The Bible dthes no-;, teach the iny-oment thorT oT the last trip. It does

beach tTh iiLnnc; x P verib rhich re call the Lord's return.

Not look iL Mt 24.29: How I have tried to read these some other way. You know

how you get perverse ntions and you try to force them into solnethin3 else'

Immediately after the thlipsis of those days, ---so you cant redd it any

other way. Mt Meta with the accusative means after, and it doesn't mean

along with. After that particular thilpais which is very short but very in

tense. (ques) Mark is not so specific. He says, In those days. Yet Wic says

after that thlipsis. So Mk is just as specific. (ques)

L
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Matthew uses eutheos, Mk does not. Mt says, Immediately after the thlipsis

of those days, the sun shall be darkened, the moon shalinot give its light,

the stars of the heavens shall fall. (AAM) And that would put that thlipsis

at the very end, would it not? (JOB) This particular cosmic upheaval comes

after the thlipsis. And Mt says innn&4iately after. With my theory you can

take it for what it is worth. In Rveelation, the 7th trumpet announcec rewaiá

for the righteous dead very posttively; the 7th trumpet announces the wrath

of God. $ wrath has come. So at the 7th trumpet begins the potring out of the

vials of wrath. If the 7th trumpet is the trumpet of rewards for the righteous

dead, which it says very positively, then we know that rewards for the righte

ous dead come at the resurrection of the righteous dead, Lk 14.14, the resurr

ection of the righteous dead comes at the rppture of all the born again. We

shall all be changed in a momemt, in the twikling of an eye. Now the 7th

trumpet begins the wrath of God. Now all the saints who emphasize that the

church will not go thru the tribulation emphasize that the church will not

come nnder the wrath of God. It is not true that the church does not go thru

thlipsis. Thlipsis is the common lot of Christianity all th.ru the ages, but

the church does not come under the wrath of God. This is a very cryptic refer

ence, and as you say, you have had signs in the sun, you have had a darkening

of the sun, you have had meteoric showers, you have had the moon turn to blood.

So in the light of the revelation, I say that this is Intended to be a

reference to the upheaval that takes place after the 7th trumpet, during the

outpouring of the wrath of God, Now I frankly say that there is not enought

here in Mt and Mk and Lk to indicate the identifigation, but at least it fits

with the scheme of things. Then there is this other verse which is quoted in

all three. And now, by the way, we seem to be back parallel again. The powers

of the heavens will be shaken, and that I did quote Heb 12.26 and Hag 2.6.

Yet once more signifies that the next time they will be removed. The powrs

of the heavens will be shaken yet once more, and not twice more. So the refer

ence to the pwers of the heavens being shaken as interpreted in Hebrews would

seem to verify the theory that this particular reference to upheave]s in the
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sun, moon, and stars, shaking the powers of heaven, ts imk± something that

is in the eschatological complex, and it follows this most terrible of all trib

ulations. It would fall right in with that time of the wrath of God, but it

would be subsequent to the rapture of the church. Now you have another tote.

Then.... (END OF RECORD e 33)

(BEGINNING OF RECORD E 34)

And they will see the son of man coming in the clouds of heaven, in power and

great glory. All three Gospels mention it. And he will send forth his angels

with a great trumpet. Now Paul says the last trump, and here is

another trumpet that is quite comspicuously different. It is the same trump.

The 7th trumpet of revelation, the last trump of Paul, 1 a trumpet

when he will gather his elect. I used to say that we identify the events by

the tote references, but you have a most terrible but a very brief tribulation

1 comes to an end, then begins the wrath. At that point, the son of man

is seen in the clouds, and he gathers his elect to meet him in the clouds.

(ques) It is striking that they prophesy for 11.2 months, and the antichrist

can't touch them. Then after 11.2 months, which certainly seems to indicate tk

middle of the 70th week, then he is able to make war with them and ]ill them.

they lie there for 3 days, and the whole world rejoicing over them, and at the

end of 3 days, they hear a voice from heaven, the life from God comes into tkt

them, they come to their feet, their enemies behold them, and the are caught

up in the louds. I can't help from jumping to the conclusion that that is the

same cloud. And that that voice from heaven is the same voice that we are

gp±g going to hear. It certainly fits in very beautifully with that view.

(ques). At the last trump, the resurrection of believers takes place. We know

that. At the last trump the righteous are to be changed,--that is clear, isn't

it? Then at the 7th trump, the righteous dead receive their rewards, and we

shall receive our rewards at the resurrection of the rightseou.s. Lk ik.].k.

So therefore the 7th trump of revelation and the trump of reward for the righre

ous dead must be the last trump of I Corinthians, and the great trumpet of I

Thess 11;, and since this is the trmpet that gathers the elect, I.would say
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it is the same as this pictures. (ques) Zechariah 12.2,10: Behold I will

make Jerusalem a cup of reeling, and unto all peoples round about from Jerus

alem, there shall be a seige against Jerusalem. That Is a marginal reading

in my printed text. No 12.10: I will poor out upon the inhabitants of Jer

usalem the spirit of grace and supplication. They shall look unto me whom they

have pierced and they shall mounn for him. All tribes of the earth will mourn

because of him. Christ says, 511 tribes of the eatth will mourn for him.

And Zech says that Israel will mourn for him whom they have pierced. Now you

asked what will happen to the unbelieving Jews? (at the time of the rapture of

the church). Well, that of course is a very large study in itself, and your

5 I think is in Romans 11. All Israel will be saved; blindness is come

to them until the fulness of the Gentiles. These cut off branches of Israel

are going to be grafted In at a future time which Paul galls a fulness of the

Gentiles. Now here are the mass of the Jews, and of course in Daniel the refer

ence to their sufferings. They have built their temple, and established their

worship, and have a contract with the world dictator, and they are not inter

ferred with for 31 years. And suddenly he says, I'm God, I'm your Mesiiah.

Stop this sacrifice business, for I have come. I will fulfill everytying.

Well, seeing how utterly disillusioned they will be, and then suddenly Christ

snatches out from this world (And I believe that it is the most noisey, con

spicuous and catastrophic event that this world has ever seen, this rapture.

There is no Scripture for a secret rapture) He just takes all the born again

people out of this world. Well the Jews will wwep. 6 which they

thought that they had, and the rapture of the church will convince a lot of

them. A nation in a day will turn to ti the Lord in a day, after the rapture.

Surely after the middle of the week. I think that the rfference in in Dan 12:

they will have a time of Jacob's trouble. (ques W&ll, not all tribes of the

earth; no. (ques) All the tribes of the earth couldn't possibly refer to the

Jews. The way that the NT uses the word tribes, every tribe and kindred and

people and tongue and language. That is one of your current phrases. echar

iah specifies Israel. Israle will certainly weep for him whom they have pierc

ed.
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When they see the rapture of the churhh, but.. ( ques) If you want to make thi

mean the 12 tribes of Israel, I don't object, for they will weep too. But it

is all the tribes of the earth, tes ges: do you think that that would mean all

of the tribes of Palestine? I don't object, but I don't think that that is what

he means. I think that he means all the nations. They will see him, and then

the rapture of the church. It will have special reference to Palestine, no

doubt, and to those who have escaped from Jerusaelem, but it will be a world

wide event. He will catch up his own people from all over this world, and

it will be a great passage of people from the earth. (ques) Your hope is in

the beginning of that complex of events. kThe 9 of Jesus Christ is

imininnt, and has been all these years. It hasn't been imminent in the sense

that the instant of the rapture can come at any moment. But i8 has been immin

ent in the sense that every day of our lives that aspect of the events should

be imminent. (ques) The instant of the last trump is the high hope in the

apocapypse of Jesus Christ. (AAM) Is not the coming with the clouds all

together different from the rapture? Isn't the coming in the clouds when He

comes with the church at the very end? (JOB) Well, we shall be caught up to

meet him in the clouds. We meet him in the clouds. I have taken that to

mean that the rapture will be a visible event to all the earth. Behold he coin

eth in the clouds, and every eye shall see him, and they also that pierced him,

aid all the kindreds of the earth shall wail because of him. There you have

your answer, Revel 1.9: All the kindreds of the earth shall wail because of'

him, and they alao that pierced him. There is his coming with the clouds.

AAM) I thot that that was verse 30 of Mt 24. Then shall appear the sign of

the son of man in the heaven and she? shall all the tribes of the earth mourn

and they shall see the son of man coming in the clouds of heaven kith power

and great glory. (JOB) And he will send forth his angels and gather his elect.

I don't see tht his coming with the clouds is any different from our meetin

him in the clouds. (AAM) You take 2k.30 as the rapture, 'id then the coming

to the eatth after. (JOB) Well, I think that the shaking of the powers of

heaven, 2 verses 29 and 30, p;;;;just verse 29 in Mt is a reference towhat
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happens at the time of the wrath of God. (AAM) Then you mean that 29 comes

after 30? (JOB) see, there are three events that are going on at the same

instant. The instant of the rapture starts the wrath, but the instant of the

rapture is the irance of the last trumpet, the gathering of the elect. Now

when he comes to stand on the Mt of Olives, I don't think that there will be

any clouds, but there is no reference that I know of for the clouds with refer

ence to his coming there. After the time of wrath he comes with his armies,

and there is nothing to obscure anybody's vision. Heaven splits wide open, and

he comes down, and the beast is taken. (ques) The reference to the tribes of

the earth mourning that I sx just quoted is Rev 1. about the 9th verse.

Behold he cometh with clouds, and every eye shall see him. This I take to be

the rapture. And they that pierced him, and all the tribes of the earth shall

mourn over him, even so, amen. When the rapture takes place, the people of

the earth, including the Jews, (they also that pierced him) they will all be

terribly shaken. And of course the beast will gather his armies, and organize

his forced,and fight against the Lord and against his annointed. Let us break

their bands asunder, let us cast away their cords from us. The Lord will con

tinue to pour out his vials of wrath, the beast will continue to fight back,

until the end of this 3 period he is permitted to continue in power for 42

months, until the wrath of God. (ques) (END OF RECORD E 3k)
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I could give a brief overall view of that judgment of the sheep and the goats,

tho I think that there is scarcely any debatable material in this. Most of it

is obvious homiletics. (ques) I don't think that you will ever be able to fig

ure back just to when the 7 year period began. It could have begun already.

s far as I know, we may be half way thru the first half of the week. I don't

think that we are, but then it says that in the time that ye think not he is

coming. You won't be able to fiune it to the day and the hour, but you will

be able to warn people. Let's look at Mt 25. I have a lot of peculiar views.

You have heard about the man who had no peculiarities, and a friend challenged

him. He said, let me see you stir your coffee. And he did it with the right

hand. And he said, that is your peculiarity: most people stir it with a pp

spoon. I take Mt 25.3l-k6 as a wide lens camera view. (ques) It does seem to

fit in that way. 2 . If I am in Jerusalem, I am going to do just

what Jesus said, literally. Hide away in the mountains. I'm not going but in

to the pains. I will take a radio set along, if I have one. Portable. But

I am going to be ready for the rapture very, very quickly. Mt 24, when the

son of man comes,--this is the conclusion of his eschatological discourse,-

and it is his object to give them a general picture, a final paragraph, a final

section. And whnn he comes in his glory, and all his holy angels with him,

then he will situpon the throne of his glory. Now, many Bible students will

try to pin yuu downy, Just when does this take place? And they have their

cameras set for a very narrow range, fine picture. They insist on taking it

at least within a week. Does this come at the beginning of Daniel's 70th week

period, or in the middle, or at the end? I think that it cone all over the

place. I think that this is a wide lend camera picture of the whole eschat

ological complex. k a perthod a thousand years long. Just to be

briefi,I think that the Come ye blessed is the same thing as the rapture.

And I think that the Dapart ye cursed is the same thing as the Great White

throne judgment at the end of the thousand years. And that is a picture of

Christ in glory, reigning over this earth a thousand years long. Now it is

very hard for us to adjust to different perspectives. My brother out in Ill.
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bought a little farm. He is a chemist; and he k* inveatment, and also

he wants to work out certain experiments. On his farm, he has a little cabin

and creek where you can paddle a canoe up and down for a little ways, and he is

fond of archery. He has an archery range. Well, he sent us some pictures,

and the first was of his archery range, and there just beside the target was

a great gnarled old oak tree, a very interesting looking tree. And there was

another picture with fields and meadows, way off across the hill, and over in

one corner was the gnarled old oak tree. We figured out that it was the same

tree. But it is taken from an entirely different angle. Now you know what the

wide lens camera does. It takes a broad expanse, and here the Lord wants to

conclude this particular discourse and drive home the whole thought of his

coming and the meaning of *is coming. So he says, when the son of man comes

in his glory, and all his holy angels with him, then he will sit upon the/thron

of his glory. Now some pre-iiills will make that a particular chair inside the

walls of ancient Jerusalem. David Brown tries to describe how all the nations

of the earth physically crowd into the walls of old Jerusalem, andChrist sits

on a particular chair tht David used to sit on. s tho that is wht it means

to sit upon the throne. And he makes all things perfectly ridiculaus. He

starts out with a town meeting up in New England. The telegraph has announced

that Christ has returhed, and so the mayor calls a town meeting and they vote

...and the mayor asks the bishop to lead in prayer, and the bishop gets up and

reminds the mayor that prayer is no longer approprthate, so they can send a

telegram. So the mayor dispatches a messenger oy with a telegram to greet the

Lord and to promise allegiance to him and the boy starts out from the town hail

and finds a line a block long. All the people in the town who decided to say

their prayers are suddenly realizing that they can send telegrams. So now the

people try to get to Palestine, as tho the phyvical presence of the Lord were

withdrawn from the pkX spiritual presence. As tho people didn't pray when he

was on the earth before. And they then try to crowd all the nations of the

earth within the walls of ancient Jeruaalem, and he describes the sanitary

conditions, and the awful oongestion, and how he tries his best, being in the
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body to administer justiCe and separate the sheep from the goats. Well, that

kind of a book will do us some good, even if it just throw s back on the Word

of God. I think that the place of his throne may very well be in the clouds,

just the whole world spinning arond beneath the footstool of his throne. That

is just my imagination, and who am I to settle the engineering problem. ±t is

too big for me. I can't settle the engineering problems of a hundred years

from now, to say nothing of the millenium which isn't necessarily any time

away, but certainly will be different. He will sit upon the throne of his

glory, and all of the nations will be before him on his throne. They don't

even have to get out of their land. It will be before his throne. He will

separate them autous, masduline plural, --not the nations one from another as

nations, but the nations as people. And he will say to thoee, on his right

hand, come ye blessed. Now I postulate that Come ye blessed as the same thig

as the rapture, when he will take gout of this world all of his people, all of

his born again people. It is those who have been saved before the rapture who

are going to reign with Aim. Those who are saved after the rapture remain

as flesh and blood people. They are the subjects of the kingdom, but not the

heirs. The heirs of the kingdom neither marry nor ie in marriage, but are

as the angels. So he says, Come ye blessed, inherit the kingdom prepared for

you from the foundation of the world. That I jast take it as a very beautiful

way of putting the rapture into this total, over all picture. And he will, say

to the others, depart from me, ye cursed into everlasting fire prepared for the

devil and his angels. Now that depart from me ye cursed is a pictureqque way

of summarizing the whole business of the wrath of God upon the living who are

destroying the earth, at the tiui beginning of the millenium. Then the Great

White throne jugment at the end of the millenium. Then the Christ-rejecters

go to their ultimate doom. Then here is the conclusion: these will go away into

ever lasting punishment, but the righteous into life eternal. That overall

wide camera view,--doe it seem to click in your mind? I had Arthur Diffenback

writing his thesis, and he wanted to write on the 24th and 25th of Mt. and we

worked together a whole semester and when he wrote his thesis, he said, I still
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disagree with you in my thesis, dad I couldn't find where he disagreed.

He wrote a very good thesis, a BD thesis, or... But he came so close to this

view that I couldn't tell the difference. I think that he did have some details

that I had never thought of, &hich is all very good. But this makes sense to

me. It is the notion that here at the end of this discourse Christ sums it all

up in a haxad broad way: ill fills in many details, but he is goig to

come, he is going to sit on the throne of his glory, and he is going to take

those ho have accepted him and have given evidence of it, Come ye blessed; and

kk he is going to say to those who have rejected him, Depart ye cursed. (que)

The chapter division I hadn't thought of as being significant, because he makes

this reference to aithfulfiss, the nobleman going on a journey. After having

come to the hour that no man knoweth, then he proceeds with a lot of homiletia1

material which is quite familiar: as it was in the days of Noah, and it is like

a nobleman going into a far country, and it is like the ten virgins. So

25.31-k6 is simply a very suitable conclusion to the whole eschatological dis

course. (AAM) Well, JOB gave much today which is new to me, and I want to

take time to think them over, and know what conclusions that I come to about

them. I would like somime to compare Mt again with Lk, and to notice some of

the conclusions which we came to in 1k which I think are reinforced in certain

sections of Mt, particularly in that homiletical section. I would like to

think a little about its bearing on the whole, and on certain conclusions which

I have tried to drw'w from it, add which has a little bit of disagreement with

JOB's conclusions, and I would like to look a little more thorougfluly into the

matter of the destructiom of Jerusalem. That is new to me, and both coinmenata

tora have held that Lk and Mt here were the same, and that in Lk where it

speaks of being surrounded wili armies, and Mt where it speaks of the abominatioi

of desolation, both commentators have held that the abomination of desolation

there referred to the standards of the Roman legion when the armies came up

as being in the holy place, the holy land of Palestine, and that has been the

common view, but Alford I think disagrees with that view, and thinks that the

abomtth.ation istead, that the armies are the outward but that there is the in-
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part which is the abomination of desolation, and he says that the abomination

is usually used in Scripture of something that is abused, not of something ii

posed on them from the outside. And so his feeling is that it is a trial withir

Jeusalwm, which is visible to the Christians and which would help them in their

determination to flee. I think that JOB has given some good arguments against

this view of Alfords, and against the view that most commentators hold, but I

would like to go into it a little further myself, and then on the Daniel pass

ages there are certain questions which I would like to present; the abominatin

of desolation there, and the events related to it.

(END OF RECORD E 35)

xxg (BEGINNING OF RECORD E 36)

Revel 11, beginning with the 15th verse. And the 7th angel sounded his trumpt,

and they heard great voices from heaven, saying, The kingdoms of this world, an

it is singular in the Gk text, the kingdom of this world has become our Lord's

and His Christ's, and he will reign forever and ever. Now that is an announce

ment that comes at the 7th trumpet. And we tried to make a list of the things

that occur at the 7th trumpet. This is the first item. The kingdom of this

world has become our Lords and His hrist's. And he will reign forever and

ever. This must refer to some phase of his kingly sovereignty which is not

discerned at the present time. It is true that Christ is always a king.

He is the creator, the Lord, the sovereign, and may be referred to as the king

of the universe including all the wicked over whom he will exercise his wrath

in the future, or the king of the redeemed. He is the king. But there is some

sense in which he is going to be a king in which he is not now a king. That is

you stop me now at any time if I go beyond something which theScripture says.

Here is a future event at whihh the kingdom of this world becomes the king

dom of Christ. It is going to become a kingdom in a sense in which it is now

not so because it is a future event. (ques) Let's now just analyze what

happends at the seventh trumpet. What I want to do is to start at this pchint

and see if we do not find a benchmark. Who doesn't knww what a benchmark is?

It is a landmark which you use as a reference pooint in surveying or mapmaing.
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The govt surveys the land, and puts down a marker which definite data upon it.

It is set in concreteor sometimes drilled into a rock, and usually has a brass

cap, which will say elevation so much, and that is a known point in geography

and from that point your surveyor can take his instruments and lay out any

piece of x3 land. Up at the TriState Bible Conference there is a benchmark,

and it near the conner of three states. Now if you can find inthe Bible a

benchmark, a known point where certain things happen, or dertain things are

declared, then we can measure out the rest. That is the point of view from

which we are going to study this thing, and then the various things will be

related. The first thing that happend and is announced at the 7th trumpet,

is the kingdom of this world becomes the kingdom of our Lord. That must be

a future state of the kingdom. We know that the OT predicts his kingdom as

a messianic rule over all the world, and that he referred to his coming to

reign, and I would say that from this sentence we could reasonably infer that

such is the beginning of his visible, his messianic kingdom. This is not now

existent. Take the illustration of ahrist as a king from Queen Wil of the

Netherlands, the King of Norway during the war they were driven out. Now

Christ is not been driven out in any sense, but they were absentand the enemy

war ruling over their land. The Kink of Norway was a king, but the reason

wk± why he was not reigning in Norway was because he didn't have the power.

Now that is not applicable to Christ, but he was not actully reigning in Nor

var. Norway was his kingdom, but it was in the hands of others. And the same

with the queen of the Netherlands. Well, after the war they went back. Some

of the kings tried to go back and tey didn't succeed. But these are both

wonderful Christians, and they went back, and then their land was their king

dom again. Now Christ is not absent in the body from any weakness, but he is

absent because he has told us he is giting time for repentance. There is com

ing a time when he is goigg to take his kingly prerogatives over this world and

exercise his prerogatives as king. (ques) In this context, it is the kingdom

which is this world. I take it as a genitive of apposition. ;

The kingdom, namely this world. The King James version reads in the plural.
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But the critical text has the singular. The kingdom, namely this workd, has

become the kingdom of our Lord and His Christ. And he will reign forever and

forever. ANd the 24 elders were before God, seated upon their thrones, fell

down upon their faces and worshipped God, saying, -- now this is a declaration

of the elders. The first sentence was a declaration of a great voice from

heaven. In the Scriptures it is important to know who said what. Satan said

certain things, and they may or they may not be true. At the opening of the 6t1

seal, or during the 6th seal, the wicked people of the earth say certain things.

Theee I take to be false. But here theheavenly voice says, it is became his

kingdom, and the 24 elders, who are holy beings, before the throne of God, they

flow speak. We give thee thanks, Lord God Almighty, the one who is and who was,

and the erchomenos is not there. Up to this point you have had a recurring

phrase, The one who is, and who was, and who is coming. But now the erchomenos

is not there. It is in the textus receptus, but it does not occur in the best

MSS. 10 . That is significant, if this is the point of his visib

glorious return. But that is not a positive predication. Just take it aa a

suggestive face. Because thou hast taken thy great power and thou hast begun

to reign. It must be an ingressive aoriet, because no other form of the aorist

would fit, and the ingressive fits perfectly with the whole context. We give

thee thanks that thou hast taken thy great power and thou hast gun to reign.

And the nations were angry, and thy wrath has come. The anger of the nations

is a constant fact, increasingly)(. Thou hast begun to reign is the same point

as you had before. The kingdom of this world has become the kingdom of our

Lord and His Christ, and he will reign forever and ever. But thy wrath has

come. I take that to be a statement that this is the beginning of the period

of wrath. The time that is called the wrath of God. So I would name that as

point two: the beginning of the wrath of God. a(ques) These are al].1 declara

tions that come at the sounding of the 7th trumpet. The great point is, He

begins to reign. Now at the vaine time, the nations being very angry, his wrath

is come. The pouring out of the vials of the wrath begins at the 7th trumpet.

(ques) The kingdom of the antichrist is just becoming revealed, and his wrath
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against God, but Thy wrath has come. So at the 7th trumpet, the wrath

of God comes. And, now here is point number three, the time of the dead to be

judged, even to give the rewards to thy servants the prophets, and tothe

saints, and to those fearing thy name, to the small and to the great. Point

number three is rewards for the righteous dead. The time of rewards for the

righteous dead comes at the 7th trumpet. (ques) Only the righteous. The kai

means even. Otherwise your would have a contradiction. If it is the time of

judgeing all the c3.eac., then you have a contradiction, because in the 14

you have a thousand years, between the judgement of the righteous dead and

the judgment of the unrighteous dead. It is the time of the dead to be judged,

even to give the rewards to thy servants the prophets, and to all those who

fear thy name, both small and great. Rewards for the righteous dead, at the

7th trumpet. Point number four, to dearoy those who are destroying the

earth. The destruction of those who are destroying the earth. Now lets go

back. Rewards for the righteous dead, Lk 14.14. (END OF RECORD E 36)
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Rewards for the righteous dead comes at the resurrection of the righteous

dead. Then to destroy those who are destroying he earth, would mean the livin

on the eqrth, the pouring out of the wrath of God upon those libo are destroy

ing the earth, and the ultimate destruction of the kingdom of the beast, which

egins at this point. If these k things occur at the 7th trumpet: this world

becomes Christ's kingdom, He takes hs power and begins to reign, His wrath

begins, He gives rewards to the righteous dea., and he initiates the destructior

of those who are destroying the earhh. Then the fact that this is the point

of the judgment of the righteous dead, I would conclude that this is the time

of the resurrection of the righrous dead. Because- the rewards are to come at

the resurrection of the righteous. ou don't think of Him as rewarding the

righteous add leaving them in a state of disembodied spirits. No. Paul says,

there is laid up for me the crown of tighbeousness which the Lord, the righte

ous judge, will give me at that day, and also Paul loved His appearing. So

this rewards for the righteous dead is the point of the resurrection of the

righteous dead, therefore this is the trumpet of the rapture. We have estabi

thshed quite a chain of inference, but doesn't it seem to be all based on solid

data? (ques) The only answer that I know to that is, we shall all be changed'

in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the last trump. And for that

reason I can't find any grounds for any resurrection of the righteous except

at one moment of time. (ques) You will hear people quoting me from Dan to

Beersheba, that I believe that the 7th trumpet is the last trumpet merely for

the fact that it is the last trumpet mentioned, and for no other reason. That

isn't my reason at all. Paul doesn't say the last trwipet ever to be sounded

in all the universe; he doesn't say the last of what;. And it might be the

last trumpet on the day of trumpets; might be the last of a certain series that

they have in mind. Just from the last trupp you can't draw a conclusion.

Well, from the fact that the rewards for the righteous dead are at the time

of the 7th trumpet, from that fact I conclude that this is the trumpet of the

resurrection of the righteoas dead, and therefore that this is the last trumpe

that Paul mentioned. (ques) Well, they certainly did live. They came to
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life. When we were discussing the 20th chapter, of course you know what I had

in mind. I pointed out that I believe that a new paragraph begins at verse

In other words, I think that John goes back to itie 7th trumpet and refers again

to this 1aine resurrrection. They didn't worship the beast. Suppose that my

interpretation of the abomination of desolation is correct, and that that most

terrible of all troubles, but very brief, suppose that that is correct. (ques)

Durigg that terrible thlipsis in the midst of the week, they refiuse to obey

the orders of Satan, and they have their heads cut off. All of those who

didn't worship the beast got caught up. So then this would synchronize. (ques

Now find a benchmark in our surveying. t the 7th trumpet, kf our things are

declared to come to pass. They are declared by heavenl,y voices, not by earthl

people, and so they are taken to be the truth. The kingdom of this world be

comes Chrlst'sskingdom. He takes his power and he begins to reign. That is

point one. The wrath of God comes, poiint two. The judgment of rewards for

righteous dead; not the judgment of all the dead, but the judgment of the

righteous, the time of the dead that they should be judged, even that thou

shoildst give rewards to thy servants the prophets, to the saints who fear thy

name, both the small and the great. Rewards for the righteous dead, and des

truction of those who are destroying the earth. Four things happen. (ques)

This particular one is connected with other events in a matter of sequence.

That is the answer. Rewards for the righteous dead are declared to cone at

the resurrection of the righteous, Lk 14.14, and there is a definite/connection

The resurrection of the righteous is declared to come at the trumpet of the

rapture, which Paul happens to call the last trump. So just because there is

that definite connection of data, that is it. (ques) The wrath is no more

connected with the rewards for the righteous than it is connected with the

kingdom. All four things happen at the 7th trumpet. He begins to reign, he

begins his wrath, he gives rewards to the righteous, and he destroyes those

who are destroying the earth. (ques) Why do we say that this is not the

judgment of all the dead? Because the word kai may just as well mean even.

And if this is the judgment of all the dead, then John is contradicting himself
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Then he says that some came to life at the beginning of the thousand years,

and the rest of the dead did not come to life till the thousand years were fin

ished. So it would introduce a contradiction. Kai means two different things,

It doesn't have to connect two different things. So read it even, and it leave

no contradiction and it makes good sense. The time of the dead to be jdged,

even to give the rewards to the righteous... (ques) In the description of

the vials of wrath, thereis no reference to the dead. The vials of wrath are

poured out on the earth, on those who are destroying the earth. There is no

reference here to any judgment of the wicked dead. (ques) Your reference to

eternal punishment, the lake that burns with fire and brimstone, that is not

particularly --- kof course it is the wrath of God, but deprt from me ye cursed

into everlastig fire, prepared for the devil and his angels. But that is

simply the eternal judgment of God. The wrath of God is (ques). The wicked

dead are not in the lake of fire now; they are in Hades, waiting the great

white throne judgment. Thy wrath has come, and then John goes on to tell about

the pouring out of 7 bowls of wrath upon this earth. There is no reference

to the wicked dead there. And I think that the coming of His wrath and the

destroying of those destroying the earth refers to the same thing except that

destroying those destroying the earth shows the results of his wrath, that the

beast and his kixdom will be destroyed. This is the beginning of his kindgom

in a sense in which it is not now his kingdom. In a future sense this egins

his kingdom. This earth is always under his sovereignty, but this announce

ment is that the kingdom, this earth, becomes his kingdom, and as it indicated

that his kingdom in the future has rerference to this earth in this sense.

The kingdom, this earth,has become the kingdom of our Lord and His Christ.

(ques) These announeeents of the 7th trumpet are given by heavenly beings,

and they are taken to be the truth. At the 6th seal, the wicked people of the

earth, in all of these cosmic upheavals, they say that i is the day of his

wrath, and tho can Mde from his wrath? But the narrative goes right on, and

there comes a great revival after that! 144000 Jews are born again, and an

innumerable number of Gentiles are born again. So they were mistaken about it.
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But that is typical of what the wicked always say in times of great cosmic up

heavals. So that is why I pointed that out: these are heavely voices. So it

is not merely an outcry- of the wicked in fear, kbut this is to be taken as the

truth of God, because it comes down from heaven. Now lets begin with the 10th

chapter, and read up to the 7th trupet, to get thelay of the land.

Now the principles of Bible interpretation have been mentioned, and. the prin

ciples of interpretation of the book of Revelation. Let us discuss a few broad

principles of any piece of writing, whether it is the word of God or the word

of man. If any piece of writing enumerates its sections, then you have to pay

attention to the enumeration. If it says, first this, second this, third thid,

fourth this, etc, then you can't disrupt that order. When any writer enrate

the order, then you have to ask yourself, is that a logical or a chronological

order? And you have to determine by what he says, whether the points are

chronological or logical. So then, in the midst of the (END OF RECORD E 37)

(BEGINNING OF RECORD E 38)

There is no xx±z apriori way of determining the order. Here is an illustratin

I am reviewing my ecoinomic vocabulary. I is out of date. I started in readin

Samuelson, which is the most popular book on economics in the schools today.

You read along, and then you have a table. And then you have a graph, and it

shows where you 7hould soak the rich and bless the poor, and take everything

in taxes so that people can't put anything in the savings bank. It isn't

quite as rabid as that. How do you know where a table or a diagram fits with

the reading material? The only way is to ask yourself what it is 1

And you fill, find the diagram, the graphs, near the reading material that they

are about, either before, or after, or in the middle. That is the way that

you read any book. A better illustration would be a picture book. I have a

refresher course in sociology a while ago. I have my vocabulary of 35 years

ago, and now I have a new one. The textbook was very well got up. I disagreed

with much of it, but it was very w1l organized. And you would read along

about socioogocal principles, and then you would have a series of pictures.

Here is a cave man that was supposed to do thus and so. He has a perfectly
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smooth shave and a trimmed mustasche. Utterly contrary to fact, I suppose, but

it gave his imaginary environment, and there were other pictures. Some pic

tures of relics o ancient man, and some modern pictus. WXtkW ow the pic

tures had to do with the text, but the pictures cannot in exact order. They

were put where they were appropriate. In the book of Revleation, you have 7

letters to 7 churches. Mid John doesn't tell you that the order is chrono

logical, but you find by loking at the map that these are mentioned in the

geographical order, and if there is any chronology to them, you would have to

infer it from the material. And I think there is. But that is an inference.

There are 7 letters to 7 churches. Then we have two chapters of a vision in

heaen, chapters k and 5. And that vision in heaven ts not chronologically

enumerated, or logically enumerated. It is a record of a vision, and you will

see that it is very muck like the vision of Daniel 7. Then chapter 6 you hve

7 seals of the book, opened, and they are expected to be in chronological order

That is, the visions are in chronological order. When he opened the first seal

the first living creature said, Come and see, and I saw a white horse, and him

that sat upon it, a crown and a bow, and he went forth riding and to conquer.

And when he opened the second seal, I saw a red horse, etc. And when he opened

the third seal... (ques) I would think that the inference tk is that since

the visons are said to be in chronological order, that the events are also.

I think that it is quite clear, and that nobody denies, that the 7th seal ha

a series refers to a series of events in chronological order. (ques)

If it is the same event in different terms, it would have to be pretty definite

data. You might have a story like this: the first picture that I am going to'

throw on the screen is Mt Shasta, from the west. And then you describe that.

The second picture I am going to throw on the screen is Mt Shasta from the

north. In that case, the pictures would be chronological, but the meanigg

would not be. It would be geographical. Hypothetically, you could have, but

I think that it is very cleqr that the material in the 7th seal is events in

sequence. (ques) Some of them would seem to be contradictory, if they are

synchronous. That is, the first horse is a brilliant picture of going forth
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conquering and to conquer, and the bow is symbolical of the Word of God quite

frequently. And then the next one is trouble, worse trouble, and the foath

one is still worse trouble, darkness. So there will be 6 and the

fifth seal is the seal of the matryred dead, the blessed dead in heaven, and

then the 6th seal is the terrible troubles on the earth and theh the great

revival. Great many people saved, so I would think that if you would try to

fit them over one another thwould almost be contradictory. At any rate, the

principle is clear that John enumerated 7 visions in the openings of the seals

of the book. The visions being in sequence, and I personally feel that the

events come in sqquence. But then after the 6th seal, you have quite a lot of

description of revival, 144000 Jews, and an innumerable multitude of Gentiles.

They are saved and sealed with the presence of the Spirit in their lives.

Re They have washed their robes and made them white by means of the twall blood

of the Lamb. They have quite a large picture put in between the 6th and the

7th seal. Then the 7th seal introduces 7 trumpets, and those trumpets are

sounded in sequence. The first rumpet sounded, and so and so took place, and

the second trumpet sounded, and ao and so took place, etc. (ques)

I think that the explanatory material between the 6th and the 7th seal refers

to a great revival at the time of the 6th seal. That is what I think. (ques)

Now if you hadn't had certain teachings outside of the Scriptures, and you read

that narrative right straight thru, you would take from your Greek syntax the

great ribulation that we have just described being at this time when there are

meteoric showers and terrible storms and great earthquakes. These are those

who have come out of the great tribulation tht we have just told you about.

k The one in the immediate context. (ques) The great tribulation, -- in your

greek article i' would mean, the one that we are talking about, in the context.

Unless there was some strong reason to the contary. Few people know the syntax

of the Greek article. These are they that came out of the great tribulation

that we have just mentioned, would be the most natural inference. I don't thin

that that is the same tribulation as the one that Christ saidids the one which

will be the one which is the worth that ever shall be. (ques)
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What kthe Scripture calls it, and what people call it, you will see are quite

different. 10 if tge greatest trlibukatton that ever has been or ever

will be, and it is very short. And that couldn't happen but one, t because

it is the superlative. But this one in the sixth seal is simply the great

trouble. Theyse are they that came out of the great trouble. What grat

trouble? Well, he has just spoken about the terrible cosmic upheaval.

It is in the attributive position, the article the, and the adjective great.

That is all that there is to it. John introduces 7' trumpets, and they are

clearly in sequence, and one thing happens after another in the 7th trumpet,

because they couldn't all happen at one time. That would be contradictory.

After the 6th trumpet, between the 6th and the 7th trumpet there comes an ex

tended description. And this description is what I want to read. When the

material is enumerated in sequence, then yo cannot break the sequence, but

you have to find out whether it is clironolgocal or logical. But when you have

an extended explanatory section, then you have to read it and see whether it

comes in sequence or not. It is put in here between the 6th and the 7th

ttumpet. And the presumption is that it has to do with the events of these

trumpets. That is at least a presumption, I think. With that in mind, there

are more pictures after the 7th trumpet, and then comes these vials of wrath.

And with the last vial of wrath, the destruction of the kingdom of the beast.

The 10th chapter now. This is explanatory, not in sequence, t1xx like a bi

picture put into a book. You knw that it has something to do1ith what comes

before add after, but you don't know just where it. fits till yu read it.

And I saw an angel coming down out of heaven, clothed vith a cloud, and the

rainbow round about his head, and his face as the sun, and his feet as columns

of fire, and he had in his hand a little book, cbpend. Now in the 4th and 5th

chapter, you have the sealed boo, and Christ came and took the sealed book

and opened it. Now this strong angel, whom I think is a picture of Christ,

with the countenance like the sun, and feet ltke columns of fire, he has an

open book. I think that it is the same book, but we won't settle that point

right now. He had this open book in his hand, and he placed his right foot

upon the sea and his left foot upon the land, and he cried with a great cry
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as when a lion roars: And when he cried, 7 thunders uttered their voice, and

when the 7thunders spoke, I was about to write, and I heard a voice out of

kui heaven saying, Seak what the 7 thunders aaid, do not write it. Now why

couldn't he write it? (END OF RECORD E 38)

(BEGINNING OF RECORD E 39)
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There was an utterance there at the 7th trumpet, but John was not allowed to

write it down. So we don't have it. But we do have what John did write down

And the angel whom I saw, standing upon the sea and the land, lifted up his

right hand to heaven, and swore by him that lieth forever and ever, who

created heaven and the things in it, and the earth and the things in it, and

the sea dnd the things in it, that, time no longer would be. But in the days

of the voice of the 7th angel, when he is about to sound, the mystery of God

will, be finished. That is the vision of the angel with the open book.

Time will be no longer. This doesn't mean that at that time it is blotted out,

but rather that time is up. With reference to what he is talking about, with

reference to the mystery of God. When the clodk gets around to a certain tick,

we will say that time is up. none people have taken this altrogether out of

context, and have taken it to mean that now that time us up eternity is come

and there is no more time. Well, there is a thousand years after this, and

there are a lot of events after this. But this obviously means that there will

be no more delay, no more elme for the thing that he is talking about; namethy

the finishing of the mystery of God. Now what did John mean by the mystery

of God? (ques) We have our round numbers in English. Forty years was a rounc

number in the OT. So seven conveys the thought of completeness. Don't carry

any farther than that. The mystery of God is finished at the 7th trumpet.

Now John doesn't explain. He wrote the Revelation probably after the epistles

of Paul. We understand that John went to Ephesus after Paul with the dead, so

John undoubtedly had the epistles of Paul. And John was banished to Ilie isle

of Pat'rnos, in the Aegean sea. In Eph and Col, Paul talks about the mystery of

God. k in the Bible Today; I just took the concordance, and took

everyplace where the word mystery occurs in the whole Bible, and I didn't come

to any startling conclusions, but the mystery of God as Paul uses it means the

plan of Salvation as implemented for the present age. The mystery of God is

the answer to Nicodemus' question, How can these things be? It is Christ in

you, the hope of gx Glory. It is Christ, Christ in his manifestation at

the present time. I think the best definition of Paul's special use of the
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word mystery is that it is the plan of salvation as implemented for this pres

ent age. Now John was in Paul's territory, and he must have read Paul's letters

by this time, and it is reasonable to suppose that when ohn said that the

mystery of God would be finished, or when the angel told John that the mystery

of God would be finished, that John was referring to the same thing that Paul

was referring to, iamely, the conclusion of this age, ,of the church. Now I

wouldn't build a houee on that, because I am drawing inferences. This isn't

like the case where it says, Thou hast taken thy great p9wer and begun to

reign. The kingdom of this world has become... No, that is positive predica

tion. I think that this is a fairly claar inference: the mystery of God will

be finished means the church will be finished, as the age 6 for this

present age. The particular ecomomy of things. What we generally call a Gen

tile church. A Gentile age of the church, if you like. Well, it certainly

fits in there. This angel announces that at the 7th trumpet, the mystery of

God will be finished, and that is given a reasonable and probabl meaning by

understanding wat Paul meant. And that would mean that the rapture would take

place at the 7th trumpet. 6 and the things where we think we

are drawing a very reasonable inference. I do think that this is a reasonable

inference. And the voice which I heard from heaven again speaking with me.

Get up and take this book which is open in the hands of the angel who took

his stand upon the sea and upon the land. Get up and take it. I think that

we will stop for just a minite on the nature of that book. I'll try to summar

ize it. In Daniel 7, the Son of man coming to the Ancient of Days to receive

a kingdom. In Revelation k and 5, the Lamb slain bomes before him who sits

on the throne and recives a book, and te symbolism is very similar. I think

that you can see that John has in mind the picture of Daniel 7. When he takes

the book, all the creatures of the universe begin to sing kingly praises: Dom

inion, power, and glory and might, and all the host of words that have to do

with kingly prerogatives. So many Bible teachers have inferred that taking

the little book in Revi 5 and taking the kingdom in Dan 7 are the same thing,

or in other words the little book is his title to the kingdom.
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There again, that is an Inference. But I think that it is a reasonable infer

ence. Now, Get up and take this book from the hands of the angel. Well, I'm

drawing another inference: that this open book after the 7th seal has been

opened is the same book. (ques 9 and you are led to think that John

saw this vision, andput in words, he was thinking about Daniel 7. Now just

take the suggestion that this little book represents the visibbe,earthly king

dom of Jesus Christ in the messianic age, and see whit he does with this book.

And I 9 saying, Give me this little boot; and he said to me take,

and eat it down. And this will make your stomach sour, but in your mouth it

will be sweet as honey. And I took the little book out of the hand of the

angel, and I ate it down, and it was in my mouth as honey for swetness,2xx

but when I had eaten it, my stomach was bitter. Now the figure of eating a

book is very familiar. Jeremiah says, Thy words were &iund, and I did eat

them, and Ezekiel was commanded to eat the book. That is a good English idiom:

I just devoured this book. To eat a book is a very familiar metaphor, isn't

it? What does it mean, It was sweet to the taste, but bitter to digest?

It has its sweet aspect, and it has its bitter aspect. Now there is an explan2

tion given. It was bitter. And they said to me, It is necessary for you to

prophesy again over people and nations and tongues and kings. John wasn't

thru his prophesying. He had seen the Lamb take the book and open it, and nw

now he has this visionin which he is told to eat the book, and it is sweet but

it is bitter, and the explalation ts that he has much mDre to prophesy about

(not before) people and kings and tongues and kingdoms and nations. All this

mass of humanity. I think that that day is very important missionary vision.

A very important concept for us to get with reference to the progress of miss

ions. Now we premillenarians we are anxious for the return of the Lord, and

tht is right. Lord come quickly. It is not wicked to say, Lord how long

The blessed in heaven say that. But when you stop to think about this busines

about premillenarians being so excited and so eager to set the thite,--soia' of'

them quitting work, etc. One great missionary agency had funds that could not

be used for any building, because the return of the Lord was going to be so
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soon. With a hasty, superficial evangelism, no schools or colleges or educa

tion... Some premillenarians think that we shouldn't have built a Seminary.

There is the gospel, and just get it out, for the Lord is coming aback right

away! Now I think that we ought to 13 . I hope that the Lord will

come, but lets think of the woe and the wrath of all of these millions of

people. It is a bitter truth. i\nd not just a sweet truth. It is a sweet

truth, but its alvo very bitter. Now we looked at ii Peter, and his attitude

towards the longsuffering of the Lord : the Lord is not dila:boy with regards

to his coming, but is longsuffering, not willing that any should perish, but

that all should come to repentance. And 114. the longsuffering of God

means salvation to that many more people. I really think that this bitterness

is part of the truth that we premillenarians ought to follow. And it ought

to make us more zealous for missions. More zealous for spreading the Gospel.

14 The Scripture says that not only we dont know the day nor

the hour, but it is not for you to know the times nor the seasons. We are not

intended to say that the Lord has to come back within 50 years, even. And I

think that is it. John took this little book and he ate it, and it was very

sweet and it was very bitter, and the angel told him , You have a lot more to

say about a lot more people. And then he goes on. (ques)....

(END OF RECORD E 39)

(BEGINNING OF RECORD E ko)

Pe-w,-- ...blessedness for the blessed and wrath for thevicked.

The armies of the beast are going to be destroyed and the people of the earth

who haven't actually joined the armies of the beast are going to go thru a

terrible time of wrath. The coming of the kingdom of Christ, in the future

sense of the kingdom, is a very brief prospect but it is a very sad

thing to think about when we think of unbelievers. That is it. In Dan 7,

Christ received a kingdom and destroys the antichrist, and vets up his king

dom. The sad part of it is, all of these people are lost. And we should be

very zealous. I think that this text, if it is the correct interpretation,

would give us a balance towards the coming of the Lord 1
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about the establishment of the work of the Lord. There is one thing abott

zfundamentalists of our day, they don't have the concept of building a church.

That is, in the sense of a group of born again people who bring up their child

ren in the nurture and admonition of the Lord. (quite indistinct)

But they neglect the solid, constructive work that will tell in the years to

come. And so, we should think of the Lord's return as x9aizi something 2

come soon, but if we pray, so many more people will be saved. And if He comes,

it will have a very bitten effect upon those whom we haven't reached. (ques)

Suppose the little book is the title deed to the kingdom. ow John thonoughly

digests it, he reads it so that he gets the facts. The kingdom of Chrtst

comes, 2-- how sweet, but how bitter. And all His wrath. And then

he has 2- , you've got a lot more to say about people, txzx tongues,

and nations and kings. And then John naturally describes the wrath of God.

(ques) We haven't read Daniel 7, or Revel 1. and 5. In Revelation k and 5

the taking of the book involves the taking of the visible kingdom. So the

book represents the coming of his visible earthly kingdom. That fact is both

sweet and bitter. Now we caneasily see why the fact of His visible earthly

kingdom is both sweet and bitter. (ques) The Scripture represents Him as

grieved over the lost. Of course it is bitter. You don't think that God en

joys it. His wrath is also given in sorrow. Picture Christ weeping over

Jerusalem. He denounced their sin, but it is a very aad thing to do. We

Christians say that God's judgments are right, but nevertheless we are weeping

for the lost. (ques) God is always sorry tht anybody is wieked. I think

that yoa are making up psychology for God that isn't Scriptural at all.

It doesn4t say that He enjoys being a consuniigg fire towards the wicked.

For people to ttx trample underfoot the blood of his Son is grief, and it is

also wrath. Wath and grief are not inconsistent. It is very consistent, and

it breaks God's heart. (ques). And He wishes all to repent, but that oesn't

mean that all are going to repent. There is that distorted form of Calvinism

which will not allow God to have any emotions, and which will not distinguish

His wish from his will, but that isn't Scriptural. The God of the Bible says
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thou shalt not steal to all mankind, saved and lost as well. But people do

steal. It is His wish that they don't steal, but it is not His decree.

So the death and the eternal punishment of the wicked is a terrible fact, and

fearful, and we ought to feel tht God is right, and God knows that He is right.

Nevertheless we ought to try to win them, and it ought to deepen our missionary

zeal. Here is a little book to eat, and it is connected in the 5th chapter

with Christ's kingly prerogativew, and to eat it is sweet and bitter. Christ

visible coming kingdom will be very sweet, but it will have its bitter aspect.

And so the figure of speech seems quite reasonable. In the 11th chapter, an

other paragraph. And there was given to me a reed like a rod, saying, traad

out and measure the temple of God and the altar, those worshipping in t;

but the court which is outside of the temple, do not measure it, becauve it is

given to the Gentiles, and the holy city they will tead underfeet 32 months.

Now a 8 condition is described. We believe that this was written

after 70 D, and the temple of Jerusalem was not then standing. John then

saw a vision of the reconstructed temple. I don't think that anybody would

date the Revelation before 70 AD. Now John is given a vision of a reconstructe

temple, and a period of 42 months, during which time the temple and the altar

and the worshippers are not interfered with, but they are protected. But the

outside court, which was like the court of the Gentiles in the time of Christ,

and the holy city are trodden underfoot of the Gentiles for 3 years. Now what

does that remind you of? 3 years while their worship is going on. And yet

they are under Gentile domination. 1t least it would certainly correspond to

the first half of Daniel's 70 week. (ques The temple in Jeruaalem is called

the temple of God as a building, and I think we will see that the Jews, who

have a contract with the prince that shall come, are devout people who do not

worship Christ, they are are not saved. But they try to reestablish their own

Jerish worship from a cultural point of view. And in doing it, some of them

believe in God, and some of them are just atheists. I'm speaking of the Jews

today. 10 rebuild the temple of their God; and John would call it the

temple of God. I don't think that that is strange. They are under Gentile rul
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and the outer court is dominated exactly as it was in the time of Christ.

The court of the Gentiles, and there was a Roman garrison there in case there

should be a mob, as in the case when Paul was sacrificing. The Roman guard

had to rush down and rescur him, but in the time of Christ and Paul the Romans

kept out of the Temple. They didn't want to bother the Jews. They would only,

go in there if they had to. There was the court of the Gentiles where they

could go. But the altar and the worshippers were protected by Rome, that is,

they were not interfered with. But Rome dominated the ctty and the court of

the Gentiles. Now John postulates a period of 42 months in which this is going

on. Now look bak to Daniel 9, and see how it fits in. (question), That is

an old metaphor, the domination. We have the 70 sevens determined on thy

people, and the people of the prince that shall come shall destoy the city

and after the 12 shall the annointe one be cut off, and thai]. have

nothing. Nothing against him, for himself. And the people of the prince that

shall come shall destroy the city, and the sanctuary, and the end theref shall

be with a flood, even unto the end shall be wars; desolations are determined.

kk Add he, the prince that shall come, ...KD commentary on this section. Keil

says 121- . Either Antiochus of the 8th chapter, or the antichrist

of the 7th chapter. And it could not possibly be Antiochus, says Keil, there

fore it must br the kantichrist of the 7th chapter. The little horn. That is

exactly what I believe right along. He shall confirm a covenant with the many

for one seven. In the midst of the seven he shall cause the sacrifice and the

oblation to sease. That would imply that for the first half of the seven pears

the sacrifice and the oblation is not interfered with, wouldn't it? n the

midst he destroys it, or causes it to cease, and you would imply tht in the

first half he does not cause it to cease. (verse 27 is read) That seven in

the midst of which the sacrifice and the oblation are stopped would imply the

first half in which the sacrifice and the oblation goes one. kSo I think that

tht is very significaEii. Now the next paraguaph. I will give to my two wit

nesses. (ques). I think tht according to Daniel 9 and Daniel 12, the abomi

nation of desolation, and abominating desolation comes in the middle of that
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seven year period. It is given as such both in the 9th and the 12th chapter.

(END OF RECORD E o)

(BEGINNING OF RECORD E i)
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The 12 months they worship without interference. Now the two witnesses.

They will prophesy 1260 days. That is 3 years, and a little short. Counting

30 day months, it is exactly 3- years. These are the two olive trees and the

two lights, who shall stand before the Lord. Now that .is 1 to Zech ,

vs 3 and ll-k4, add in additiona to Zech, it was Zerubbabel and the high priet

whom the Lord was using as the great leaders of that time. But here these are

two witnesses, and they are like the olive tree and the lights in the vision

of Zech. The oil poured directly from the tree into the lamps and the lamps

were kept burning. This is of course not as far as it goes, but the oil of

the Holy Spirit burning in a burning light in the life of the children of God.

These are spiritual men, in other words. These are spirit-filled men like

Zerrubabel. I think that that is all that it means here. And if anyone wishes

to hurt them, fire proceeds out of their mouth and devours their enemies.

And if anyone 'wishes to harm them, it is necessary for him to be killed. These

have authority to lock up heaven, that it shall not rain upon the earth for

the days of their prophecy, and they have authority over theweather, to turn

them into drought, and to smite the earth with every plague whatever they wish.

Now these miracles of these two witnesses continue for 3- years. I take them

to be two witnesses, great spiritual men, but I take these to indicate a re

currence of sign miracles. That is, the miracle of grace continues constantly,

and God may work sign miracles 'whenever He chooses, of course, but God does not

'work sign miracles, display miracles, generally, except in certin epochs.

The three epochs of sign miracles in the OT: the time of the Exodus and the

leadership under Moses, when people had forgotten the name of God; the time

of revival under XII Elijah and Elisha, great miracles when people had hyphen

ated the name of God, (there were some miracles in Daniel's time) but the third

great epoch of sign miracles was in the time of Christ and the apostles, when

people had made idolatry out of the gery fount of vorshthp 'which Jehovah had

prescribed. And of course when the NT church was being established, the re

currence of sign mkracles, and in this particular time God will raise up two

witnesses and give them this power. They will see that these particular plague
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are identical with the events which take place during the 7th trumpet.

And then their testimony is finished, or, when they finish their testimony,

after the 1260 days, the beast who comes up out of the abysss,--now he u

41 in the 13th chapter he is described. John says, now look ahead,

I'm going to tell you about this beast later on, but this beast who comes up

out of the abyss, he will make war with them, and will kill them, . The beast

whom I think is identical with the antichrist, he cannot even touch then', he

cannot hurt them, until the midst of the week. He hates them, and grows more

and more agr with them, but he can't touch them till they have finished their

ministry. There of course i a great homiletical lesson. Nobody can hurt you

till your work is done, if you are in the will of God. And when your work is

done, you may be burned at the stake, or boiled in oil, or most anything, but

that can't happen till you have done what God wants you to do, if you are in

the will of God. So, nobody can touch these men till they finish their work,'

and then they are killed. (ques). I think that this beast is the prince that

shall come of Daniel 9, the little horn of Daniel 7, the man of sin of 2 Thes 2

and the contemptible person of Daniel 11. (ques) I think that it is clear fro

the picture that nobody will know that he is the antichrist until the first

3 years is just about up. There have been so many white papers for the Jews

and so many woridi leaders have made promises to the Jews, that I don't believe

that you'll be able to identify this man until the period of 7 years has gone

alogg a little ways. I do think that students of prophecy may be albe to

come to some degree of assurance, so that just before the midst of the week

they would get out of the city of Jerusalem, as Christ said. I don't think

that you'll ever be able to say that it has been just exactly so many days

since this particular time the covenant was signed. This beast, after 3 years

makes was with them and conquers them and kills them. And their dead bodies

lie upon the streets of the great city, which is called spiritually Sodom and

Egypt. John has had some experiences with Jerusalem, and the antichrist is

about to desecrate it. Where also our Lord was crucified, (that identitLtes

Jerusalem). Spiritually it is Sodom and Egypt, but geographically it is Jenus-
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alem. And,--now they give you televisiOon here. John didn't know about tele

vision here, but ,--they will look of all the people and tribes and tongues

and nations, they will see their dead bodies. I think that you can very well

imagine this kingdom of the beast. He has decided to be God. He has suddenly

turned and broken his covenant, and set up his idol in the tple, and is de

claring himself as God. And of course he controls the radio and the televisio

and people all around the world 8 and their dead bodies lie

there. And the television plays on it constantly. Here are these corpses

and there they lie on the stteets of the city. The people of the earth rejoice

over them, and make merry and they send gifts one to another because these two

prophets torment those who dwelt on the earth. They are sitting there before

their television sets, and they are saying, We have gotten rid of these fana

tics here. How did they get that power, to stop the rain and to t turn water

into blood. Well, look now, see the flies gathering around, mice and rats'

and everything. Just imagine the gruesome scene. (ques) John thinks of them

as representing all the peoples of the earth, and in 3 days you would have

great difficulty in having those of all these nations get there. Why not use

television? Of course John doesn't mention television; that was my baby.

Now if you want them to go in delegations, (ques). v John says, And out of

the tribes, --and he certainly means a world wide vision of this local evnnt,-

There is no reason to take it otherwise. From the people and the tribes and

the tongues and the nations: they will see their dead bodies lying there on

the street. Seems to me that the fact of televison is illuminating in this

context. A world loos on. That certainly is contemplated here. (ques)

After 3 days, the Spirit of life from God enters into them. And they stood

upon their feet, and fear fell upon those watching them, and they heart a

great voice out of heaven saying, COme up here. And they went up to heaven

in the clouds. What clouds? And their enemies say them. Now this is a world

wide picture. I don't think that it is foolsh to bring in the thought of

television here. Now if the 7th trumpet is the trumpet of the rapture, and in

Mt 24 Christ puts the gathering of the elect by the angels after the abominatio
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now if there is the rise f the beast here, his coming power and his killing

these two withsses, if that corresponds with the abomination, then you have thi

most terrible persecution (I think placed by inference) ; all of the people of

the world rejoice over the death of these two witnesses, and the pride of the

beast has come to pass so that he can present himself as God, w he can kill

these witnesses, he can stop the Jewish worship in the temple. You can just

imagine the terrible persecution, and why Christ told the Christians to run and

hide in the mountains. That surely is not marcing orders for every day.

When you see the abomination of desolation spoken of by Daniel, then run and

hid. Get out of Jerusalem. It all seems to synchronize so remarkably. These

two witnesses prophesying for 1260 days, and then lying there dead for 3

days... (END OF RECORD E ki)

(BEGINNING OF RECORD E 42)

Their enemies behold them. There is no secret rapture about that, is there?

It is a tremendously spectacular event. (ques) I take these to be individuals

myself. The Lord gives His work to great leaders, and He has particular pro

phets for particular times, with particular lliracle power, and I don't see why

it wouldn't be most reasonable to say He will raise up two particular leaders

and they will be put to death by the beast as he comes to power, and after 3

days when the people of the world will rejoice against God, then they will

be caught up in the clouds. I think that ... In that hour, a great earthquake

and the fifth part of the city fell, and those that were aain in the earth

quake numbered 7000 men, and the rest l and gave glory to the

God of heaven. Now there is a case where they did give glory to God. (ques)

After these ttw witnesses have been going for a while, then I would become con

vinced and say, Well it does look like it. I wouldn't be too sure till they

had been going for quite a while. (ques) There is a rapture of the church,

and their rapture is the same point of time with the rapture of the whole cli.nrc

I think that the rapture of the church will be the most stupendous time that th

world has ever seen. All the cemetaries will be rippted open, every business

will be disrupted, born again people snatched right out. Think of a great
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bank. If every- born again cashier is gone... think of the whole world, every

born again engineer, fireman, etc. Think of the airplanes. Every born again

pilot is just taken. (ques) There is no secret rapture in the Bible. That is

the only text that I have ever heard quoted for a secrrt rapture is the refer

ence to the coming of the Lord as a thief, and the Scripture always associates

the coming as a thief with the wicked. The wicked people. To them it will be

like the coming of a thief. It is not a sneak thief. That day shall not over

take you as a thief. The Christians will not know the day nor the hour, and

they will not know the times nor the seasons, but the Christians will not thin

of it as the coming of a thief. Only the people of the world will think of it

as a thief. But it doesn't say a sneak thief. There is no scripture for the

secret rapture. If you think of any, I wish that you would tell me, because

I have looked for years. The rapture is a noisy event. The shout, the voice

of the archangel, the trump of God. It is stppendous, and the antichrist will

know that that is taking place, and that is why he gathers his armies, to

'prevent Christ from taking Jerusalem. Just exactly- the way- that Herod tried to

prevent Christ from gowing up. (ques) Here are the steps. The judgment of

the righteous dead takes place at the 7th trumpet; the judgment of the righteou

dead takes place at the resurrection; the resurrection takes place at the last

trump; now in Mt 24, the rapture of the righteous is at the same time as the

resurrection of the righteous, and in Mt 24 the rapture of the righteous follow

very shortly after the abomination of desolation. That is the step that is oft

left out. He sends forthi His angels with the sound of a great trumpet, and He

gathers His elect from the four winds. There is the abomination, a short but

terrible thlipsis, and then the rapture of the elect. Then is the rapture of

the elect takes place shortly after the abomination of desolation, and if the

abomination is in the midst of the week, now these two witnesses are put to

death as the beast comes to power. He comes to power, proclaims himself as God

and sets up the abomination. Therefore the death of these two witnesses comes

at the time of the abomination. (ques) Rewards for the righteous dedd at the

7th trumpet; rewards for the righteous dead at the resiwrection.of the righteou
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dead, Lk 14.14. Therefore rewards for the righteous dead at the resurrection

of the righteous dead. Now then the resurrection of the righteous dead at the

last trumpet. Therefore the last trumpet is the 7th trumpet. (ques)

In Mt 24, you have the abomination, a brief but terrible thlipsls, and then the

rapture of all the saints. In Revelation you have the 3 years of witness,

the beast comes to power, kthe witnesses are killed, 3- days their dead bodies

are there and then they are caught up to heaven. (ques) (Much repetitive dis

cussion here). 1260 days is 3 years. Now in Daniel's vision, there is a 70

of sevens, and half of that, which will be a time in which they will have

religioas liberty. Half of 7 years is 3 years; 1260 days is 3- years. (ques)

You take each of them literally, just as it is stated here. 42 months is 42

months. 1260 days is 1260 days. And then you realize that both of those equal

321 years. Then you take 3- days as 3 days. Their dead corpses lie in the2 2

street. You woult take that as figurative. It is right there. So 3- days

after they are killed, they are caught up to heaven. (ques) Daniel talks abou

70 years of Jeremiah. Then he talks about 70 sevens. Most any commentary says

that he must mean 70 sevens of years. So one seven in Dan 9 means 7 years.

What is half of seven years 3 years. 42 months is 3 years. 1260 days is

3- years. So the first half of Daniel"s 70th seek the people are not to be

disturbed in their worship. And then for 42 months they are not interferred

with in their worship in the temple. For 1260 days the prophets of God can't

be hurt. And it is all 3 years. (ques) (END OF RECORD E k2)
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I have said that that will be followed by a brief but terrible persecution,

and He shall send forth His angels and gather his elect from everywhere. It

certainly describes the rapture. Now these two witnesses are put to death when

the beast comes to power, which would be the time when he sets up the abomina

tion. They lie there 3 days, and they are caught up in the clouds. So it

would seem quite reasonable to say that the 3- days would probably be the time

of the terrible persecution. Now Revelation 12,13,and 17.

I started in the middle of the eleventh chapter,, with the illustEation of the

surveyor's benchmark. Seems that at the sounding of the 7th trumpet, you hve

clear prthclamations that this is the time of the iudgment for rewards for the

righteous deadf Among all the various interpretations, among which some are

pure conjecture, it does seem as tho this is one of the certain things. The

time of the days to be judged, even the time when God gives rewards to the

righteous servants the prophets, and to those saints and to those who fear Thy

name, both the small and the great. In connection with the 7th trumpet, the

beginning of the kingdom in a sense in which the kigg dom is not now present

because the beginning of the kingdom is referred to, speaking of the kingdom$f

this world is become the kingdom of or Lord and His Christ. The coming of the

wrath of God, destroying those who are destroying the earth. So we can say

that at the 7th trumpet come rewards for the righteous dead, the beginning of

the kingdom in a sense in which it can begin at a future time, the beginnnng

of the wrath of God, the.. The rewards for the righteous dead come at the

resurrection of the righteous dead, Lk 14.14. Now if the rewards come at the

resurrection of the righteous, then this is the time of the resurrection of the

righteous dead, and then this 7th trumpet would be what Paul calls the last

trump. It isn't because Paul thought that it was the last trump, but beaause

it tz coincides with the resurrection of the righteous dead. Then this

would be the trumpet referred to in I Th , and then this would be the great

trumpet of Mt 24 when he sends forth His angels to gather His elect fom the

four winds. This is connected with the sign of the coming of the Son of man

in the clouds. So with all that series of identificatons, we went over it.
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Then we started to read in the 10th chapter, and we found the mighty angel

announced, prior to the sounding of the 7th trumpet, that the mystery of God

would be finished at the 7th trumpet. This is something in which you can't

be dogmatic, but Paul used the phrase "mystery of God" to refer to the Gentile

church, or the church qs it is constituted in the present age. It is reasonabi

that John should use it in the same way that Paul did. T he mystery of God

will be finished at the sounding of the 7th trumpet, which coincides. Then

we saw in the first verses of the 11th chapter a vision of the worshippers in

the temple and the altar, not interferred with for 1.2 months, ith the state

ment that the outer court and the cityt are under the domination of the Gentile

for that period of 4.2 months. And that seemed rather striking as corresponding

to what would take place up to the midst of the week in Dan 9. This is the

condition which prevailed in the time of Christ and of Paul, that the worshippe

were not intefered with, but there was the outer court for the Gentiles, and

the city under Gentile domination. Then next we saw tht the two witnesses have

miracle power for 3 years. They can't be touched by the beast for 3 years.

The beast introduced the conclusion of the testimony of these two witnesses.

When they have finished their work, then the beast will make war with them and

conquer them and kill them. And the dead bodies lie in the streets of Jerus

alem for 3 days, and then they come to life and are taken up in the clouds.

So in the first patt of chapter 11, you have two different visions or situation

each one lasting 3 years. One is called 42 months, and one is called 1260

days. And each one of these would at least fit in with the first half of

Dan-iel-2s70th ut week. Then in the 12th chapter, we aaw a recurrence,--the

first 6 verses tell the story, and then the 7th verse goes back over it again

and tells the same story from a different point of view, which is only a nat

ural literay phenomenon, andfound in the Scripture and out of the Scripture.

I taught that the woman should probably be identified with organized Christen

dom. And that the child which is caught up to God when it is born should prob

ably be identified with the rapture of the church. The overcoers are to rule

the nations with a rod of iron, with Christ, so at least ... The woman of the
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17th and 19th chapters and the woman in the 12th chapter are identical. The

relation between the beast and the apostate church, or the apostate organized

religthon is to me exactly what we find in the world today. The devil hates

liberal religon, but he uses it. So this woman rides the beast; the beast

hates her, and yet this organized religion that has the Bible is kept alive for

the last 3 years after the birth of the child, and it is said in the 13th

chapter that the beast is allowed to prevail for 3 years and the woman rides

the beast and he hates her and seeks to destroy her. The woman has the remnant

of her seed which has the Word of God and the testiony of Jesus, which would

at least correspond with people being born again by the influence of the Bible.

And that is a brief summary. In many partsof the book of Revelation you have

just a picture thrown on the screen, and you draw your own inference from the

context and from other Scripture and find what it means. Chapter 13 there is

a textual problem whether he stood upon the sands, or whether I stood, but

the critical text reads He stood, that is, the dragon, on the sands of the sea.

Doesn't make any difference as to the exegesis of the figures. And I saw

coming up out of the sea beast, having ten horns and seven heads. Now we

must remember that John had Daniel in mind, and his readers were expected to

have Daniel in mind also, and I think that it is quite imperative that we

face John as more or less conscious of the fact that there are some elements of

Daniels 7th chapter said over here in a different setting and in a differant

combination, here in this 13th chapter. The beaat rising up out of the sea

having ten horns and seven heads. And upon the horns ten diadems, and upon the

heads names of blasphemy. And the beast which I saw as like a leppard, and

his feet like a bear; and his mouth as a lion, and there was given to him

(indistinct 14 ) (END OF RECORD E 33)

(BEGINNING OF RECORD E kit)

And the dragon gave to him his power and his throne, and great authority.

This beast is the one who is xd worshipped as though he is God, andhe is

the antichrist. Christ is God manifest in the flesh; this one is made a God

by the dragon, and the dragon is Satan. The trinity: the dragon, the beast
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who is worshipped as God, being in the f flesh, and then the false prophet

whose function is to cause everybody to worship the first beast. And that woul

seem to be a counterfeit of the Holy Spirit. So the dragon gives him his thron

and great authority and power, and I saw one head of the beast wounded to the

point of death, and the stroke of death was healed. And the whole world

marvelled at the beast. And they worshtpped the dragon because he gave his

authority to the beast, and they worshipped the beast, saying, Who is like unto

the beast? Who is able to make war with him? And there was gion to him a

mouth speaking great things, even blasphemy. And there was given him authorjrty

to do, to prevail, to carry on 42 months. That seems quite coincidental with

the last half of Daniels 70th week. He is given power to carry on for 3- years

(AAM) Wh do you connect it with the last half rather than the first half?

(JOB) The first half, prior to the abomination of desolaton, the people and

their worship are not interfered with. Their sacrifice and their oblation

goes on. And in chap 11, from the abomination to the end is 3- years, with a

little time left over. In the 9th chapter, he stops their worsip in the midst

of the week, and in chap 11 he does practically the same thing, and..

Here, the beast cannot touch the two witnesses to hurt them during the days of

their propecy. They prophesy for 1260 days, but when their work is done than

he is allowed to conquer them and to kill them. And that first 3 years he

can't hext them, and for the list 3- years he Is allowed to preyail.. So at

least it is coincidental.. aNow he blasphemes the name of God and His taber

nacle, and those dwelling in heaven. Those dwelling in heaven would be a littl

more significant i we wou.d postulate that this is after the rapture. The

ones dwelling $ in heaven are the holy angels anyway, and the blessed dead,

but it is significant that the rapture has already taken place before this

period of 42 months in ththch the beast is allowed to prevail. It is given him

to make war with the saints and to conquer them. Now tht is a reference back

to Dan 11.7. There it is said of these two witnesses that the beast could

not hurt them...Wait: Revelation 11.7, not Daniel! When their testimony is

finished, the beast coming out of the abyss will make war with them and will

conquer them and will kill thmm. This in 13.7 simply ties the story together.
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This is the beast that he was talking about there, who has the power to make

war with the saints and to conquer them. And there was given him authority ove:

every tribe and people and tongue and nation. And they worshipped him, all

who dwelt on the earth, whose names are nt written in the book of life of

the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world. Paragraph division now, with

verse 9. If anyone has ears he must hear. If anyone is for captivity, into

captivity he goes. If anyone kills with the sword, it is necessary for him by

thw sword to be killed. Here is the patience and the faith of the saints. I

conceive of those two verses as simply drawing a spiritual lesson for anybody

in any age, anytime. These terrible things are going to take place, but who

ever is converted and who is on earth at the time, or whoever is here with the

two witnesses during the first half of the 70th week period, before the beast

can touch them, anybody anytime should take these verses. That obviously is

homiletical material for the comfort of the Lord's people. From this point on

there is a number of similar passages which John gives which would be of com

fort to anybody in any age. 12.17, 14,12,13 16.15. ft is very gracious of

the Holy Spirit to give us these words of comfort in. the midst of these terribi

visions of agony. And I saw another beat coming up out of the earth, and he

had two horns, like the Lamb, and he spake as a dragon. He exercised all the

authority of the first beast in his presence, before him. And he causes the

earth and those dwelling in it that they sould worship the first beast, whose

death-strthke was healed. And he causes or works great signs so that he makes

fire come down out of heaven into the earth in the presence of men, and he

deceives those dwelling in the earth by the signs which he is permitted to work

in the presence of the beast. Saying to those dwelling upon the earth, Make

an image to the beast who had the sword stroke and came to life. This would

indicate that it was not merely to the pont of death, but that this beast was

actually out of the picture for a while, and then came to life. And it was

given to him to give spirit to the image of the beast, so that it vhould speak

to the image of the beast and should cause that whoever does not worship the

image of the beast shall be killed. And he causes everyone, small
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and great, the rich and the poor, and the free and the bound, that they receive

that they give to them a mark in their hand or on their heads. The mark in

the hand is not always visi1le, but the mark in the head in visible to every

body. I have heard devotional messages on that. There is a mark which can be

covered up in the closed fist, and there is the mark which shows out right on

the face. I suppose the criminals could put a hat on or wear handkerchiefs ove:

their faces and cover up the mark anyway. And causes that no one should

be able to buy or to sell who does not have the mark or the name of the beast

or the number of his name. Here is wisdom... number of a man, and the number of

him is 666. It is foolish for us to try to identify the beast till these other

things come to pass merely by having us adding up numbers. You take the latin,

or drop out his middle name or use his titles, etc. You can get 666 out of any

name in Christendom, by this method. You know precisely what it says here, and

nothing more, I think. It is a number of a man, the number ofhis name, and it

is a trademark, so that no one is allowed to buy or to sell without this trade

mark. I can conjecture that under the time of the wrath of God, some people

who are born again who have refused this mark of the beast hid awwy in some

cellar somewhere, and may be able to buy a loaf of bread because they 1ie this

information. But we know only precisely what is revealed. There is a vast

amount of writing tht is utterly futile, trying to figure out about this num

ber 666. Chapter 14 gives the vision of the 144000 on Mt Zion, and a vision

of angels flying thru the heavens giving warnings etc to those dwelling upon

the earth, and a vision of angels reaping the harvest, reaping the vineyard of

the earth, and that is quite similar to OT syjbolism. In chapter 15 another

picture of an innumerable multitude in heavenly bliss with the Lord. In chap

ter 16, you have the 7 vials of the wrth of God. Rea.thng the vials and the

trumpets in parallel makes it quite clear that the two could not b synchron

ized, because in a number of cases the trumpet is only one third as severe as

the vial. The truxnpts when they do occur predede the 7th trumpet, and the 7th

trumpet announces the coming f the wrath of God, and so the 7 vials of the

wrath of God follow the ?',i)t1 7 trumpets. (end of RECORD E kk)
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- the interpretation of chapter 13. (Student) the seventh trumpet at the (1 1/2)

of the Lord's coming, (hard to hear), following the seventh trumpet, but chapter 12, 13, 14 and

15 are a series of (1 3/4). They are not an enumerated series of events. They are a

picture. Then in 16 they are a series of events, trumpet right after another, 7 vials of wrath.
17

Then after chapter 16, chapter h¬ and 18 and are expository. (Student). The vials of wrath?

(Student). No, I didn't mean to say that. The only reason I'm skipping to chapter 17 is

because chapter 17 is the commentary to chapter 13. We don't have anything like this except

in 13., until we get to 17. (3) later on when I teach the course in Revelation, I'll

dwell on those intermediate passages, and I think they fit into (3) if you realize that

they are not a number of series of events, but that they are pictures which are dealing with

the general content. But that's the reason for skipping to chapter 17 now. Chapter 17 is

explanatory, not a part of the series of the 7 vials of wrath. There is a break after chapter 16,

and (3 1/2) which has to see where it fits. You can only judge by what it says where it

fits. (Reading of 17:1, 2a.) Now this great harlot is seen again in the 19th chapter which is

destroyed by the wrath of God. The Alleluia by the saints, for thou hast judged the great
woman

whore,. etc. So the g9-oft in the 19th chapter is practically identical with the woman in the 17th

chapter and I think that it is the same as the woman in the 12th chapter. That is not always

the view. The Roman Catholics think that the woman in the 12th chapter is the virgin Mary.

But I don't think so. At any rate, this is the same as the one in the 19th chapter, 4&uduiil

Dr. MacRae (Does the sitting on many waters indicate a specific empire?) Why, that is

part of the (5) picture. Verse 15, the waters where the woman sits are peoples, and

crowds, and nations, and tongues. The picture of a woman riding away, is intended to be a

pek picture of a woman riding upon many people. So many population that (5 1/2).

So the waters are interpreted. Now that being the interpretation of the waters, in chapter

17, it conjectures that the beast (5 3/4) from the sea, is intended to represent the beast

arising democratically from among the people. But you can't be positive that the p figure of

speech is carried over from one chapter to another. (6) it might be found that
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many waters - you couldn't say that that represented the (6) people of the earth in the

same sense, that this harlot rides upon the waters, but here in this 17th chapter, this woman

riding upon many waters is intended to represent I think a religious system , so that the

kings of the earth commit fornication with this woman. That would exactly fit with the world

religion, in (6 1/2) or world rulers, have had their religion. That they themselves hae had

(6 1/2) to use it politically, (6 3/4) the use of religion for political means,

would seem to fit in here. Now here is the suggestion of the system anyway. And the

description of the beast. And he took me away in the desert. Now the woman in chapter 12,

was fled into the desert. The desert place, a place there was a wilderness. It doesn't mean

a dry desert necessarily. But it coinects it with the woman in chapter 12, desert to a place

where there was a (7 1/2) and here John is taken to the wilderness, (7 1/2) same

woman as chapter 12, and I saw the woman sitting upon a scarlet coloured beast, full of

blasphemous names, having seven heads and ten horns. So this practically identifies the same

beast. And the woman which was garbed in purple and scarlet, and gold and precious stones

and pearls, having a golden cup in her hand full of abiminations and unclean things of her

fornication. And upon her forehead was a name written, which is interpreted as the word

mystery here, Is mystery babylon a part of her ¬4 title, or simply (8 1/2) her name is

Babylon, whichever you take it, (8 1/2) a mystic name, so that mystery Babylon, or

simply the name (8 3/4) interpretation (8 3/4) Babylon the Great, the mother

of harlots,, and of abominations of the earth. And I saw the woman drunken with the blood of
of Jesus

the saints, and with the blood of the martyrs - that surely was a picture of organized religion,

(9) and organized religion which put the martyrs to death. The reformation came.

(Student). (9 1/2) in every detail that this woman has (9 1/2) organized
the brakes

religion, (Student). That would fit very well, I would like to put on (9 1/2) of going too

far, of identifying this woman as Rome, the woman is called Babylon, and this woman is the

great (10) of the kings of the earth, in John's time that (10), this woman is Babylon

this woman is Rome. I think that the fact that she is called Babylon (10) Rome, would
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make one conscious of calling her Rome. (Dr. MacRae: Was she actually called Rome

- here its the great city, that (10 1/4) the great kings of the earth. She is the great city
logically

that rules over the kings of the earth. That could be Rome. I think the fact that (10 1/2)

And Peter was in Rome when Paul (10 1/2), Mark was in Rome when Paul wrote

Colossians, Mark was in Babylon when Peter wrote I Peter, and (11) came

earlier on an errand, (11) when Peter wrote I Peter. (11) Mark from literal
city ?

Babylon, here over in Rome, such a remarkable coincidence that the same Scripture fits the

same people. So it seems to be very clear that Peter meant Rome when he said Babylon.

And Mystery, Babylon, the city that dominates kthe kings of the earth, as Babylon was in the

Old Testament, so Rome was to be in the Apocalypse. John of course was writing after Nero.

Paul wrote Colossians in the (11 1/2) reign of (11 3/4) (Dr. MacRae: So Babylon

could be a figure for Rome then.) (12) both Babylon and Rome meaning the great

(12) religious, political power that (12). (Dr. MacRae: Would you say

it wasn't Rome at all?) No, I would say that (12 1/4). the Roman Catholic church.

(Student). I wouldn't object to saying (13). (Hard to hear).

46. (0)

It is easy to see the elements of human society which it is intended to describe.

It is not the actual political ruling whe because she is (1/2) the beast, she is to

the king's (1/2).but she is right in cahoots with him. It is quite strongly probable

that this woman is to represent organized religion, in its final stage, and the 12th chapter

then mould be all the more clear, that the rapture of the church would be like the birth of a

child out of this, apostate system, the true born again people being taken up to the Lord.

Now about this beast, (1 1/2) I marvelled, with great astonishment, and a the

ee4= angel said to me, why are you astonished? I will tell you the secret of the

woman, and of the beast, that carries her., that has seven heads, and the ten horns. Verse

8, the beast which you saw was and is not and is going to come out of the abyss. Now in

the 11th chapter, John said, the beast which is going to come out of the abyss, will make
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war with these two witnesses, and kill them. In the 13th chapter , this is the beast which
saints

makes war with the 9t-l-b- kiee and kills them. This is the beast which was, and

is not, and is going to come up out of the abyss, and he is going to go into destruction. And

those who dwell on the earth will marvel whose names are not written in the book of life,

from the foundation of the world. They will marvel when they see the beast, that he was,

and is not, and he is going to come. He is going to be here. And here is the mind which

has wisdom, and as to say this is an interpretation of the apocalyptic picture, this is like a

labelled cartoon - I don't like the word cartoon but you could label it as a picture, Were,

here is the mind which has wisdom. The seven heads are seven mountains where the woman

is seated, upon them, and they are seven kings. I think that the Revised Version reads and

they are - who has the Revised Version? Anybody? What is it saying? (Student). And they

are seven kings. So it is not merely my wilfulness that reads it, they are, I grant you that

(3 1/2) the subject which of course is not expressed, (student), you could read, and

there are seven kings, now if these are the seven hills of Rome, all right, and it is (4)

than anything else, and I don't object, with these seven heads are seven mountains, and they

are seven kings, then she is not (4) in prophetic writing for mountain and the picture

stands for a great (4) or a great earthly ruler. The stone cut out of the mountain without

ahd hands, became a great mountain and filled the earth. So the seven heads is the same as

seven mountains, same as the kings, but it isn't at all necessary. You take the verse simply

seven mountains, and then there are seven kings, then you lose the continuity with the

(4 1/2). One of these heads was wounded to death, and the beast came to life again,

Now the beast, well, I'll read on a little further. Now we'll get an interpretation of the beast.

And they are or there are seven kings, five have fallen, one is, and the other is not yet come,

and when he comes, it is necessary for him to remain a little time, and the beast which you

saw, which was, and is not, even he is the eighth and is of the seven. And he goes into

destruction. Now, five are fallen, and one is, and one is not yet come. I think that David

Smith in (5 1/2) Letters of Paul has a suggestion about the beast, with reference to some
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material in II Thessalonians. (6) The Antichrist is a personage who is to appear
but the principle of

literally in history (6) e Antichrist, is recurrent in history. (6) against God

or His dominion, lifting up his head against God, in (6). So this beast is not only the

individual, that is, he is not only a picture of the individual, that is he is not only a picture

of the individual who is going to be the 44 individual antichrist but this pi beast is a picture
world

of the whole business. ®ie empire against God. And the seven kings, five of whom are

fallen, one is, and one is not yet come, to be taken as different stages of antigod world empires,

looking back from (6 1/2), (6 1/2) of Rome, and then the kingdom of the

antichrist, and then he comes back , Rome will be the ne that is, (7) back, five are fallen,

you can probably take these and (7) Babylon, and then too beyond that. Assyria and

Egypt, I don't know. At least from that point of view we wouldn't (7) think back over 5

great wicked world empires, that lifted up their heads against God, Rome would be the one that
2

now is. And the last one has not yet come. The last one would be the same as the two horns

in Daniel 7 I should think. And the beast, the same as an individual, the little horn, and he then

is the eighth and is of the seven, then the (8) would be not at all difficult to interpret in

the light of history, (8) from the fall of Rome, until past our time I hope, the idea of a
tried to get started

world empire, is (8) but it hasn't really got anywhere. Different emperors have tried to

rule the world, but (8 1/2) one world empire is not the popular conception, we e4

live in a world of nationalism. But for a long time now in the period of history, anybody who
would lift up his head

(8 1/2) and says, I'm the ruler of the world, well all the other heads will crack down on

him, and so for a long time in world history this idea of world empire, has been out of the

?John
picture, then we look for the seventh stage of world empire, as Zahn counts it, or a fifth stage,

as Daniel counts it, now then the ten horns. And the ten horns, which you saw are ten kings

who have not yet received a kingdom. That is, there are ten kings, I take it that are not now in

existy(ence. In John's time you couldn't count ten independent kings, who could gather together

and give their power to a world ruler, you could count more than ten subordinate kings who

were puppets under Rome alright, but these king= ten horns are ten kings who have not yet
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received their kingdom. But they receive power as kings for one hour. (the accusative of

duration). Now that shouldn't be taken as 60 minutes. With the beast, There are ten great

kings seen who receive power for an hour with the beast. I can't help reading current history

into this. It is the idea of a world dictator being set up by a league of nations, it is

certainly in the background of a lot of people's thinking. There are plenty of people who

are discouraged with democracy, even well-meaning people, as well as (10 1/2)

people, and they would (10 1/2) to see a world dicØ'tator. Of course, I hope it won't

come in our time. Rev. 17: 12, they receive power as kings one hour with the beast.

(Dr. MacRae: That would suggest quite clearly that the ten are contemperaneous rather than

successive then). (Mr. Eppard: Dr. Buswell, that idea of one government, is that the

same as world government)? Well, there is at least one world government today that we

can see that would be similar. I think it would be very (11 1/2) to say that the United

Nations are the ten kings. We just don't know. There was one student of prophecy who

said, the United Nations, they are the ten kings. They are the ten kings of the earth

that (11 1/2), and take counsel together against God, Xli 3/4). (Hard to hear).

(I thought the United Nations. I was listening over the radio, I missed the opening,

(12 1/2) said, we shall all stand for a moment, and silent, and my heart stood

silent, and I said, well here they are going to have prayer, and meditation, and a moment

of silent meditation, but then he promjtly proceeded to say that the United Nations is the

company of the ten kings, but at least all these things in importance at the end of time,

shows us how this thing is entirely pDssible, that it may come very quickly. (13).

These come, and receive power, one hour with the beast, these have one mind. The nations

of the earth to me don't seem to have one opinion, not very much anyway. They make war

with the saints. Now you can just picture this end time. You have the Russian conflict,

and the (13 1/2) and Europe just (13 1/2), and let's all turn around and (13 1/2)

to him. They give their power and their authority to the beast. They come to a united

opinion. The (14) tow that would take you back to the second (14), They turn
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against the Lord and against His anointed. These will make war with the lamb. And the

lamb will conquer them, because he is Lord of lords, and Kingd of kings. and they that are

with him are called, and chosen, and faithful. And he saith unto me, The waters which thou

sawest, where the whore sitteth, are peoples, and crowds, and races, and tongues.

E-47.

And they make her desolate, and they burn her flesh with fire, and God has put it in their

hearts that they should do His will, that is to say, this verse is very picturesque, of the
liberals.

situation of false religion. The atheistic philosophys despise literally the - some of them

really respect the fundamentalists. The (1) people. But there will be deliverance. I've

told you many times about my talk with Bodez. Alexander Bodez. I was introduced to him as a
warmed

member of the clergy. And he (1) right up to me, and he said, I take it that you are a liberal,

and I want you to understand that we naturalists will work with the liberals, and he went on and

he mentioned Oxnam by name, and he was ready to work with, and yet in his writings and in

Dewey's writings, occasionally they write bitter attacks against (11/2), They just despise

the liberals. They have no conviction, and although they certainly hate the fundamentalist, they

have no respect - but it does seem to me that this woman acts the part of apostate teaching,

God has put it into the heart of these kings to hate and despise and burn and make destitute

this woman. And to accomplish his own purposes. And thou hast put it into their hearts to

give their authority to the beast, until the words of God are fulfilled. And the woman which you

saw is the great city which has reigns over the kings of the earth. Now, there you have a picture,

and some of these things in our modern world are a similar situation which is described.

(Student). The wicked king and this wicked woman hate each other. And God has made it that

way. And these wicked kings set up a world dictator. Well, God told them to do it. That

just brings the (3) to a head, and no (3). (Student). I would simply say it is one and

the same time. That they come to their supreme authority, it is working towards a climax,
I certainly

(3 1/4) would not take it as sixty minutes. Of course, that would contradict many other

things. One hour is frequently used in the sense of one and the same time. Now that is a
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stopping point Dr. MacRae. (IStudent). In the 17th chapter, you see that the ten kings give

the beast all of their authority. And also God in His principality, gave the beast his power.

Because the beast couldn't touch these two witnesses until their job was through. And then

God permitted it, and the kings of the earth permitted it. As I tee the (4 1/2) we will

not know until we get quite well along anti into Daniel's seventieth week, - we will not know
Palestine?

that this is the antichrist. There are so many white papers dealing with college science.
Palestine

There is s-ntttt- a strong movement to go back to (4 1/2). (4 1/2) the temple or

even to get some of it done. And in the 11th chapter of Daniel there is a little phrase there.

He shall attain a kingdom with a small people. He shall come in by (5). He will come in

through diplomacy. And then when he gets the authority, he will (5). The little horn

you remember. And after he got in he kicked out the others. Now the kingdom of the beast,
plenty of discord.

during the first part of kDaniel' s seventieth week, will have (5 1/2). Remain

Remember the toes of the image in Daniel 2 were made of iron and clay, and Daniel gave the

1"9F interpretation there. He didn't say the clay means democracy. He said the

iron and the clay won't mix. They will mingle themselves with the seed of men. They will

try to move around the population. That's an old old trick. To consolidate and get everybody

to be blood brothers. But it won't work. There's plenty of (6). within the kingdom of the

beast. But the beast comes (6) and after he has conquered his enemies, for the first

little while, then he comes to the point where he (6). and from that point on, he is allowed

to prevail after the (6 1/4) of his image, that abomination of desolation is just the setting

up of an image of the beast, so that after that he is allowed to prevail 42 months, and then in
43 months

Daniel 11, and then (6 1/2) 4 1/2 months, and we are not told what that extra month

and that extra month and a half mean. And I can only conjecture that they would be a time for

carrying out after the beast and the false prophet are thrown into the lake of fire. (Student).

Yes, from Daniel's point of view there were four distinct cases. And the (7) has 10 horns,

which is really a fifth stage. (Student). John sees the beast. He is like a leppard, his like

a bear. He is like a lion. And he has the ten horns. So John puts together the various elements
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to predict this beast iid as being the embodiment of the whole principle of antichrist.

(Student) Yes, in that conjecture there is the principle of one empire against God.
has died out politics

(8) and for a long time the (8), you don't have anyone being a world empire.

The world emperor has been very unpopular. Napoleon, and Titus, and Kaiser may have had

that (8) and they may have not, Hitler was going to have a( new ordinance and

Stalin certainly has got that back of his head, but all other nations for a long time had

lined up against anybody who tried to be a world emperor. So that this idea of the beast,

the king of the world, who is strong enough to defy God, showing himself as God. That idea

has been out for a long time. (Student). The 7th head, would be the 7th strong world empire,

99"e1 which is future to John's time. And that would seem to correspond to the league of

the ten horns, that finally set up the beast himself. Who is called the 8th and is of the 7.

(Student). Now in the 7th chapter of Daniel you see, the little horn seems to be, from looking

at it, seems to come from the ten horns. The ten horns go on the head of the 4th beast, in

Daniel's prophecy, in the midst of the ten horns, comes up the little horn, and then he

kicks out the others, and he dominates, the whole situation. But he is of the group, but he

is still (10). That seems to be as much as I can make out of it. (Student). Well, to
contrary to history.

me, to set up a more powerful government, it is not (10 1/2) (Student). Well,

that idea is very common today. Youd'd be surprised. (10 1/2). Well, let's

have a dictator. A world dictator. I'm against it myself. (Student). Well, that's an

entirely different thing. I (11) the wounding of the beast, and then his

(11) again, this long period of history, in which the very idea of world empire is

(11). That is, it isn't operative, and it wouldn't be in actual politics. When you

get a League of 10 nations, with world power, now you've got a United Nations with

(11), you've got the United Nations. It has an army. (11 1/4) they are afraid

that army is going to do something. But still they do have an army. Now the beast is 14#

just an arm of it. There are ten great powers in the United Nations, and they have lots of

trouble and they wish they had a dictator, that would be the (11 1/2) again. A world
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have it

emperor,. against God. (Student). Well we said quite clearly that the leopard was

the Grecian empire. And the bear is the Meo-Persian empire, And the lion was the Babylonian

was it not, and John now writing with the people having Daniel in their mind, that this beast

is the embodiment of all of these other beasts. (Student). It is quite clearly, in chapter 15,

every people, tongue, tribe or nation, oh, now there is a subject that often comes up.

The reestablishment of the old Roman empire, I think all you can say as to what it is, that there
2

is a kind of personality. That the ten horns come out of the e fourth beast, and that's all

there is to it. Now Rome never hay(d a constitution, made up of (13 1/2) powers, giving

authority to a dictator, that never was Rome. It is not the physical autonimy of the Roman

empire. But nevertheless, the Roman idea, we are on the edge of Roman civilization. Our

civilization is Latin. Our Language is g&manic. But our laws, literature, you can't read

English unless you've studied some Latin, (14) rise up and smite me for that, but
law

you can (14) but it is true. Our jurisprudence goes back to Rome, not all of it,

but a lot of it does, we are in a (14) civilization, any which has a (14),

has the Roman Caesar idea. All of South America is Latin, and civilization and its ideals,

so these ten nations grow out of Roman cultures, ad at some point of view, but there is not

any indication, that they are within the boundaries, of the Roman empire. And (14 1/2)

tenth verse, has quite a lecture to deliver on this, he would, recite incidents that took place,

on the boundary of the Eastern Roman empire. 4d I'd rather give thatmverse when I was a

very young pastor over there in Brooklyn, and I went up to Stony Brook and he gave his talk,

that it happened around the boundaries

E-48. (Apparently this was skipped.)
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used it for prophecy and 4 a friend of my father's and I pulled him by the elbow, and I

said Dr. Ottman, I can see that all in the newspaper but I can't see it in the Bible. And

he had quite a sense of humour, and he 47- winked at me, and he said, I can't either, but

didn't she have a fine spirit. That is to say, you take any natural boundary, just as
incidents.

peoples live, and there are always going to be political (1). And if you take any great

river in Europe, you will always find events taking place around it or toward it, or before it,

or on this side of it or on that side of it, and all the incidents in the (1) around the

boundary of the ancient Roman empire, wouldn't prove anything to me. I can't see it bn

Scripture. That the boundaries of ancient Rome are ever going to be reestablish. They say

were very different from age to age. They were always changing. And expending generally

and contracting. So I can't see any reasons for reestablishing a boundary. But I can't see

(1 1/2) for a continuity of civilization, in that the ten horns grow out of the 4th beast.

Now there is a stopping point, Dr. MacRae. Have you some material. (Dr. MacRae:

Would you like something from Isaah2 Well, let's turn back if you would like to the

Isaiah apocalypse. As I've already called your attention last fall to the 24th chapter of

Isaiah. And we noticed in the 24th chapter of Isaiah, that there was the picture of the

progress of this age. And that picture leads up right to the end of the age, when God

intervenes, and then we have in verse 21, that the Lord seizes the host of the high ones,

the rulers of this darkness and heavenly places, and the kings of the earth upon the earth.
22.

And verse 23 shows them put in the pit, and kept there for many days, and then visited.

That was the great change in their condition - after many days h-1-l-4tt,'--e th of

being in prison. This corresponds, exactly as we've noticed with the desctiption in the

beginning of Revelation 20, when Satan is bound in the pit, and held there for a thousand

years, to deceive the nations no more, and at the end of the thousand years he is released

for a little season. And then verse 23, describes the wonderful condition upon this earth

while Satan is bound. Then the moon shall be confounded, and the sun ashamed, when the

Lord of hosts shall reign in mount Zion, and in Jerusalem and before his ancients gloriously.
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Then in v chapter 25 you have a prayer of praise to God, I'm not going to linger over 25, or

most of 26 today, but I wanted to bring out the -t---t4 latter part of 26. In 25 we have

this prayer to God, praising him for his overcoming of the forces of evil, and in verse 6 we

have the declaration of the wonderful work which He will do on calvary. And in this mountain

shall the Lord of hosts make unto all people a feast of fat things, a feast of wines on the lees,

of fat things full of marrow, of wines on the lees well refined. And he will destroy in the

mountain the face cñrthe covering cast over all people, and the vail spread over all nations.

There he is taking undoubtedly a condition of calvary and of the wonderful m blessings that

are in this mountain, which is for all nations by the wonderful grace of God. Now verse 8

shows the outworking, the result of calvary, He will swallow up death in victory; and the Lord

God will wipe away tears from off all faces. He looks forward to the fulfillment in actuality

of that which is one in principal, through the destruction of Satan at calvary. And then verses

9 , the praise to God again in 10, 11 and 12. God's overcoming the forces of wickedness.

And then in 26 we have a prayer of praise to God, and in this prayer the emphasis would seem

to be on this age again. Verse 3, thou wilt keep him in perfect peace, whose mind is stayed

on thee, because he trusteth in thee. There the stress is not on the age when all the world is

in righteousness, but it is the age in which we in the midst of upheavals and turmoils and

difficulties keep our minds stayed on Christ, and receive peace from Him. Verse 4, Tmste

in the Lord for ever; for in the Lord Jehovah is everlasting strength. And you notice in your

authorized version you have Jehovah here, in capitals. Some people think that Jehovah is a

word simply of the Revised Version. The Revised Version will say it is more specific than

the Authorized Version. The Authorized uses it four times, in the Old Testament. The Revised

Version uses it wherever that same word occurs in the Hebrew. But it is used in the

Authorized version. And then we go on there with the praise to God, and our soul desiring him

in the (5 1/2). I'm not going to try today to see where the transition occurs. There is

praise to the Lord in the early parts of the chapter and here is a picture of the course of the

age.= would we find. Somewhat corresponding to that in chapter 24, but from a different
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viewpoint. That is, looking at it from the viewpoint of a different group of people.

In chapter 26 here then, we find that in verse 10, the difference between those words the




(6).
saved and the lost. Let favour be shewed to the wicked, yet will he not learn righteousness.
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